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text.

When Assyria and Egypt were at the height of their power and
contending *l'or the mastery of the world, the prophet Isaiah
announced, xix. 23, that “ the Egyptians shall serve with the Assyrians.”
tine,

Between these mighty

rivals lay the

land of Pales-

coveted alike by both as the key to further conquests,

trampled successively by the armies of each, the helpless prey
apparently of either. The kings and people of Israel, hopeless
of maintaining their independence, were only divided with uncertain .vacillation upon the question, which of these great
powers they should look to for support and protection against
the other. The inevitable political consequence appeared to be
that the chosen people must be ground to powder between
these formidable foes. But the dauntless faith of their prophets
did not for an instant waver. Jehovah was the omnipotent King.
His people could not be crushed. Egypt and Assyria, now doing
their worst against them and against each other, would yet be
joined together in peaceful alliance, and combined with Israel
in the service of the true and living God
and the Lord of hosts
;

would bless them

all alike,

saying, “Blessed be
25

Egypt my people,
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and Assyria the work
tance.”

of

my

[Julv,

hands, and Israel mine inheri-

Ver. 25.

Much has been

and narJewish scriptures. We may
safely challenge any man to find anywhere but in these scriptures, or in those who have learned their lessons from them, a
sentiment to be compared with this in magnanimity and nobleWe cannot pause, however, to hold it up to adness of soul,
miration, but propose to glance briefly at a partial fulfilment of
rowness

of the

said contemptuously of the bigotry

Jew and even

this vision of tlm holy

service to the

God

seer,

of the

— Assyria

bringing her tribute of

of Israel.

Even while oppressing

his people, Assyria was doing service
ambitious
This
empire, seeking solely its own agunto God.
was
after
all
but
grandizement,
the instrument in his hand to execute his sovereign pleasure, the rod to inflict the needed chas.

tisement upon transgressing Israel.
And Assyria in its downfall fulfilled his word.

In the

irre-

deemable desolation which has for ages obscured its very site,
NinCveh has been uttering its silent voice to tell by a most impressive example of the perishable character of all human
greatness and she has given her attestation in no uncertain or
ambiguous manner to the truth and divinity of the lively oracles
which, in the very acme of her splendor, presaged her doom.
Assyria, besides, has lent its aid in the exposition of the Divine
Word and helped to determine the true principles of prophetic
interpretation. In the passage above cited Isaiah predicts the
freest intercourse between Assyria and Egypt, and the union of
both with Israel in a common subjection to the Lord. Had Assyria still survived, even though reduced to a condition most un
like its former self, as Egypt does whose empire has been
broken, and as Israel does with the loss of his ancient prerogatives, it might have been imagined that this prediction looked
no further than to the opening of a highway between these particular states or nations and their conversion unto God, which
might be anticipated in the future. But the providence of God
by blotting Assyria from existence has rendered a fulfilment in
this restricted sense impossible, and has thus given a hint of the
broader meaning intended by the Spirit of prophecy in this and
similar predictions.
The language of the prophet is not to be
degraded from its high intent by seeking the accomplishment of
;

•
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what he announces respecting the mightiest empires of the world
in states which have sunk to insignificance and are of little
weight among the nations. Nor does it demand that the world
should roll back again to the condition of ages long since past,
and that these ancient empires should be revived and regain
their former greatness, in order that

it

may

find

a fitting

fulfil-

Egypts and Assyrias of
the future that is to say, to the great powers which in the onward
march of history have arisen in the place of the Egypt and Assyria of the ancient world, to divide the dominion of the earth
and to sway the destinies of men. These represent to us now
what the names employed by the prophet denoted in his time.
And the day is surely coming when the highway of an intimate
and peaceful intercourse shall be opened, and they shall together
serve the Lord of Hosts. And the Israel, with whom they shall
be associated in this pious consecration unto God, is not the
lineal descendants of the people so named, now fallen from their
former heritage as the chosen of God, nor this same people reinstated in the possession of those peculiar prerogatives, whose
restriction to a single land and a single nation belongs to a
former dispensation, and agreeably to the divine purpose and
covenant cannot again be renewed, but that sacred body, the
true Israel of God gathered out of all nations and from all lands

ment

in

them.

It looks rather to the

—

—

—

to be a people to his praise.

Nineveh in its pride and lust of conquest, was thus the minisGod’s just judgment in its downfall and total disappearance it was subservient to the defence and the interpretation of
God’s Word. But to have looked for anything further from this
quarter, would have appeared chimerical in the extreme.
Until
Botta and Layard began their explorations thirty years ago, no
one dreamed of the rich treasure-house of materials which had
lain for ages unsuspected beneath the soil.
These are still only
partially exhumed
but they have given the most valuable information respecting an empire of which we were almost wholly
ignorant.
The city of the Pharaohs is stupendous even in its
ruins and the traveller gazes in bewildered astonishment upon
the remains of its temples and stately edifices, with their massive columns and capitals, their immense halls, imposing gateways and lengthened passages which attest a grandeur that the
lapse of ages has not been able to obliterate.
Butin the case
ter of

;

;

;
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Nineveh only shapeless mounds

of earth
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and rubbish mark

the seat of an empire that once ruled the world, whose vastness

and magnificence were the marvel of antiquity, and whose streets
were trodden by many successive generations of its teeming population.

Prior to the excavations just referred

known to be in
Europe that possessed

to,

scarcely a single As-

There was not a

syrian object was

existence.

museum

a specimen of Assyrian work-

in

manship, or anything whatever representative of a style of civilwhich was supposed to have perished
great museum has its Assyrian deearth.
Now
every
the
from
partment
and the monumental remains of Assyria have beization, the last vestige of

;

come as familiar as those of any nation of antiquity. The life
and manners of its people are exhibited in scenes faithfully portrayed by themselves. The degree of their advancement in the
arts, both useful and ornamental, is shown in their structures
and

in articles of their

some

handiwork.

Their very language has

and whole volumes of inscriptions have been found which have been already, with a good
measure of success, deciphered. These are leading the way to
a recovery of their science, religion and history from the almost
The historian
total oblivion which heretofore oppressed them.
and the antiquary are eagerly availing themselves of these
discoveries and laboring to construct, as far as this may prove
been, to

extent, recovered

;

possible, a true conception of this ancient empire.
of the Bible are

busy

in gathering

And

students

up that which may tend

to its

So that here again Assyria is in a new
manner
serving with Egypt. These great opunanticipated
and
in
their
prosperity
and power seemed to threaten
which
pressors,
earthly
existence
of
God’s
kingdom, are now by
the continued
their monuments singularly helpful and auxiliary to that kingdom. He who used the Assyrian as the rod of his anger, now
summons him from the dust of centuries as a wdtness to his truth.
In w’hat we here say of the Assyrian monuments we cannot,

illustration or defence.

of course, attempt to treat of the entire subject of their relation
to the Bible.
ficially, in

The

field is too

a single article.

broad

We

to

be explored, even super-

must, accordingly, pass by the

graphic delineations upon the walls of their palaces,

they offer that

mythology

is inviting.

of Assyria

We

must pass by the

much

religion

as

and

with the tablet describing the deluge,
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whose recent discovery awakened so much attention.

We

must

pass also without mention numerous minor points of a miscellaneous character, upon which the inscriptions afford us welcome light. We direct attention simply to two topics, viz the
:

history and chronology of the Bible as illustrated

and confirmed

by these monuments and chiefly by their inscriptions.
The mention made of Assyria, its cities and its monarchs, by
the sacred historians and prophets, was the only contemporaneous record respecting it that was known prior to the discoveries
already alluded to. Nineveh had been destroyed two hundred
years when the first Greek history was written. And Herodotus

made but scanty

references to

it,

having projected a separ-

ate account of its affairs which probably he never prepared.

The statements

and are believed to be
So that although vague memories survived of
the greatness of Nineveh and its sumptuous buildings and enormous walls and vast extent, and the names of Ninus, Semiramis, Sennacherib and Sardanapalus were linked with much that
was marvellous, no one could pretend to distinguish the legendof Ctesias are still later

quite unreliable.

ary from the true.

In this unsupported testimony of Scripture, those who are
ready to cavil at its teachings sought their opportunity. If ignorance is sometimes the mother of superstitious credulity, she
is no less the mother of unreasonable doubt and disbelief. Where
little is or can be known, hypothesis and conjecture find their
chosen field and impatiently set aside any testimon}', however
reliable, that stands in their way.
Only seven years before
Botta began his explorations, Yon Bohlen, professor at Konigsberg, published a treatise on the book of Genesis, in which he alleged that the accounts therein given of the origin of Babylon
and Nineveh are utterly untrustworthy, that Babylon was not
prior to Nineveh but the reverse,
that Nimrod was the same as
Merodach-baladan, whom the writer of Genesis has blunderingly transferred to this early date, that the invasion of Canaan by four kings from this eastern region in the time of Abraham was an incredible fiction, that the story is concocted from

—

—

—

—

the relations of a later period,

and the names are mere transfor-

mations of later names, except that of Chedorlaomer, king of
Elam, which is a pure invention.* And Prof. Knobel of Giessen,
*

Die Genesie historisch-kritiKcb erlautert vonP. Von Boblon.

168, etc.

pp. 12G, etc.;pp.
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with some of the results of the exploraunable to believe that a king of Elam
could have been superior in Abraham’s days to the king of Shi-

seventeen years

later,

tions before him,

was

still

nar or of Babylon.
Curiously enough we are enabled to verify nearly every point
in the Mosaic statements which are thus impugned. Moses says
(Gen. X. 10, 11) that the beginning of Nimrod’s kingdom was
Babel and contiguous cities in the laud of Shinar and that out
;

went forth Asshur and builded Nineveh.
Now
there is abundant evidence of the existence of a kingdom in the region of Babylon prior to that which was created at Nineveh. The
oldest monuments and those of the rudest and most primitive
character are found in the former place. And the architecture of
Nineveh and its vicinity is demonstrably not original nor indigenous but modeled after that of Babylon. The territory of the
latter being entirely alluvial, no building material was accessible
except bricks made from the tenacious clay of the soil, either
of that land

sun-dried or burnt, and, as

is

expressly stated of the builders of

the tower of Babel, cemented with bitumen;
bricks straw
of those

is

and

in these

often found mingled with the clay, reminding us

made by

the children of Israel in Egypt.

And

their

were not constructed on the flat surface of the ground,
but a solid platform of bricks was first made, which served as
the base of the building, thus securing for it a firm foundation
and protecting it from peril in case of the overflow of the river.
But this style of construction, adopted from necessity at Babylon, was demanded by no such considerations at Nineveh, where
the conditions were entirely different. There was no deficiency
edifices

of stone for building,

foundations.

and no need

of these elevated artificial

The platform on which Sennacherib’s palace stood

covers one hundred acres, and at its loftiest extremity is ninetyIt has been estimated that it contains fourteen
five feet high.
million five

hundred thousand tons

of earth,

and that

it

would

require the continuous labor of twenty thousand men for six
years to construct it.t And this was simply the base on which
the palace itself was built, which, elegant and elaborate as it
A lifetime could
was, was of similarly perishable materials.
*Die Genesis
Monarchies.

erklart

Vol.

I.,

von August Kuobel, pp.

p. 2-53.

13'2.

t

Rawlinsou’s Five Great
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must have needed rewould be so damaged
repair them; they must then be

scarcely elapse before these clay palaces

And

pair.

after

no very long period

tjiey

would be impossible to
abandoned and others erected in their stead. All
this enormous labor was thus thrown away, and the toil and expense of such vast constructions were from time to time renewed
from a simple neglect to use in building the stone, which was
supplied iu ample quantiti^ by the neighboring hills. Now the
only conceivable reason why the Ninevites could have been led
to construct their grand and costly palaces of so frail a material
and to place them on such laboriously constructed and inadequate foundations, is because their habits of building had been
formed in Babylonia, before they removed to Nineveh so that
that

it

rebuilt or else

;

when

settled there they continued to build in the

same manner
was not really

which they had been accustomed, though it
adapted to their new location.
Moses further tells us that Nimrod, who established his kingdom at Babel, was a descendant of Ham, while Asshur, who
founded Nineveh, was descended from Shem. This diversity of
origin of the two empires has been contested on the ground of
the general sameness of the style of their civilization. But here
agaiu the monuments come to our assistance. The language of
Nineveh is plainly Semitic, being kindred to the Hebrew and the
Arabic. The archaic inscriptions of Babylonia yield a totally different language, which belongs to quite another family of tongues.
to

The

antiquity and the correctness of the

vouched

by

name Nimrod

is

being read, as Rawlinson at least believes, in
the inscriptions, where it is applied to a divinity who seems to be
for

its

The name in its Babylonmeans “pursuer,” or, as Moses calls him, the “mighty
hunter.” The beginning of his kingdom is stated to have been
Babel and Erech and Accad and Calueh, four cities. In like
manner Asshur builded Nineveh, Behoboth, Calah and Resen,
again four cities. And in the time of Abraham, Gen. xiv., we

the deified founder of the kingdom.
ish form

find the king of Shinar, the king of Ellasar, the king

of

Elam

and the king of nations combined under the leadership of Chedorlaomer, once more four. Can it be a merely accidental coincidence that the standing designation of the early monarchs of
this region is “king of the four nations” or “ king of the four
languages” reflecting the four-fold division of their realm?
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The precise name CheclorJaomer does not occur upon the
monuments.
But the fivst element of it, Chedor or Kudur, recurs in the names of other kings of Elam of even earlier date
who are mentioned in the inscriptions. So that this would appear to bo a hereditary or at least not an unusual prefix in that
line of monarchs.
One Kudur-nanhundi, kiug of Elam, is said
in one of his expeditions to have carried away the image of a
goddess from the temple of Akkad, (?ne of the cities named by
Moses in the vicinity of Babylon he must, therefore, have subjected Babylonia. Another of the same dynasty, Kudur-mabuk,
whose name is stamped on bricks found at Ur of the Chaldees,
styles himself “ ruler of the west,” employing a term which is
elsewhere identified with Canaan and Phenicia. So that kings
of Elam, having Kudur in their name, ruled over Babylonia and
extended their sway over Canaan as early as the days of Abraham. Thus the statement of Genesis is fully justified.
Moses, as we have already seen, names four places as builded
by Asshur Nineveh, the city Kehoboth, Calah and Resen between Nineveh and Calah and he adds “ the same is the great
city.” These last words admit of two different interpretations, and
Assyrian scholars are divided in their judgment respecting them.
Mr. George Eawlinson understands them to mean that in the
days of Moses Resen was the great city, surpassing not only
Calah and Rehoboth-ir, but Nineveh itself. And in fact the
monuments restrict the name Nineveh to that body of ruins,
which lies upon the eastern bank of the Tigris, directly opposite to Mosul and adjacent to the modern village of Koyunjik.
Here was the palace of Asshur-bani-pal, otherwise known as
Sardanapalus. And here his renowned grandfather, Sennacherib,
From it, he went forth to
built his magnificent residence.
achieve his numerous victories, which spread everywhere the
terror of his arms. From it likewise he set out on that disastrous expedition, in which he threatened Jerusalem and suffered
sudden and decisive overthrow. Other monarchs fixed their
habitation elsewhere.
King Sargon had his palace at a city
which bore his name, twelve miles northeast of Nineveh and
eighteen miles south of Nineveh, on the bank of the river,
lies another mass of ruins called Nimroud, which has been distinctly identified as the Calah of Moses.
Here are other palaces,
that
as
of Shalmaneser,
not the Shalmaneser of the Bible, who
;

:

;

;

—

I

397
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instituted the last siege of Samaria, but an earlier

that name, contemporary with king Jehu,
of Esar-haddon, son

— the

monarch of

palace likewise

and successor of Sennacherib.

There

is

evidence that Calah was a royal residence before Nineveh was,

and that it was at one time a place of greater distinction. Eehoboth and Resen have not yet been identified. It would not
be surprising if no vestiges of them now remain. For even
though Resen may have been at one time the leading city of the
four, it may have been abandoned, and, as was the case in other
instances, its materials taken to build structures elsewhere.

noteworthy, however, that while Nineveh was the name
known in foreign lands as the capital of Assyria, Moses
was aware of the existence of other cities in its vicinity, which
It is

chiefly

were equal

if

itself.
In Mr. George
was but about eight miles in cirwalls and moats and fortifications, he

not superior to Nineveh

Raw'linson’s opinion, Nineveh
cuit.

The

limit

of its

claims, can be very distinctly traced.

statement of Diodorus Siculus, that

And he

it w^as

dismisses the

four hundred and

sixty stadia, or nearly sixty miles, in circumference as a gross

Jonah, who visited Nineveh in person, speaks of
as “ an exceeding great city of three days’ journey.”

exaggeration.
it (iii. ?),

This expiession Mr. Rawlinson adjusts to the limited size
which he assigns to the place, by supposing the “ three days’
journey ” to apply not to the distance directly through the city,
nor to the distance around the city, but to the aggregate length
of its several streets.
Jonah contemplated the city, as he imagines, with reference to his own mission of prophetic warning.
This would involve his traversing its various streets, which
would be a three days’ journey. And when it is added (iv. 11)
that there were in Nineveh more than six-score thousand persons that could not discern between their right hand from their
left hand, he understands this of the entire population, which
was so ignorant of divine and spiritual things as to be unable to
discern even what was plainest and most essential.
This view seems far less natural and probable, however, than
another proposed by Mr. Layard and accepted by other Assyriologists and scholars, such even as Knobel and Schrader, who
cannot be suspected of any undue bias in favor of scriptural
statement. This is that when Moses, after naming Nineveh, the
city Rehoboth, Calah and Resen, says “ the same is the great

I
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he means, not to designate Resen, the last-named, as the

greatest and most celebrated of the four, but that these four to-

These four cities, which were
at first distinct and separate, had grown together and become
virtually consolidated into one; just as Brooklyn, Boston and
Philadelphia, by successive encroachments have absorbed and
swallowed up what were originally separate municipalities.
Nineveh proper was but one division of this vast aggregated

gether constitute the great

city.

metropolis; theother divisions bore each

as here recited.
special

name he
;

at a later period

was

To

its

own

the total thus constituted

merelj'^ calls it

particular

name

Moses gives no

the great city. Jonah, however,

means by Nineveh, not that

single section

originally so denominated, but the entire aggregate of

which
all

the

were viewed as one great city.
In this wider sense also Diodorus Siculus employs the term,
when he describes Nineveh as a quadrangle 140 stadia or 18^
miles long, and 90 stadia or 11? miles broad.
Now precisely
such a quadrangle 18 miles by 12 is formed by the remains at
Khorsabad, Koyunjik, Nimrud and Keremles, which Mr. Layard therefore supposes to mark the four corners of the ancient
city.
This not only coincides exactly with the statements of the
Greek historian, but gives a more natural sense to the words of
the Hebrew prophet.
The circuit of the city is thus made 60
miles and if we accept Herodotus’ estimate that a day’s journey amounted to 150 stadia, which is within a fraction of 20
miles, this would be exactly three days’ journey.
And the 120,000 within the city, who could not distinguish their right hand
from their left, may then have its most obvious meaning, and be
understood of young children
so that the entire population
sections, which, taken together,

.

;

;

may be

We

estimated at 600,000.

and
from which Abraham began his migrations to the promised land, and its interesting
ruins, its temple and the symbols of its idolatry, the signets of
its early kings, its curious tombs and clay coffins and family
vaults, reminding us of Abraham’s own family burying-place at
Machpelah the flint knives, such as even down to the days of
Moses and Joshua were used in the sacred rite of circumcision
the bronze tools, the plates and cups and personal ornaments
pass, without

identification of

Ur

more

particular mention, the discovery

of the Chaldees,

;

;

buried with the dead, the skeletons

themselves of those

who
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in his youth, or lived,

an age preceding his. All this is curious and interesting but it belongs rather to the monuments of Babylonia
than to those of Assyria, which now more particularly engage
our attention. We hasten, accordingly, to matters of greater
consequence connected with Assyria itself.
After the early allusions of Genesis, which we have been thus
far reviewing, Assyria drops out of notice, so far as the sacred
writers are concerned (if we except its mention by Balaam, the
Mesopotamian soothsayer), until the later history of the kingAssyria, then aspiring to universal dominadom of Israel.
tion, and systematically pushing its conquests westward, came
into repeated contact and collision with the chosen people.
Fortunately, or, as we should rather say, providentially, the very
period at which the affairs of Israel were most involved with
those ot Assyria is that which furnishes the most abundant, intelligible and connected monuments. The kings of Assyria mentioned in the Bible are mostly capable of being identified in the
inscriptions.
Their names are read, their succession indicated,
the events of their reigns are recorded, sometimes with particularity and detail and in annalistic form, the occurrences being
stated year by year.
The prophet Isaiah (xx. 1) states that Sargon, the king of Assyria, had sent Tartan against Ashdod, who fought against it
and took it. No such king of Assyria is spoken of in the Books
of Kings
and interpreters were greatly perplexed and divided
upon the question, who this Sargon, king of Assyria, could be,
and when be reigned. Some thought that Sargon was another
name for Shalmaneser others that he was the same as Sennacherib; others still identified him with Esar-haddon while those
who admitted him to be a monarch distinct from all the others
mentioned in Scripture, and, on the ground of the statement
here made by Isaiah, assigned him to his proper place in the
series of Assyrian kings as the immediate predecessor of Sennacherib, nevertheless concluded that his reign must have been
a short one, lasting at the utmost three or four years and perhaps continuing only a very few months.
So the matter stood until Botta’s discoveries were made
known. The very first successful excavation made by him at
Khorsabad led him into a palace, whose spacious halls were
it

be, in
;

;

;

;

400
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wainscoted with bas-reliefs on alabaster slabs representing feats
of arms, sieges, the execution of prisoners and the deportation
of captives.
In its various scenes there repeatedly appears a
majestic figure, everywhere readily recognized as the same.

wears a rich tiara

striped with red.

black and elaborately curled.

He

His hair and beard are

He

has earrings of a cruciform
arms and wrists. His right
hand is raised in an attitude of authority, or holds a long red
sceptre, in his left is a flowering branch.
His dress is ornapattern, and he has bracelets on his

mented with

rosettes

in his girdle.*

this is king

we

and

fringes,

and a short sword

The accompanying

Sargon

;

and

is

fastened

inscriptions inform us that

of the seventeen years, during

discover that he reigned, his

own annals record

He nowhere names

prises of the first fifteen.

which

the enter-

any
any way, ex-

his* father in

of his inscriptions, nor alludes to his parentage in

cept that in general phrase he claims descent from the Assyrian

This departure from the fixed usage of other monarchs is
show that he was not the son and lawful heir of his
predecessor on the throne. He was in all likelihood a usurper,
possibly of royal blood, but quite as probably of obscure descent,
who took advantage of the protracted absence of Shalmaneser
in his expeditions against Samaria and against Tyre to seize the
king.

suflS,cient to

royal authority for himself

;

just as at a later period in

the Psuedo-Smerdis did during the absence of king

Persia

Cambyses

Egypt.
This is further confirmed by the fact that he claims for himself the glory of the capture of SamAria in his first year, the
siege of which had been begun by Shalmaneser three years before.
Sargon’s record is “ I took the city of Samaria twentyseven thousand two hundred and eighty of its inhabitants I led
in

;

;

into captivit}'; in their stead I assigned residences to the inhabi-

tants of lands conquered by me.” “I appointed a governor of mine

over them,” implying of course that he had put an end to the
kingdom. Note here the precise accuracy of the sacred historian.
He states, 2 Kings xviii. 9 (comp, xvii, 5) that “ Shalmaneser,

king of Assyria, came up against Samaria, and besieged it,” but
does not say that he completed the conquest. His language is, vs.

*

Botta,

Monument

Ciineiformee, p. 158.

de Niuive,

vol. II. plates

105 and 121.

Menant’s Ecritures

;
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At tbe end of three years they took it,” “ and the king of
Assyria,” who is spoken of in the general without being named
“ the king of Assyria did carry away Israel unto Assyria.”
This minute precision of the inspired writer contrasts with the
blunders of the apocryphal book of Tobit i. 2, 13, 15, about the
very same matter, which the inscriptions have detected. Shalmaneser (whose name is incorrectly given as Enemessar) is there
said to have survived the captivity, and moreover to have been
the father and immediate predecessor of Sennacherib, who, we
now know, was the son and successor of Sargon.
10, 11: “

—

The

inspired writer further says, ver. 11, that the Israelites

were transported to BLabor, the river of Gozan, and to the cities
of the Medes,,as had been done with the Reubenites, Gadites

and the

half tribe

of

Manasseh before by

Tiglatli-pileser,

The monuments prepare the way for this statement by recording these identical names, Habor and Gozan,
and informing us of conquests made in Media by preceding

1 Chron.

v.

26.

monarchs of Assyria.
That colonists were brought from other lands, and particularly from Babylon, to repeople Samaria is explicitly stated
by Sargon. Cuthah, Hamath and Sepharvaim, named in 2 Kings
xvii. 24 as additional sources of these colonists, occur on the
monuments in other connections. Neheniiah, ii. 19, iv. 7, mentions Arabians among the adversaries of the Jews in Samaria
and Sargon tells us that he settled some Arab tribes in that region.
He further records several other instances in which he
“ changed the abodes” of those whom he subdued
and pictured representations are given of men, women and children
driven into exile. The captivity of the Israelites was part of a
general policy pursued on a large scale by the Assyrian kings
;

for the greater security of their conquests.

The expedition against Ashdod

referred to by Isaiah is exmentioned by Sargon and assigned to his twelfth year.
Its occasion is stated and its successful issue declared.
In consequence, the king of Egypt submitted, and even distant Meroe,
which as Sargon declares had never ^ent ambassadors to any of
plicitly

the kings his predecessors,

was an incipient

humbly entreated

his favor.

fulfilment of Isaiah’s prediction uttered

This
on the

“So shall the king of
Assyria lead away the Egyptians prisoners and the Ethiopians

occasion of this very expedition, xx. 4:
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naked and barefoot, to the shame of
more signal accomplishment in the
reign of his grandson Esar-haddon, and his great-grandson
Asshur-bani-pal or Sardanapalus, each of whom invaded Egypt,
penetrating as far as Thebes, and reducing a large portion of
the country temporarily at least under subjection.
For the
captives,

Egypt.”

young and
It met a

old,

still

evidence of these fulfilments of prophecy,

we

are entirely de-

pendent upon the Assyrian monuments, no other record of these
facts having been preserved except a biief allusion in an old
Greek writer Abydenus, which was, moreover, of so vague a
character that it was not itself understood until the monuments
explained

it.*

These captures of Thebes are nowhere intimated upon any
Egyptian record yet discovered. They are not mentioned by
Herodotus, nor by any other ancient author. But they are /important to us for an additional reason besides the verification of
Isaiah’s prophecy already referred

to.

They

serve to explain a

passage in Nahum (iii. 8-10) which has been a great puzzle to
commentators. The prophet, foreshowing the coming overthrow
of the proud capital of Assyria, makes his appeal to the fate of
“ Art thou better than No-Amon
her mighty Egyptiiiu rival
(or Thebes) that was situate among the rivers and had the
Ethiopia and Egypt were her
waters around about it?
strength, and it w'as infinite
Yet she was carried aw'ay, she
went into captivity her young children also were dashed to
and they cast lots for her
pieces at the top of all the streets
honorable men, and all her great men were bound in chains.”
The most various conjectures have been proposed respecting
the time, occasion and author of this capture of Thebes. It has
been ascribed to different Assyrian monarchs, to Shalmaneser,
It has been imto Sargon, to Sennacherib, to Esar-haddon.
puted to some intestine strife, or to an invasion by the Ethiopians, the Scythians, the Carthaginians, or Nebuchadnezzar, or to
its reduction by the Persians under Cambyses, which though
future is supposed to be here foreseen by the prophet. And
some adventurous critics, who have a short and easy way of rid:

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

*

Axerdis

(i.

e.

suam potestatem
Egyptian,

etc.,

Esar-haddon) autem .Egyptum partesqne Syrise inferioris in

redegit. Cory’s Ancient

and other

writers, p. 63.

Fragments of the Phoenician, Chaldaean,
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ding themselves of troublesome passages, in their despair of any
solution, denied the genuineness of these verses and threw them
out of the text. Vance Smith,* in 1857, says: ‘,‘What the particular event was which Nahum mentions, we have not the means of
deciding.”

Otto Strauss,t commenting upon

Nahum in

1853,

felt

constrained to believe that Thebes could not have suffered a defeat of any moment prior to thetime of Cambyses; because, as he
alleges, a virtually complete history of this city can be made out
from the Egyptian monuments, and no hint is there given of its
having been captured or its inhabitants exiled. The Assyrian
monuments, however, supply the fact of which we are in quest.
Thebes was taken by Esar-haddon.
This again may be fruitful of further consequences. It may
not only aid us in expounding this passage in the book of Nahum, but may help us to fix approximately the date of the book
itself and the time when this prophet exercised his ministry.
In
the absence of any positive statement in Scripture respecting
the age of Nahum, or any decisive criterion for its precise determination, the suffrages of the best biblical critics have been
divided between two periods, which seemed to possess the highest measure of probability.
One is shortly after the overthrow
The other is in the
of Sennacherib in the reign of Hezekiah.
succeeding reign of Manasseh, after he had been taken captive
by Esar-haddon. It may be premature in the present state of
our knowledge to venture a decision of this question but the
now ascertained capture of Thebes by Esar-haddon appears to
incline the balance in favor of the later date.
As the captivity of Manasseh just referred to is recorded in
Chronicles (2 Chron. xxxiii. 11), but notin Kings, it has been
some quarters discredited and the statement that the king of
Assyria carried him away not to Nineveh, but to Babylon, was
an occasion of cavil.
But, singularly enough, the monuments
afford confirmation to both particulars.
Two prisms have been
found inscribed alike with the events of Esar-haddon’s reign.
On these “ Manasseh, king of Judah ” is named in a list of subject princes.
And Esar-haddon entitles himself not only “ king
”
of Assyria
but “ruler of Babylon,” and there is evidence that
he not only held possession of this city but had a palace there.
;

m

;

• The rrophecies ivlatinf'
Nino Vaticininm, p. 10,'.

to

Nineveh and the Assyrians,

j).

‘2t6.

|

Nahunii de
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interference of Assyria in the affairs of Israel which

recorded in the sacred history is (2 Kings xv. 19) that of Pnl,
the king of Assyria in the time of Menahem. But more than a
century prior to this date, at least according to the ordinary
computation, an Assyrian king Shalmaneser (not the one spoken
is

monarch) left a record of his exengraved upon an obelisk,
which is now in the British Museum upon this there is a sculptured representation of Israelites bringing him gifts and the declaration that he received tribute from “ Jehu the son of Omri.”
There can be little doubt that this is king Jehu, who was anointed by direction of Elisha and who abolished the worship of
Baal in Israel, which had been introduced by Ahab and his
father Omri. The identity is shown by the name and the date
and by the contemporary mention on the same obelisk of Hazael
as king in Damascus as well as of his predecessor Benhadad, or,
as Prof. Oppert reads the name, Benhadri. That Jehu is called
the son of. Omri creates no difficulty.
The Assyrians may not
have been acquainted with the domestic affairs of the reigning
house, nor have known that Jehu reached the throne by a successful usurpation instead of being the son and legitimate successor of the preceding king and thus a descendant of Omri. Or
as king of Samaria he may be called the son of Omri, just as
Samaria itself is on Assyrian monuments called Beth-Omri, or
the habitation of Omri, because, as the Book of Kings informs us,
it was built by that monarch.
It is nowhere, indeed, mentioned in the Bible that Jehu paid
tribute to the king of Assyria, nor even, which is perhaps more
probable, that he sent him presents in acknowledgment of the
service rendered to himself in his humbling Hazael, king of
Syria.
But there is an interesting confirmation of the fact that
of in the Bible, but
ploits

and

an

earlier

of the events of his reign

;

Assyria was already at that early date disposed to intervene in

That Psalm
has by the best critics, such as Hengstenberg, Dr. Addison
Alexander and others, been on wholly independent grounds supposed to relate to an event in the reign of king Jehoshaphat,
and to describe a formidable combination of foes, which at that
time threatened destruction to Judah, but over which he gained

the affairs of the chosen people in the 83d Psalm.

a signal victory.

Psalmist says, ver.

Now
8:

in

reciting the

“Asshur

confederate forces the

also is joined with them.”

The
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reign of Jehosliaphat preceded that of Jebu by about eight
years.

The most famous

of the kings of Assyria is Sennacherib.

His

various campaigns are recorded upon a clay hexagonal prism.

That which

most

is the one directed
runs thus: "Because
Hezekiah king of Judah would not submit to my yoke I came
up against him, and by force of arms and by the might of my
power I took forty-six of his strong fenced cities and the
is

of the

against king Hezekiah.

interest to

The

us

inscription

;

smaller towns which were scattered about, I took and plundered

And from

a countless number.

these places I captured and

carried off as spoil two hundred thousand one hundred

and

fifty

young, male and female, together with horses
and mares, asses and camels, oxen and sheep, a countless multitude.
And Hezekiah himself I shut up in Jerusalem his capital
city, like a bird in a cage, building towers round the city to

people, old and

him

and raising banks of earth against the gates so as
Then upon this Hezekiah there fell
the fear of the power of my arms, and he sent out to me the
chiefs and the elders of Jerusalem with thirty talents of gold
and eight hundred talents of silver and divers treasures, a rich
and immense booty.” This corresponds identically with the
sacred narrative, which informs us that Sennacherib came up
against all the fenced cities of Judah and took them and that
he required of Hezekiah thirty talents of gold, the exact sum
named in the inscription, and three hundred talents of silver,
while according to the inscription Hezekiah gdve him eight
heni

in,

to prevent escape.

.

.

.

;

hundred.

At first sight this looks like a discrepancy, but it admits of a
ready reconciliation. We might suppose that Hezekiah, in his
anxiety to appease Sennacherib, brought more than was exacted
of him
or that the sums brought at two different times are in
Sennacherib’s statement added together. But no such supposition is necessary.
Two talents of varying weight were in use in
Palestine, the talent of silver being heavier than that of gold, as
among us a pound avoirdupois is different from a pound troy,
and both from a pound sterling. There were fwo talents likewise in Assyria. Now a careful estimate has shown that the
;

heavier talent of Palestine stands to the lighter talent of Assyria
precisely in

the relation of eight to three
26

;

so that the three
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hundred talents of silver of the Book of Kings is identical in
amount with the eight hundred talents of Sennacherib’s inscription."

We are further told, in Kings, that Sennacherib’s camp at this
time was at Lachish, 2 Kings, xviii. 14, 17 and the monuments
exhibit him seated on his throne at Lachish and laying siege to
that city. His disastrous overthrow is not reported in his own
inscriptions for the same reason that the French do not display
a picture of Waterloo or of the surrender of Metz in the national
gallery at Versailles, and for the same reasons that the Egypt;

ians

made no record

of the capture of

the Assyrians have not hesitated to

tell

Thebes.

As, however,

us of the surrender of

the Egyptian capital, so on the other hand the Egyptians pre-

served the

memory

of Sennacherib’s miraculous

from whom Herodotus
account of

The

it

learned

it,

discomfiture,

and has given the well-known

contained in his history.

limited space at our disposal obliges us to pass without

mention other interesting and important points of connection
with the Bible history. In addition to those already referred to,
the familiar names of Ahab, Menahem, Pekah and Hoshea, kings
of Israel, are read upon the monuments, as well as those of
Azariah and Ahaz, kings of Judah, Eezin of Damascus, the
adversary of Ahaz and even Tabeal, of whom Isaiah speaks 7 6
W’^hat
as the father of the aspirant to the throne of Judah.
has already been adduced may sufiiciently illustrate the striking
:

confirmations of scriptural statements afforded by these Assyrian
records the aid they furnish in the solution of difficulties and
;

the additional completeness given to
removal of obscurities
our knowledge where we had but meagre accounts before the
testimony borne to the fulfilment of prophecies which we cannot otherwise establish and the help that is given us even in
sacred criticism and in fixing the date of inspired books.
Without pausing longer, therefore, upon the relation of these
monuments to the Scripture history, we proceed to direct at;

;

;

tention brieflj^ to their bearing upon sacred chronology. The
Assyrian computation of time has many coincidences with the
Hebrew. Their names for the months are the same that were
adopted by the Jews after the captivity. The Assyrians had a
* Brandis, Miinz-, Mass- und Gewichtssystein in Vorderasien,
Die Keiliusclirifteu und das Alte Testament, p. 197.

p.

98.

Scbrader,
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twofold

mode

of reckoning the year like the Jews,

their ecclesiastical

who began

year with the month Nisan, and their

civil

As the Jews had their jubilee period
so the Assyrians a somewhat analogous period of

year with the month
of fifty years,

407

And

Tisri.

both estimated time not from a
monarch. We leave
these minor particulars, however, for a matter of much greater
consequence.
The monuments thus far reviewed consist mainly of inscriptions by different monarchs, recording the events of their reign,
sometimes in the order of their occurrence, and sometimes not.
From these alone it would be impossible to construct an Assixty years.

fixed epoch, but

syrian chronology.

but do not

farther, they

by the years

fix their

of the reigning

They contain the names

^

of certain kings,

succession, except as this can in

some cases

be inferred from the mention of the father, and perhaps the
grandfather of the reigning monarch. Neither do they determine the lengths of their reigns.
An inscription may be dated
from a particular year in the reign of a given king, or it may
furnish data from which it can be ascertained how many years
he had been upon the throne when it was prepared, but there is
no clue to the length of time that he may have reigned after the
inscription was set’up.
Thus far, therefore, we have a number of
disconnected facts, but no means of either discovering the order of
their priority or of computing the intervals that separate them.
What is needed is some reliable chronological scheme into which
these separate facts can be fitted something which shall do
for Assyrian inscriptions what the lists of Mauetho have done
for those of Egypt.
Fortunately this lack has now been in
measure
some
at least supplied
and that, too, not from any
foreign sources, but from the monuments themselves.
In excavating the palace of Sardanapalus, at Koyunjik, an
apartment was found which has been called the chamber of
records, or the royal library. The entire floor was covered to the
depth of a foot or more with small terracotta tablets, inscribed
with Assyrian characters, so minute in many cases as to require
the aid of a magnifying glass to decipher them.
Clay, rather
than parchment or paper, was their common ivritiug material ;
and baked clay constituted their books or permanent records.
The contents of these tablets are of the most various description.
They relate to history, law, religion and language ; they

—

;
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contain public documents and private

transactions,

[4ulv,

such as

deeds, contracts, articles of sale, etc.

In searching through this vast miscellany now deposited in the

Museum, Dr. Hincks lighted upon a mutilated tablet,
which he describes in bis report to the trustees of that institution for 1854, and whose significance he at once divined.
It
contained simply a long list of names, divided at intervals by a
The first name after each stroke is mostly
horizontal stroke.
that of a king of Assyria, although sometimes the royal name
does not follow the stroke immediately, but stands second or
This Dr. Hinks correctly supthird, or even later in the series.
a
chronological
tablet
to
be
or canon of the Assyrian
posed
of
annual
the
eponyms, who were successively apkings, and
pointed during their reigns. As in Athens, the first archon was
that is to say, he gave his name to the year during
the eponym
which he held office so in Assyria certain leading ofiicers, or
men of rank, were designated as eponyms year by year, and
the year of their appointment was denominated from them.
Thus, for example, an Assyrian document is dated on “the 24th
day of the month Shebat, in the eponymy of Metaggil-assur,
the 16th year of Sargon.” And turning to the canon just spoken
of we find corresponding.to the 16th year of Sargon this identiA cylinder, which records two expecal name, Metaggil-assur.
ditions of Sennacherib, is dated from the eponymy of NabuIn the list of eponyms this corresponds to the third year
liha.
we know accordingly that the cylinder belongs
of Sennacherib
year.
It
may, therefore, with confidence be assumed
to that
that the kings are arranged upon this tablet in the true order of
and that the number of names included between
their reigns
British

—

;

;

;

each pair of horizontal lines expresses the length of the several
reigns, each name denoting a year.
As many as seven of these tablets have been found, corroborating and supplementing each other, and covering in all 250
Some of them in addition to the bald list of names ocyears.
casionally connect certain facts with the year of their occurrence
as a rebellion, a military expedition, a ratification of peace, a
-pestilence, the completion of buildings, the consecration of temples, or

—which

is

of special value

—the occurrence of

eclipses.

have been subjected to computation with the view of
ascertaining their precise date and thus obtaining fixed points

These

last
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from which to estimate the remainder of the canon. Thus the
tablet states that an eclipse of the sun occurred in the eponymy of Pur-el-salhe on the 20th of the month Sivan, which answers to the middle of our June. There were only two total
eclipses of the sun, visible at Nineveh, which will at all meet the
requirements of the case. One took place June 15th, B. C.
If with Sir Henry
763, and the other June 13th, B. C. 809.
Kawlinson we assume that the former of these is the one intended, and then count regularly down the column of eponyms till

we come

to the reign of Sargon,

we

find the first year of that

monarch, which was the year of the overthrow of Samaria, to
have been B. C. 721, the very year which was assigned to this
overthrow from data contained in the Bible alone, before the
Assyrian canon had ever been heard of.
If this canon had tallied with the Biblical chronology as accurately as this at every point, it would leave nothing more to
be desired. So complete a correspondence throughout between
two systems of chronology so entirely independent of one another
as the Biblical and the Assyrian would have afforded the highest
measure of confirmation to both. It would be too much to hope,
however, that such a result as this could offer itself on the surface or could be reached without much patient and pains-taking
investigation. No branch of historical inquiry is more intricate
or perplexing than the harmonizing of dates. It need not surprise us, therefore, if we encounter some difficulty here.
And in fact there is a twofold apparent discrepancy, one
arising out of the order of the Assyrian kings as shown upon
these tablets, and the other out of the length assigned to their
several reigns. The first difficulty is this
In 2 Kings 15 19 we
read that “ Pul, the king of Assyria, came against the land and
Menahem gave Pul a thousand talents of silver.” And in 1 Chron.
26 it is said that “ the God of Israel stirred up the spirit of
5
Pul, king of Assyria, and the spirit of Tilgath-pilneser, king of
Assyria, and he earned away the Reubenites, and the Gadites
and the half-tribe of Manasseh.” It appears from the monuments that there were kings of Assyria having “ Vul ” as one
constituent ot their names; and it was supposed prior to the
discovery of the chronological tablets that one of these was the
Pul or Phul of the Bible. But this is now precluded and the
very existence of Pul has been discredited by reason of the cir;

:

;

;

«
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it,

tliat

no king bearing

occurs in this native

this

list
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name, or one at all resemhundred years before or

for a

after the time of the facts first recited.

The second

difficulty is that

according to the inscriptions king

Shalmaneser (the third of the name according to Prof. Oppert,
or the second according to other Assyriologists) in his filth yeardefeated the combined forces of Ahab and Benhadad, and twelve
years later fought with Hazael and received tribute from Jehu.
Now if we reckon by the Assyrian canon, the battle with Ahab
would seem to have taken place B. C. 854, when according to
the Biblical chronology Ahab had been dead for 42 years. If

we base our estimate upon
was paid B.

C. 842, five

the Assju-ian canon, Jehu’s tribute

3 ’ears

after the termination of his reign

In other words, there is
seeming discrepancy between the Assyrian estimate of the
interval from Ahab’s reign to the fall of Samaria, and the bibliaccording to the biblical chronology.
a.

cal

estimate of the same interval, the Assyrian estimate being

the shorter by at least 42 years.
In regard to these tw-o points As.syiian scholars are themselves

divided.

Bawliusou, to

whom

Schrader, Lepsius and

others have given their adhesion, accepts the newly found canon

and supposes that the figures of the Bible here require correcProf. Oppert, on the other hand, affirms the exactness of
of the scriptural reckoning and seeks to explain the tablets in

tion.

accordance with it.
Upon the former hypothesis there is a mystery about king
Pul which is still unexplained. There have been various con-

why

his name finds no place in the rePul may be another name for one
of the monarchs recorded on the list, and is perhaps to be identified either with Tiglath-pilneser, as Schrader thinks, or with his
immediate predecessor. Or he may have been the heir to the
throne, and actually associated in the dominion of the empire,
and hence entitled to the name of “ king,-^’ though he did not
ultimately succeed to sole sovereignty. Or, as Bawliuson supposes, he may have been a pretender to the throne, who held
sway for a season over certain parts of the empire, and assumed
the title of king of Assyria. Or, as others imagine, though not
actually reigning, he may have been a general in supreme command, or a high officer of the realm, who as the representative

jectures as to the reason

cognized

list

of sovereigns.
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of the monarch, affected royal state and was addressed as king.
But which or whether any one of these is tbe true solution, can
only be determined when some additional light is gained.
In regard to the numbers, it is claimed upon this same hypothesis

of the superior correctness of the Assyrian

canon that in

more easily arise in the
some
numbers and dates in
that

nothing could errors of transcription

text of Scripture than in this
the Bible history are plainly wrong, as has always been conand
fessed, because they are inconsistent with one another
;

;

since these

eponyms were

used, as

we have

seen, for designating

the year in current business transactions as well as in governrecords, the exact accuracy of these official lists must be

ment

assumed, or all affairs public and private, in which precision of
dates was requisite, would have been involved in confusion.
On the other hand. Prof. Oppert claims that in the narrative
given in the Bible, and especially in the Books of Kings, so many

mutual checks are afforded by the numbers in the parallel lines
of kings in Judah and in Israel, that the few errors which have
crept into the text instantly betray themselves, and are corrected
by other numbers bearing on the same point and where no such
self-correction occurs, the assumption of error in even a single
instance involves the error of so many more which support and
verify it, that the hypothesis of mistake becomes well-nigh incredible.
In the present state of knowledge on the subject,
therefore, he judges it to be far more rational to abide by the
tried and well-known chronology of Scripture, and to adjust the
Assyrian canon, of whose real meaning and construction so
little is yet known, into conformity with it.
Prof. Oppert’s own
hypothesis is that this canon is not continuous throughout, but
;

an interruption of forty-seven years, not indicated
immediately preceding the reign of Tiglaththat during this time the regular succession of Assyrian

that there

on the
pilneser

is

tablets,
;

kings was broken and no eponyms accordingly were appointed,

but kings of Babylon held sway over Nineveh, and reigned as

Of these monarchs Pul was one.
This recanon of the kings of Babylon, from which it appears that there was reigning at this time
a king called Porus, or Por, in which name none who are
familiar with the transformations of proper names in ancient
kings of Assyria.

ceives confirmation from Ptolemy’s

”
writers will hesitate to recognize that of Pul, the liquid “ r
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being by a frequent change substituted for “ 1.”
And the nonappearance of his name on any Assyrian inscriptions, and its
omission as well as that of this entire period of foreign rule

from the chronological tablets has its parallel in the singular
silence of Egyptian monuments respecting the Hyksos period,
which was of much longer duration, the absence of any inscription from the Hyksos kings, and the uniform omission of their
names from all royal lists, with no suggestion of their existence
or of any break in the continuity of the series.*
Where such high authorities differ, and the investigation may
be said to have only just begun, it would be premature to venture a final decision.
We may hope that the progress of further
discovery will show where the truth lies, and how the reconciliation is to be effected.
Meanwhile it should be distinctly apprehended that the question at issue is not one of facts, but of
numbers and dates, and the credit of the sacred historians will
not suffer, however it may be decided.

The Assyrian records

in relation to the very matters before

us

made by the sacred writers.
That Ahab was contemporary with Benhadad, that Benhadad
was succeeded by Hazael as king of Syria, and that twelve
corroborate the statements of fact

years after the death of Ahab, Jehu was on the throne of Israel,
is

by the Books of Kings and by the Assyrian inThe only variance is as to the question whether what

affirmed alike

scriptions.

both alike affirm to have occurred took place a few years earlier or a few years later.
If it shall finally appear that there is any mistake here in the
figures of the Bible we shall welcome their correction. Meanwhile we cannot but remember that it is only a few years since
Sir Henry Eawlinson said of Ptolemy’s Babylonish Canon,
which is one of the best accredited systems of chronology that
has come down to us from antiquity, “ the more I study this contemporary chronological document (of the Assyrian eponyms).
*

We are indebted to

a friend for the suggestion of an interesting parallel in

The volumes

mod-

Record Commission, devoted to the publication of the Statutes of the Realm, pass at once from the reign of Charles I. to that
of Charles II. with no intimation of an interruption in the regular series of legitimate monarchs, and no suggestion that the Commonwealth or the Protector ever
existed.
The indisposition to recognize .an unwelcome intruder, which has quietly
dropped the name of Oliver Cromwell from the official lists of English sovereigns,
may easily have operated in the same manner in ancient Assyria.

ern times.

,

of the British
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the less confidence I have in Ptolemy’s numbers.”*’

now he has himself abandoned those combinations,

And

yet

in the inter-

est of which this slighting remark was made. Mr. Kawlinson has
changed his opinions before, and he may see cause to change
them again. And if he has found out that the Assyrian canon
is consistent with that of Ptolemy, he may likewise one day discover that it does not conflict with the chronology of the

Bible.

But the length

to which this article has already been pro-

tracted admonishes us not to continue this discussion further.

We

have seen in a few particulars how the Assyrians have been
The monuments of Assyria
to serve with the Egyptians.
have, like those of Egypt, become tributary to the defence
and illustration of the word of God. Her haughty monarchs,
her Sargons and Shalmanesers and Sennacheribs, who in lifting their hand against the people of God were but executing His
work of chastisement, w’ere likewise serving him in making their
boastful records of their own achievements.
They thought of
nothing but perpetuating their own glory, and yet they were
really making their inscriptions in the interests of Jehovah’s
kingdom, though they had never heard his name, or heard it
And now long ages after the power of Ninonly to despise it.
eveh has been broken and her proud magnificence has mouldered
into dust, these testimonies to God’s truth are exhumed from
among her ruins, and by them Assyria renders homage to the

made

God

of Israel.

*Athen!€uni for 1862,
der Assyriscben

2, p.

Epouymen,

83

;

cpioted

p. 40.

by Lcpsius in bis Cbronologischer'Wertb
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Art. II.—

From

In
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tli3

1699

with

the ABDUCTION OF AVEDICK.

French of Topin. *

Rsv William

A.

Hjlliday, Bjlvid ere, N. J.

XIV. appointed the Marquis de

Louis

ambassador

[July,

To

difficulties.

This

Constantinople.

at

devotedly Catholic

among

represent

nation,

and, in

a

Ferriol

position

the

bristled

Mussulmans a

country

be-

divided

tween several dissenting churches, to bo the natural and
appointed support of a very small Latin minority that
aspired incessantly to increase in numbers and that was encouraged to proselytism by ardent and active missionaries to
moderate the zeal, at times incon.siderate, of these missionaries,
and yet to prevent this Latin minority from yielding to the offers, and from placing itself under the protection, of the German
empire to defend the interests of merchants more and more exacting in their demands, often unjust in their complaints, and
whose invading pretensions encountered obstacles not only
among the Turks, but also from the English, the Genoese and
the Venetians to act in the name of a very proud monarch at
the court of a very sensitive government, and one that was too
much isolated and too far removed from great European affairs
to give Louis XIV. credit for the hitherto sustained success of
his arms and for the splendor of his reign
to maintain the division behveen the Germans and the Turks by determining the
latter to send aid to the Hungarians in rebellion, and to nourish
the resentment of the Porte against the Venetians, without, however, going so far as to cause this to break out into Avar finally,
to live in the midst of manners wholly peculiar, and in certain
respects ahvays barbarous to imitate Asiatic luxury and submit
to usages sometimes very onerous to be a spectator of frequent
and unexpected revolutions in the palace, Avhich in a day turned
such was
the policy of the Divan and disconcerted all tactics
the delicate task of the ambassador of France at Constanti;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

—

nople.
It

was by

*Marius Topiu

intrigue
is

the

more than by

nephew

his talents that the obscure

of the historian Mignet,

and the author of

works, one of which has been crowned by the French Academy.

It

several

has not been

thought necessary to burden these pages with the numerous citations of authorities
—many of them inedited documents with which the original is fortified.

—

AV. A.

H.
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gentleman of Danphiny had gradually raised himself from a sim-

had become his ambassador at
Compelled to leave France on account of an
adventure of gallantry, and Poland, where he had taken refuge,
on account of a violent dispute at a party of play Ferriol had
gone to fight first at Candia against the Turbs and then with
ple musketeer of the king and

Constantinople.

them

in

Hungary against the

himself to

laiperialists.

Instead of confining

military duties he mingled in affairs of diplomacy,

gave account of them to Louis XIV., availed himself of supports
in the Turkish camp, and caused his services to he brought to
the notice of the Marquis de Torcy by Madame de Ferriol, his
This
sister-in-law, who had great influence with the minister.

Not content with increasing the number of his debecame the unjust, passionate and tenacious adversary of the Abbe de Chateauneuf, ambassador at ConstantinoAs eager to injure him as he w^as industrious in advancple.
ing himself, he calumniated this man whose post he coveted,
and was able to enlist the piety of Louis XIV. in the recall of
an ambassador who was a priest and whom his enemy accused
of an inclination for the Turkish religion. To reach his ends by
means of an imputation so improbable and so strange Avas a
proof of extreme cleverness, arad Louis XIV. rewarded it by
sending him to replace the Abbe at Constantinople.
But Ferriol showed less dexterity in the discharge of his
functions than he had displayed in order to gain them. At that
time, when the most prudent moderation wms indispensable, he
was not

all.

fenders, he

gave, from his arrival, tokens of

glowing vehemence.

In

all

countries there are certain distinctions which the princes royal
reserve for themselves, and which for this reason, and with the
plainest propriety, ambassadors are careful to forego.

In Spain

the sovereign alone could formerly traverse Madrid in a coach
drawn by six mules.
In Constantinople the Sultan and the

Grand

Vizier enjojmd exclusively the privilege of going out on

the Bosphorus in a boat with a purple-lined awning.

Ferriol

by all.
But
on his first going out in a boat like that of the Grand Seigneur,
the chief of the Sultan’s guards ordered a hundred blows to be
given to the boatmen of the vain ambassador, and informed
tliem that upon a second infraction he should blow the boat to
atoms. Though he knew that ambassadors should present themrefused to submit to this usage hitherto respected
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selves unarmed before the Sultan, and that by tolerance a court
sword had sometimes been allowed, Ferriol succeeded in vexing
the Turks by coming into the imperial presence armed with a
long battle-sword.
He had quarrels not only with the officers
of the Divan but also with the other ambassadors.
Some
French, deserters from German troops, had aggravated their
fault by going to brave in his very palace Count d’Ortinghem,
the representative of the Empire. He had them arrested, less
on account of their desertion than to punish their arrogance.
Ferriol immediately ordered the seizure of two officers of the
German embassy. D’Ortinghem, justly irritated, demanded
them. Both parties took arms. Both called on their compatriots present.
A combat was about to stain with blood the
streets of Constantinople, and only the energetic intervention of
the Dutch representative prevented the loss of life.
Such inflexibility of disposition, so much haughtkiess of manner, were not .sufficiently offset by the pomp and splendor of
his receptions, and by a profound acquaintance with the country
in which he was.
Well instructed in all the affairs of the Levant, but without reflection, he compromised a valuable experience by his impetuosity of decision, by his absolute want of
propriety and of moderation. The boldness of certain measures
charmed him more than their illegality repelled him. Entirely
ignorant of the art of gradually reducing a difficulty, and of
controlling obstacles by employing time as an auxiliary, his
habit was to plunge heedlessly into them, and he thought that
he could get rid of them by the ready but hazardous means of
violence. There remained in him much of the reckless volunteer
of Candia.

In religious matters, however, Ferriol did not at first show
himself so boldly arbitrary as he was to be in the course of
This man, who will soon allow himself to be drawn on
things.

by the missonaries to the most tyrannical and violent determinaembassy to temper their imprudent and immoderate zeal. Everything besides engaged him to
everything should have determined him to presevere
this course
in this policy of caution which the instructions received from
Louis XIV., the character of the Armenian schismatics, and the
tions, tried at the outset of his

—

condemnable excesses of the Jesuits made equally his duty.
“ His Majesty orders you” it had been written to Ferriol “ to

—

—

—
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accord to the Jesuit Fathers a protection conformed to the zeal
they show for religion, to their disinterestedness, and to the
Nevertheless, you should guard
regularity of their manners.
against the inconsiderate zeal which some missionaries sometimes carry too far ; and religion often suffers more prejudice from
imprudent enterprises, or from demands inopportunely made,
of real advantage from success.”
Wise
were
soon
disregarded,
both
him
to
whom
they
too
by
prince
were
written
addressed, and by the
in whose name they
and which, singularly prophetic, announced seven years in advance the evils that forgetfulness of this judicious monition was

than

words

it

would derive

!

;

to

draw down upon the

Catholics.

No

church merited in higher degree than did that of the
schismatical Armenians the employment of this moderation
this prudence so seasonably recommended by Louis to his amNaturally kind and peaceable, and of a social and
bassador.
pleasant disposition, the Armenians readily entered into rela-

and had no other quarrels with them than
interest was assailed.
Long since driven
from
their
ancient
by conquest
kingdom, or having voluntarily
removed from it on account of the necessities of their commerce, they had become dispersed over a very extended territory,
and were to be met in great numbers not only in the Turkish
Empire and in Persia, but also in Tartary and as far as Poland.
Everywhere they had the reputation of being devoted to business and untiring. Very keen for gain, they excelled in trade.
Although losing more and more the remembrance of their
tions with strangers,

those where their

'ancient

own

country, they preserved with care the unity of their

church, and remained immovably attached to their faith.

had adopted the language
habits, everything save that

They

of the Turks, their customs, their

which concerned the Armenian

re-

which they showed themselves scrupulously faithful,
and which they respected in each of its practices as well as in
its doctrines and spirit.
The rigors it imposed upon them did
not repel them, and they did not regard themselves as absolved
even by painful voyages from long and austere fasts. Their
tem]de'J were the best adorned and most frequented of all in the
East.
Their traditions seemed to them by so much the more
respectable as they were ancient.
Having preserved their naligion, to

tionality

by

their religion

— tenacious,

full

of resources, they in-
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by

their misfortunes,

by
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their firmness in under-

going these, and by their industrious activit3^

For a century storms had
without,

at distant intervals disturbed their

peaceful condition.

ordinarily

had not

These troubles, coming from

as a cause, as might be supposed, the oppres-

The Turks, very

sions of the conqueror.

tolerant

by nature as

by obedience to their religious law, confounded moreover in a common contempt all Christian churches.
If they
mingled in the intestine strife of these churches it was because
they were engaged to do so by complaints, or that they let themselves be won by the bribes of one of the parties at odds.
The
exact payment of the legal tribute sufficed to assure to the conquered peoples not only the free exercise of their worship, but
also a material and efficient support for their patriarchs and
bishops. Far from trying to convert its Christian subjects to
Mahometanism, the Divan received with extreme reserve, and
often discouraged those whom hope of reward induced to abandon the Christian religion. With an exaction at times rigorous
in respect of the maintenance of their political rights, the Mahometans joined an absolute and scornful indifterence as to the
religion of the Christians.
Although persuaded of the excelwell as

propagandism.

spirit of

sarily reprobate, for,
‘

There

is

number
crease

Mussulman

is wholly destitute of the
In his eyes unbelievers are not necesaccording to the Koran, “ He who has said

lence of Islamism, the

but one

God

’

shall

enter Paradise.”

of the elect is fixed from all eternity,

it

and

Besides, the
to try to in-

useless as well as contrary to the prescriptions of

is

the sacred book.

Further, he was ignorant of and could not un-

derstand that charity, admirable in its principle, though sometimes abused, which animates the Catholic missionary, inspires
him with a sublime self-denial, and decides him to quit his
country, to traverse deserts, to suffer, to die, in order to save a
single soul,

and make

it

share in the consolations and hopes of

his faith.

This ardor of propagandism, so profitable to mankind when
it

serves to spread the beautiful morality of the gospel

among

has not yet entered, the Holy See early employed in order to subject to its authority not only idolaters but
nations where

it

whom slight differences
Roman communion. In 1587

separa-

those Christians

in doctrine

ted from the

Sixtus the Fifth, de-
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differences, had. sent to the

Armenian

churches the Bishop of Sidon, who failed in his effort. In 1622
Gregory XV. founded at Rome the Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith to which his successor, Urban VIII., added
the College of the Propaganda, where young men coming from
all parts of the world are prepared for their mission.
They had
;

first to follow in the East the ways of gentleness
and persuasion, and they thus succeeded in drawing to them-

the wisdom at

selves a considerable

emboldened

number

But success soon

of dissidents.

the missionaries, who, too

much convinced

of the

exclusive excellence of their doctrines, substituted for wise cau-

and the slow but sure influence of persuasive unction a
ardent, passionate, and too eager in reaching its

tion

proselytism
ends.

Instead of aiding the dissidents to cross the

little

space

them from the Romish Church, by showing them
how little they were removed from her instead of making
salient all the points of agreement, they dashed themselves
against the liturgic questions distinctive of the Armenian Church.
They forbade the Catholics, under the severest pains, from entering other places of worship and when, with an easy indulgence,
the majority of the Armenians should have been looked upon
as brethren, separated by their practices but scarcely at all by
their doctrine, they treated them as enemies and barbarians.
Justly irritated by violent measures, seeing themselves given
over to contempt, and threatened in their dearest and most rethat separated

;

;

spected traditions, the schismatics complained to the Divan,

and

in their turn presented the Jesuits, not

as me.ssengers of

peace, but as fomenters of discord and conspirators, so
the

more dangerous that they were

in

the pay of

much

foreign

courts.

Ferriol

comprehended the imprudence

of

the Jesuits, and

sought to repair it. He brought about, in 1701, an approach between the principal dissidents and the Catholic leaders, and he
succeeded in restraining the demands of the latter, and appeasing the legitimate resentments of the former.

up

a sort of treaty, which,

when approved by

There was drawn
the

Grand

Patri-

arch of the Armenians, and by the Catholic archbishop, was to
be submitted to the ratification of the court of Rome, and to
regulate thenceforth the relations of the two Churches. But the

happy

effects

which

this transaction

would have had were dos-

;
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troyed by the invincible resistance which Father Braconnier,
Superior of the Jesuit missions in the Levant, opposed to it. In
vain Ferriol pointed out to him that “ a persecution against the
Catholics threatened to be general in

all the Turkish empire
might give severe orders a proceeding that
a mortal blow at religion on account of the insta-

might

strike

bility of the Catholics

tion

when

ligion.”

it

To

;

—

that the Sultan

;

that

it

allowable to avoid persecu-

is

can be done without injuring or compromising rethese earnest representations, prompted

by human-

Father Braconnier replied that “ the church
had formerly undergone much more cruel persecutions that
the Armenians ought to be made acquainted wdth suffering
that he could not admit that the Catholics should have the least
communication with their schismatic brethren, and that they
ought rather to expose themselves to the harshest treatment.”
Unhappily Ferriol had neither enough firmness to make his
opinion prevail, nor enough perseverance to hold to it himself.
Abandoning all at once his effort for conciliation, he threw himity

and

foresight,

;

self

desperately into the party of violence,

much more

in har-

mony

with his vehement disposition, with his lively inclination
for strife, and, it is necessary to add, with the delicate situation
where the encroachments of Borne and the demands of the
The ambassador of the king of France at
Jesuits placed him.
Constantinople was then in effect the representative of the Holy
See, at least as much as that of the court at Versailles, and he
had submitted to the usage of corresponding regularly either
with the Pope or the principal cardinals. While he gave account
to Louis XIV. of commercial affairs and of the political situation, the great interests of religion formed the matter of periodic

Very jealous for his
despatches addressed directly to Borne.
authority, Louis had pointed out the unsuitableness of this corbut, as often happens, the
respondence, then had tolerated it
usage had become an obligation. On the other hand, the Jesuits
had enlarged more and more the importance of their role, and to
the direct influence which the court of Borne exercised upon the
French ambassador by its urgent despatches they added the
;

effects of their constant recriminations, their feverish and turbulent activity, and their audacious intrusions. Instructing the
Holy See as they wished, and inspiring its orders controlling
Ferriol by way of Versailles as well as by way of Rome ready
;

;
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he ceased to be their instrument, and sufhim everywhere present and influthey were in fact absolute masters of the situation, and
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ficiently strong to overturn

ential,
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their responsibility before

;

history

is

as undeniable as their

While enduring their yoke Ferriol could not help complaining sometimes. “ They all want to pass for ministers here,”
“ They believe themselves better informed
he wrote to Torcy.
than the ambassadors, and the order of each estate is reversed.
These good fathers, who ought to resort only to the prisons and
power.

to the Christians

established in the country, incessantly visit

and obtrude upon everybody with matters of a political kind.
When an ambassador wishes to reduce them to the
bounds that seem prescribed to them, they treat him as a man
dignitaries

without religion

who

sacrifices everything

Certainly, this is the language of truth

;

to

ambition.”

his

everything proves

it

But well-founded as were these complaints, real as was the
domination of the Jesuits, one cannot be much interested in
Not only, indeed,
this voluntary victim of their encroachments.
did Ferriol not try to shake off their heavy tutelage, although at
times it weighed upon his self-love, but still more forgetting
the character with which he was clothed, and passing from a
brief and honorable independence to a servile devotion, he constituted himself the executor of the vengeance of some of the
so.

:

missionaries with such implacableness that in combating their
adversaries he seemed to be fighting his

own enemies. His hate,
is now to

revived and skilfully nurtured by baleful excitation,
follow docilely the direction given

it,

and

to strike pitilessly, to

pursue without abatement, to make disappear, and to overwhelm
long even after his fall, a great Armenian personage whom it is
time to introduce in his turn into this recital, and to make known
to our readers.
Avedick, sprung from the people, and belonging to a poor and
obscure family of Tokat, had been early admitted to the number of the vertabieds, or doctors charged with preserving and
teaching the doctrines of the Armenian Church. Having soon
become bishop, then archbishop, he had distinguished himself
by his firmness, which Ferriol called hardihood, in sustaining
the interests of his co-religionists. The beginning of his long
strife with the French ambassador, in which one shows a worthy
loftiness

and the other an extreme
27

violence, goes

back much be-
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yond the date when

Ferriol arrived at Constantinople as amhe was in Hungary ia the Turkish camp, he
had learned of some disrespectful terms applied to Louis XIV.
by Avedick, and had used his influence with the Grand Vizier
to have the rash Archbishop banished. But in December, 1702,
the excessive rigor of this punishment was atoned for in a
striking manner.
The Grand Mufti, who was charged with
spiritual affairs, but who really governed the whole country
through his ascendancy over the Sultan, Mustapha II., had formerly been in relation with Avedick at Erzerdum, of which city
both were inhabitants, the former being the Cadi. Powerful
enough to make and destroy grand viziers, this first dignitary of

bassador.

When

the Mussulman faith was also able to make his friend Armenian
Patriarch of Constantinople and Jerusalem. In vain Eerriol

demanded of the Grand Chancellor of the empire and of the
Grand Vizier the confirmation of Avedick’s exile. These high
personages replied that the power of the Mufti was supreme,
his will on this point u’revocable, and that it was as useless to
oppose his determination as it was dangerous to attempt to
shake his credit. Nothing remained for Ferriol but submission.
But from that time he, as well as those who inspired him, conceived against the Armenian Patriarch an implacable resentment, of which the proofs are to be found in each of his despatches, which time increased more and more, and whose efAnd yet nothing in the confects were not slow to burst forth.
duct of the Armenian chief justified at

.No
than
doubt he showed
no doubt he disappointed the
the Jesuits would have wished
hope they had indulged of buying and gaining him to their
first this hostility.

himself less docile as to their pretensions
;

But despite the obstacles raised by them against the
by Ferriol, Avedick exhorted his co-religionists
peace, and dtiring several years the two Churches maintained

cause.

treaty proposed
to

“ The Catholics have so much liberty,”
wrote Ferriol, May 1st, 1703, “ that every one acknowledges
there could not be more in a Catholic country.” Instead of
giving Avedick the credit for this happy situation, Ferriol seized
the first pretence in order to attempt his overthrow. But it was
in vain that he denounced him to the Grand Vizier as having
corrupted a courier and intercepted despatches of Louis XIV.
This deviation, then very common in Turkey, and for which

complete concord.
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moreover the exile demanded by Ferriol would have been a
punishment much too severe, remained unpunished and the
;

high protection of the Mufti continued to cover the Patriarch.

But on that theatre

of

sudden revolutions and

of

most un-

looked for reversals, supreme power was then almost always
followed by a fall into the depths. Most usually a laconic order
coming from the seraglio, sometimes the resounding voice of
the enraged people, sufficed to cast the favorites of a day from
the summit of power into the abyss ; and in these frequent catastrophes the axe of the executioner was always activ.e. At
the moment when it seemed that Avedick was long to enjoy the

powerful support of the Mufti, a formidable revolution broke
out in Constantinople. At a blow Avedick was deprived of his
protector and delivered to the enmity of Ferriol.

two months

Less than

indeed, the Armenian Patriarch was deposed,
shut up in the fortress of the Seven Towers, then, upon the reafter,

demands of the ambassador, exiled to Syria, to AbrataThe Armenians refused to obey the new Patriarch, and
demanded, without avail, their beloved chief. The influence of
Ferriol was great enough for him to satisfy the minutest and
crudest precautions. Cast upon a rock, a desolate cliff far removed from Constantinople, the old Patriarch still seemed foriterated
das.

midable.

Ferriol rendered his imprisonment hard as possible,
and with a barbarity of which one would hesitate to admit the
proofs, if these did not come from the guilty person himself,
he thought it necessary to have the victim shut up “ in a
dungeon, full of water, and where he could not see the light
of day.”

But

in the

end the

affection of the

Armenians was more pow-

than the hate of Ferriol.
The enormous sum of four
thousand purses 880,000 francs then was collected by the
erful

—

—

Grand Vizier and
were forgotten, and
a year after he had been deposed Avedick remounted the patriarchal throne. “ He has allied himself with the Greeks, and I
foresee terrible persecutions against the Catholics,” wrote Ferriol to Pontchartrain.
And right away, before ascertaining
whether these fears were well founded, the ambassador proposed
a means not only of anticipating the persecutions, but of taking
revenge for them in advance.
He asked the Pope and the
schismatics,
his officers.

and tempted the cupidity

The promises made

of the

to Ferriol
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Grand Master
Arnaenians

of

Malta to cause the arrest of the Greeks and

who navigated

were in the

isles, to

tain their persons

and as the

[July,

:

the waters of the Archipelago or who
take possession of their effects, and to re-

and as these had a great number

of vessels,

were open and without defence against such a
blow, the ambassador foresaw that the repression would be

most

isles

serious.

In such a case, where we have on one side such a man, one so
industrious in devising such rigors, one so ready in distancing
his adversaries ; and on the other, the Armenians holding fast
to the religion of their fathers, bracing themselves against a
passionate and eager proselytism, who is the persecutor ? Who
are the persecuted? That from the date of his being sent to

Abratadas, Avedick had conceived against the Catholics an implacable hatred, which was soon shared by his partisans, must
be admitted, and it is not surprising. But what is undeniable
is that when he came out of his dungeon and resumed his place
at the head of the Armenians, he dissembled his resentment and
“ He does not stir,” Ferriol
lived in peace with the Catholics.
March
and
11
he
reported “ He maintains
Jan.
20,
1705
wrote
:

;

and

a respectful attitude,

religious matters are very quiet here.”

“ Avedick gives the Catholics no trouble,” we read in a despatch
of August 13. But the ambassador adds immediately “ I hope
:

he

will himself

make

a movement, and I shall lose no opportu-

“I will not give him a moment’s rest,”
he wrote to Cardinal de Janson, “for I know that he is a bad
man and capable of great dissimulation. ” In order to establish
a peace which he believed might be definitive, Avedick repaired,
Dec. 26, 1705, to the French embassy. He presented himself
there neither to supplicate nor bully. Surrounded by three
hundred Armenians of considerable station, he came to propose
nity to destroy him.”

to the representative of the protector of the Catholic religion in
the Levant, to proscribe in its churches the anathemas launched

against certain heretics, and he demanded that the Jesuits, who
had long received permission to preach in the Turkish language

do it without passion
and with moderation. Far from being disarmed by this proud,
but not provocative measure, Ferriol characterized it as impudent, and avowed that if he had not previously given him a
safe-conduct, he would certainly have had the Patriarch arin the

Armenian places

of worship, should
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His aversion suffered neither truce nor rest. Not feeling himself powerful enough alone, he raised up among the Armenians themselves adversaries to his enemy. He encouraged
the ambitious Patriarch of Sissem, who aspired to replace
rested.

Avedick in the Grand Patriarchate. He received him into the
palace of the embassy, sustained him by his influence, and
aided him by his counsels. At last, after a year of constant
effort, of corruption practised upon the officers of the Divan,

had the
announce to Louis XIV. that for
the second time Avedick had been deposed, and for the third
of threats, of intrigues, of plots of every kind, Ferriol
satisfaction of being able to

time sent into exile.
It was then that, in order to render definitive this fall, and to
relieve himself forever from his enemy, Ferriol conceived?
eighteenth century as it was, the strangest and most violent act
that a representaive of a civilized nation ever dared to commit.

He

was who had the infamous distinction of conceiving it.
But a despatch, overwhelming for the Catholic missionaries,
it

proves to the point of demonstration that their instigations

led-

Ferriol to believe this act indispensable, and that, incessantly

exhibiting to the ambassador the pretended dangers still threatened by the exiled and powerless Patriarch, they decided the
purpose of an abduction.
Avedick had been deposed February 25, 1706. Two months
later he was carried into exile.
The 20th of April he left Constantinople, which he was never again to see, and his dear Armenians, from whom he was separating this time forever. Ferriol had bought the officer charged with conducting the Patriarch, and had transmitted instructions to Bonnal, vice-consul at
Chio, where Avedick was to pass and make a stop of some hours.
It was there that the boldest crime against the laws of nations
was committed. Bonnal, aided by Father Tarillon, a Jesuit, had,

according to Ferriol’s directions, chartered a small trading-vessel

commanded by a Frenchman, who received orders to repair
As soon as he arrived at Chio the corrupted of-

to Marseilles.

ficer delivered

the great personage entrusted to his care, and the

by the Jesuit Tarillon, took possession of the Sultan’s subject and in^)risoned him
on the French ship. In the abduction there was no obstacle,
and the protestations of the old man against this violent step

representative of Louis XIV., accompanied
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In the passage there was no renthing Ferriol feared and no doubt the

were vain, and had no echo.
contre with pirates

—a

fall into their hands would have been a
hundred-fold better than the treatment that awaited him in
France, However, it was given him to indulge some hope. ConThere Avedick, watched
trary winds drove the vessel to Gena.
as he was by his guardian, deceived his vigilance, and entrusted

prisoner desired, for to

to a

Greek named Spartaly two

letters,

one addressed to the

interpreter of the Porte, Maurocordato, the other to the

first

Arme-

in which letters he named the authors of his
;
abduction and demanded vengeance. But misfortune was implacable toward the old Patriarch. Spartaly, carried to Smyrna
on an English ship, and at the moment of repairing to Constantinople to bear thither ‘the letters that contained the revelation,
entered into relations of confidence with another Greek, a
Chiote, named Justimany, who went and sold the secret of his
compatriot to the French consul. He, understanding aU the
importance of the revelation, sent for Spartaly, bought him in
his turn and kept him at Smyrna.
While the consul was sending
to Ferriol himself the letters that had been seized, and that, instead of saving the prisoner, were to draw upon him greater
severities, Avedick, supposing he might count on their happy
effect, and hoping for prompt deliverance, arrived at Marseilles
and was given into the hands of M. de Montmor, intendant of the
galleys, and then thrown into the dungeons of the Arsenal.
It
was not at Marseilles that Avedick was retained a prisoner. Louis
XIV. was too prudent, and his vigilance too much awake, to leave
in a Mediterranean port a personage whom his co-religionists,
sustained by the Ottoman Porte, were energetically demanding
and were seeking with restless solicitude. As soon as the French
government had been informed of the noise made in the East by
the disappearance of the Grand Patriarch, an officer was sent to
Marseilles, to M. de Montmor, to withdraw Avedick from the
prisons of the Arsenal and to conduct him “under good and secure guard” to the other extremity of France. At the same time
it was enjoined on “all governors, mayors, syndics and other offi-

nian, Theodat

cers to give this officer all protection, succor

case of need”

and assistance

in

— a precaution very useless toward the inoffensive

and feeble old man.
Near the ancient border

of Brittany and

Normandy

there rises
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a narrow rock, surrounded on all sides by the sea or by shifting
sands left uncovered when the sea retires at every tide. These
sands, extending to the' firm ground, a distance of nearly two
miles, are rendered very dangerous by the emptying there of
several streams.
Upon this rock, stamped with a wild grandeur,
some monks built in the eighth century a monastery, where they
lived isolated from the world, from which they were separated
sometimes by these vast strands and sometimes by the regularly
and oft-returning waters of the sea. It was thither, to that abbey of Mont St. Michael, occupied by Benedictines who consecrated themselves to alternate labor and prayer, that the Grand
Patriarch of the Armenians was conducted. The prior of the
abbey received orders to guard closely the prisoner brought him,
“without allowing him to communicate with any one, whether by
voice or pen” a precaution yet very superfluous in the case of
an Armenian, whose tongue no one knew, who was himself ignorant of French, and who was among monks who, from the moment of his arrival, were taught to curse him. He was, in fact
represented to them as a detestable persecutor of the Catholics
this man thrice exiled, twice deposed by them, torn violently
from his country, one while cast upon the coast of Syria and
shut up in a dungeon where the water penetrated, again conveyed across a foreign land a thousand) leagues from his home.
An object of horror to the monks, doubly exiled in this place of
exile, like them separated from the world by impassable obstacles and separated from them by the repulsion he inspired,
more unhappy than in his first prison, where at least he breathed
his country’s air, Avedick could no longer preserve the hope of
deliverance.
The consoling anticipation which his meeting with
Spartaly at Gena had permitted him to entertain he was compelled to renounce for, supposing that his letters had reached
the Ottoman Porte, no one would think of coming to look for
him upon such a remote and desert coast. Far as his look
could extend, he could not expect a liberating vessel to appear.
Whether the sea covered again the strand or whether it retired
from it, there was the same frightful solitude, broken at intervals by the waves beating upon the rock or by the peaceful and
monotonous chants of the monks.
For ten months he heard their prayers without being allowed
to take part in them, and he lived in the most absolute isolation

—

—

;
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But Pontchartrain sent word

to the prior, July 13, 1707, that he
could have the prisoner hear mass, and even admit him to confession.
The king,” he added, “ does not pretend to deprive
him of the comforts he might find in the sacrament, and his
Majesty has only thought that you ought to have him examined
before admitting him to it, with so much the more care that it

may be

feared from what has passed that his devotion may be
only feigned in order to deceive and to effect a relaxation of
watchfulness toward him.” Singular fear of a flight, in itself
impracticable, and besides impossible to be

much prolonged

in

a country where everything was strange and hostile. Pontchartrain asked the General of the Benedictines, at Borne, to send

Michael a member of the order acquainted with
whom the most absolute discretion
could be reposed in respect of the confidences he might receive
from Avedick but these were not to be a secret for the prior,
to

Mont.

St.

Oriental languages, and in

;

who was

them to the minister. Thus not content
with holding the person of the Patriarch, they sought to pierce
to the depth of his soul, in order to become informed of his
true feelings, and perhaps even of his projects. The first word
that he pronounces that can be understood is a protest of reason
against force. “ Let them judge me,” he says, “ and let them
condemn me to what punishment I deserve or if I am innocent, let this be proclaimed, and let them set me free.” He was
neither judged nor set at liberty; and his protest, transmitted
by the prior to Versailles, was suppressed in the cabinet of
Pontchartrain. It is true that at the same epoch alarming news
was reaching the minister from Constantinople ; and from the
court of the Vatican as well as from the French embassy to the
to transmit

;

Porte came the strongest pressure to secure the isolation and
yet closer confinement of the prisoner.

news of his disappearance was known, the
Divan and the Grand Vizier himself, justly
moved, had’ asked Ferriol what had become of Avedick.
The French ambassador replied with assurance that that personage had not been placed in his care, but that no doubt the
vessel on which he had been embarked to be carried into exile
had been taken by those English or Dutch corsairs that the
Grand Seigneur stiU tolerated even as far as the Dardanelles,
to the prejudice of his customs and of the interests of his sov-

As soon

officers

as the

of the
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ereignty. This attempt at diversion did not long succeed.
The
English and the Dutch having been questioned in their turn, and
not having anything satisfactory to answer, the Vizier had the
officer who conducted Avedick to Ohio put to torture, and in
the midst of his pains he confessed the whole truth. The Vizier
at once sent a high officer to the

French embassy

to claim

Ave-

dick as a subject of the Grand Seigneur. The first interprete?
of the Divan presented himself some minutes later to join his

urgency to that of the officer, and to demand the immediate
bringing back to Constantinople of the abducted person. The
clearness and energy of the demand did not trouble Ferriol, and
with great presence of mind he answered “I know nothing of
what has passed, and I really cannot concern myself with the
depositions of the officer who had Avedick in charge. He declared when he returned to Constantinople that he had been
taken by a corsair. Who assures me that the second deposition, taken by means of torture, is more trustworthy than the
first?
Besides, if the French captain has forcibly conveyed
Avedick to Italy or France, he wiU be punished. But may it
not be the old Patriarch, fearing death in his third exile, engaged the captain to conduct him to a place of safety ?” Little
satisfied by this reply, the interpreter threatened Ferriol, in the
name of the Sultan, with general persecution of the Catholic
Armenians. “ If Avedick is in France,” replied Ferriol, “ I will
write and have him brought back.
But the Grand Seigneur is
master of his subjects ; he may put to death all the Armenians,
without distinction, but no such threat can make me confess
:

that of which I

am

ignorant.”

The

conveyed away, were the objects of

and
had been

threat was executed,

the Catholics, in whose pretended interest Avedick.

frightful vengeance.

A

de-

Armenians of the Latin
rite, nine among these escaping death by apostatizing, and
three confessing intrepidly their faith and dying as martyrs
several Armenians tortured and interrogated as to the fate of
Avedick all propagandism interdicted to the Jesuits and their
printing establishments destroyed
the two Armenian patriarchs, who had authorized the Catholic missionaries to preach
in their churches, arrested and thrown into prison
a firman of
the Sultan, appointing Avedick anew to the Grand Patriarchate, and designating a lieutenant to fulfil for him the functions
cree, ordering the arrest of the chief

;

;

;

;
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the multiplication of rigorous and proscriptive
ad interim
measures all Catholics compelled to flee or to hide a universal rage against them and desolation and ruin among them
such
were at Constantinople and in all the Turkish empire the immediate and terrible consequences of the abduction of Avedick.
So true is it that violence has always led to violence, and that
an abuse of force is sooner or later followed by reprisals that
are to be deplored, but cannot be wholly stigmatized, since they
have, if not their excuse, at least their explanation in an immutable law of all countries and of every age.
The exasperation against the Catholics was only equalled by
the profound affection inspired by their unfortunate victim. In
all the churches prayers were said every day for his speedy return.
At one moment it was believed they had been heard.
The news spread at Constantinople that Avedick was at E,odosto, a city some thirty leagues distant.
At once some of the
Armenians hastened to meet him, in order to escort him back in
triumph. But they only found an impostor, who had succeeded
in deceiving a large number of the schismatics and in collecting
as alms a considerable sum by working upon the enthusiasm
which the very name of the Grand Patriarch everywhere excited.
All that concerned the fate of the beloved chief was gathered with avidity and accepted with credulous but touching
confidence.
One day an Armenian asserted that he had seen
;

;

;

:

him in Holland, received a splendid present for the happy news,
and then disappeared before its falsity could be ascertained.
Later two Turkish slaves who arrived from Malta affirmed that
Avedick was there detained. They succeeded by this artifice in
getting their ransoms paid
and the false information being not
devoid of probability, two rich Armenians were induced to charFerriol, upon
ter a vessel and go to Malta to claim the prisoner.
whom they called to get letters of recommendation both for
Malta and Rome, ostensibly gave them but he hastily forwarded by other hands a private despatch to Cardinal de la
Tremouille, the French Ambassador to the Holy See, in which
he advised the greatest circumspection and the exercise of conAs to the Divan,
stant surveillance over the two Armenians.
;

;

whose urgent claim continued

to

be precise and

firm, Ferriol,

reduced to expedients, devised ever new
pease the anger of the Grand Vizier. At one time he promised
shifts in order to ap-
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to send one of the officers of the embassy in search of Avedick.
At another, the report having spread that Avedick was at Messina, he engaged to beg of the King of France that he would
demand from his grandson, Philip V., King of Spain, the liberty
and restoration of the Patriarch. But he ever affirmed that he
had had no part in the abduction and was absolutely ignorant of
where Avedick was. On this last point, but on this only, he was
sincere.
The government of Louis XIV. had concealed even

from

its

sending of the

representative at Constantinople the

prisoner to Mont. St. Michael

;

and

Ferriol, fully instructed as

to the least circumstances attending the transportationof Avedick

to Marseilles,

had been prudently left in completest ignorance as
But his despatches are still full of

to the ulterior decisions.

suggestions

all

urging the harshest treatment of his fallen foe.

From Rome,

too, there came the most urgent requests, the
most pressing recommendations to shut up the prisoner yet
more closely. Twice the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Mar-

quis de Torcy, charged Cardinal de la Tremouille to dispel the

inquietude of the Congregation of the Holy Office.

“Orders
have been renewed,” wrote Torcy, “to redouble attention and

watchfulness.

He

is

seen only by the

They can communicate only by
feast

days and Sundays, he

is

signs

;

put in

same time the minister informed the
nians who had come to Marseilles had

man who

serves his food.

and when he hears mass,
a place apart.” At the
cardinal that the

Arme-

without being able to
find any traces of Avedick.
“We knew,” he added, “that the
valet of the Patriarch was to come from Leghorn to France, in
order to investigate what had become of his master. But as
left

soon as he arrives he shall be arrested and retained in close imThese despatches were, as is seen, of a natm’e to
reassure the Holy Office and Louis XIV. showed himself the
vigilant guardian of Avedick just as he had been, by his ambassador, the principal author, and in his despatches the unreserved
approver, of the abduction. He did yet more and engaging in
his turn in that course of duplicity where Ferriol had long before preceded him, he wrote to his representative near the Porte:
prisonment.”

;

;

“It

is

impossible for us to satisfy the demands of the Grand Vi-

He

can no longer be returned alive to
Louis added that the news of this death had
been given him at the moment when, in order to give pleasure
zier relative to Avedick.

Constantinople.”
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he was having search made

Italy for the Patriarch, so as to restore

him

in

Spain and

to his lawful sov-

ereign.

This prisoner, in his cell still enough an object of dread for
both Eome and Versailles to trouble themselves about him this
old man, the object of so many preoccupations, and in the Levant of regrets that he had not even the consolation of knowing
of they did not regard as sufficiently isolated by the strands and
sea that surrounded Mont St. Michael. The fosses, the heavy
gates and towers of the Bastile were judged necessary. “The
18th of December,” says Dujonca in his journal, “there entered
a very important prisoner, whose name is not spoken.” It was
Avedick, whose death announced by Louis XIV. most of the
Armenians had long been mourning. The same directions which
the prior of Mont St. Michael had received were given to M. de
Bernaville, governor of the state prison, and he was forbidden
“ to allow the least communication between his new prisoner and
any person whatsoever.” However, Louis XIV. not long after
authorized an exception to this rule. A project long entertained by the king’s government, and the execution of which
would render it impossible for Avedick ever to return to Constantinople, was about to be realized. To instruct him in the
Catholic religion, to bring him to submit to the authority of the
Holy See and to lead him thus to discredit himself forever with
such
those of his co-religionists who still doubted his death
was the end in pursuit of which a member of a religious order
had been placed about the Patriarch during the two years of his

—

—

;

Mont

—

At the Bastile the suggestions
became more pressing,and there were given him Armenian books
in which he learned the Catholic doctrines and could convince
himself how short a distance separated the Latin Armenians
from the schismatics. This distance he crossed, and, September
sojourn at

St.

Michael.

he made his abjuration to Cardinal de Noailles, Archbishop of Paris. Some days after he was ordained priest in the
church of Notre Dame. This abjuration was his only means of
recovering his liberty
and Avedick, prostrated by so many
storms, yielded, after five years of hard captivity, to the natural
desire of breathing the free air during the few years left him of life.
In the first months of 1711 there emerged every morning from
a little house in the Rue Ferou, where he dwelt with his inter22, 1710,

;
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bent by adversity rather than by years, his
almost quenched.

face furrowed with deep wrinkles, his eye

costume some remains of the Armenian
language and bearing, sustaining his enfeebled body by aid of a stick, he attracted notice, and was followed by the popular gaze to the church of St. Sulpice, to which
he was attached as priest, and where he said mass every day.

Having preserved

in his

dress, foreign in his

It

was the

religious chief, the civil protector of several millions

of Armenians, the

enemy

quished in the long

strife

of Ferriol

and the

against them.

He

Jesuits, the vandid not long enjoy

Ten months after he came out of the Bastile, July
he died, without relatives, without friends, having
asked and received the sacraments of that Komish Church
whose zealous missionaries had caused all his woes. Thus
ended his life, begun in obscurity and misery, continued upon
the patriarchal throne, studded with catastrophes, filled with
unhoped-for elevations and sudden falls, and completed in exile.
Louis XIV., exhausting precautions and pushing imposture
and derision to their farthest limits, had the lieutenant of police,
d’Argenson, draw up an act in which were certified the grief of
the king, on learning of this death, and the eagerness the monarch had shown in setting the 'prisoner at liberty as soon as the
stranger had been able to make his quality knoxon.
By a singular
euphemism Avedick was there styled disgracie; and Louis XIV.
declared that “ he had never approved of the violent acts and
still less the crimes which, unknown to his Majesty, might have
been committed in Turkey against the person of the deceased.”
This lying act was to be sent to Constantinople in case the
Porte should make a yet more threatening demand for Avedick.
But this sending was not necessary. Several changes of Grand
Viziers contributed to relax and render less urgent the demands.
At distant intervals the name of the ancient Patriarch still recurred in the conversations of the Ottoman prime minister and
then little by little the Divan ceased
the French ambassador
to concern itself with the matter.
The remembrance of Avedick
was less deeply rooted there than in the grateful hearts of the
his liberty.
24, 1711,

;

Armenians.
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THE APPROACHES TO THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE.

By

Prof.

James M. Habt,

New York

City.

According to a familiar saying, originated in the days when
Greek thought was at its prime, there is no royal road to learning.
On the other hand, an apothegm has been handed down
to us from the prince of Vhat Kant might call the “ practical
reason,” Aristotle, to the effect that there are many ways of
learning a thing ill, but one of learning it well. The two dicta
seem, if not to collide, at least to overlap. The former of the
two has been adopted, consciously or unconsciously, by the
self-taught geniuses, the autodidacts, who are numerous enough

To

in every country, but especially in America.

these

it

makes

how
may group and elaborate them, provided only they do get
them. From these men a fact or a principle meets with about
little

difference

how they may

get their facts and ideas,

they

the same treatment that Luther

is

said to have given to his

inkstand ; namely, he hurled it at the devil, because that was
the first thing to occur to him. The latter dictum, that of Aristotle, has been travestied, in its most exaggerated manifestation,
by Moli^re, who puts into the mouth of his Sganarelle the famous axiom A patient is not allowed to die except according
to the rules of medicine.
Let us examine these counterbalancing opinions as they bear
directly upon a subject which must interest every cultured reader, to wit, the collegiate study of our mother-tongue.
The question whether English shall be taught at all in our
colleges, or suffered to grow up in neglect, has been already
disposed of after a practical fashion. Many colleges have a
:

tolerable course in the English language

and

literature,

and

those that have

it not seek to excuse rather than to justify the
deficiency.
We may regard the day as not far distant when the
masterpieces of the English mind shall be placed universally
on an equal footing of honor with those of Greece and Rome,
and studied with every help that can be afforded by historical,

biographical, and aesthetic criticism.

A

second questioq, however, presents

itself

:

shall English

be

,
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taught philologically or, worded more precisely, shall ihe philology
of the English language be taught as well as the history of the
English literature? Very few colleges have ventured upon an

Harvard, Yale, Lafayette, Bowdoin. Yale teaches
answer
English philology as a part of general European philology, in
the Sheffield Scientific School the others give a certain amount
of instruction in Anglo-Saxon and Early English.
But no one
:

;

can be said to have a full, well rounded course.
Before proceeding farther, it will be needful to dispose of the
preliminary question What is meant by philology? On this
point there exists a widely spread popular delusion.
Nine
tenths of even the educated suppose that a philologist is one
who reads the archaic literature of a language. Whereas phil:

ology, in the strict sense of the

German

Sprachwissenschaft, or

science of language, has nothing to do with literature as such.
All that literature, or literary remains, can

furnish

is to

him with the materials

do for the philologist,

for his analyses of verbal

secondary consideration, in fact scarcely a
whether those remains are in prose or in
verse whether they are good writings, so to speak, or poor or
in fact whether they are even writings at all.
They may be inscriptions, deeds, mis-spelled fragments, the refuse and debris
of barbarous or degenerate ages.
Are
The chief point is
they authentic ? Do they actually represent the way in which a
given people or tribe expressed itself at a given time and in a
given place ? It matters not whether that expression be elegant
or clumsy, profound or trivial and commonplace, as long as it
throws some light upon the growth of human speech. The
forms.

It is quite a

consideration at

all,

;

;

:

philologist learns to disregard style, as the botanist learns to

disregard color and scent.
One example will illustrate signally
the distinction between philology proper and literary study.

Until comparatively recent times,

it was supposed that French,
and Spanish were derived from Latin. So, indeed, they
are, but not from Latin such as we read in Caesar, Virgil, Horace rather from the sermo plebeiTis, rusticus, the castrense verhum,
spoken by the vulgar masses of Italia, Gallia, and Hispania, and
sneered at by the literati of those days.
The remains of this
“ vulgar Latin,” this sermo rusticus, have been carefully collected.
Ingenuity and patient research have put forth their best efforts
in collating stray quotationsc ited
only to be condemned; in

Italian

;

—

—
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grammatical and critical works of Classic and Middle Latinity,
in reading inscriptions and deeds, and even in deciphering the
grajiti of Pompeii, the scrawls of the Roman legionaries on the
The results have been summed up by
walls of their camps.
Schuchardt in his two vol. 8vo work, entitled the Vocalism of
Vulgar (sc. Vernacular) Latin. Schuchardt has carefully indicated
all the sources of information, collected all the materials, and illustrated in detail, letter by letter, the phonetic differences between
classic

and vulgar Latin.

From

this

book and others we learn

that, so far as the vocabulary is concerned, several hundreds of
these enfants perdus of Roman culture are the true and only
A few examples
fathers of well known Frenchmen of to-day.
will suflBce

:

Classic Latin.

Vulgar Latin,

French.

verberare

batuere

battre.

pugna

battalia

bataille.

oscular!

basiare

baiser.

felis

catus

aula

curtem

chat.
*

cour.

The above list is selected only from such words as are not to be
found in the ordinary Latin dictionary. There is also another
class, comprising such words as occur in classic authors, but in
a different sense, or only occasionally, or by a sort of poetic
license. Finally, we may add that even where the general wordforms coincide in the classic and the vulgar speech, the accents,
the apocopes, elisions, and spelling of the latter have prevailed
over the so-called orthodox shapings of the former. Thus
:

To

Classic Latin.

Vulgar Latin.

French.

computum

comptum

compte.

frigiduB

frigdus

froid.

calidus

caldus

chaud.

digitus

digtus

doigt.

bibere

bevere, bere

boire.

Romanic languages is a signal
most signal one, of science deliberately
reconstructing with the materials that literary art had rejected.
It may be asked, however, if philology be the dry, abstract
study thus indicated, dealing solely with roots, with. vowel and
repeat, the philology of the

instance, perhaps the

consonant changes, with
functions of a

inflections, disregarding the literary

word and occupying

itself exclusively

evolution of the form of that word, of what good

is

with the

philology ?
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the good of

botany?

To

the eye of the botanist, the spatter-dock and the

pond

the

mushroom and

lily,

the apple-tree, are equally valuable

objects of study, because each constitutes a link in the chain of
vegetable life. Philology, like every other science, has its own

inquiry and

field of

immediate
logist

is

own

its

right of being, irrespective of

practical results to

which

it

may be

not of necessity a brilliant writer,

botanist is of necessity a successful grower of potatoes.
is to

be judged solely by the truths which

it

productive, creative, but rather declarative.

any

The philoany more than the
put.

discovers

Science
;

it is

not

Its office is to dis-

cover and correlate fundamental principles which the artist may,
and commonly must, take into account in his processes of crea-

In point of time, art may precede science, or vice versa,
any case, the two occupy different fields, follow different
methods, achieve different results, and generally presuppose
different qualities of mind in those who would pursue them.
It
is one of the rarest of phenomena to find the artist and the
tion.

but, in

scientist united in the

in the strict

same person.

That philology

is

a science,

sense of the term will be apparent from a considera-

method and its results. It works according to law,
not, as we are too apt to suppose, a sort of brilliant
guessing at analogies. One hundred years ago, Voltaire was
tion of its

to rule

;

it is

perhaps justified in his sneer at philology as a system of study
where all the consonants are interchangeable and the vowels go
for nothing.
At the present day philology teaches that there are
certain groups of languages derived from a common stock and
having certain definite relations one to the other that the various
languages of the same group have certain features in common
and certain differences that when we pass from one language to
another, we must expect to encounter certain points of likeness
and other points of disagreement
that words apparently
identical in form have really no connection, while other words,
that have not one letter in common, are still offshoots from the
same root. Nothing is more widely spread than the belief that
human speech is as free as air we imagine that wo can speak
as we choose. Yet the fact is that we are fettered in a thousand
ways, our utterances are not our own, but what birth, early
education, climate, provincial surroundings have made them.
Errors of grammar contracted in youth are ineradicable in old
;

;

;

;
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peculiarities of pronunciation, once acquired, are not shaken
our
stock of words, our range of ideas are fixed by home
;
life and by our studies.
The very circumstance itself that one
man speaks English and another French or German or Russian is

age

;

off

the result of what

may be termed

the accident of birth.

It is

the philologist to gather the phenomena of
language as he finds them, to correlate them, to elicit from them
certain laws, and then, as the final process, to make deductions
from those laws. The philologist is often in a position to say
Such or such a word does not actually exist in this language,
but, according to the laws of the language, I am warranted in
saying that, if it existed, it would be found in such or such a
shape. Those who use a language are like dealers in grain they
look upon it in the bulk, and are concerned only for the market
value.
The student of that language knows that every grain,
every word has its history he can tell us the stock from which
it was taken, the phases it has undergone, the very bit of ground
on which it was grown. To him a word is an organism, not a
ware ; it is one of the visible exponents of the occult laws that
govern the development of the human spirit. Philology is a
branch of anthropology, occupying the intermediate position
between physiology and ethnic psychology.
It behooves us to bear this distinction between philology and
literary study carefully in mind it will prevent our falling under
the delusion that a school of philology is tantamount to a school
of good writing, expecting from the former results that can
be produced only by the latter. Philology and literary study
are indeed closely related, inasmuch as they both work with
the business of

:

:

;

;

the same material, namely, language.

guage from

But they look upon lanand pursue divergent paths.
not prevent them from helping one the other.

different points of view,

This, however, will

The needs

of the literary student, his anxiety to secure perfect
accuracy of diction and a clear understanding of the historic and
ethic associations that have crystallized themselves, so to speak,

around every word and idiom, will stimulate the philologist ta
renewed and deeper investigation.
The influence of philology
upon literature will be chiefly corrective, regulative. As long as
the language and literature of a folk are in their plastic state,
like those of England in the days of Shakespeare, as long as the
forms of national thought and even that thought itself are not
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yet set in grooves, the author works best "propria sponte. In
The authis stage, science might do art more harm than good.
thor has to trust to his own reading, observation and experi-

But after both speech and literature have matured, have
accumulated national wealth, and with it national debt, after it
becomes needful to discriminate, compare, contrast, accept, and
reject, after dictionaries, grammars, manuals, compends, concordances have become the author s indispensable outfit in other
words, after the author himself ceases to be nomadic and begins
to till and manure the soil in the sweat of his brow, then the
need of independent, abstract, and thoroughly scientific research
We have passed
into forms of expression becomes apparent.
from the age of Shakespeare to the age of Samuel Johnson and
Tennyson Johnson betraying the weakness of literature without philology, Tennyson its strength through philology. That
exquisite adjustment of speech to thought, that perfectly artistic
recoining of antique gold to modern usages, which characterize
every line of “ The Princess,” “ In Memoriam,” and “ The Idylls of
prove that the poet is the product of a generation that
the King
has profited by the labors of Grimm and Bopp, Kemble, Bosworth,
We say profited hy; Tennyson does not
Thorpe, and Halliwell.
claim to be a philologist, he has never explored for himself the
intricacies of Sanscrit or pointed cut the phonetic changes in
But other men have labored,
Gothic, Norse and Anglo Saxon.
Keeping strictly within
and he has entered into their labors.
the bounds of English proper, yet intensely alive to all the great
movements of thought around him, he has caught the spirit of
his age and has submitted to it as only a great poet can submit^
partly receiving, partly giving his inspirations have been corence.

—

;

;

rected, his inspirations guided, consciously or unconsciously,
science.'.

Where Johnson, taken

by

as the exponent of his age,

is

hasty, overbearing, meddlesome, through zeal without knowl-

Tennyson is cautious, yet courageous, subtle but clear,
and above all, imbued with the deepest sense of piety, in
the strict sense of the Latin pietas, toward the past.
We fee]
that Tennyson has breathed an atmosphere the tei:dency of
which is to choke the hateful weeds of snap judgment, glittering
analogy, and haphazard etymology.
But the most practical way of illustrating the distinction between philology and literary study will be to sketch the outline
edge,

genial,
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First, the course in English literature.
of two courses.
The
student in this course need not go back farther than the present
English language, i. e., need not go behind Chaucer, or perhaps
Wycliffe.
There is nothing in Wycliffe that cannot be mastered

by the student who exerts

at all his patience and his wits.
As
Chaucer, the only additional help required will be a fair
knowledge of French. Special explanations can be given by the
instructor from time to time, as the necessity may arise. From
Chaucer on, the work, at least so far as grammar is concerned,
to

grows easier and

should be borne ever in mind
and critical, not philological;
that the work
that the aim of the course is to familiarize the student with the
thinkers of England, the products of the English imagination.
is

The growth
is

easier.

It

essentially literary

of the substance,

the poiat of interest.

and not the evolution

To attempt

of the form,

the study of Anglo-Saxon

would not only be superfluous, but would even be injurious to
for the following reasons:
such a course, as a course,
The
course should be obligatory upon all students no one is entitled to the diploma of Bachelor of Arts who has not mastered

—

;

the outline of the literature of his mother-tongue. But to impose Anglo-Saxon upon the mass of college students would
make their burdens uunecessq,rily heavy, and at the same time
What with Latin and Greek,
defeat the object of the course.
German and French, college students have already enough, perhaps more than enough. ^We would only attenuate the present
curriculum, so faulty and superflcial, by adding Anglo-Saxon.
Furthermore, Anglo-Saxon is a difiicult language even for one
who approaches it with zeal and reasonable preparation, its diffiThe inculties are far more serious than is commonly known.
flections, although not numerous, are puzzling, and the phonetone finds himself
ics are at times perfectly discouraging
swamped by a sea of forms. Finally, to read Anglo-Saxon literature with an adequate appreciation of its meaning requires
far greater capacity for collateral work than can be expected of
;

;

the average
Beovulf,

is

The gem
poem of only

student.

a short

of

the

collection,

namely

3,200 lines: but to master

Beovulf, as far as a student can be said to master anything,
the

work

allusion

of six

months

of uninterrupted study.

to Scandinavian history

is

Its richness of

and legend, its abrupt epic
genuine folk-poetry, its

transitions of narrative, its touches of
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countless bearings upon the cognate tongues can be gauged only
by one who has read it carefully. It is indeed a wonderful
poem, but it is not an English poem. The dividing line of AngloSaxon thought and English is unmistakable
the languages are
;

in the line of direct descent, the literatures are

English literature
stance,
ferent

a thing of our

is

own

Chaucer, for in-

modern as Shelley; his world is not essentially diffrom ours. But Anglo-Saxon literature, whether pagan
is

as

or monkish, presents in the main a phase of

which

emphatically not*

day,

is for

us extinct, aod which on very

and sentiment

life

many

points

is

more

remote, more foreign to our ways of thinking, than the culture
that we call Greek and Koman,
The introduction of such an
element as an obligatory part of a college course would not accomplish its object. It would not aid the English course, which
aims at showing students in the mass how the great masters of

English have thought and expressed themselves, and thereby indirectly teaching them
the students how they in turn must
think and write. As part of an English course, Anglo-Saxon,
which, if worth learning at all, is worth learning thoroughly and

—

scientifically,

—

could be taught only hurriedly and superficially,

and consequently

would be a bore and a stumbling-block

it

to

the average student, besides depriving him cf time that might

be better employed

in other ways.

Furthermore,

it

Avould pre-

vent the introduction of a real course in English philology, such

would meet the wants and wishes of a few select students
whose capacity and training qualify them for the study.
Whatever rule may prevail in other departments, in English
philology, at least, the rule of guidance must be Aristotle’s
apothegm there is but one way of learning English philology
well, and the student who does not pursue it will only protract
his journey and may possibly fall into the ditch.
That way is
as

;

through Gothic,
fric,

The study

of English does not begin with Ael-

or Cynevulf, or even Beovulf, but with IJlhlas,

There

is a familiar saying, which cannot be traced back to the
authority of any one scholar, but which, by whomsoever uttered,

—

conveys a great truth namely, that it is at times easier to learn
three or four languages than one. The. idea is that scientific
method and comparison may be of more service than narrow-

minded

persistency.

tonic family of the

The

characteristic features of the Teu-

Indo-European

tribe of languages are the

^
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mute consonants and a common
thickening or thinning of stem-vowels. High German, in parshifting (permutation) of the

ticular, has carried the permutation process one step farther
than the other languages. Anglo-Saxon, Norse, German in its
many varieties. Gothic, are all descendants of one common stock,
a primitive language of which we have no remains, but which
philologists have attempted to reconstruct for us, at least in the
outlines of its phonology.
This primitive language was extremely simple in its vowel and consonant systems, rather full
in nominal and pronominal inflections, but deficient in verbal
tenses.
If we take up Anglo-Saxon, we shall find that a word is
often spelled in different ways, while different words are spelled
in the same way that vowels are broken, dimmed, obscured
that the so-called reduplicating verbs do not reduplicate, that
the ablauting verbs are a tangled maze, that the entire theory of
umlauts seems to be a thing without rhyme and without reason.
Were Anglo-Saxon isolated, there would be no remedy the beginner would have to take things as he finds them. But AngloSaxon has an elder brother, or cousin, or uncle it is hard to
;

;

;

settle the relationship precisely

— whose

—

features are as clear-

cut as those of a Greek statue. Those who know Gothic only
by hearsay, or by a few detached paradigms in treatises on

other languages, can form no just conception of its structure. It
remarkably regular its verbs, whether reduplicating or ab-

is

;

lauting or weak, conform closely to the models of their respective classes; the

nouns do the same; also the adjectives, only

borrowing, in the strong declension, terminations from the pronouns, which’can be recognized at a glance. The ablaut system
is full

that

and regular, while the umlauts have not yet crept

we

in,

so

are confronted with forms that explain to us how, in

Anglo-Saxon, stem-vowels are umlauted even although the cause
i in the following syllable, has itself ceased to exThus, we have in Anglo-Saxon
ist in Anglo-Saxon.
of umlaut, an

:

N. boe,

e,

we

(a

plural, bee,

book.)

G. bee
D. bee,

boca,

A. bOe.

bee.

are informed,

boeuin,

is

the umlaut of

But
have a second syllable, and

the following syllable.

b,

produced by an

i in

of the eight cases given, only two
in these

two the second syllable
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does not contain an i, wliile four of the six monosyllabic oblique
umlauted. The difficulty will be overcome if we decline boc as a Gothic noun of the second strong declension, viz.

•cases are

in

i

:
\

N. boks,

pi.

bokeis,

boke,

G. bokais,
D. bokai,

bokim,

A. bok,

bokins.

be observed that in every instance, except one, the
where the Gothic inflectional syllable contains an i in
one shape or another, the Anglo-Saxon stem-vowel has been umlauted. It should be stated, however, that, in point of fact, the
word Idka is declined in Gothic according to the a declension?
and not the i. But this very discrepancy serves to show how,
on the one hand, Anglo-Saxon is not derived from Gothic, but
that each has borrowed from a common source and develops
after its own fashion, and how, on the other hand, a knowledge
of Gothic is essential to the right understanding of Anglo-Saxon.
To one who has not mastered the simple vowels of Gothic, the
broken, dimmed, obscured vowels of Anglo-Saxon are unintelligible he may learn them by dint of application, but he will not
have a tnie insight into them, such as a philologist should have.
Few English or American scholars seem to appreciate fully
It will

dat.

pi.,

;

the merits of Gothic. It is almost impossible to exaggerate its
importance to us. At a time when Germany was, so to speak,
a howling wilderness, and tbe German tribes w'ere spending
their time in breaking each others’ heads and harrying each
others’ lands, Illfilas in Gothic, Yulfilas (Little Wolf;
a Goth
by birth and a Greek bj' education, the bishop of his nation, w'as
moved, we may w'ell say, by the Divine Spirit, to undertake the
translation of the Scriptures into his mother-tongue, for the edi-

—

—

and further conversion of his brethren. The work was
done about the year 360, and it was done nobly. We of the
English-speaking race are proud of our version, the Germans
are proud of their Lutheran Bible, but neither English nor Germans can boast of much superiority over the Goths. The work
of Ulfilas has not been preserved entire.
The Old Testament
has perished, except a few verses from the books of Ezra and Nehemiah. Of the New Testament, Matthew is imperfect, the other
go.'spels are almost complete, the book of Acts is missing, the Episfication
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the main preserved. Besides the work of Ulfilas we have

commentary upon the Gospel of John, called
by an unknown hand, and. the
brief headings of one or two documents.
Still, we have enough
to pass judgment upon. The translation has been made directly
the fragment of a

the sTceireins* or explanation,

from the Greek, as the construction shows, but not from our received text. Thus, in Luke i. 3, the Gothic reads galeikaida
,/ah mis jah ahmin veihamma, “ it hath seemed good to (literally
translated, it hath ye-liked) me and to the Holy Spirit,” whereasthe Greek text that we know has only the words, “ it hath
seemed good to me,” edo^s nd/uoi.
The rendering is throughout close. As to the language, it cannot be described, but must
be studied it is simple, chaste, elegant. It has its limits, imposed upon it by its origin like the other Teutonic dialects, it
has only a present and a past tense. It shows the remains of a
:

;

;

dual and of a middle voice, and an attempt at a passive. Of
but
course it cannot be compared wdth Greek for richness
;

harmonious, symmetrical, regular, and
highly polished. As Gothic, it is better than the Greek original it is as classic, in this sense, as the Memorabilia of Xenophon. f After toiling through the tangled mazes of Anglo-Saxon
and Old German, and returning to Gothic, the student always
breathes a sigh of relief he feels as though he had reached a
spot where he could rest and take a calm survey. Gothic is an
within

its limits

it

is

;

;

* The stem skeir- is to be found
meaning originally clear, j^ure.

in English in the

word shew (An.

Sax. scir},

fault that we can find with the Ulfilas version is that it conforms too
Greek construction. Thus, in Mark i. 7, the passage, “the latchet
of whose shoes I am not worthy to stoop down and unloose,” reads in Gothic,
Ihhel ik ni im vairihs anahneivands andbhidan skmidaraip skoke is, literally translated “ ichose, (of whom), I not am worthy kneeling to unbind the strap of the
shoes of him.” The entire construction, especially the use of both relative and personal pronoun, {thizei and is) at the beginning and end of the sentence, .is nothing
more than a slavish imitation of the Greek
ov OVH eipi {uavoi KVifaS
t

The only

closely to the

:

Avffai Tov ijjavTa TGOV wtody/AocToov avrov.

Another instance of

the Greek constniction occurs in the use of the conjunction “that” to introduce a

quotation in the third person,
filled,”

qilhands

uatpos.

The

thatei

on

in

usfnllnoda thata

Mark
mel,

i.

15

:

“saying

~Kkyoov

true syntax of the Teutonic languages

structions in such cases; either the conjunction “that”

on

(that the

time

is

ful-

TtS7t\i/pooxai o

demands one of two conmust be omitted and the

following verb used in the present or perfect, or, if “that ” be used, the following
verb must be put in the imperfect or pluperfect, “ saying, the time is fulfilled,” or

“saying that the time was

fulfilled.”
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what we call the
Of course,

or six weeks.

trace the relations of Gothic to kindred tongues may
be made the labor of a lifetime. But to master the forms sufficiently to use the vocabulary and to parse, need not require
more than six weeks of average study once learned, they are
an “ acquisition for ever,” Starting from Gothic and proceeding to Anglo-Saxon on one hand, or to Old High German on another, or to Norse in a third direction, the student feels every
inch of the way that he has secured his base of operations, that
he has something to fall back upon. When he encounters the
formidable array (jife, geofe; geaf, gdf, gef; gaefon, gedfon, g^on,gifen, giefev, geofen, he is not disconcerted, for he knows that
these are all mere Anglo-Saxon variations of the simple Gothie
schedule giha ; egof ; gehum ; gibans (I give; I gave we gave
given).
He can readily reduce lujran, herein, hieran to the one
Gothic form hansjan (to hear), showing that the s between twa
vowels has been converted into r, and the stem-diphthong au,
first condensed to d, has been umlauted by the,/ (i), which / disappeared in AnglorSaxon after it had fulfilled its function. If
he wishes to know whether ea in a given Anglo-Saxon word is
short or long, i. e., whether it is the breaking e-a of a primitive
short a, or an originally long d with e prefixed, he has only to
consult Gothic, and the chances are that he will find the answer.
Thus, in beam (Scottish bairn, a child) the ea is a breaking, for
Gothic shows barn. But in edre (ear) the ea is long, because
Gothic shows auso, the au being thickened to d, as in AngloSaxon bedm. Old Saxon bdm. High German bamn (a tree).
Before leaving this matter of Gothic, we wish to guard against
one misconception. What has been said in favor of Gothic as
the initiatory discipline for the beginner in English philology
may require some qualifications. It is supposed, even to this
day, among philologists generally, that Gothic stood nearest to
the primitive Teutonic language, because of its very simplicity
and regularity. The baldness, so to speak, of its outlines suggests a dim, mysterious antiquity.
Yet even Jacob Grimm confessed that Old High German, much younger in its literary remains and exhibiting an endless variety of dialectic forms, seemed
to him somehow an older language
while one of the greatest
living scholars, the greatest in his own department,
George
Curtins of Leipsic, has thrown out the hint that perhaps thisto

;

;

;

—

—

—
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very simplicity of Gothic may be used as an argument against
claims to extreme antiquity. This not a theory, not even an
hypothesis merely a hint. Curtins is too sound a thinker to

its

;

commit himself to anything not yet thoroughly elaborated.
What led him to the conjecture was a consideration of the fact
that Indo-European languages, as far as we can trace them historically, pass from the complex and multiform to the simple
and uniform, not vice versa. Not only are our modern languages,
English, French, Greek, simpler than their progenitors, but in
the so-called classic languages themselves

same process

of

simplification.

the forms of Vedic

;

we encounter

Sanscrit sloughed off

the Latin of

Eome

the

many

of

simplified the Italic

is much more regular than that
modern Slavonic languages are not
so copious in forms as the Old Church Slavonic of Cyril and
Methodius. So far as we can understand this conjecture aright,
for it has never been made public and is communicated here
onlj' upon the verbal authority of one of Curtius’s friends and

dialects

of

;

the Greek of Athens

Homer and Hesiod

admirers,

—

it

would,

if

;

the

established, lead to about the following

it has been handed down to us
than Old High German or AngloSaxon, yet the latter display more of the varieties of the primitive language.
The Goths, we know, were the most migratory
and the most courtly of the Teutonic tribes. Even in modern
Spanish, to say of a man that he has Gothic blood in his veins
is equivalent to placing him among the high nobility.
The
Goths were for a long while in close contact with the culture of
Byzantium, as we know from Greek authorities, and as the
life and education of Ulfilas himself show, so they doubtless felt
the need of a uniform and polished language, a court-language as
distinguished from a folk-speech.* Whereas the Bavarians, Fran-

conclusions

:

While Gothic, as

in its remains, is actually older

* It should be stated, by way of explanation, that tbe Emperor Valens was induced by tbe representations of this same Bishop Ulfilas to permit the Goths to
transfer themselves from Dacia, where they were pressed by the Huns, to Moesia,
across the Danube.
Hence the expression Moeso-Gothic. It is a striking coincidence of history, and one that has not been sufficiently dwelt upon, that from this
very province of Moesia now the moderp, Turkish province of Bulgaria proceeded also the primitive Slavonic version of the Bible in the tenth century. Thus
the two great mediaeval vernacular versions of the sacred writings, the work of
Ulfilas and the work of Cyril and Methodius, each all-important in its own sphere,
had a common origin in a province now under the sway of Mohammedanism

—

—

!

;
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left to themselves, grew up as country
more of the primitive manners and garb even
a time when the Goths themselves had disappeared from the

conians, Saxons, Angles,
cousins, retaining
at

scene.

But this investigation has not been settled, it has not even
been seriously pushed; it has only been started. Whichever
way it may be decided, the result will not affect the status of
Gothic as a propa3deutic discipline. The student will find no
other so suitable language for beginning his studies, and the
longer he continues, the deeper will grow his conviction that the
time spent upon Gothic was really time saved.
After six weeks passed with Gothic, and before taking up
Anglo-Saxon, the student should devote two months to the
study of Old High German. This advice, which may seem
strange, rests upon the following grounds. The philologist can
not remain by Anglo-Saxon alone, he must get as many sidelights as possible.
Now the ways in which a knowledge of Old
High German will be of service are too numerous to be classified.
Two only need be mentioned. The first has reference to
that vowel change which some grammarians place under the
general rubric of umlauts, but which others designate as breaking.
We mean the change of stem i and u to e and o respectively,
when followed by a in the next syllable. Thus Gothic giban (to
give) becomes in O. H. G. geban, stulens (stolen) becomes stolan.
This change exists, it is true, in Anglo-Saxon, but in such a
mutilated, imperfect state as to be rather puzzling, wher eas in
Old High German it is a well developed system. In the next
place we have the permutation of mute consonants.
This
shoving” process, as the Germans call it, has been carried on
in Old High German one degree farther than in the other Teutonic languages, and it is indispensable that the student should
see for himself how t has been changed to s or z ; d to t ; th to
d; p to f ov pf ; k to ch how foot is the same word as Fuss ;
swart, schivarz ; that, das; pound, Ffund ; sheep, Shaaf ; bleak,
Jjleich.
Not only will a knowledge of this secondary degree of
permutation round off the philological system as a matter of
theory, but it will have the great practical advantage of aiding
the student to enrich his vocabulary for the purposes of comGothic, it has been already stated, is full iu foruis and
parison.
highly polished, but in one respect it is painfully defective.
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work

and what remains must be said to have a very
limited range of ideas and expressions. The four gospels, involving as they do so much repetition, eked out by fragments of
the epistles, cannot but give a scanty store of words.
The
Gothic equivalents for the great mass of Anglo-Saxon words
have simply never reached us, so that we are compelled to reconstruct them from Old High German and Modern German, by
reversing the permutation of consonants and the umlauting of
vowels. An additional gain, and one not to be overlooked, will
be the increased understanding thereby acquired of Middle High
German and Modern German. To dwell upon this point would
be ii'relevant in the present place. This much, however, may be
.said in parenthesis, that the literature of Middle High German,
embracing the Nibelungen-lied, Gudrun, and an endless variety
of epic and lyric poetry, is uncommonly rich and interesting,
and that there is only one way of approaching it, namely through
Old High German.*
Having disposed of the Gothic and Old High German as propaedeutics, we now reach the main object of inquiry, AngloSaxon. The grammar of this language should be developed, as
German scholars have done in their text-books, directly
from the Gothic, by showing how such a consonant or such a
vowel of Gothic is represented in Anglo-Saxon, how such a
Gothic declension or conjugation re-appears in its Anglo-Saxon
form. Not only does such a process keep alive the knowledge
of Oothic, but it is the only scientific method and is at the same
time eminently practical. By not conforming to this process,
the most recent American grammar of Anglo-Saxonf has failed
of success. Professor March has committed, in our judgment, two
In the first place, he has
grievous and irremediable faults.
attempted too much. By intersper.sing paradigms from all the
Indo-European languages, odds and ends of general philology,
of Ulfilas is lost,

* M. H. G. is in the line of direct descent from O. H. G.
The differences between the two languages are that the latter has converted all the sonorous inflection vowels of O. H. G. into “colorless” e (e. (j. O. H. G. herzin, herzun, herzonA,
herzSm, are all represented in M. H. G. by herzen'), and further that while 0. H. G.
has only the umlaut of a (viz. e) .and, to a certain extent, the umlaut of u (viz. iu),
M. H. G. has umlauted every stem-vowel that is capable of undergoing the change.

fA Comparative Grammar
LL.D., 18G9.

of the

Anglo-Saxon Language, by Francis A. March,

1874.]
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abstruse terms and theories, he has made his treatise, which
should be simple and straightforward, a sort of omnium
gatherum from Grimm, Bopp, Schleicher, Max Mii'ler, and
Whitney. In the next place, by starting from Anglo-Saxon and
not from Gothic, Professor March is constantly under the necessity of explaining at length forms and compositions that would,
on the other plan, explain themselves. Besides these radical
defects, the

book contains certain

ments, that lead us to suspect that
build up Anglo-Saxon

errors, or at least mis-stateits

author has attempted to

grammar from modern English.

Thus, on

pp. 89 seq., we find a so-called periphrastic conjugation, ic maeg,
can, mot scyle, “ I may, can, must, shall, &c.”
An. S. ic maeg is
not “ I may,”

may do

am

it,” “

i.

e.

as expressive

may you be happy,”

of possibility or wish, as “ I
but is equivalent to “ I can,”

An. S. ic can is not “I am able,” but “ I know,”
“I know how,” as in the Scottish ken. An. S. ic scyle is not the
future “I shall,” but a sort of indirect imperative, “ I am to” do
something either now or at some future time, at the request or
order of another. On p. 90, we encounter the paradigm of a
passive voice, fc heom numen (I am taken). Would Professor
March have us accept this as a passive voice ? Are beginners
to learn such antiquaied nomenclature from a book that claims
to be based upon modern science ?
Napoleon I. said upon one occasion, that the history of Fr^ince
“ I

able.”

should be written either in a hundred volumes or in one. Similarly we may say of Anglo-Saxon grammar, that it should be
treated either exhaustively or in a simple, compact form, adapted
to the needs of the beginner.
Professor March, having at-

tempted both plans, has succeeded in neither. We may doubt
whether it is possible to construct at the present day a complete
grammar of Anglo-Saxon, for the reason that the grammarian has not before him the bulk of Anglo-Saxon literature
in a perfectly trustworthy shape.
The most eminent living
scholar in this department. Professor Grein of Marburg, says
expressly in the preface to the first volume of his Bihliothek dev
Angelsdchsischen Frosa, that he has been obliged to suspend the
publication of the other volumes because of the recently discovered untrustworthiness of the English editions upon which
he had relied. This utterance, coming less than two years ago
,-from the man whose Bihliothek dev Aagelsachsischen Foesie con-
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new era in Anglo-Saxon scholarship, is enough
make us pause and consider. The time for writing a
complete and exhaustive grammar of Anglo-Saxon, the public
fessedly created a

of itself to

may be assured, has not yet come.
many years, and whtfn it does come,
structed, not

keeping

by wandering

strictly

off

It

will

come, but not

grammar

for

be coninto Sanscrit and Greek, but by
the

will

within the domain of Anglo-Saxon proper,

by

subjecting the entire body of Anglo-Saxon literature to the most

searching and exhaustive process of induction and deduction.

mean time we need a manual, a clear, concise, logical
statement of what the student must know in order to read
In the

Anglo-Saxon works.
Whatever is beyond this is superfluous
and confusing.
Had Professor March contented himself with
translating Heyne’s Anglo-Saxon grammar, correcting here and
there and supplying a few of the more evident deflciencies, he
would have done us an inestimable service. As it is, he has
produced a work which overwhelms the beginner with a mass of
irrelevant information, and which the advanced student can use
only with the utmost circumspection. We regret to have to say
this.
Professor March is eminent in his department, and his
work betokens wide research moreover, he has done more than
any other man perhaps in stimulating the study of Anglo-Saxon
in this country, and is therefore entitled to our gratitude.
Nevertheless we cannot, and dare not, blind our eyes wilfully to
the truth that no man, however eminent, is at liberty to write a
work, especially a manual, without first clearly and accurately
;

settling in his

We

own mind the necessary

limitations of the subject.

are aware that the root of the trouble lies far deeper than

March

be found in our American
As an American college
is a place where the students are expected to pick up a smattering of everything, from arithmetic to comparative mythology,
so an American professor is called upon to expound everything
that has the remotest relation to his special branch, and all from
one text-book.
Professor March’s title is “ Professor of the
English Language and Comparative Philology
accordingly, his
work is a manual of the English language and Comparative
Philology in other words, an impossibility. It attempts what
neither Koch nor Miitzner so much as dreamed of.
No plan can be laid down for a course of reading in AngloProfessor

ways

himself.

It is to

of looking at educati on in general.

—
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the language,

a want of well edited text-books and glossaries. The
only practical editions of Beovulf, for instance, are those of Grein
and Heyne, and, as the vocabularies are in German, the Amerthere

is

student would find trouble in using them. Klipstein’s
Analecta, excellent in its day, is sorely in need of revision to

ican

standard of scholarship. The various
works edited by Thorpe are costly and not always easy to obtain,
while his Analecta is too meagre both in texts and in vocabubring

it

up

to the present

who undertakes to teach
compelled to resort to all sorts of
make-shifts. From the Semi-Saxon period on, the labor will
grow easier, thanks to Matzner’s Alt-englische Sprachprohen.
This admirable work,* used in connection with Matzner’s English Grammar and supplemented by Koch’s Historische GramAltogether, the

lary.

Anglo-Saxon

instructor

will find himself

matiJc der Englischen Sprache, will furnish all the materials for

bridging over the gap between Anglo-Saxon proper and

English

— that

is to say,

from

Orm and Layamon

modern

to Barbour, in-

clusive.

As to the exact time at which and the way in which the study
Norman-French should be introduced, opinions differ. Our
own is in favor of deferring it as long as possible, until the
student shall have become thoroughly grounded in the knowof

These
Norman-French

ledge of the Teutonic elements of the English language.
are the organic,

the “ building ” elements

;

merely added to the vocabulary and expedited the process of
phonetic decay. While it is undoubtedly true that NormanFrench had a decided influence upon the shaping of English words, especially the pronunciation of them, by bringing
about a conflict of accent,! still we are disposed to suspect that
on this point too much has been taken for granted. We may
doubt whether to Norman-French is due the decay of AngloSaxon inflections, as is commonly supposed whether AngloSaxon, even had there never been a Norman conquest, would
;

•

An

exhaustive and thoroughly scientific Glossary to the Sprachprohen

is

now

in

course of publication.
t

In the Teutonic languages, the accent

is logical,

ble through all the varieties of inflection

languages, the accent
ble,

i. e.

is,

remaining on the root-sylla-

and combination

so to speak, conventional,

it

on the denuded Latin penult or antepenult.

rests

;

on the

in

the llonianic

last

spoken

sylla-

—
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not have divested itself in course of time of sonorous case and
tense endings, and retained only the “ colorless ” e
whether
;

Anglo-Saxon, left to itself, would not have reduced, e. g., vordes,
vorda, vordum, to loordes, loorde, worden. The analogy of German
bears directly upon this point. Germany was never overrun
by a Norman Conquest, the Germans developed their language
undisturbed yet we find that the entire course of development
has been to simplify cases and tenses, to dispense with primary
vowels in the terminations. The German of to-day is, at least
in form, the German of Tatian with the endings thinned out, as
Verses 13791-13795 of Layamon
it were.
;

:

gode
comen mid than flode,
tlireo hundred cnihten
alse hit weoren kinges,
with uten than scipen-monnen
tlireo scipen

might have been
fashion

wn’itten

by Cynevulf somewhat

after

this

;

thred scipu godu
comen mid tham flode,
thred hund cnihta,
eal-s6 hit

vaeron cyningas,

vith utan

tham scip-mannum.

—

—

Three ships good Come with the flood, Three hundred of
knights,
As it were kings, Without [besides] the ship-men
[sailors].” The reader will observe how the vowels a, o, u of terminations such as Cynevulf would have used, have been thinned
in Layamon to e.
We need not infer, however, that this is the
result of Norman-French; we find exactly the same phenomenon
Tatian writes (Ixx. 2) inti al thin menigi stuont in
in German.
them stedu, which is simply the modern German und all die
Menge stand in (auf) deni ( Ge-) stade, (all the multitude stood on
“

—

—

:

;

the shore).

Norman-French is concerned, we can
hope for the proper amount of profit from it in a course
of English philology, until more has been done in the w'ay of
good text-books. As wdth Anglo-Saxon, so with Old French,
even to afar greater degree, there is a dearth of grammars and
So

far as the study of

.scarcely

—

other helps for the beginner.

Brachet’s Historical

Grammar

of

French Language is rather superficial and defective still it is
the best of its kind that we have. With the aid of it, the
the

;
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studeot can read selections from the first 300 pp. of Bartsch’s
Chrestomathie de I’ancien Frangais, and thus prepare himself for
taking up such elaborate works as Ellis on Early English Pronunciation.

We have

attempted to lead, in imagination, the student from
The road is a long one, and in many places
Ulfilas to Chaucer.
thorny, yet it is, according to our honest convictions, the only
safe approach to English philology. He who attempts to open

any other

will certainly protract the journey.

described, although intended to

imperfect.
processes,

cover three

The course above
years, is after all

The utmost that the teacher can do is to explain
to show the student how to work by working with

him. The student acquires practical familiarity with the rules,
the manipulations, so to speak, of the science, with the nomenclature,

may be

and with the
to work

left

text -books.
for

himself.

This familiarity acquired, he

The

fruits

of three years’

be in his brain, not as isolated facts and misty theories,
study
but in the shape of methodical training. We lay great stress
upon reading. It is not enough that the student know in a
will

way the outlines of the phonetic changes in Gothic, Old
German, Anglo-Saxon, Old French. He must read in those
languages, he must have the concrete forms before him and explain them as they occur, grammar and lexicon in hand. Above
all, he must not be burdened with too much general philology.
general

It is a grave mistake to imagine that philology is something to
be taught by general lectures. Philology is a science of methods
and processes, and can be learned only through actual practice
in a given language or group of languages. The general theories
upon the inter-relations of languages, the development of roots,
the origin of speech, are indeed the final results of the science.
But these theories have been developed only by men ripe in the
profession, and are intelligible only to the initiated.
The great
grammars of Bopp and Grimm, the Compendium and Chrestomathy of Schleicher, which are far from representing the most
advanced stages of investigation,* can scarcely be looked at
by the beginner. The student who has read and carefully di-

gested a single chapter of Ulfilas, the Hildebrandslied, or the
‘The most thorough-going, we do not say the most trustworthy, investigations
into language are the essays contivined in Steinthal’s Periodical for Ethnic Psychology,

,
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and one or two hundred verses from Beovulf, tracing

the phonetic changes to and

fro, has learned more actual philology than if he had perused a library of works like those of
Max Muller or Whitney on language. We say nothing in disparagement of them, they are excellent and timely works the
;

reading public has been awakened by them to a consciousness
that there may be more things in heaven and earth than its

philosophy dreamed of but, after all, it is only the practised
student who can read between the lines and really understand
them in the sense of assimilating their spirit and method. We
wish to guard against the mistake of confounding a knowledge
of the more prominent facts, the results of a science, with a
;

trained mastery of scientific processes.

A course in English philology, such as we have sketched
might be established iu any one of our older colleges. If pursued by only a limited number of students, say twenty, or even
They could not be
ten, its effects would still be incalculable.
weighed or measured, they would not manifest themselves so
tangibly as brilliant performances in the classics, or in English
but they
composition and oratory, or even in mathematics
real,
and
perhaps
more
abiding.
The prewould be not less
sence of ten earnest, independent seekers after science we lay
stress upon independent, because philology is not a thing to be
taught by ordinary recitations, but each student must be left in
a large measure to his own conscience of what is work and
what is not ten young philologians, then, would make their
They would deepen and
presence felt in every direction.
they
quicken the more practical study of the mother-tongue
would stimulate and assist collateral reading in the departments
of modern history and literature, and they would come to the
aid of the study of literature in its place of sorest need, by
suggesting to it thorough honesty of purpose and a more defiThe crying evil, we
nite understanding of ways and means.
crying
sin,
of
the
English
course in all the
almost
say
the
may
“
colleges
is
its
tendency
to
run
into
American
cheap rhetoric.”
not
only
write
order,
it
Students
to
as
were, but they write for
;

—

—

;

Instead of putting to themselves the question How
can we make our essays or orations good ? they seem to say
How can we make them fine ? Instead of regarding thought
and language as [things sacred things to be approached in a
effect.

;

:

—
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reverent spirit, free alike from fear and from flippancy, as things
to

be used only just so far as the conscious understanding of

them reaches, and no farther, they dally with thought and blunder
in language.
The imagination a quality which really pervades
all the others
enabling the soul to see novel forms and relations, and throw itself into novel situations, comes to be re-

—

—

regarded as a sort of surface veneering, a something that can
be put on for the occasion by " skinning” a certain class of essayists and poets for shallow conceits and jingling phrases.
The cure of this evil falls properly in the domain of the English
course, yet we may well ask ourselves whether the professor of
English can dispense with assistance. There are many evils
which it is hard to eradicate by fulminations ex cathedra. No
amount of remonstrance or of marking-down, we suspect, will
accomplish the object satisfactorily. The trouble is seated in
the mental constitution of the students themselves, and calls for
internal rather than external applications.
We do not claim, of
course, that philology will work a perfect cure, but we believe
that it will assuredly create a powerful diversion.
A small
body of picked young men, pursuing a study that is at once
abstract and concrete, learning to regard each word as an organism and not as shibboleth, and learning at the same time
that there is a vast, mysterious force back of all, called folkspirit, these chosen few will be led step by step, insensibly, to
look upon both thought and speech as the insep'arably associated products of eternal laws, and not as the whims and caprices of the passing hour.
They will learn unconsciously to
discriminate between the true and the false, the good and the
meretricious, because the whole tendency of their studies is to
teach them how thought and language grow, are born and developed, not made. To such young men slovenly grammar,
puerile thought, tinsel metaphor will become an insupportable
abomination, not to be tolerated for a moment. They will apply to every production the best of all tests, true popularity,
Volksthiimlichkeit, that popularity which consists in organic conformity to the laws that have shaped the character and destinies of the people itself.
Acquiring this sound judgment and
taste, they cannot fail to exercise a wholesome influence upon
their fellow-students.
Although what they themselves write
may be small in amount, it will be sterling in character, while
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the unwritten expressions of themsalves, their scholarly judgments, their high standard of taste, their trained habits of looking at things critically, the opinions that they pass upon the
performances of others, will gradually form an overflowing
fountain of influence.
potent, but

from professor

And

that influence will be

the more pervasive, because

all

Art IV.— rhetorical ANALYSIS

I.

J.

.

none the

less

proceeds, not

but from student to student.

to student,

Bt Eev.

it

AND SYNTHESIS.

McIlavine, D.D., Newark, N.

J.

Analysis and synthesis are the most fundamental processes

of discursive thinking and expression.
These two intellectual processes are the counterparts

complements
rhetoric

and
and
the com-

of each other, of equal importance in logic

—that

is to say, in

they are fundamental in all
They underlie and pervade throughout all the

munication of thought.
science and art.

the search for truth, and in

In

fact,

other processes of discursive thinking, and of the expression of
thought, whether in articulate language or other symbols,
even to the original formation of every spoken or written word.

A great master, the poet and philosopher, Goethe, has said,
“ Analysis and Synthesis are the diastole and systole of the
mind.” For as by this expansive and contractile action of the
heart the life-blood is dispersed through all the other organs
and parts of the body, and drawn back again to be purified and
renewed, so by these two reciprocal processes of the intellect
are the living elements of thought poured forth through

all

the

other forms and modes of mental activity, to quicken and nourish
them, and gathered up again for renewed and reinvigorated service.
II.

Analysis and synthesis are to

rhetoric as the four primary rules to
of arithmetic.

all

all

the other processes of

the subsequent processes
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seldom happens that any analogy holds good in so many

particulars as that between these two fundamental processes of

and the

first four rules of arithmetic.
For as these
foundation of the whole science of numbers, so
analysis and synthesis are the foundation of the art of discourse.
As in that science it is impossible to take a step in advance
without applying those rules, so in this art nothing can be done

rhetoric,

rules are the

which does not involve these processes. And as in arithmetic
those primary rules must be mastered, and facility in them be
attained by study and practice, before any attempt is made to
apply them in the more complex operations, so laborious study
and practice in these two are indispensable to freedom and
power in all the subsequent processes of rhetoric. Without
this the speaker or writer has difficulties to overcome similar to
those under which a person labors who attempts to calculate
without the knowledge of arithmetic.
III. Analysis decomposes thought into its elements.
In this process, thought, representing the objects of knowledge, is regarded as existing in what, for want 'of a better word,
may be called wholes. Such wholes of thought are expressed
man, woman, color,
by the following and all similar words
passion, relation, and, a man, a woman, a color, a passion, a
relation.
The meanings of all such words are decomposed into
:

by the process of rhetorical analysis.
These wholes of thought are immediately presented to the
mind in language. Whether they were actually the first objects
of the human intellect, or how much thinking may have gone
to the making of them up out of their constituent elements, we
their elements
1.

than a
sufficient for our present purpose,

need not stop here to inquire, since
a rhetorical question.

It is

this is rather a logical

knowledge and of language, we find
and their
unity or wholeness thus represented and expressed in defined
words or names. In fact, all our common modes of thinking,
and of expressing what we think, have been formed under the

that, in the actual state of

a multitude of the objects of thought in this form,

influence of language in this state, as our physical organs, in all

have been developed under the influence of the
The amount of knowledge which is thus already deposited in language is wonderful, and it constitutes the
common pabulum of all minds, without which the development
their functions,
air

we breathe.
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any thing like their present degree of strength,
and precision, were altogether impossible. Thus, in the
first place, we have concrete objects in nature, such as a man,
a house, a tree, presented to us, each as one thing, and expressed
by single names, without reference to the various elements of
which they are composed such as head, body, arms, legs, founroots, trunk, branches and leaves.
dation, walls, roof,
In the
second place, we have objects of a purely intellectual or spiritual
nature, such as a truth, a virtue, a relation, presented to us in
And, in the third place, yet
their names, each as one thing.
included in intellectual or spiritual objects, we have classes, both
of things in nature, and of our mental states, represented to us
in their wholeness, under such common names as tree, star, virtue, passion, without immediate reference to the sub-classes,
genera, species, or varieties, which severally they may include.
2. These wholes of thought rhetorical analysis decomposes
into their component elements.
The process corresponds to
physical analysis as thought to its physical objects. For as
chemical analysis' decomposes metals, stones, vegetable fibre and
muscular tissues as anatomical analysis dissects the animal organism ; as botanical analysis applies a similar process to
plants ; so rhetorical analysis decomposes thoughts into the
elements of which they are composed. The process, moreover,
of our faculties to

activity

—

,

—

;

is

precisely the

For

different.

same
in

in logic as in rhetoric

logic

it

is

;

its

object only

is

a process of investigation, whose

determine what and bow many are the constituent
elements of any particular thought, in order to the increase and
perfecting of our knowledge; whilst in rhetoric the sole aim is
the communication of this knowledge to other minds. For it is
by this process that the thought which is the general subject of
discourse is divided up and spread out before the mind, so that
object

is to

can be viewed in all its several parts and different aspects.
IV. The themes of analysis are conceptions* of individuals
and of classes.
The analytic process can be carried much further in rhetoric

it

*

The word, conception, in

this article, is not restricted to its logical

meaning,

image, notion, or thought of anything which is
composed of parts. The word, individual, which is here used to signify anything
thing composed of dissimilar parts, is a very poor word, but the language does not

hut

is

used

to designate the idea,

afford a better.
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than in physics. For even an ultimate particle of matter, which
chemistry canndt decompose, may be mentally resolved into
substance and qualities, and these qualities again into shape,
In fact, every thought
size, weight, color, taste and smell.
which is composed of more than one element, is a proper subFor rhetorical purposes, however, aU such
ject of analysis.
thoughts are divided into conceptions of individuals, and conceptions of classes and it is of the utmost importance to distinguish readily these two kinds of themes from each other because the process is different in the two cases, and yields different
;

Yet

results.

ginners, to

form

it is

make

not always an easy matter, especially for bereason that the same

this distinction, for the

used as the name both of an in-

of expression is frequently

dividual and of the class to which

belongs.

it

Commonly, how-

an individual theme may be known by the indefinite
article prefixed, and a class may always be named by a common
term. But no absolute rule can be given. Facility comes only
ever,

by assiduous

practice.

V. Classes are analyzed into sub-classes, genera, species,
varieties

—similar parts which can be designated by the common

name of the class.
Thus the classes which

are here given as examples may be
analyzed in the following, and in many other ways, in all which
the parts are sub-classes, or species, or varieties of the class.
3Ian 1. White, yellow, red, brown, black man 2. European,
Asiatic, American, African man
3. Caucasian, Malay, Mongo-

—

:

:

—

American man. Duty 1. Duties of primary, and
secondary importance 2. Duties of absolute, and

lian, African,

duties of

:

duties of relative obligation

Religious, political

3.

:

and

social

Duties to God, to our neighbors, and to ourselves.
Thus, also, the class of Christian graces is analyzed by St. Paul

duties

:

4.

into faith,
*

hope and charity.*

Supplementary examples. Animal

imals inhabiting the land, water and

The

—

1.

parts into which a class is

Rational and irrational animals

air: 3

:

2.

Vertebrate, articulate, radiate

Anand

—

molusk animals
4, Beast, bird, fish, reptile and insect
Tree 1. Indigenous
and exogenous trees 2. Fruit, shade, ornamental and timber trees. Fruit-tree
:

—

:

—

Apple, pear, peach, plum, cherry trees. House 1 Stone, brick, iron and wooden
houses 2. One, two, three, four, five and six story houses
3. Flat, hip and
iSteep roofed houses
4. White, yellow, red, blue, green and brown houses. Art
:

:

—

:

1.

The

useful

'Ihe fine

and the beautiful or
Poetry, music,

fine arts

:

2.

The

liberal

and

the mechanic arts.

sculpture, painting, architecture, the

drama and

?*
460
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thus decomposed are similar because .they bear a similar relawhich they are derived, and because they
resemble each other iu all the particulars which are the common
tion to the class from

properties of the class.

And

the

name

of the class is applicable

them all alike because they are species or varieties under it.
Thus a European or an African is a man because man is the
to

name
art,

of the class to

and charity

is

which he belongs

and so poetry

;

a fine

is

a Christian grace.

VI. Individual themes are analyzed into dissimilar parts to
which the name of the individual is not applicable.
Such themes are analyzed as follows A man into body and
soul, or body, soul and spirit.
The body 1. Solids and fluids
.Skin, flesh and bones
3. Head, trunk and limbs. A tree.
1.
Eoots, trunk, branches, leaves, blossoms and fruit
Barkr
2.
wood and pith. A House — 1. Foundation, walls and roof 2.
Stone, brick, iron and wood. A government Legislature, judiciary and executive.
A human soul Intellect, sensibility and
will A duty Its nature, difficulties, motives and the manner
in which it is to be performed.
A quality, paleness, e. g. Its
causes, varieties and significance.
Faith Its nature, object,
evidence and benefits. A Proposition, e. g. Man is mortal 1.
Subject, predicate and copula 2. The causes of mortality, its
universality, and its moral lessons.
A text of Scripture, e. g.
“ Of his fulness have we all received ” Who are meant by “ all
we”? Of whose fulness ? How have we received of it * The
analysis of individual themes, in all cases, yields parts which are
dissimilar to the whole from which they are derived, and to each
other, consequently the name of the theme cannot be applied to
its parts
the head cannot be called the body, nor the roots the
tree, nor the right or left wing the army.

—

:

—

—

:

:

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

;

landscape gardening.

The mechanie arts

— House-building,

house-painting, cab-

inet-making, shoe-making, tailoring, book-binding, printing, gilding.
arts include

The

liberal

the fine arts, together with law, medicine, teaching, engineering

and

others.

—

Supplementary examples. An army Eight wing, left wing, centre and reserve
A ship Hull, masts and sails. A chair Legs, seat and back. A day
Morning, forenoon, afternoon and evening. A storm Wind, clouds, rain, or
*

—

corps.

snow,

or hail.

biography and

A

library

fiction.

—

— History, poetry,
—Its causes and

Fear

science,

its effects.

—

—

philosophy,

art,

travels,

The growth of a plant

—

and its limitations. A
day — Its employments, pleasures, disappointments, and memorable incidents. A
proposition, e. g., Truth is a virtue The nature of truth, the nature of virtue,
and these two are equal to each other.
Its favorable

and unfavorable conditions,

—

its several stages,

:

—
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VII. The principle of analysis, in classes,
attribute of the class

in individuals,

;

some

is
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some common

particular view of

the theme in relation to space.

In every case of formal analysis a principle is applied with
to which the theme is decomposed into its parts.
This principle is always some particular attribute, quality, aspect, or property of the subject which is to be analyzed ; and
in consequence of this every theme admits of being analyzed
in as many different ways, yielding as many different sets of
parts, as it has properties or aspects which are exclusive of
each other. It is by the application of such different principles
that several sets of parts have been obtained from the same
theme in the foregoing examples.
1. In classes the principle of analysis is always some one
attribute which is common to the class.
Thus the common attribute of color is the principle upon which the class, man, is
analyzed into white, yellow, red, brown and black man.
The
continent inhabited, or habitat, is the principle which determines the parts of the same class, as European, Asiatic, American and African man. Our duties to God, to our neighbors,
and to ourselves, are the parts which are obtained by analyzing
reference

the class, duty,

upon the

under obligation.

And

ciple of the causes

whom we are
same theme the prinus to violate our duty, we

principle of the object to

if

we apply

to the

which influence

obtain as the parts, duties which are violated from thoughtless-

from

ness,

Any

habit’

other quality,

might be applied

class,

and the like.
which is common to the
every case, and would yield a still

passion, example, ignorance,
trait,

or
in

attribute,

different set of parts.
2. In individuals the principle of analysis is some particular
view of the theme in reference to space. In all such cases
there is some reference to the mode in which we conceive of the
object to bo analyzed as existing in apace. We distinguish the

parts of the thought which corresponds to the object, as

if they
were capable of being spacially separated from each other.
But this 'reference to space is either direct or by way of
analogy, according as the object is either concrete i. e., one
which occupies space in one or more of its dimensions, length,
breadth and depth* or abstract, such as a quality, or a truth.

—

*

Tlie

ploy

it

word concrete is here defined because it has been found neoessnry
more restricted sense than that which it bears in logic.

in a

to ein-y
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Concrete themes are analyzed with direct reference to
They are viewed in their relations to some one of its
three dimensions. Thus a tree analyzed into roots, trunk,
branches and leaves, is viewed in its length, from one extremity
of which to the other there is a mental movement in the process.
But if it be analyzed into bark, wood and pith, it is
viewed in its depth, or horizontally, and the movement of the
mind is from the exterior to the interior. These two views of
(1.)

space.

the tree with direct reference to space, are two diverse principles of analysis, yielding entirely different sets of parts.

Again,

house into foundation, walls, roof, and into
anterior, central and posterior compartments, there is a direct
reference to the space which it occupies in two different direcIn all cases of the analysis of concrete themes there is a
tions.
similar reference to the manner in which the object is conceived
of as occupying space.
(2.) Abstract individual themes are analyzed with analogical
reference to space. This reference is not so obvious as the
former, but it is always implied. For it is impossible to conceive of any such abstract or spiritual object otherwise than
under the conditions of space, although it does not actually occupy any portion of it to the exclusion of other things. For
example, if the object be a relation, it must be conceived of as
subsisting between the things which are connected by it
and
in the analysis of a

;

there lies in this word, between, a necessary reference to space,

manner, a human soul anawill, or a moral act, into
intelligence, freedom, motives and choice, is viewed as if it occupied space, and these parts as if they were its several compartments. In the analysis of a duty, also, into its relations to
God, to our neighbors, and to ourselves, these relations must be

though by way of analogy.

In

like

lyzed into intellect, sensibility, and

conceived of as extending in these three different directions.

A

clear

and strong conception

of this analogical reference to

space, in the analysis of this class of themes,

is of

very great

Hence the following extended example, which is
taken from Professor Day, though introduced by him in a dif-

importance.

Dr. Barrow, in
ferent connection, and for a different purpose.*
his sermon on “ Contentedness,” analyzes his theme into three
Day’s Elements of the Art of Rhetoric, p. 68.

;
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grand compartments, of which the first contains the beliefs ^
which enter into contentment, namely 1. That all things are
ordered by God. 2. That they are good. 3. And conducive to
our own welfare. 4. That our condition, all things considered,
The second compartment includes the states
is the best for us.
of will and sensibility which belong or conduce to this virtue,
2. Composure ;
1. Submission to the will of God ;
namely
4. Hope
5. Fortitude
6. Eesistance to the
3. Cheerfulness
7. Meekness
temptation to become weary of our condition
The third compart8. Kindness
9. Freedom from anxiety.
ment is occupied with the outward conduct which springs from
contentment, and by which it is cherished, as
1. Suppression
of all unseemly expressions ; 2. And of all complaint or murmuring; 3. Abstaining from all improper attempts to remove
our crosses 4. Declarations of satisfaction with the allotments
of Providence ;
5. Discharge
of our duties with alacrity
6. Fair and kind behavior towards the instruments or abettors
of our adversity.
This analysis is not above criticism, but it
presents a picture of contentment through its component elements which seems to occupy or fill a large space.
VIII. In each case of analysis but one principle is applied,
in consequence of which unity in the parts is preserved, and they
are exclusive of each other.
This statement embodies one of the fundamental laws of
thinking, and of the expression of thought in language. It is
exemplified in the analysis of man, upon the single principle of
color, into white, yellow, red, brown and black man
and in that
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of

a tree, upon the principle of length, into roots, trunk,

branches and leaves
also in that of a moral act, upon the
principle of its mental states, into intelligence, freedom, motives
and choice. "Where this rule is strictly observed the principle
which is applied runs through all the parts, and binds them together in unity, so that they can be comprehended by a single
act of the mind, as in each of these examples at the same time,
they are mutually exclusive, and stand out in clear distinction
from each other. The final result is unity, order, light. But,
Dn the contrary, if the class, man, be analyzed into European,
Caucasian, civilized, red and Christian, these five parts are ob;

;

tained by the application of as

many

habitat, endowments, civilization, color

diverse principles,

and

religion.

i. e.,

The case
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duty be analyzed into duties to God, negatiye
and duties
liable to be violated from levity or passion also, in the analysis
In these and all
of a tree into roots, wood, uses and beauty.
similar cases, where more than one principle is applied, the parts
overlap or run into each other, and there is no bond of union
between them, so that they cannot be comprehended in a single
mental view. Thus the laws of thought are violated, and the

t^is

similar

if

duties, duties of absolute obligation, difficult duties,
;

and darkness.

result is confusion

IX. The parts of a primary process may be taken as themes
in which case they may differ in character
for further analysis
from the primary theme, and from each other, and different
;

may be applied.
Almost any single analysis, however complete in itself, and
governed by its own laws, may be taken as the commencement
When this is done the preceding
of a more extended process.
laws apply in their utmost rigor to each subordinate process, but
in passing from one such step to another the above variations
frequently occur, and require here to be explained.
1. The parts of a primary analysis may themselves be taken
In this way, from each of the primary
as themes and analyzed.
subordinate
set of parts maybe obtained ;
secondary
and
parts a
subjected
to the analytic process,
each of which again may be
with similar results. This process may be carried on until the
ultimate constituent elements of the thought are evolved. For
example, the class, wind, may be analyzed into north, east, south
each of these again, into gales, breezes and
anid west winds
and each of these again, into steady and wavering
breaths
winds. Thus, also, the sun may be analyzed into its substance
and qualities its substance, into all the different solid and gaseous elements of which it is composed its qualities, into light,
heat, electricity, the chemical ray, and all the various properties
principles

;

;

;

;

of its matter

;

its solid

elements, into iron, gold, silver, platinum

;

gaseous elements, into oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and the
like.
In the same way, love may be analyzed into its nature,
causes and effects its causes, into beahty, kind treatment, and
the want of something to love its effects, into those produced
on the lover himself, and those on the beloved object and each

and

its

;

;

;

of these, into the useful

painful effects of love.
carried

much

further.

and
In

all

and the pleasurable and
these cases the process might be

hurtful,
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may differ in character from
and from each other. The meaning of this is,
that the parts of any theme, whether a class or an individual,
may be either classes or individuals, or some of them may be
one, and some the other. For example, in the case of the individual theme, a tree, analyzed into roots, trunk, branches and
leaves, the first and the last two parts are classes, and must be
2.

The

parts, taken as themes,

their primary,

analyzed as such, while the trunk is an individual like its
primary. Thus, also, the solar system, an individual theme,
analyzed into the sun and the planets, gives us one individual
and one class theme for further analysis. So, also, in the nature,
difficulties and motives of a duty, the first part is an individual,
the last two are classes. Nor is this inconsistent with what has
been determined in section V. For when the parts of a class
are viewed in their relation to the theme from which they are
derived, they are always sub-classes, or species, or varieties
Tinder it, as the mouth is a variety of the features, although
there is only one such variety in its class. It is only when the
parts are taken out of this relation, as themselves themes to be
analyzed, that they sometimes differ in character from their
primary, and from each other.
3. Different principles may be applied to the parts from that
on which their theme was analyzed, and from each other. Thus,
in the primary analysis of man into European, Asiatic, American
and African, the principle is that of habitat. In the second
stage of the process, we may apply the principle of color to
African man, which will give us the parts, white, yellow, brown

and black Africans

;

to Asiatic, that of civilization,

yielding

and uncivilized Asiatics to European,
the principle of political division, by which we have English,
French, Spanish, Prussian, Austrian, Eussian, and the rest. In
the third stage, we may take any one of these secondary parts, and
apply to it the principle of profession or avocation, and thus obcivilized,

semi-civilized

;

—statesmen, lawyers, physicians,

artists, manufactumen, and the like. In the fourth stage, the
traders may be analyzed upon the principle of the kind of goods
in which they trade, into hardware and dry goods merchants,
provision dealers, booksellers and each of the other parts in a
similar manner.
In the same stage of the process, the military
-class may be taken as equivalent to the army, and analyzed as

tain the parts

rers, traders, military

;

^

;
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an individual theme, upon the principle of its organization, into
and reserve. In the fifth stage, any
one or all of these last parts may be analyzed upon the principle of the manner of equipment and fighting, into infantry,
cavalry, and artillery, or some of them upon one principle, and
some upon another. At each of these several stages many
parts are omitted, and the analysis is incomplete in those
But no confusion results from such varselected for examples.
all is in strict accordance with
iation in the principles applied
the laws of thinking, and with all the uses of analysis, whether
in the search for truth or the communication of thought.
X. The selection of the principle is governed by the object of
right wing, left wing, centre

;

discourse.

•
j

analyzed upon a number of
diverse principles, it is a matter of primary importance to know
how to select the right one in each case. This depends absolutely upon the object which we have in view in the discussion.

Inasmuch

any theme can

as

bd“

Therefore, if the subject of the discourse be honesty, we first
determine in our own minds the precise object which we desire
to accomplish by the discussion of it.
And if this be simply to
explain the nature of honesty, so that it shall be understood, we
may do this by showing how it acts, what it leads people to do.
In this case it must be analyzed upon the principle of its acts,
and its parts will be such as the following
abstaining from
contracting obligations beyond our ability punctually meeting
those we have contracted fairly representing the value of the
goods we have to sell duly appreciating those we wish to buy ;
speaking the truth in all matters of business
and carefully
guarding ourselves against the temptation to wrong others for our
own profit. Thus the object of our discourse fully appears in
:

;

;

;

;

and the discussion of these points
go far towards making people understand what honesty is.
But now, if we assume that this is sufliciently known, and our
object be simply to enforce the duty, the theme must be anall

the parts of the analysis

;

will

alyzed upon an entirely different ^principle, namely, that of the

motives which

make men

as the following

command

:

honest.

This would give us such parts

the usefulness of honest dealing in society

God

;

do as we would be done by
the temporal and eternal rewards and penalties respectively of
honesty and dishonesty. Thus, again, the object of discourse

the

of

that

we

shall

—
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With the
such as that of
the difficulty of being honest, would be absurd, because it would
give us parts in which the obstacles or hindrances to the duty
would be represented, by which it could not be enforced, but by
which the feeling of obligation would be weakened. Again, if
the subject of discourse be the organization of society, with the
is fully

same

represented in

object in

all

view,

the parts of the analysis.

a different principle,

special object of explaining its political character, this object will

furnish the principle of analysis,
sion into the patriarchal,

tribal,

and give us the common

divi-

monarchical, aristocratic, re-

publican and democratic organizations.

Any

other principle,

such as the influence of organization upon industry and the
production of wealth, would be inappropriate, as having no
bearing upon the object of discourse. Once more, if the subject

be

political organization,

with the object of explaining

its

must be made on this
influence as the principle,Vhich would give us, as the parts,
those organizations which have fostered literature, those in which
it has been left free, and those which have aimed to discourage
influence

upon

or repress

literature, the

analysis

it.

be observed, however, that sometimes analyses
so deeply imbedded in thought and
language that they cannot be disturbed, but must be used, whatever be the object of discourse. Thus the languages of mankind
have long been analyzed upon two different principles, namely
1. Their grammatical structure, into polysyllabic, monosyllabic,
and agglutinized languages; and 2. the people who speak them,
into Indo-European or Sanscritic, the Semitic or Arabic and the
Turanean or Tartar families so that one or the other of these analyses must needs be adopted, even though the object of discourse have little or no relation to either of these principles.
Great confusion would result from the attempt to change them.
The same is true of the Sanscritic family, analyzed upon the
latter of these principles, into Sanscrit, Old Persian or Zend,
Old Celtic, Greek, Latin', Slavic and Gothic. But whenever a
new analysis is made, that principle must be selected which will
It should

already

made have become

;

best exhibit the object of discourse in

all

the parts.

XL The parts must be ranged under the particular theme
from which they are derived.
This is a law of discourse which admits of no exception-
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Thus, in discoursing upon the Christian graces, analyzed into
faith, hope, and charity, these parts must always be arranged
and discussed under the head of the Christian graces. Then, if
faith be analyzed into personal trust in Christ, and belief of
Christian doctrine, these parts must be arranged under the head
of faith, and not under charity or hope. A similar remark applies to hope analyzed into its nature and objects, and to
charity resolved into love to God, and love to man. For if
personal trust be ranged under charity, or belief of doctrine
under hope, or love to man under faith, the laws of thought are
The proper arrangement
violated, and confusion is the result.
*
of this analysis may be exhibited as follows
:

The

Christian Graces.

Hope,

Faith,

N ature—Obj ects.

Pers. Trust, Belief of Doc-

Charity.

Love to God —Love to Man.

trine.

XII. The arrangement of the parts commonly depends upon
the degree of their importance or prominence.
The orderly enumeration of the parts, though essentially a
synthetic process,

is

inseparable from analysis, because they

some definite number, and cannot be
than
What this
otherwise expressed
in some particular order.
order shall be depends upon a variety of considerations, which
affect and modify each other, so that no absolute rule can be

necessarily consist of

laid

down.

cedure,

which

it is

is

however, there be no reason for a different proproper to begin the enumeration with that part

If,

most important, or most clearly

'defined, or best

known,

or in some other way most prominent, and to follow this
principle of order in the subsequent parts. Some consideration
of this kind will be found to justify the arrangement in

all

the

preceding examples. In the last of these, the reason why faith
is put first is, that it stands in the relation of the root or source
to the other two graces hope comes next as being the first off;

and charity

is put last as the
blossom and
In
this
respect,
faith
is
regarded
as
the
most imcrown
portant or prominent, though charity be the crowning grace.
In like manner, in the analysis of the languages of mankind,
we place the Indo-European group first, because it is the most
interesting and important, because the affinities of its members

spring of faith
of

all.

;
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it is, on many other accounts, the
most striking and remarkable. The Arabic family comes next,
as being far less numerous and extensive, and less known, except to the limited class of Arabic scholars. The Turanean
comes last, though the most numerous of all, because it is of
least importance, least known, and the affinities of its members,
as far as known, the least remarkable. For this rule, however,
more specific reasons may be given, and there may be good reasons for departing from it.
XIII. In the analysis of classes, the arrangement commonly
depends upon the degree in which the parts represent the principle, or upon their similarity to each other.
There is not much difference between these two ideas, for
whichever of them be applied the arrangement will commonly
be the same. Both are mentioned because sometimes it is more
convenient to employ one, and sometimes the other.
The
former, however, has this advantage, that ^it gives us a reason
for beginning the enumeration with a particular part, whilst the
latter does not.
Sometimes the degree in which the principle

are best known, and because

is

represented in the parts determines the order.

employed

in the analysis

parts, for the reason that the
this principle.

The

principle

necessarily represented in

is

theme

is

all the
resolved into parts upon

But hardly ever will it be found that it is repand that part in which it is most
all

resented equally in them

;

prominently represented ought commonly to stand first,
and the others to follow in the same order. For example, in the

fully or

analysis of man into Caucasian, Mongol, Malay, African, and
American man, the principle applied is that of the human
endowments. Consequently the Caucasian, the most richly endowed of all, comes first the American Indian, regarded by
;

the authors of this analysis, but erroneously, as the lowest in
the scale of endowments, is put last ; whilst the Mongol and

the Malay, upon the same principle, are placed as intermediate
between these two. Thus the arrangement, according to the

views of

its

authors, constitutes a descending scale in the order

which the principle employed is represented in the parts.
Again, if the United States be analyzed upon the principle of
their mineral wealth, Pennsylvania must be placed first, probably Virginia or California next, and the others in the order
in which they represent this principle.
But if the principlo
in

30

470
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applied be that of population,

New York must

stand

first,

Pennsylvania next, and the rest in the order of their populations..
Sometimes the order may be determined by the similarity
of the parts to each other. After we have fixed upon the parts
with which to begin the enumeration, often it will be convenient
to arrange the others in the order of their similarity to the

first.

Thus in the case of man analyzed upon the principle of color,
we begin with white man, for the preceding reasons, and follow
with the parts, yellow, red, brown, black. For if we should say,
white, black, brown, yellow, red, the mind must leap over all the
intermediate parts between white and black, and then return
upon its movement to pick them up, in consequence of which
the mental view would be confused.

Thus,

also,

in

arranging

the parts of house analyzed upon the principle of the materials

which houses are built, and beginning with stone, we should
arrange the other parts in the order of brick or iron, and wood,
because there is a stronger resemblance between brick or iron
of

and stone than between stone and wood.
XIV. In the analysis of individual themes, the arrangement
of the parts commonly depends upon their contiguity or mutual
dependence.
The order required by contiguity and by the mutual dependence of the parts will commonly be the same, but in concrete
themes the former is the more easily applied, and in abstract
and spiritual themes, the latter. Thus in the analysis of a

house into foundation, walls and roof, and of a tree into roots,
trunk, branches and leaves, the parts which touch, and those
which immediately depend upon each other, are obviously the
same. Consequently, in all such cases, it is a matter of indifference which of these ideas be applied. Also in the analysis
of a moral act into intelligence, freedom, motive and choice,
this order is required alike by the analogy of contiguity in
space [VII. 2. (2)] and by the dependence of the parts. But
in this and similar cases the latter is the more easily applied,
for the immediate dependence of freedom upon intelligence, of
motive upon freedom, and of choice upon motive, is more
obvious than the analogy of contiguity. Sometimes, however,
the order prescribed by these two ideas will not be the same,
in which case the analogy is overruled by the dependence.
For 'example, in the analysis of a judgment of the mind, or a

1874 .]
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proposition, upon the principle of
acter, into subject,

its
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logical or grammatical char-

predicate and copula, the principle of con-

tiguity would require that the order should be subject, copula
and predicate, because the copula immediately follows the
Yet this
subject, both in the judgment and in the proposition.
arrangement would be incorrect because both the subject and
the predicate must necessarily be conceived of before the copula,
which, also, is equally dependent upon both the other parts, and

consequently the true order
copula.

The same

is

that of subject, predicate and

principle requires that the parts of

should be arranged in the order of right wing,

left

an army

wing, centre

and reserve corps. For the conception of the centre is dependent upon that of the two wings, and that of the reserve
corps upon all the other parts.
XV. The order of discussion depends ultimately upon the
character and object of the discourse.
The order in which the parts obtained by analysis are to be
discussed may be entirely different from that of the analysis itself.
For the nature or object of the discourse may require that
the most important, or prominent, or interesting part should
close the discussion, in which case the parts should be taken up
and treated in the reverse order of the analysis. Thus, if the
special object of a discourse on the languages of mankind be to
explain the affinities of the Sanscritic family, having analyzed

theme as above, we should begin with such remarks upon
may seem to be required next we should
take up the Arabic family, and treat them in a similar manner,
and come last to the Sanscritic, in order to give their affinities a
thorough discussion. If the subject of discourse be a proposition to be proved, whatever arrangement the analysis may require, often it will be indispensable that the closing arguments
should be the strongest. If the discourse be upon a duty, with
the main object of enforcing it, the motives must come last,
wherever they may stand as a part of the analysis. And, in
fine, whenever the discussion of any part will save time, or throw
light upon, or add force to, or in any way facilitate the discussion of the others, it should always be taken up first, and the
other parts in the order prescribed by this principle.
the

the Turanean group as

;

XVI. The tests of analysis are the equality of the parts to the
whole, and their exclusiveness of each other.
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Since the thought which is analyzed is conceived of as a
[III.]'the parts, taken together, must make up this whole

whole

;

otherwise the analysis is defective. Thus, the analysis of government into monarchical, aristocratic, republican and demo-

because the parts are not equal to the whole,
of which are made up of a mixture
of all these, as was the Spartan government, being omitted.
Also, if faith be analyzed into personal trust, behef of doctrine
and prudence, the analysis is false, because the parts, taken together, are more than equal to the whole, prudence not being an
element of faith. In every case the following test questions
should be applied Is anything included in the theme which
does not appear in any of the parts? and. Does anything appear
in the parts which is not included in the theme ? Moreover, the
several parts must be exclusive of each other, which will always
be the case if but one principle be applied [VIII.] otherwise
what is called a cross division will be the result, in which the
parts include or overlap each other. Thus, the analysis of the
arts into the liberal, useful, mechanic and fine arts, is a cross

cratic, is defective

that sub-class the

members

:

;

division, for the liberal include the fine arts,

To

mechanic.

and the useful the

these tests should be added, in case the analysis

beyond the primary process, that it must proceed in
in other words, no subordinate part can properl}^
be reached otherwise than through the analysis of the theme
from which it is immediately obtained. When, for example, a
tree is analyzed into roots, trunk, branches and leaves, and next
the twigs, into those of last year’s and those of this year’s growth,
the analysis is defective, because the branches of which the
twigs are a part have not been subjected to the analytic prois carried

regular order

;

cess.

be observed, however, that these tests are not to be
enumerations w'hich we find in discourse. For although a great deal of confusion arises from defective and false
analysis, in such cases, yet loose analyses are often convenient,
and sometimes unavoidable, having become so fixed in language
and current forms of expression that they cannot be disturbed.
Frequently, also, it is necessary to distinguish, in a general way,
thoughts W'hich overlap and shade off into each other. Thus,
the expression, prose and poetry, has become unalterably fixed
in language, and it marks a distinction which we can never do
It should

applied to

all
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without, although these two kinds of discourse are not exclusive
of each other, for prose is often poetical,

and poetry

sufficiently

Sometimes, moreover, it may be useful to present an
enumeration in which each succeeding word includes the preceding and something more, such as sublime and beautiful, for
the sublime is properly an element of beauty. A favorite form
prosaic.

of expression in the style of Plutarch reverses this order

more general idea
special form of

it,

;

the

presented first, and immediately after some
evidently with the design of giving it point, as
is

“

wicked and lawless,” “ superfluity
and dissimulation,” “ restrain and
and delicious fare,”
“
imperfections and freckles.” The effect of such exprescurb,”
sions in this author is as if he were darting sharp arrows of
thought into our minds. Enumerations, in fine, which are altogether irregular are often found in the best writers, as in the
in the following

examples

:

“ craft

following

:

“

My

doctrine,

manner

of

life,

purpose, faith, long-

suffering, charity, patience, persecutions, afflictions.”

A

rigor-

ous style will avoid such expressions whenever it is possible to
do so without great inconvenience, but they are not to be severely criticised, except

when they occur

in a formal analysis.

XVII, Primary analysis is the application of the process to a
primary theme further analysis applies it to some or all of the
;

parts thus obtained

;

exhaustive analysis extends

ultimate elements of the thought are reached

the final stage of the exhaustive

;

it

until the

the last analysis

and rigorous

analysis, the
observance of all the laws of the process.
All these terms are in common use with those who are accustomed to elaborate discourse, yet often in vague and fluctuating
senses.
Here an attempt is made to fix their meanings in preis

;

and rigorous definitions.
XVIII. Analysis determines the divisions in discourse, and is
the chief source of clearness and copiousness in style.
The grand importance and uses of this one of the two most
fundamental of all the processes of discourse, should be abundantly evident from the preceding discussion.
Here, however,
it may be well to exhibit some of these uses in which its importance is most signally illustrated.
1. Analysis determines the primary and subordinate divisions
cise

or heads of discourse.

nothing is

In every discourse, of whatever kind,
of greater importance than that it be properly divided.

:
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Without divisions discourse is like the dead level of a marsh or
sandy desert, “ flat, stale and unprofitable” but, rightly divided,
;

landscape agreeably diversified with mountains, rivers,
streams, houses, woods, fields and cattle. Each thought, also,

it is

like a

requires to be distinctly presented, so as to leave the impression
at its close of

some progress made

in the discussion, that

some

has been completed.
In contemplating
any subject, moreover, the mind needs resting-places, where it
may return upon itself, and gather up it* powers for renewed
definite portion of

it

of attention.
At the same time, the unity of the discourse
must be rigorously pre.served it must be made to appear at each
stage that the particular thought which is under discussion is
a part of the general subject, and has a direct bearing upon the
object to be accomplished.
Now such divisions, which do
eff'orts

;

mar but exhibit

not

the unity of discourse, in

all

the variety of

its

co-ordinate and subordinate parts, are obtained by this process
of analysis.

Thus,

if

the subject be National Unity, with the

object of explaining wherein such unity consists,

we may analyze

the theme into unity of race and language, unity of institutions,

and unity of country, which
or heads for discussion.

will give

Under the

us three primary divisions
first of

these,

we may show

that in a national union, as distinguished from that of an empire,
1.

must be one predominant race and language,

there

2. if

and

there be other races or languages, these must be tending

to assimilation

and absorption

which

in that

is

predominant.

Thus we obtain two subordinate divisions. Applying the same
process to the second head, we may show that a national union
implies a certain unity in the institutions,
3.

educational, 4. religious.

fourth of these,

it

1. political, 2.

industrial,

(With respect to the second and

inay be observed, in order

-to

justify the anal-

founded on freedom and on
slavery, and no less those of two religions, one of which enjoins
polygamy, infanticide, and the burning of widows, whilst the
other prohibits them, are incompatible with national unity).
Thus under this head we obtain four subordinate divisions.
ysis, that industrial institutions

Under

the last of the three

we may show

1. by its boundaries,
ranges of mountains, 3. by its rivers or water courses.
whole scheme of the discourse would then stand as follows

requires that the country should be one
2.

by

The

that national unity

its

:
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Predominant Eace and Language.

U. of Eace

l.

<fe

Lang.
2.

Others tending to assimilation

1.

Political.

3.

Educational.

l.

Boundaries.

and absorption.
National Unity.

1

n. U.

(

m.
Analysis

is

4.

Eeligious.
,

U. of Country.
i 2.

2.

Industrial.

2.

of Institutions.

Mountains.

3.

Eivers.

the principal source of clearness in style.

most important of

all

This

the qualities or properties of style in-

cludes precision, discreetness and articulateness, both of thought

and diction. Precision exhibits the several thoughts in sharp
and clean-cut definitions. Discreetness presents them thus defined with due regard to their differences, mutual exclusiveness,
and degrees of separation from each other. This quality is
represented or symbolized in writing by the primary, secondary and lower divisions, heads, topics, paragraphs, and sentences also in oral discourse, by the pauses and changes of
voice which correspond to and express the distinctions, sepArticulateness consists in
arations and transitions of thought.
;

the proper jointing together of the several thoughts in discourse

as

co-ordinate or subordinate,

and as more or

less closely

connected and interdependent. Now clearness, or perspicuity,
which enables the mind to take in without effort and with pleasure, the whole thought in its unity and all its variety, is the
result of the combination of these three qualities.
Hence it is
evident that it is only another name for a thorough and correct
analysis.
3. Analysis is the principal source of copiousness.
This
property of style is that by which the thoughts in discourse are

largely or

amply developed and expressed.

It

makes the im-

pression that the writer or speaker has no lack of ideas; they

seem

to overflow in his utterances as water

from a

full

reservoir.

And this is almost wholly the result of the analytic process.
The fact that the ancient rhetoricians occupied themselves so
much with invention, or the art of finding out what to say upon
any subject, shows how much stress they laid upon analysis.
We can hardly read a page of St. Augustin, for example, who
was for many years a teacher of rhetoric at Carthage, Milan
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and Kome, without perceiviug that his immense power was due,
and this to his complete mastery of the process of analysis. F(>r no one can be at a loss for
ideas, as the material of discourse, upon any subject of which
he has the requisite knowledge, who is capable of analyzing it
with promptness and facility. The bare enumeration of the
parts thus obtained, in their co-ordinate, subordinate and interdependent relations, supplies abundance of ideas, so that the
greater danger to the speaker or writer arises from the difficulty
of limiting himself in the discussion of them.
For example, the
whole universe, material, immaterial and imaginary, is included
in the one word, thing, which properly signifies whatever can be
thought of. But it would take an indefinite number of volumes
in great part, to his copiousness,

simply to enumerate, without discussion, the particular things
the names of which would be obtained by analyzing this word.

The manner
ousness

is

which

in

becomes the source

this process

of copi-

exemplified on almost every page of any well-written

book, as in the following passage in which St. Paul exhibits the
truth, that love is the fulfilling of the whole law, by analyzing
this synthetic proposition, and unfolding it copiously in the
particulars which

it

includes

;

“

He

Thou

that loveth another hath

commit adultery;
Thou shalt not covet and if there beany other commandment, is is simply comprehended in this
”
saying, namely, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.’
XIX. Synthesis is the reverse of analysis it composes
fulfilled

Thou

For

the law.

shalt not

steal

this,

‘

shalt not

;

‘

;

wholes of thought.
Synthesis,

it is

believed, has never before, at least in

modern

times, been treated separately as a process of discourse.

number

of reasons

may be

suggested to account for

this.

A
In

the first place, this process is in every respect the reverse
counterpart and correlative of analysis. For whilst in analysis
the themes are individuals and classes, and the parts are the
result of the process, in synthesis

we begin with

the elements of

thought, and form them into classes or individuals. Thus we
compose disconnected and scattered thoughts, as they occur to

the mind, whether from original perception and consciousness,.
or chance association, or otherwise, into composite and complex

wholes of thought. Now it may have been supposed that the
nature and uses of this process would be sufficiently understood

:
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from the discussion,. in some books on rhetoric, of its correlIn the second place, because such wholes of
ative, analysis.
thought are immediately presented to us in language, ready
formed to our hands [III. 1.] it may have seemed that for
rhetorical purposes it was unnecessary to exhibit the manner
or laws of their formation. In the third place, under the conception of rhetoric which has so generally prevailed, as characterized by the word, invention, there was no place for synthesis,
as a distinct process, because it had no bearing upon the discovery or supply of thoughts for the material of discourse.
And, in fine, the work of discourse is characteristically a synthetic process.
This is implied in such expressions as writing a
composition, composing a book, a treatise, a speech.
For it is in
its synthetical function that the faculty of discourse works over the disjointed and fragmentary materials of

the exercise of

discourse, shapes

up, as

it

and

fits

unity, interdependence

Now

them

to each other,

and builds them

were, into a house, or palace, or temple, in which the

and uses

rhetoric, being thus

of all the parts are apparent.

general character,
does not seem to require the treatment of synthesis as a distinct process.
We shall find, however, under our conception of
this art, as teaching not how to find out what to say, but how
to

synthetic in its

communicate our thoughts to other minds, abundant reasons
by itself, although it will not be necessary
the discussion of it to reverse all the minute processes of

for treating synthesis
in

analysis.

XX. Classes, both of lower and higher orders, are composed
by grouping similar things together upon the principle of their
common

attributes.

The Synthetic process by which

formed is called
grouping together things
which resemble each other. All things, moreover, may be thus
generalized, or classified.
For whenever several things occur
to the mind, resemblances between them, more or less striking,
can always be perceived.
Thus day and night, though in some
respects the opposites of each other, are yet alike in this, that
they are both portions of time, and we may analyze time into
these two parts
in logic generalization.

1.

The

classes are

It consists in

principle of classification is that of

The resemblances which

common

attributes.

constitute the ultimate basis of classi-
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fication are

simply the qualities,

which are the same

Upon

traits, attributes,

or properties^

which are classed together-

in all the things

consideration of any one or more of such

butes, things which

[July,

common

attri-

may

be as different as possible in other respects are included in one and the same class. For example,
seeing, hearing, feeling, tasting
in

common, that they are

all

and smelling, have

modes

of sensation

;

this attribute

therefore,

upon

under the common
name of sense, or the senses. In like manner, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet, have the common attribute
that they are all colors, and because they were regarded by Sir
Isaac Newton as incapable of being resolved into each other
they were classified by him, upon this principle, as the seven
primary colors. The principle of classification, and the method
this principle, they are all classed together

of procedure, in all spiritual objects, are precisely the same.

Thus, there are
this attribute in

sensibilities, volitions

common,

that they are

and
all

intellections,

having

acts or affections of

the mind, upon which, therefore, taken as the principle, they
are classed together as the mental states and there are truths
:

of history, science,

morals and

character that they are
ple,

they are

all

all truths,

comprehended

name of truth.
2. Lower and higher

religion,

in

having this

common

and hence, upon this princione class under the common

classes are

composed by grouping

to-

gether things which have more, and things which have less

resemblance to each other.
The lowest classes which can be formed are composed of individuals, which thus become varieties of their class. The members of such classes have the greatest number of common attributes, or points of resemblance, and the classes so formed include the fewest members or varieties. The reason of this is,
that the things which have great resemblance to each other are
Consequently
less numerous than the things which have little.
higher classes are formed of things which have less resemblance
to each other, and include a greater number of things under
them. They are, in fact, classes of classes, the lower being
classified in the higher, precisely as individuals in the lowest
all.
In logic, the word extension is used to designate the
comprehensiveness of a class, or the number of things included
under it, and intension, to express the number of common at-

of

.
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members. Consequently

the higher the class, the greater is its extension, and the less its
intension the lower the class, the less is its extension, and the
;

greater

its

intension

Hence we have the
in inverse ratio to

;

the one increases as the other diminishes.

logical formula, extension

and intension are

each other.

In exemplification of

all this,

word

the

ma

tiff

lowest class, composed of individuals having a great

represents a

many points

courage and fidelity.
The same is true of the co-ordinate classes, greyhound, setter,
pointer, terrier, spaniel, poodle, and the like.
If now we take
all these lowest classes, and group them together upon the principle of their common attributes, we form the higher class, dog,
in which the points of resemblance are less numerous than in

of resemblance, such as

any

size, strength,

of the subordinate classes.

For one mastiff resembles an-

other more than a greyhound resembles a mastiff.

take the class, dog, together with

same way, such as
obtain the

still

its

Again,

if

we

co-ordinates, formed in the

fox, wolf, jackall,

hyena, tiger and

lion,

we

higher class of the carnivora, or flesh-eating ani-

members

mals, between the different

of

which there

is less re-

semblance than between those of any of the classes of which it
composed. For a tiger resembles a lion less than one lion
does another. In this way are formed the classes of Natural
History, rising in order one above another, such as the following,
with all their co-ordinates mastiff, dog, carnivora, mammalia,
vertebrate animals. A still higher class than the last of these is
that of organized beings and the highest which it is possible to
form is that of being or thing, because this class is co-extensivo
with the whole field of knowledge, and the members of it have
only this one attribute in common, namely, that they exist, or
can be the objects of thought. In this way, all things can be,
and most things have been, generalized into lower and higher
is

:

;

classes.

XXI.

Individuals are composed by grouping dissimilar things

together as they exist in space, or by other relations between

them, under the analogy of space.
The word dissimilar here does not signify things which
have no resemblance to each other in any respect, for there are no
such things. It is employed in this statement simply to express that

it is

not similarity but dissimilarity which

nized and kept in view in this form of synthesis.

is

recog-
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Concrete individuals are composed with direct reference to

1.

the relations of their parts in space.

composed

which bear

Every

space-filling object

each other a multitude of
relations, with special reference to any one or more of which
these parts may be mentally recomposed in unity, so as to reBut the relation which presides over all
constitute their whole.
others is that of the parts to each other as the object exists in
is

space

;

of parts

in other

to

words, whatever subordinate relation be immemust always be mentally replaced in

diately regarded, the parts

their spacial relations to each other, as they exist in the object

For example, we may synthesize the dissimilar things,^
branches and leaves, with immediate reference
either to their dependence one upon another, or to the order in
which they are developed, but in the mental image which we
form of them as a whole they must always stand in their spacial
relations to each other, as in the tree itself.
Inasmuch, howitself.

roots, trunks,

as

ever,

all

such

objects are immediately presented

minds already existing we have

little

to

do

in the

to our
mental re-

composition of them, except to recognize distinctly the unity of
all their parts, as these constitute, in each case, one individual
whole.
2.

Individual themes of an abstract or spiritual nature

composed by grouping together

are

dissimilar things according to

their special relations, with analogical reference to space.

All

such objects as a human mind, a duty, a relation, must be conceived of as if they occupied space [VII. 2J. Hence, in recomposing them out of their constituent elements, whatever subordinate relation be immediately regarded, there must always be
a reference to this manner in w'hich they are conceived.
This
is indispensable in order that the several parts, being synthesized and represented in language, may picture, in each case,
the abstract or spiritual whole to the imagination. For example, in the synthesis of intellect, sensibility and will, in order
to constitute a human mind, or of wisdom, power and fidelity,
in forming the conception of trustworthiness, the special relation upon which these several things are thus grouped together
may be either that of their vital interdependence, or the diverse
modes in which they mutually affect each other, but they must
always be composed and symbolized in unity as if they occupied some portion of space, in order that they should present a
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In each of

to the imagination.

these cases a sort of triangular conception is formed.

If there

were four parts, instead of three, the analogical reference might
he to an oblong or a square. In this way Christian society is
conceived of by St. Paul under the image of the human organism, and all its parts as members or organs of the body.
Society at large

and

science,

The

represented by Hobbes as a great “ Leviathan;”

is

by Mr. Henry Carey, as a

tree.

which dissimilar things,
both abstract and concrete, are thus synthesized, are many and
various and more or less close, according to the nature of the
whole which they form. In the synthesis of the diverse parts
of an organism their organic relations to each other will commonly be regarded. In the parts of a house we naturally
regard some or other of their mechanical relations. In synthesizing

special relations with reference to

the parts of a sentence, or speech, or discourse of any

kind, the grammatical, logical

and rhetorical relations must be

kept in view. But if all things that exist be grouped together
in one whole, the sole relation which can be regarded is that of
a common existence.

XXII. Sythesis

corrects the errors of analysis,

and

is

the prin-

cipal source of condensation in style.

The grand

utility of

preceding discussion.
analysis

it

the synthetic process

underlies and pervades

and expression.

Even

is

evident from the

For, as has been said, co-ordinately with
all

the processes

in analysis itself the orderly

of thought
enumeration

of the parts is strictly a synthetic process. ^All single words,

sentences, paragraphs, divisions, speeches, treatises, books, are

thus

composed.

Synthesis

enters

fundamentally

rhetorical processes of narration, description,

into

the

exemplification,

comparison, induction and deduction. Discourse itself is entirely made up of higher and lower, more or less extensive and
intensive wholes of thought, which have been sjmthetically

composed and expressed.

It is necessary, however, to exhibit
here one or two of the more special uses of this process as
examples of the rest.

Synthesis corrects the errors of analysis. For by analysis,
we have seen, [XVIII. IJ wo obtain the heads, or divisions,
captions and topics of discourse, which, even when they do not
1.

as

require to be formally expressed, should always be carried in

482
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theme has been carefully analyzed, not unbe found that the heads or captions thus
obtained are not the most convenient for the treatment of the
mind.

But

frequently

after a

it

will

subject, or for the attainment of the object in view.

When we

have noted down the particular thoughts which we wish to discuss
under them, we often find that these thoughts can be better
arranged
Also in the heat and rapidity of original composition,
thoughts which have not before occurred, and often our best
thoughts, which ought to stand as the very heart of the passage
or discourse, will present themselves and be put down not in
their true logical and rhetorical relations.
Hence the necessity,
in all elaborate discourse, of a careful review of our first efforts,

which have been made under the guidance

of analysis, in order to

secure that the caption of every division and pharagraph shall

under it, and that no
thought shall be expressed out of its true placeAfter such
scrutiny of our first efforts, by application of the synthetic process w'e gather up into strict unity whatever has been hastily
expressed under each head.
In doing this we often have to
really contain or cover all that is said

modify the original caption, so that it shall fairly include all
that comes under it, and still more frequently we have to transfer thoughts which occur out of place, sometimes to another
head, and always to the connection in which they properly
belong. The mental habit of thus gathering up into the strictest
unity, that is to say, the habit of forming individual and class
wholes out of the thoughts which are generated and thrown
off in the fervor of original composition, is indispensable to a
vigorous and luminous style.
2. Synthesis is the principal source of condensation in style.
As copiousness depends upon analysis, so condensation, orbrevity,
depends upon synthesis. Tor when, instead of mentioning the
vast number of elements of which almost any single thing is
composed, we simply speak of it by its name, we employ a comprehensive synthesis, by which the many expressions which
otherwise must be employed are condensed into one.
For
example, instead of going over the names of all the human
beings that have ever lived in the world, and saying of each one
separately that he or ^he died, or must die, we say that man is
mortal, the immense number of thoughts included in this proposition are powerfully condensed. Again, in the words, “ Fear
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God, and keep His commandments, for this is the whole duty
of man,” are condensed aU the moral duties of all human beings,
in all the circumstances of their individual lives, from their
cradles to their graves. It would require volumes upon volumes
of analytic processes to spread out before the mind all the
thoughts which are contained in this synthetic statement. Such
condensation or brevity in stjle increases with the extension,
or comprehensiveness of the wholes which make up the discourse and it reaches its utmost limits in such words as the
creation, universe, being, and thing for the reason that these
;

are all-comprehensive expressions.

XXIIJ. The mind

of

God

analyzes and synthesizes in his

revelations of himself to man.

A

revelation of

God

in

human

language, without the employ-

ment of these two processes, is inconceivable.
Consequently
we find them on every page of the Scriptures, from which
frequent examples have been adduced in the preceding discussion.
But the most perfect and beautiful example which is to
be found perhaps in all literature we have in the first chapter
of the Bible.
It commences with the synthetic statement, “ In
the beginning God created the heaven and the earth,” that is
the universe.
This immense generalization is then analyzed
upon the principle of time into six parts, which constitute the
days, or periods, or stages of the creation.
Each of these is
again analyzed into several parts upon the principle of what
was created in it. Thus all the works of creation are unfolded
stage by stage, and spread out before the mind. At the conclusion they are all synthesized, or gathered up in unity again, in
the words, “ Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and
all the host of them.”
The result is a panorama of infinite
variety and perfect unity, of unparalleled sublimity and beauty.
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THE ANOINTMENT OF JESUS

Art.

[Joly,

V.— the ANOINTMENT OF JESUS BY
BETHANY.
By
Math. 26: 6-13

;

MARY OF

a Layman.*

Mark

14: 3-9

;

John 12

:

1-8.

As this trausactioc, however unimportant in itself, was recorded by three inspired historians, as our Saviour said it should be
spoken of wherever his gospel should be preached, and as the
actor in it received a distinction never accorded to any other
human being, it must contain some very important instruction,
and

a careful study.
accepted traditional interpretation of this account
is in the highest degree unsatisfactory.
It assumes, contrary
to the obvious meaning of Jesus’ explanations of Mary’s acts,
is entitled to

The

still

that she did not expect his approaching death, or intend to

prepare him for burial,

fails to account for the prominence given
and the unparalleled honor done to the actor, and
misses whatever great lesson the never-ending world-wide
republications of the account were intended to impress on
mankind.

to the action

An

independent study of the subject has led us to the concluwhat Mary did, as explained by Jesus, indicated her
expectation of his approaching death founded on his own predictions and the prophecies of the Old Testament as interpreted
by him and that his object in giving the incident such prominence, was to impress upon all generations of Christians the
superlative value in his sight of her simple faith thus implied.
We propose to give the reasons for this conclusion :t and may
on a future occasion to point out how this narrative correctly
sion, that

;

* Experience long ago convinced the writer that studies proper for the Sabbath,
by lifting the mind out of its usual rut, give more relief from the fatigues of the
week than absolute rest. The following investigation is a result of that conviction.
t

The great problem

of theology being to find the true

meaning of

Scripture,

misinterpretation even of an apparently unimportant passage should remain

no
un

We
it may bear on something important, and must be injurious.
no apology for attempting by this long investigation to ascertain the
true significance of what our Saviour recognized as one of the important incidents
corrected

;

for

therefore offer

in his history.

;

BY MARY OF BETHANY.
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understood, furnishes, by manj’- undesigned coincidences, important evidence of the truth of the gospel history, and of its
great doctrine, the atonement.

examine the transaction itself.
To
it, and what recorded remarks
explain it, we must inquire whether it was the same anointing
as that mentioned by Luke, chapter vii. 36-50.
In both cases it was at the house of some man named Simon.
A woman* anointed Jesus’ feet as he reclined at table, and wiped
them with her hair. The ointment was in “ an alabaster,” not an
“ alabaster box ” as in our version.
But these coincidences are very far from conclusive, for Simon
was a very common name anointing, so highly esteemed and of
such various significance,“ may have been an ordinary mode of
attention
at table was a convenient time to show such attention, and wiping the feet with the hair, as well as anointing
them, may have been a recognized sign of humility.
There is not much in the coincidence of the “ alabaster,”
as receptacles of perfume, perhaps dissimilar, were so called because usually, though not always, made of alabaster.!
It is necessary first to

ascertain what statements describe

;

From

the heading of the 7th chapter of

version,

Luke

our authorized
in both cases
not the slightest evidence that the

might seem that the name of the

it

in

woman

But there is
in Luke was Mary Magdalen

was Mary.

woman

! or any other
Mary.
That the anointing under consideration was not the same as
that mentioned by Luke, is evident from the following differences this was within a week of our Saviour’s death, the other
many months earlier, apparently before the death of John the

penitent

:

*

are

Women among the Israelites were never kept in seclusion or treated as women
treated in Palestine. When the sinful woman kissed the feet of Jesus, the

now

blamed him for allowing the freedom, not because sho was
woman, but because she was a sinner. When the disciples blamed Mary, it was
not that her act was a breach of female propriety, but that it was so expensive.
Martha waited on the table, as she had served before. We cannot infer the usages
in Bible times from those of modern Orientals.
fault-finding Pharisee

a

*

133
I’

t

J

Gen. 28
:

2.

18.

:

Ec. 9

Luke

7

:

;

40.

8.

Ex. 30
Ca.

1

Ps. 23

:

:

22-38.

:

12.

5

Lev. 8

Mar. 6

:

;

13.

10-12.

Jamas 5

1
:

Ki. 19

1.5,

:

10.

Ps. 23

:

5

11.

?

See Alexander on Mark,
Strange that those who presume

it

to

be groundless,

able slander to be thus authoritatively perpetuated.

31

s'loul

1

permit

this vener-
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was ia Judea, the other seems to have been in
was in a village, “ the other a pparently in a city
this woman was eminently pious,
the other a notorious sinner; this woman was at home in the house of Simon, her brother
reclined at table, her sister waited on it the other “ when she
knew that Jesus sat at meat in the Pharisee’s house” went in,
apparently uninvited and unwelcomed, evidently as a stranger ;
this woman had the respect of the Jews, who paid visits of condolence to her
the very touch of the other was deemed con;

Baptist

'

this

this

Galilee;

*'

;

‘

^

;

tamination.''

The accounts in Matthew, Mark and John, as will become
more and more evident as we proceed, describe the same act,
have the same object, refer to the same intention in the actor,
and therefore help to interpret each other. The only difficulty
is a seeming disagreement as to time.
Jesus came to Bethany six days before the Passover “ There
they made him a supper,” we infer naturally but not necessarily
from the expression, soon after his arrival. John describes it,
and also fixes the time, before the triumphal entry, which he
says occurred next day, v. 12. Matthew and Mark describe the
triumphal entry first. But Matthew and Mark both introduce
their accounts by expressions that show a break in the continuity of their narrative, and a disregard of the order of time..
“ Now, when Jesus was in Bethany.”
Mark
Matthew says
“
And being in Bethany.” Each expression ife equivalent
says,
to “ at some time while he was in Bethany,” an introduction
that indicated that the thing is mentioned without regard to its
chronological order in connection with something else.
Judas seems to have gone from this supper to make his
bargain with the chief priests. “ And from that time he sought
This language is most consistopportunity to betray him.”
ent with, the supposition that an interval of several days occurred
before he found the opportunity.
Combining the three accounts of this transaction, we find that
it occurred at Bethany, at the house of Simon* the leper, (wha

requiring consideration

:

:

.

‘

'

Luke

10:
‘

Luke
*

7

;

7

:

Comp. Matt.
Luke 7: 37.
John 11 19,

19-36.
f

38-42.
37.

j

:

11: 2
e

and 14:

Luke

31, 33.

Several so-ca’Ld “opinions” of eminent

tionship between

Simon and

3-13.

<>

Luke

Luke

'

7: 1-19.

'‘.Luke 7: 37,

10: 38-42.

39,

47>

Luke

7

men

are often cited as to the rela-

:

39.

the family of Lazarus, and

why

'

Matt. 26

:

16.

that family were at
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must either have been cured or not present) “ at “ a supper,”
apparently more than an ordinary meal, which “ they made”
his disciples, including Judas Iscariot, were presfor Jesus
Lazarus was also at table, and Martha waited on it.
ent.
A woman,* i. e., Mary of Bethany, broke, or broke open an
“ alabaster ” containing a pound (or about a .pint) of very precious liquid perfume of spikenard or pure nard, “ very costly,”
estimated at over three hundred denarii (evidently a large sum
She poured it on Jesus’ headt as he reclined; she
to them.)"
also anointed his feet with it, and wiped them with her hair the
house was filled with the fragrance.];
Some persons, Judas especially, and then the disciples generally, “ had indignation within themselves, murmured against
her,” though probably not intending that Jesus should hear it
saying, “ Why was this waste olthe ointment made?” and that “it
might have sold for more than three hundred denarii and given
;

;

;

^

to the poor.”

Jesus, “ when he understood it,” peremptorily silenced these
complaints, saying, “ let her alone, why trouble ye the woman ?”

He

then gave the reason

“ for she hath

why they should not

trouble her,

wrought a good work on me,” and answered the

his house. As there are uo data ou which to found any opinion whatever, the conjectures of the learned are just as worthless as those of the child, or as the traditions about it that sprung up ag< s after the event. It might have been in any one

ho one of them improbable, and therefore the different but not conJohn and the other two evangelists create no difficulty.
« Lev. 13 46. Num. 5:1,2. 2 Kings, 15:5.
* Why did not Matthew and
Mark, who must have known'so much of this woman,
give us her name ? We cannot tell any more than we can tell why they never mention it in any other connection, or the name of Laaxnis.
Some of the conjectures
of several ways,

flicting statements of
:

why

they did not may be correct, but nobody can know whether they are or not.
can never advance in Bible or other knowledge till we distinguish more
strongly between knowledge, opinion, and conjecture.
These in many of our

We

commentaries are treated as

ou the same level.
John 6: 7.
t To have a pint of liquid ointment, however precious, poured on one’s head now,
and creeping down one’s fle.sh, and smearing one’s clothes, would be anything but
agreeable.
But when the great Hebrew poet wished to compare the excellence of
"

Matt. 20

:

2.

Luke

10

:

if all

35

brotherly love to something most agreeable to the imagination of an Israelite, he
“It is like the precious ointment upon the head that rundown upon tho
beard,even Aaron’s beard, that went down to Iho skirts of his garment.”
(Bs. 133: 2 )
t Jesu.i was no ascetic
He did not discounter.anco the courtesies of society,
nor a decent attention to the dead. But the case under
consideration being
says,

peculiar,

s

uo precedent

for exiravagaiico,
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made, by saying, “ for ye Lave the poor
always with yon, and whensoever ye will ye may do them
good.” He then goes oa to point out why her act was right, by
stating what she meant by it
that she Lad kept this ointment
against the day of Lis burial that when she poured it on his
body, she di it to, prepare him for burial, and that she did this
objection they Lad

—

;

1

“ aforehand.”

As the value of this thrice-told inspired statement depends on a correct understanding of these explanations,
we shall consider them particularly hereafter.
After explainiug why Mary was right, Jesus goes on in the
most solemn and emphatic manner to make this extraordinary announcement: “Verily, I say unto you, wheresoever this
be preached throughout the whole world, there
shall this also that this woman hath done be told for a memorial
gospel

shall

of her.”

No

other merely

human

being was ever ordered by direct di-

vine command*^ (or divine prediction, here equivalent to com-

mand) to be thus formally and publicly honored. There has been
no other saint so holy that^his memory w’as commanded to be
celebrated, not even Enoch, or Noah, or Abraham, or David.
God hid the grave of Moses probably to prevent undue honor
’’

to his remains.

The whole

Christ’s ministers are not to be called Rabbi.'’

spirit of the Christian religion is

the creature

— to

honor from men

True, the virgin

Mary expected

opposed

to elevating

connection with religion.

in

generations to

all

call

her

blessed/ but this was not on account of her goodness, but of

her relationship. True, many saints are in fact honored the
world over, but this only arises incidentally from circumstances,
not from direct divine appointment. But for this act (or rather
for what it implied) Mary of Bethany was to be universally and
perpetually honored, everywhere and always “ throughout the
whole w'orld ” and to the end of time. Wherever the gospel is
preached her act is to be “ told for a memorial of her.”
Why was Mary thus distinguished above every other human
being that ever lived? Why did Jesus in this one instance de-

—

part from his otherwise invariable course
* It is

immatorial wheth r we understand

dittion with evident approbation.

therefore a
P

command

Dent. 34

;

0.

it

as primarily a

Either showed

it

in fact if not in form.
a

Matt. 23

:

8.

Luke

?

1

:

48.

to

command,

or as a pre-

be as Jesus intended, and
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was not that her lavish expenditure showed unparalleled
had made greater sacrifices; they had left all and
afterwards died in his cause and yet no one else ever received
any distinction or commendation comparable to her.
There is not the slightest reason to suspect any figurative or
for instance, no hint that by literal anointmystical meaning
ing she meant to signify that he was the anointed of God. Recognition of his Messiahship common to many as Nathaniel
and Peter “ and the Samaritans ^ and Martha * and the disciples generally
would not have called forth such peculiar
It

love; others

'

;

;

honors.

endeavor to show that Mary intended to prepare
'\^'’e shall
Jesus for burial, and^that this implied her superior faith by
w’hich, free from ambition and raised above the worldly prejudices that still blinded the apostles, she understood not only

who but what

the Messiah was, and believed the intimations of

the Old Testament and his

own

predictions of his

now imminent

This accounts for everything, gives to the explanations

death.

of our Saviour their natural and obvious meaning, is confirmed
by the many coincidences between those explanations and the
history, and teaches a lesson of supreme importance.
All w’e know of Mary agrees with the supposition that she had
superior faith. She had long before sat at Jesus’ feet, “heard
his word,” and chosen that good part.^
The only reason we have ever heard for rejecting this view, so

apparent on the surface of our Saviour’s explanations, is that it
not supposable that Mary could have been superior in knowledge or faith to the apostles. We shall examine this assumption
hereafter.
For the present we submit that the superior distinction conferred on her above the apostles, shows that she was
in some important respect superior to them.
The presumption,
instead of being against her superior faith, is the other way.
is

We shall now show that Mary must have been acquainted
with our Saviour’s predictions of his death. To do this, and to
realize their extent

references to

them

and

publicity,

it is

necessary to examine the

in detail.

Jesus often spoke of the Old Testament prophecies of his
He began to predict his own death very early, obscurely

death.

•Matt. 19:
» John 11

:

27.

'John

27.
’

Matt. 14

:

1:
3.3.

“Miitt. 10

49.

John

G

:

09.

>

:

15,

Luke

Ac.
10

:

’John
39-42.

4

:

42.
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Sometimes he explained the object,
i. e., to atone for the sins of mankind, as we shall point out on a
sometimes he mentioned his death for some
future occasion
other purpose. Immediately after Peter’s coufession that he
was the. Christ, “ Jesus began to show unto his disciples”" that
he should die by persecution, “ and from that time forward” "
habitually, so far as we can judge from these and other exprestbea distinctly.

at first/

;

“He spake

sions,

that saying openly,”

but apparently to

all

not only to the apostles

'

his hearers.

Several of these probably numerous references to his death
are recorded, not (as will be apparent on examining the refer-

ences in detail) for the purpose of repeating what had already
fully stated, or of enumerating the predictions,* but to
show how by them some caution was given or some error cor-

been

rected, as occasion called for

it.

death was first distinctly annonnced, it was
A week
conversation
at the transfiguration. “
the subject of
Jesus referred to it again as they came down from the mountain.' Just
after that he impressed it on his disciples when they were
after his

amazed at his cure of the demoniac boy.^ Afterwards during
a journey through Galilee, Mark fells us “ he taught this to his
disciples,”" literally was teaching, “ not at any one time, but
throughout this visitation,” as Dr. Alexander explains the exMatthew tells us that “ w hile they abode in Galilee,”
pression.
rather, “ while they were travelling up and down in Galilee,
i. e., not only during the particular journey mentioned by Mark,
but during their other journeys, he made the same predictions,
to prevent their

prematme announcement

of his claims,

and

to

discountenance their worldly expectations. During a journey
through Samaria and Galilee the subject he was speaking of
called for an allusion to it.‘
He spoke of it also before leaving
Galilee the last time, or “while yet in Galilee.”^
He solemnly
^

5
10

ilatt. 9

35.

:

'

:

17,

11,

Mark

:

15

JobD 2
8

:

18.

;

:

12

19 22

40

:

3

;

16

;

:

:

14-17

“Matt. 16

21.

:

4

;

20

28.

r

Comp. 8

;

Mark

8

:

Murk

2

31.

Luke

9

iO

;

28 and 12

:

:

:

34

10

;

6

;

45

Luke

;

51-58

35,

Matt. 16

»

22.

:

:

:

;

21.

32.

The attempt sometimes made to enumerate
make us underrate their frequency and ignore
*

might as well attempt

their

enumerate the suppers Jesus

to

‘ Malt. 71
“Luke 9:31.
9:30,31.
' Matt. 17
22,
:

:

9-12.

23.

Mark 9 10,
‘Luke 17: 25.
;

predictions

the.se

calculated te

is

immediate purpose.

One
'

ate.

12.
J

f
Luke
Luke 21

9
:

44.

:

6-8.

t

Mark
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it on the last journey to Jerusalem,
answers to the mother of James and
He referred to it two days before the Passover,"' also
John.'
on the visit of the Greeks," and it was a prominent subjec^ at
The three last cases mentioned above were
the last supper.”
anointment,
but we include them to show Jesus’
after Mary’s
habit of speaking of his coming death.
Not only were our Saviour’s predictions publicly and repeatedly made during many months, but attention must have
been called to them by the various dangers that’ had threatened
him,’’ and by the well-known intentions of the public authorities to destroy him.’’
The predictions were not only well known
Among the friends of Jesus, so that the angels reminded the
women at the sepulchre that they had heard them,'' and Jesus
After his resurrection referred to their publicity,” but they were
so public that even “ the chief priests and Pharisees ” spoke of
them to Pilate as well known.'
According to the usual and, very likely, correct calculations,
Jesus made the first distinct prediction above quoted more than
six months, perhaps nearly a year before the crucifixion, and
after that went several times to Jerusalem to the Feast of Tab•ernacles in the autumn, to the Feast of Dedication in the winter,
And to raise Lazarus. On one of his visits, made, apparently
soon after the early distinct predictions, Mary “ sat at his feet
and heard his word,” and he had the opportunity to repeat them

and
and

announced

directly

referred to

in

it

his

;

to her.
It is incredible that Jesus could have concealed from his beloved friends at Bethany a thing of so much interest to them,
which he had told to everybody else or that they could have
;

hear it when everybody else knew it. We may safely
infer from Mary’s relations with Jesus, and from the publicity
of the predictions, that she had long been familiar with them
and probably with the less distinct predictions during previous
failed to

;

years.
‘Matt. 20

10:
14
a

7

21,

:

28.

Matt. 12
:

1,

:

14

Mark

17-19.

Matt. 2G

:

Lake 22
21

;

19, 25, 30, 32,

-53, 54, 57.

44.

:

">

4.5.

;

:

27

;

44-46
:

63, 04.

:14.

Luke

".John 12
19,

:

40

Matt. 28

Matt. 27

10: 32

2.

;

0.

8

1.
:

Mark

3

:

10

:

7

31-34.

'

®

59

10

;

Luke 24

:

Matt. 20

Matt. 20
20,

i:i,

:

Luke

0.

20. 22, 37, 40,

M iik

:

Matt. 2

p

37.

20,
:

18

32-:l4.

:

fi

:

:

II.

:

2s!

:

24, 20.

Mark
Mark

Luke 4 29.
Jolm 5
16, 18

22.

17, 18, 31,

O il, 44-40.

:

:

39
•

;

;

11

:

8,

Luke 24

:
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heard his word ” and as he was accustomed to
speak of the Old Testament prophecies of his sufferings, and
this so fully that he blamed his disciples for not knowing and
understanding these prophecies, we may also safely assume that
she was familiar with them, and with his explanations of them
“

As Mary

and

of the object of his death.

To

the apostles and other follow'^ers of Jesus the Messiah’s
death at the hands of bis enemies was not credible, intelligible,
or even conceivable. It probably seemed as absurd as to say
that the victor in a coming battle would be defeated in that battle.
Peter scouted the idea," "evidently as inconsistent with the ac-

knowledgment he had just made that Jesus was the Christ.
Descending from the mountain where Jesus had been transfigured, “ they wondered what the rising from the dead should
mean,’”' the difficulty probably being not the rising but the oc-

casion for

After the prediction that followed the cure of the

it.

demoniac boy, “ they understood not this saying, and it was hid
from them, and they perceived it not, and they feared to ask him
When after that Jesus spoke of his death
of that saying.”"’
while passing through Galilee, “ they understood not that saythough during their sojourn
ing and were afraid to ask him,”

made them “ exceeding sorrj^”
During the last journey “ they were amazed and afraid,” bewildered as well as frightened by the new features of the oft-repeated prediction. Even after his death they were incredulous
“ Some doubted ” when they saw or heard
and bewildered."
in

^

these predictions

Galilee

*

**

risen, and they “ bebecame impossible any longer to

from most credible witnesses that he had
lieved hot.”

disbelieve

And when

'

it

the

resurrection,

his

old

expectation

reappears

:

"
“Lord, wilt thou at this time restore the kingdom to Israel?”
all
the
Mary of Bethany, and, as far as appears, she alone of

friends of Jesus, understood, believed and acted on these predic-

This is shown directly by her actions as explained by
our Saviour, and implied by his commendation, and is consistent with what we know of her."
The quality of Mary’s faith is evident from its ground, the ditions.

“

Matt. 16

32.

21, 37, 43
0

Acts

1

:

:

:

;

Luke 24

8

:

32.

Mark

23

John 20:

;

6

Mark

22.

Matt. 17

y

2, 9,
:

21.

''

10

Mark
:

Luke

:

10.
“

Mark

Matt. 28: 17.

13 25.
'

9

32.

10

:

42.

Luke
16

;

9

:

11, 13,
'

45.

14

Mark

Maik
Luke 24
:

;

9 =
11,.

16: 11, 13, 14.
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vine testimony

she doubtless

anJ

;

felt

its object,

Christ’s death for sin, for which

the necessity and accepted the salvation thus

effected.

In expectation of her Saviour’s death,' Mary did just what it
was natural for a Jewess of that time to do she procured and
treasured up this casket of precious perfume to be used in a
suitable preparation for the burial of a friend so loved and honored .Accordingly, Jesus, as quoted by John, says, “ against the
day of my burying hath she kept this.” Whether there is anything to warrant any other understanding of this language than
;

the natural one as understood above, will be considered hereafter.

Mary’s preparations imply that she expected that Jesus would
die without conquering the world, so that he would not have a

public funeral at which the wealth of kingdoms \vould be ex-

pended, but that a suitable funeral would depend on private
friendship.
This agrees with the supposition that she had
heard and understood that he would die by persecution.
It also implies that her more spiritual mind was not misled by
the ambitious notions that blinded the apostles.
But why did Mary anticipate his death ? why come “ afore-

hand

” to anoint his

When

body

for burial ?

says, “ she hath

done what
seems to imply that she would have done something which she could not do, and that she had come as near to
that as possible.
When he adds, “ she is come aforehand to
anoint my body for burial,” that seems to be the substitute fo^
what she would have done if she could. The difference between
the original intention, or the desire, and the actual performance
was, that the latter was “aforehand.” She had intended, as is
in the highest degree probable, or at any rate, wished to apply
the ointment to his corpse. Finding this impossible, she applied
Jesus, as quoted

she could,”

it

it

to his living body.

We
all

by Mark,

change of Mary’s long-standing plan, as in
was, or the present execution of her plan whenaccounted for by a careful examination of Jesus’

shall find the

probability

ever formed,

it

is

predictions, only recently disclosing the

death, especially by the one just

circumstances of his

made during

his last journey.

At an early period Jesus said he should suffer from persecution by the Jewish authorities, “ and be killed.”
So far as we
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from the recorded predictions, the agents, mode and
were not disclosed till the very last, and Mary
expect
naturally
his death directly from his well-known
would
Jewish enemies, who were to cause it. In that case she might
expect that his body would be restored to his hiends, as that of
John the Baptist had been,^ and that of Stephen afterwards."
Divine legislation had forbidden,’’ and the Israelites had avoided continued indignities to the bodies of the executed.
But, as the final hour drew near, Jesus made known for the
first time, as far as appears, by 'whom, how, and when he should
be put to death. The angels at his tomb reminded the women
that he had told them he should be crucified “ while yet in Galilee’ V which we naturally refer to his latest sojourn there, perhaps that mentioned by Luke, chap. 17 11, perhaps during one
*
During the last journey to
of his many unrecorded
Jerusalem, Jesus took the twelve apostles apart in the way

-cau jurlge

time of his death,

‘

visits.*

;

(possibly “ while yet in Galilee” j,and told

them

privately that his

enemies would not kill him themselves, but w'ould, after they
reached Jerusalem, deliver him to the Gentiles, i.e., the Koman
authorities, who would crucify him.
It is evident that the object
of this private communication was to give important information
of these circumstances of his death not before known, for the
prediction that he should die in some way by persecution had
long been public.
That these particulars were not made known till the last, is in
the highest degree probable, from the circumstances and explanations of the ante-mortem burial rites, from the absence of any
earlier mention of them, from the mystery with which they were
told in the last journey, showing something new and startling,
and from Jesus’ obvious plan of disclosing his coming sufferings
gradually, so as not to shock his disciples beyond endurance.
We should expect that he would not till the last speak of the
Matt.

f

10

:

26

:

1-1

:

12.

27

>

Mark G:
Luke 24

eActs 8

29.
:

2.

•'Dent. 21

:

23.

'

Josh. 8

:

29.

6-8.

* That Jesus returned to Galilee after his visit to Martha and Marj% in Luke 10,
much positive evidence in Luke, against only negative evidence in

appears from

the other Gospels.

The modern denial
stead of being
ted to be,

is

-Gospels, as

*•

of his return assumes that one-third of Luke’s history, in-

in order,” as the other two-tLirds

a confused jumble.

Mark

15

:

41

;

16:

7.

It

also

and his other history are admit-

disregards several hints in the other
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more horrible circumstances, such as crucifixion, nor announce
what must have seemed so absurd, that the Messiah, whose
mission it was to triumph gloriously over the Eomans, would be
hanged by them.
Jesus afterward spoke of his approaching crucifixion to “his
generally, for aught that appears, there being no
disciples ”
limiting “ twelve,” as a thing known to them, showing that
since his arrival at Jerusalem it had become more public.

From

the relations of Jesus to the family of Bethany, a strong

them this last less public
announcement recently made to his other friends, that he should
then be crucified by the Romans. He had as much reason for
telling them as for telling anybody.
He had told the other
women, at least of his crucifixion. The apostles and such other
disciples as' heard them were likely to repeat and discuss in the
probability arises that he repeated to

presence of those friends with
tender,'

whom

their

relations were so

the mysterious and fearful expressions they

had

just

Another and distinct probability that Mary heard this
new prediction arises from her expectation of his immediate death,
shown by what Jesus pronounces to be preparation for burial before death. .’As she would deserve no commendation for expecting
his death for any other reason than acceptance of his word, and
heard.

as she received commendation without parallel,
distinct probability arises that she

expectation of his immediate death accounts for

and the ground

of

still

another

bad heard that word.
all

Her

her actions,

that expectation accounts for Jesus’ appre-

ciation of her actions.

We

shall find that

all

the concurrent

but distinct probabilities that Mary heard Jesus’ last predicShe was likely to hear
tions amount almost to demonstration.
them, she acted as if she heard them, and Jesus spoke as if she
knew them.
Mary, hearing these late predictions, could no longer expect to
be able to pay the intended honor to the dead body of her Lord,
for the less humane Romans would probably let it moulder on
the cross, as they did in other countries, or give it, as usual in
Judea, an ignominious burial.
When afterwards it was in fact
recovered, it was only by an influential man, “ boldly ” begging
the chief magi.strate himself to give it to him.'"
Mary, therefore, abandoning her original plan, “ did what she could
she
Malt.

2(5

:

2,

'

John

11.

Miirk

15:

'FI.
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performed the intended obsequies on his living body. She
came aforehand to anoint his body for burial.
This change of plan, though all but certain, for Jesus said she
had kept the perfume against the day of his burial, though she
actually used it before that day, is not essential to our argument nothing else depends on it, no other argument falls with it.
;

It is

enough that the very

original idea

now

carried out of per-

forming these obsequies on her Lord before he died was at
some time adopted in view of the impossibility of performing
them after he was dead.
Consistently with our view, Mary takes (or, perhaps, makes by
means of this supper) an early opportunity to pay her long
contemplated honors on the body of her Lord soon after his
arrival, uncertain how soon his approaching crucifixion might
occur.

To understand Mary’s

pay suitable burial honors
in mind that the instinct
common to all mankind to honor the remains of the dead, comparatively feeble in our utilitarian age, was intense in her ago
and country.
Witness the distress “ of Mary Magdalen at
missing the body of Jesus which she had come to anoint.” Not
to apply spices or ointment as the manner of the Jews was tO'
bury,” probably seemed to a Jewess very much as it would seem
to us to see the body of a dear friend thrust uncoffined into the
mud, or pass to the dissecting room, or to the turkey-buzzards.
With our ideas and usages the presumption would be against
any one’s intention to have a man’s funeral before he was dead.
But this was not a funeral, it was only a substitute for an impossible funeral.
Most of our preparations for burial are only
possible after death.
So embalming in the Egyptian sense
could only be performed on a dead bod}'. Anointing was the one
to the

body

solicitude to

of her Lord,

we must bear

of the usual expressions of respect for the dead, that could be

performed as

hand

this was, before

of affection

death.

now covering

So we can imagine the

a living friend with flowers in

view of his expected death by wreck or battle, as the same hand
would adorn his corpse if it could be recovered.
The expense and display at our funerals, much of it from
mere fashion or from ostentation, or a tribute extorted in our
1.

“John 20: 1,
Mark 16:1.

13,

15.

“Mark

2 Chron. 16

:

14.

IC

:

1

I'Jobn 19:40.

Lnke 23:56;

24;
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Lour of unresistance by the undertaker, do not measure the
feeling in question among us, and therefore do not show that we
can appreciate that feeling among the Jews. Even those among
us who would now touch the insensible corpse as tenderly as if
it was all thrilling nerves, may be unable to comprehend the importance attached in some other age to a different expression of
It was, therefore, not improbable that a Jewess, if

tenderness.

she thought of it, should anoint for burial before death, when
she found she could not do so afterwards.
It may be objected that Mary could not formerly have expected the Jews to

kill

Jesus themselves, because they told Pi-

was “ not lawful ” for them “ to put any man to death.”'’
However this may be explained, they did in fact persistently attempt to kill him, and more than once actually took up stones
to kill him with
actually killed Stephen afterwards,” and
commissioned Saul of Tarsus to arrest many others to be put to
death by them.'
If there was any such prohibition, and if
Mary knew of it, she also doubtless knew how easy it was to get
late it

;

over

it.

But

Mary knew

much

and had such
must have expected his speedy resurrection.
Then why pay him funeral honors at all ?
All our reverent and costly attention to the dead comes from
feeling guided by custom, not from reasoning.
We can give no
better reason for such attention to a dead body that will soon
be a loathsome mass and then rise after thousands of years, than
Mary could for the same attention to a body that would never
corrupt, but rise in three days. Besides this ante-mortem anointing may have been in view of suffeiing and dying rather than of
if

so

of Jesus’ predictions

implicit faith in them, she

If so, the duration of that state w'as immashe knew all, we should expect she would do what she
did for example, that she would bestow' the tenderness so
touchingly described on the feet through which the cruel spikes

the state of death.
terial.

If

;

were so soon to bo driven.
As Mary anointed Jesus for burial it was natural that she
should apply the ointment wherever’ she* could, to his head,
as stated by Matthew and Mark, and to his feet, as stated by
John. Each })articular act mentioned in either of the different
John IS:
5: 2(5; 10 12.

John 8:

;h.
'•

Lulic

2(5

:

oi)

;

39. 40.

10: 31.

"

Acw

7

:

59.

'

Acts 9:1, 2

22

•
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thus shown to be a part of the execution of a single
This harmonizes these accounts, and shows that all
refer to the same transaction. Bearing in mind Mary’s purpose,
and what she was in consequence likely to do, some peculiarities
in the language of the evangelists seems to be accounted for,

accounts

is

purpose.

which otherwise would not seem so natural. Matthew quotes
“she cast this ointment on my body” consistent with, if not .suggesting, her throwing it under his mantle on his shoulders. Mark
says, “ she poured it down upon him down upon his head.”*
The repetition of “down,” unaccountable if the unction was
confined to the head, suggests or

is

consistent with the supposi-

poured it all over him, down to his feet, though we
cannot prove that by the grammatical connection of the words.
These circumstances, of no consequence in themselves, become important as links in a chain of evidence.
Having examined the facts of this transaction and those beartion that she

ing on

it,

we

shall

now examine

viour spoke of them.

planations
“

all

We

the language in which our Sa-

shall see that his

remarks and ex-

point the same way.

Let her alone.”

Not

“ let her

go on ” as some think most

agreeable to the expressionin the original, but “do not molest her”
as the context requires. For the action is spoken of as completed.
“She bath wrought,” “ she hath poured,” “she did it,” “she hath
done.” The state of mind which alone gave importance to the
transaction was already fully indicated. Even if the action had

been incomplete, it could not have been of the slightest consequence (except to her feelings) whether she finished it or not.
“ Why trouble ye the woman?”
Implying not only that she
was right, but that they should have seen that she was so themselves.
The severity of our Saviour’s tone agrees much better
with the theory that she understood, believed and acted upon his
predictions and explanations of the Old Testament, and that
they ought to have understood and believed them too, than that
her act was only an ordinary expression of reverence. It reminds us of the reproof, for exactly the same want of understanding and ’faith in the same predictions and explanations
“ O
which he gave the two disciples on the way to Emmaus.’’
and slow of heart to believe,” “ Ought not Christ to have

fools

*

See Alexander on Mark.

'•

Luke 24

;

25, 26.
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not necessary that

So Jesus once said

to Peter for not seethe apostles did not now see, “ Get thee

Mary did and
behind me, Satan.”"
Severity of tone in Jesus was usually for
unbelief, approbation for faith.
Though they ought to have known it themselves, yet he condescends, as he so often did, to explain why they should not
trouble her, and the propriety and intention of the act they had
ing what

just seen.

“

She hath wrought a good work upon me.” The word
work ” in modern English raises in most minds an idea of
something done to produce an effect on something or somebody
else, and the phrase “ on me ” increases the impression.
But
he could not have meant that the work was good on him in the
sense that food, clothing or shelter would have been. As used
in the Bible, work is synonymous with action without the limit“

ing association. And the w'hole phrase is equivalent to “ She
hath done a good action,” or rather “ a beautiful action ” respecting me, wliich avoids the misleading effect of the other
phrase, as if some such effect accounted for his approbation.
Mary’s act was good, not lor any effect on Jesus or for any value
in itself, but only for what it expressed or implied in her
that
is the love expressed, the faith implied.
It was good in her respecting him. Its value was not in something done to him, but
something shown in her. This is so evident when once pointed
out, that it seems to require an apology for mentioning it.
But
the erroneous impression created by the use of the phrase
“good work upon me,” steals into the mind unless we guard
against it, and assists in the usual misunderstanding of the
drift of our Saviour’s remarks.
Having stated that her act was good, he turns aside to answer the objection that her waste, as they called it, abridged
;

'

their ability to benefit the poor.
“ For the poor ye have with you

always, and whensoever ye
ye have not alw'ays.” This,,
but for the reasons already given, might seem to mettn “you can
benefit the poor at any time, me only now.
The contrast, however, must really be, between opportunity for a good act towill

ye can do them good, but

me

» Matt. IG

:

23.
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wards the poor any time by doing them good, and a good act
towards him in bodily presence by such exhibition of love and
faith as could on'y be made then.
The power of Mary’s eye to penetrate through the mists of
worldly prejudice, impenetrable to every other eye in that twilight period, would have no room for exercise when those mists
should be cleared away after his ascension.
“ Me ye have not always.”
If Mary did not know this, it
would have had no tendency to justify her.
It may be said that Mary’s faith could be shown any time,
and so that could not be the cause of approbation. This objection lies equally against her love which could also be shown any
time.

Having answered their objections, and stated that she had
done a good action, he explained how and why it was good. If
she only meant to express her reverence, the act would have explained itself, no explanation by our Saviour would have been
necessary, as none was given in the case of the penitent in Luke.
The difference between his remarks on the two occasions shows
that the objects of the actors were entirely different.
“ Against the day of my burying hath she kept this
literally,
‘‘
She hath kept this for the day of my preparation for burial.”
If one is said to keep a thing on hand against, or for, or unto, a
certain occasion, it means that he supposes the occasion will or
may arise, and that then the thing will be wanted. It is plainly
implied here that she expected his death, and that it might fall
to her to prepare him for burial, so she kept the perfume on hand
To
for that purpose, with a view to his preparation for burial.
keep a thing for an occasion cannot mean to keep it for some
other purpose, or no particular purpose, and to use it unconscious
“ She hath kept” may possibly also allude to
of that occasion.
her not using it even for her brother.
No argument can be
founded on this, but the illusion if real would only be relevant
on the supposition that she intended to use it in preparing him
for burial.

poured this ointment on my body she did it
The second word translated “ for ” in such a
connection as this means “ with a view” to or “ with reference
to ” or “ with intention ” decidedly expressing purpose.
The
word translated burial, is a verb in the infinitive, “ to prepare
'•

for

For

my

in that she

burial.”
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for burial ” also like other infinitives expressing purpose.
The
whole later clause is equivalent to “ she did it with the intention

The Euglish translation so plainly
to prepare me for burial.”
expresses that her purpose was to anoint him for burial, that not
one in a thousand, untrammelled by commentaries, would think
The Greek,* if possible, expresses it still
of any other meaning.
more plainly. The thing spoken of is the object of the action,
This is a very different thing from
to prepare him for burial.
being just in time for it, or “ it is
burial,
or
answering
for
his
its
”
she did it for my burial, as so many commentators arbitas if
rarily and gratuitously assume and interpolate.
We do not depend on verbal niceties, though on our theory
every word in all these descriptions and explanations has a
propriety it would not otherwise have. We depend on the’ great
and obvious features of the facts and explanations.
But if Mary knew Jesus was to be crucified, and so it was
doubtful whether his body would be buried at all, how could she
be said knowingly “to prepare him for burial”?
The object of anointing a dead body was to show affectionate
attention to it while yet possible, which was before burial.
It
was natural that in speaking of it, this object, so well understood,
should not be expressed, but that the occasion for it, the approaching burial, should be so the phrase became “ prepare for

—

burial ” instead of “

pay the last attentions before burial.” And
this conventional phrase would be used whether the further
opportunity for attention would be prevented by burial or in any
other way.

Besides

Mary

doubtless remembered Jesus’ prediction that

he should “remain three days in the heart of the earth ”* and
the prophecy that his grave should be with the wicked or the
rich,^ and so expected some kind of burial, though an ignominious one at the hands of his executioners, such as was customary
after crucifixion in

Judea.

“

She hath done what she could ” suggests a contrast between
the thing done and something else that she would have done but
found she could not, and that she had come as near to as possible. She would if she could have anointed his body after death
* \Ve are indebted to more than one able Greek scholar for explaining the force
of the original.
Tis. 53: 9.

Matt. 12; 40.

32
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she now supposed that impossible, and came as near to it as she
could by anointing it for burial before death, as he explains in
the next clause. If the clause under consideration as quoted
from our authorized version, and understood there as in all other
versions we can find, does not express the true sense of the
original, still the circumstances and the other explanations show
the same intention and the same modification of

it,

as this ex-

commonly int^-rpreted corroborates.
“ She is come aforehand to anoint my body to the burying,’’
or as Dr. Alexander has it, “She undertook to anoint my boJy
“ She is come” does not of course exfor burial beforehand.”
pression as

but it is a common expression for setting
about the execution of a purpose. That purpose here is ex-

press locomotion,

pressed by the infinitive following “ to anoint

my body

for pre-

The intention to accomplish a purpose
can hardly be expressed more unmistakably, than by saying
paration for burial.”

that the actor in question undertook to accomplish

about

its

it

or set

accomplishment.

And yet all the comments we have ever been able to find or
hear of deny any such intention on her part, or that she knew
of Jesus’ approaching death
and speak of the action only as
opportune, or of prophetic import, or as a suitable preparation
for his burial, or as answering for that purpose, and assume
that .Jesus did not mean what he said, but spoke “by accommodation.”
The only reason for rejecting the obvious meaning of our
Saviour’s language, which seems so plain, and which there are
such good reasons for accepting, is, that it cannot be supposed
;

that Mary was superior to the Apostles, and so that she could
not have known what they did not know. It is to support this
assumption* that so much perverse ingenuity has been used to
avoid seeing what is in plain sight, and in hunting up other
meanings which the language is compelled to bear, and thus in
making this instructive history mean nothing or next to nothing.
Assuming that the Apostles were at all times oflBcially superior to all other persons, it does not follow that they were at

any time, much
* Did this

less at all times, morally or spiritually superior

assumption originate with

Apostles’ shoes, to avoid imperilling their

Apostles?

those

own

who c'aimed

superiority

to stand in

the

by yielding that of the

,
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The Apostle Jndas was officially superior to
does not follow that he had more faith or more
Their superiority was not in that respect. On the
sincerity.
contrary, Mary’s moral and spiritual superiority over all of
to

all

others.

Mary, but

—

it

them at that time is shown on the face of the narrative. She
was approved, and they were reprimanded for differing views
about the same act, which shows that she was right and they
were wrong, and therefore inferior to her in that class of things
to which faith belongs.
So Simeon and Anna and John the Baptist, and perhaps the
stationed at Capernaum, had had more faith or
Centurion
more correct views than the Apostles had at this period.
So Stephen seems to have been in advance of the Apostles a
the time of his death. The wonder is not that Mary understood and believed, but that the Apostles did not. If we know
nothing about it, we should suppose it more likely that they
had great faith than that she had. But we know they had not
the phase of faith in question even for some time after the
There is no antecedent improbability that she
resurrection.
her
acts and the comments on them prove affirmahad it, and
tively that she had.

The extraordinary

distinction accorded to

Mary shows extraAs faith

ordinary superiority of some kind over everybody.

was

measure

in other cases the

the presumption

is

It is just possible

of our Saviour’s approbation,

that she was superior in faith.

by using much violence
some one

pressions used by our Saviour

to force

on the ex-

the

following

of

meanings
1st. That Mary kept this perfume on hand providentially, but
not intentionally, ready to prepare Jesus for burial, and used it
so that it answered for that purpose, though she did not know
it; such. preparation being the import of the action, though
not the purpose of the actor.
2d. That her actual motive being good, Jesus gratuitously attributed to her an additional good motive, which she had not in
fact, perhaps analogous to the imputation of malice by the
common law to a person while committing felony, accidentally
:

killing another.

3d.

That Jesus only intended
‘

MiUt.

8: 10.

to say that her action

Luke?

0.

was of
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prophetic import,” speaking to the senses of the Apostles, as
Cummings supposes.

Dr.

4th. That his approbation was really for her generous love,
which being apparent needed not to be pointed out, and that his
reference to his burial was only for after effect, and to show that
her expression of love was opportune.
5th. That his death being uppermost in his mind, what he
said about it incidentally took this shape from the action of the

woman.
Though

it

seems almost ridiculous

thing that

is

so evident on

its

to-

argue in favor of a

face as Mary’s, intention to an-

oint Jesus for burial, yet as that is so universally denied,

we

pro-

pose to show that that must be the meaning of the language of
our Saviour, and that no other meaning can be the true one.
We shall first speak briefly of the several possible interpretations that have been devised to avoid the true one.
1st. The subject Jesus explained was the conduct of an inIn such cases, unless the contrary appears, the
telligent agent.
action described should be understood in its relations with that
that would be irrelevant.
agent, not with something else
;

When

such an agent is said to do a thing for or unto an effect,
the intention to produce that effect must be understood, unless
the contrary appears from the nature of the case or from
qualifying expressions. The potter makes “ one vessel unto
honor,” that expresses his purpose. By a sort of paradox in
language, such an agent is sometimes said to do something unto
a result, without or even against his intention, but that must

appear from the context or the necessity of the case.

But

in

the explanations of Jesus there is nothing in the nature of the
case or in the context, to show that the intelligent agent had

not the intention the language expresses.
2d. We know of no precedent in the Bible for crediting a
person with one good or bad act he had not done, because he

had done some other

one.

Mary’s act was of prophetic import and she did not
know it, that could not have been mentioned in her justification.
If she did know it by the gift of prophecy only (of which there
is no evidence), the commendation awarded to her was inordinate, for that gift, far inferior in God’s sight to the grace of
faith, was (if she had it) common to her and many others.
3d. If
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for love only, or mainly,

approbation was inordinate, for great love was common to
many, and the supposition is opposed to the whole explanation.
5th. We cannot impute to Jesus any such confusion of mind,
the

or recklessness of language, as this supposition implies.

None of these supposed meanings are naturally expressed or
suggested by the language. They all gratuitously assume that
Jesus ‘'spoke by accommodation” in an unliteral, secondary,
semi-figurative, or paradoxical sense, that he did not mean what
he said, but something different. On the other hand, language
could hardly be found more unmistakably to express the intention we suppose Mary had, than the language actually used.
No person would be likely to think of any other meaning than
the one

body

we claim

for the language, unless

under stress of some-

else’s authority.

No one

has a right to assume a meaning not expressed by
its obvious sense, or deny a meaning that is so
expressed, without affirmative evidence from the context or
elsewhere, that the former is, or that the latter is not, the true
meaning, or without some necessity. In this case there is absolutely no such evidence and no such necessity.
The writing
is pure narrative, and we are not to expect in it any mystical,
secondary, or unusual meaning. The obvious sense of the language teaches no error, and no contradiction, and, we elsewhere
show, no improbability. On the contrary, the presumption,
from the extraordinary distinction conferred on Mary, agrees
with the inferences from the language understood in its obvious
the language in

sense.

A moral agent is entitled to approbation or justification on
account of an act indifferent, and of no value in itself, only by
what he intends to express or accomplish by it, or by what it
implies in him.

The object of Jesus’ explanations was to justify Mary by
showing some connection between her act and his death. She
was right, “For she did it with a view to prepare me for burial.”
But if she had no reference to his death, and did not know she
was preparing him for bulial, then such connection and such
preparation imparled no moral character to her act, and did not
tend to justify her. If it was fitting he should bo anointed for
burial, she was entitled to no credit for a fitness of which she
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knew nothing. No act or expression is right or wrong for an
unknown fitness or association or significance or consequence.
She must have been commended for what she did mean, not for
something she did not mean for what was intentionally expressed by her, or something implied in her, not for any unknown
import of the act itself. Caiaphas was none the better for his
;

—

unconscious evangelical prophecy* nor can any one be entitled
to credit for an act or speech effecting or expressing something
he did not intend to do or express, or that means something he
did not mean.—Any explanations not referring to Mary’s intention

wmuld have been irrelevant and no justification.
Our excuse for insisting on these truisms is that they are set
at naught in every comment on this subject that we have been
able to find.

Of course anointing Jesus for burial was no more praiseworthy
him out of reverence. But if the ointment had been applied to his body after death, according to the
custom of the times, probably no one would have objected, nor
probably w'ould any one w’ho knew of his imminent death and
the probable non-recovery of his body have objected to anointing
him beforehand. By declaring that she did it for this purpose
in itself than anointing

Jesus probably gave to the disciples a reason why according to
But if he did not mean that she
their own ideas she was right.
did it in view of his death then he failed to give the only reason
that was calculated to justify her in their eyes.
It

may be

was

said that the act

right in itself according to

funeral usages, and right in her for other reasons, therefore

Jesus approved. But the whole drift of his argument is to show
that she, not it, was right because it was to prepare him for
burial.
It may also be said that Jesus, in view of his own death, was
more appreciative of the kindness of his friends and so without
This is
any further meaning spoke of both in connection.
gratuitous, insufficient and oppose i to the drift of his remarks.
If Jesus only meant that this unction was opportune, just in
time for his burial, or would answer for his burial, it was a solemn announcement of a thing utterly unimportant; a conclusion
which must be rejected with abhorrence.
* John 11

:

19—52.
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Mary’s act only expressed reverence and humility

like the

penitent in Luke, the reference to his death would have been
irrelevant, or

if

made

would have been in a very

it

different

way.
If

Mary expected

Jesus’ death because his

life

was threatened,

or for any other reason short of faith in his word, though

might have

justified her before the disciples, it

it

would not account

on her, nor the extraortherefore infer such faith which

for the unparalleled distinction conferred

We

dinary order Jesus gave.

accounts for everything.

As

in other cases .Jesus’

the presumption

is

that

approbation was in proportion to faith,
his extraordinary approbation here

As that was shown by preparing him
and therefore by expectation of his death, it must have

implies extraordinary faith.
for burial,

faith in predictions of his death.
Jesus, as we shall point
out hereafter, was in the habit of announcing the object as well

been

as the fact of his death, i. e. to atone for sin. Mary must have
been familiar with such announcements. Their acceptance must
have given a more spiritual quality to her faith and heightened
our Saviour’s approbation. Not improbably this was “ his word”
which she heard when she sat at his feet and so accepting
“ chose the good part.”*
Three inspired historians quote each an explanation by our
Saviour of Mary’s conduct differing from the others. Each of

the three explanations, taken in its obvious sense, implies that
she expected his death, and expresses her intention to prepare

him

and each justifies her on that account. Each
and a different part and phase of her
plan, and a different step in its execution, from either of the
others.
One refers to the preparation made long before, one to
for burial,

refers to a different time,

the anticipation of the ordinary time for the action, the other

These three explanations, each comand each sufficient to justify her on
account of her intentions, form together one complete and harmonious statement, each part agreeing with, sometimes implying the others, and on our theory all are accounted for by the
history.
The numerous separate probabilities thus arising in
favor of our view strengthen each other in geometrical propor-

to its actual performance.

plete as to

some

points,

*

Luke

10

;

38 -42.

.
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If tlie natural meaning of any of these expressions can
be explained away, if “ as if ” can be gratuitously interpolated
in one account, the others remain.
From the prominence given to Mary’s act in the history, and
from the order to celebrate it “for a memorial” of the actor, as
no other personal act in the history of mankind is to be celebrated, it must teach something very important. As comrnonly
interpreted it teaches nothing or very little, and no comment
we have ever met with makes anything out of it. Many who
have felt compelled by our Saviour’s order to preach about it,
bound down by authority as to its meaning, have been exceedingly puzzled to find what to say about it.
Our theory gives to our Saviour’s language and to each expression of it, not only its natural and obvious meaning, but the
it makes one consistent whole out of the difnicest propriety
ferent statements in the histories, and the explanations of our
Saviour; it accounts for all the facts and the comments on them,
and especially it gives meaning and importance to the action
so often and so emphatically described, and it teaches a lesson
of the greatest importance.
Our view also brings out many
oblique and undesigned coincidences, tending to prove the history in general, and to prove the great doctrine of the atonement.
A theory making a harmonious whole of so many scattered
particulars, all when brought together fitting each other like the
notches on the severed fragments torn from the same sheet of
paper, verified at so many points by positive proof, harmonizing
tion.

;

with so

must be

We

much admitted

truth,

and haviug no reasons against

it,

true.*

shall

now

was intended

consider the great lesson which this account

impress upon us.
Mary believed just what her Lord said, because he said it
For this she was so commended, and the act that evinced it
was to be commemorated in her honor throughout the whole
to

world, and to the
* It

may

be said that

end

of time.

if .Jesus

had the object we suppose,

of the objects of the creation of light failed
eleetriciiy, till the

till

it has failed.
photographs were made

telegraph was used, both in our

ture, besides its plain teachings, contains

many

own

lime.

The

;

So one
and of

Bible, like na-

crude data, from which valuab’e

confirmatory and illusirative truth will be deduced.
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The world may smile at the idea of thus elevating this gentle
Jewess above all the heroes, sages, statesmen, geniuses, apostles, martyrs, great men and public benefactors that ever lived,
But the conjust because she believed what was said to her.
tempt for such an idea is contempt for the teaching of the
Infallible.

Even Christians may feel that though the simple faith which
enabled Mary to understand and accept her Lord’s predictions,
while everybody else failed to do so, was commendable, it did
not raise her so high above everybody else, and that the distincon her was inordinate.
between God’s estimate and ours.
To believe a thing that we hear, seems so small a matter, so
near doing nothing at all, a thing in which one seems almost
passive, that it requires much teaching, and a frequent presentation of extreme cases, to convince us and keep us convinced
that belief on divine testimony is the one condition of acceptance
with God and the amount of that belief the measure of our
spiritual growth and his approbation.
We suppose it was to impress us with his estimate of simple
faith and so to correct ours, that Jesus directed this unparalleled
honor to be done to this woman.
As we are so prone to be
wrong on this point, and it is so important we should be right,
Jesus gives this startling order to set us right and by bringing
this example often to our attention to keep us right.*
tion conferred

This

just the difference

is

Extreme as the representation

of the value of faith

may seem

confirmed by our Saviour's frequent expressions about it,
such as “Thy faith hath made thee whole.”' “Thy faith hath
saved thee, go in peace.”** “ O woman, great is thy faith, be it
unto thee even as thou wilt.”® “According to thy faith be it unto
it is

“All things are possible to him that believeth.”* “Whatwhen ye pray, believe that ye receive
them and ye shall have them.”** But these expressions, familiar
to us from childhood, fail to make their full impression on us.
thee,”'

soever things ye desire

But when we consider the province
value cannot be overstated.
•

Can

it

It is the

of faith w’e see that its

instrument by which wo

be that in some unevaugelical ago the meaning of our Saviour’s explanawas explained away to avoid Ihis conclusion?

tions of Mary’s act
<=

29.

Matt. 9
K

:

22.

Mark

Luke 8

9: 23.

'

:

»

48.

Mark

1 1

:

Luke

24.

7

:

50.

«

.Matt. 15

;

28.

f

Malt. 9:
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are united to Christ at first and so rescued from condemnation,
and that by which the Spirit subsequently gives every grace.
Salvation and every step of it being on God’s part gratuitous, all
we do is to accept. Acceptance is an exercise of faith implying
a desire for the gift and belief in the word of the Oflferer,

God makes it a point with us that we recognize the gratuitousness of salvation, and hence that we appreciate the faith which
accepts

it.

His teachings and discipline tend

constant tendency to depend on works.
W'orks

we might

If

to correct

our

we were saved by

well be surprised at onr Saviour’s estimate of

man does

so little, and it might be insisted that it
was Mary’s love rather than her faith that was so highly appreciated.
It was more important for our instruction that Jesus
should hold up Mary’s faith for our admiration, than her love,
that in which

the fruit of her faith, for our estimate of the value of faith needs
most correction.
Hut besides the purely spiritual effects and relations of faith,
it has most important natural effects, which all can understand,
and from w'hich we can see the justness of our Saviour’s estimate.

Reason, within the range of

its

vision here as elsewhere, finally

perceives the correctness of revelation.

With

and constant belief in God’s promises and threats,
always feel it their interest to do right and avoid
wrong.
Temptation would lose its power. Reljdng on God’s
providence, or at any rate respecting his commands, a thorough
believer would not attempt to attain good ends by improper
means, even though now by general consent they are considered
indispensable. With abounding faith, even if only intellectual
but real, crime would cease, and man would be at least externally
full

men would

righteous.

From such

considerations reason

is

compelled

to

agree with

revelation that faith cannot be over-estimated.

From

this

we

see that faith as a

rior to everything else,

means

or instrument

is

supe-

though as an end “ the greatest of these

is love.”'

Mary accepted
by a

Jesus’ statements in their obvious sense, or as

they should be understood.
to accept just what the Bible fairly inlesson taught us

fair interpretation

One

is

'

1

Cor. 13.: 13.
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terpreted says, to receive the teachings of Christ in their sim-

and definiteness, sharply and clearly forming a specific
and isolated system of religion. We are not to round off the

plicity

doctrines, or ignore, slur over, modify,

corners of

its distinctive

or explain

away anything 'clearly taught,

in order to

harmonize

with the spirit of the age or with any eclectic, half

it

compromise system, or universal

half divine or

Mary

human,

religion.

believed Jesns]and the Scriptures against the opinions

of the Church.

Her faith was not a sudden or momentary thing.
“ kept ” the evidence of it some time.

She had

It may be objected that this view of Mary’s superiority over
everybody else, this exaltation of an almost passive state of
mind over all the great acts that w'ere ever performed, tends to
encourage idle contemplation, when the Master’s service requires

vigorous action.

We

reply that the

Mary quietly

seated

same

faith,

working by love, that had once
and now prompted her to this

at Jesus’ feet

more active sister to “ serve,”
that afterwards led Stephen to die and Paul to work and Luther
to fight and Tyndal to translate,* and Edwards to think, will be

costly demonstration, that led her

sure to lead each Christian that

now has

it

to such meditation,

combat or action whatsoever, as
his opportunities, circumstances, idiosyncracies and the necessiThere is danger in these
ties of the time admit of or require.
study, teaching, giving, labor,

—

outward activity without inward pie:y there is
All will
little danger of inward piety without outward activity.
be carried along with the current, but each one with faith will
be an accelerating atom, each one without it, a retarding or
stirring times of

rather a disturbing atom, not so
rent as to give

The

it

much tending

to stop the cur-

a wrong direction.

lesson that teaches the superiority of faith

is

now

espe-

cially opportune.

Let

God
.

us,
let

;
.

-

then, pray for faith, for

us cultivate
,

ft,

it,
,

for

it is

our

it

is

own

,.

eminently the

* The credit of translating our English Bible was stolen from TjTidal,
the bishops, then by the king.

gift

of

act.
1

first

by
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These discourses have
of

diction

and

class of hearers
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SERMONS.*

a certain classic neatness and felicity

which are likely to please a large
and readers. This alone, however, would not

illustration,

secure a tithe of the attention they are

now

receiving.

They

have acquired an adventitious importance, which gains thousands of readers, from the ecclesiastical proceedings prompted
by some, and prompting others of them. Thus they and their
author have been litted for the time into a prominence and importance not otherwise belonging to them. Hence, the principles they inculcate, always more important than anymore accessories of style, are in the present case preeminently so.

great question then

is,

or poetic, in which they are arrayed, but

And

this underlies

The

not what are the attractions, linguistic

and determines

all

what do they teach

?

other questions concern-

ing them and growing out of them, whether more or less imminent and portentous, with which the Christian, and especially
the great Presbyterian public, are concerned. Compared with
this, the mere factions and persons embroiled in the local
strifes growing out of this and former causes, are insignificant.
Their miscarriages and blunders even, if such there have been,
are, though far from unimportant, of slight moment in compari-

—

son with this supreme question what does Prof. Swing teach ?
This we shall therefore undertake to answer as adequately as
possible in the space and time at

We

begin at the foundation

command.

—his views as to the possibility of

any certainty of religious or Christian doctrine or faith. He
“ When it comes to a search for perfect assurance, there
says
we soon ruin the moral world, for there is no perfect assurance
in it, or any part of it, and hence the logic which seeks that
assurance can only destroy. It must come back each evening,
saying, There is no virtue, no sin, no mind, no God.’ Perfect
:

‘

assurance
*

is

just as impossible to a free religionist or Atheist as

David Swing’s Sermons.

Chicago

:

W.

B. Keen, Cooke

&

Co.

1874.

Truths of To-day, spoken in the Past Winter. By David Swing, Pastor Fourth
Presbyterian Church. Chicago Jansen, McClurg & Co.
1874.
:
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is to

the Christian.
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therefore, that there is

no

moral idea of beauty, or love, or soul, that may not be denied,
and remembering, too, that the assurance that there is a God is
always logically equal to the opposite belief,” <fcc. Truths of
To-Day, pp. 189-90.
“ It is demonstrative evidence alone which secures uniformity
of belief, and hence any religion, any science, any theory
based not on such demonstrative evidence, must advance
through the world accompanied by the tumult of debate. Now,
among the theories whose evidence is not demonstrative, but
only cumulative and partial, Christianity, and religion at larg 2
are seen to be classed.” Id. pp. 133 -4.
Here lurks one of those plausible fallacies, of which the
author is as expert a master, as he is of sentences. By “demonstrative proof ” is usually meant mathematical or other forms of
apodictic proof, such as the d 'priori sciences, or sciences of
necessary truth, afford. Now, it is assumed in the above passage, that the only kind of proof besides this is “cumulative
and partial,” i. e., incomplete and inconclusive. But this is not
There are kinds of proof that are not necessary or aposo.
dictic, which are nevertheless complete and conclusive, for every
mind that will candidly appreciate them, but capable, nevertheless, of being disregarded or undervalued by those disinclined
Of this nature are all the proofs of religious
to receive them.
and Christian truth. This truth is, therefore, at once sure, and
evinced by sure proofs, to all disposed candidly to weigh them,
while they may be doubted or rejected by multitudes w'ho do
not like to retain God in their knowledge, and have this for
their condemnation, that light has come into the world, and
they have loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds
are evil.
This is undeniable.
Can we not be sure of the
being and attributes of God by proofs from nature even, which,
if not apodictic, are yet perfectly conclusive to every candid
mind, albeit such that Atheists can spurn them ? And, if we
cannot be made sure, by adequate and conclusive proofs, of the
being of God, is not the only alternative uncertainty and doubt
about it.
What then remains to us but to be skeptics or downright Atheists?
And must not the same result follow with
reference to our certainty of knowledge, or faith, in respect to
Revelation, Redemption, the divinity of the Bible, and every
,

—
514
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Christian Faith?
What then remains to us on
but a dreary skepticism as to the whole field of re-

article of the

this footing,

How contrary all this is to the
Presbyterian Church, the logical
possibility of any firm foothold or foundation for religion of any

ligious

and Christian

truth ?

Bible, the standards of the

we need not stop to show. What right has any man, on
such a theory, to demand of men categorically that they believe
that of which he himself is uncertain on pain of perdition to
obey the Saviour’s commission, “ Go ye into all the world and
preach the Gospel to every creature. He that believeth, and is
sort,

baptized,

shall
” ?

be saved

he that

;

believeth

not,

shall

be

damned
But we cannot pursue applications of this doctrine, which
might be made ad infinitum. We hasten to follow Prof. Swing
through some of his own applications of it. He says “ Hav:

ing in this brief argument found a ground
eration in the natural uncertainty of
in the fact that

men have

for religious tol-

human knowledge, and

persecuted their fellows most over the

smallest ideas, I would say only a few words against any form
of intolerance, even

when confessed

errors exist in their worst

Suppose the heretic, as the world calls him,
pronounces Christ an impostor, and denies the existence of
God, still, all the light that will ever come into his mind from
man will be along the chords of friendship, passing from the
better heart to his. Words spoken without bitterness, spoken
with the confession full and free of human equality, words
wreathed with friendship, are the only ones that ever penetrate
the soul. The man who hates us, and whom we hate, need not
speak. His words are like a discord. Thus the ill-will of the
old Puritans jarred, like bells jangled out of tune, upon the ear
of Thomas Paine, and each anathema from the Church only
separated him further from the presence and beauty of God,
Truths of
for God is not a God of discord, but of harmony.”
possible forms.

To-Day, 25-6.

We

can make nothing of this but a plea, from the uncertainty
of our religious knowledge, for tolerating those in the Church
who avow themselves unmitigated
if any such are found there

—

Infidels

and Atheists.

And

the argument

is logical, if

the pre-

We
mise of the uncertainty of all religions be admitted.
for, as to
see not what other construction can be put upon it
;
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we have opportunity, and speaking
men, no one questions it, and there is no
occasion to argue it. He illustrates his argument, moreover, by
What
the Puritan “ anathemas ” which repelled Tom Paine
America,
but
Protestant
those
inanathemas, pray, in free
volved in condemning infidelity and heresy, and excluding their
adherents from the communion of the Church ? Here, as his
wont, without incurring the responsibility of a direct, full, and
unambiguous assertion of all that his language suggests or implies, he takes good care to say nothing to guard against the
broadest construction of it. We gather from the above the inculcation of the maxim, that the necessary uncertainty of religious doctrine renders all separation of men from church fellowship, for any kind of religious error, unjustifiable. But this,
the duty of doing good as
the truth in love to

all

.

like all absolute skepticism, is suicidal

uncertain,

why

thing else about it?
utterly.

He

.

If all religious truth is

does Prof, S. undertake to assert this or any

says: “

Nay, on the next page he contradicts it,
are all bound to speak religious truths

We

in love, and to offer our fellow-men, not doubtful disputations,
but a place of forgiveness and peace upon a heart divine in
breadth and tenderness.” But if all we have quoted from the
author b© true, what have we to offer men but “doubtful dis-

putations ”

?

Other obvious consequences which flow from this destructive
principle appear in the sermon on “ The Influence of Democracy
on Christian Doctrine.” He tells us, “ A new method, divested
of authority and weighed down with rationalism and doubt, has
gradually displaced the authoritative declaration and warning
of yesterday. Christ comes, not announced by a simple herald,
but led by a spiritual and intellectual philosophy.” Sermons, p.
19.

“

When we come

out any standard.”

to moral ideas,

wo

are compelled to do with-

Id. p. 14.

“ Now, this is what I mean by the elasticity of a moral idea.
These notions are enlarged or contracted, according to the
genius of the generation that comes to them here or there. All
moral. ideas, from the conception of God to the most humble
duty all doctrines, from faith, hope and charity, to the notion
of heaven and hell,
suffer and undergo this sliding form of
measurement, and baffle all attempts to render a final and
;

—

exact expression.”

Id. p. 16.
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couple with this his cloctriue of “ eclecticism” in de-

termining what portions of the Bible are or are not inspired (see
p. 99), it seems to us that the residuum has “ elasticity of moral
ideas” enough, to set free from

all bondage to’divine “authority,”
or “ standards ” of any sort, outside of the likes and dislikes of

each individual; to insure the largest latitude and liberty, and
the least confinement within any limits imposed by any revelation or church creed, which the most fastidious skeptic could
Indeed, he gives us to understand that “God has so
desire.
fashioned the human mind, that all its myriad forms can agree

upon doctrines that

are most vital

— that

the quantity of in-

tolerance has always been inversely as the value of the doctrine,

the greatest bigotry always crystallizing around the least valuable idea.”

Truths of To-Day, p. 19.
to this, do all the most vital doctrines amount

What, according
to

?

How much

have

all

men

agreed about

What

?

are those

the denial of which the Christian church has most persistently
refused to tolerate, as being most fundamental, and therefore,

according to our author, of lowest “value?”
Christianity

is left,

when

these are repudiated

?

And what of
And what is a

preacher’s theology which rates this residuum above those on

which the Church has most insisted
These, it seems to us,
are self-answering questions, which go far to settle the position
of Prof. Swing, if there were nothing more specific.
But before descending to these more specific points, we think
no just estimate of Prof. Swing’s theology can overlook his fulminations against persecution for false doctrines, with flashes of
denunciation against the intolerance of past ages, duly depicted,
not only up to historical truth, but to the extreme point of hyperbole and caricature, which echo themselves in discourse
after discourse,

on the most varied

summer thunder-clap, from

topics, like the reverberations

hill to hill.
Backs, faggots,
thumbscrews, and even the long-exploded fiction of the “ Connecticut Blue Laws,” and ever so much more the like, are summoned to constant duty in this behalf. The question arises, what
dangers, or tendencies to such persecution, need to be guarded
against among Protestants of this age and country, and in the
city, oongregation, and
ecclesiastical
connection where Dr.
Swing preaches, that should have called forth such frequent
portraitures and protestations of this kind, even before the late

of a

;

.
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prosecution for heresy was begun? Of this each one must judge
for himself
ties for

when he remembers

that physical pains and penal-

opinions and their expression are things of the past

cannot now go beyond censure by the
which one belongs, or separation from it, and that the

that, at the worst, they

body

to

author contends that historical Presbyterianism is obsolete.
His constant endeavor is to make out that a distinction evidently
exists between “Presbyterianism as formulated in the past times
and Presbyterianism actual ” but he does not define what it is,
or show how he himself fairly comes within any limits by which
He says, “not
he bounds such “Presbyterianism actual.”
one tenth ” of the Articles of oar Confession of Faith “ have
been found false to the Bible, or false to the welfare of society.”
But he does not signify what articles are thus “ false ” in his
view. He does not appear to be aware that a selection might be
made of articles to be expunged, such that the removal of less
than one-twentieth would eliminate the Trinity, Incarnation,
and Atonement, the fundamental articles of Christianity. We
have, therefore, to look beyond these vague generalities to find
what are the specific doctrines in regard to which Professor
Swing stands in such relations, that he feels impelled to warn
and train the people against any want of tolerance toward those
who cannot accept or teach them.
We remark, at the outset, that Prof. Swing’s ordinary method
in these discourses is to attack the doctrines he dislikes by set;

up some caricature or exaggeration of them as the target
which he fires, and as the foil to show his own doctrines in
favorable contrast, often quoting some exceptional extravagance
of statement, mostly from writers unrecognized as Presbyterian or Calvinistic authorities, and seldom, if ever, miking
a true or fair statement of the doctrine he in this way stigmating
at

tizes.

For example. Prof. Swing never lets an opportunity escape for
denouncing all that series of Calvinistic doctrines included
under predestination or divine sovereignty. These, as expressed
in our standards, he characterizes as “ all those formulas which
looked toward a dark fatalism, or which destroy the human will,
or indicate the damnation of some infant, or that God, for his own
glory, foreordained a vast majority ol

death.

.

.

I

have declared

to

the race to everlasting

them that the Presbyterian Church
33
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behind those doctrines, and that her religion was simply
and not 'par excellence the religion of despair.”^
Truths of To-Doy, p. 319. The class of articles here caricatured
and rejected teach none of the things thus charged upon them,
although it is common for adversaries thus to reproach them.
Nor have these things been held more by the Presbyterian
Church of the past than of the present. Nor has the Presbyterian Church of the present repudiated the doctrines thus
misrepresented and maligned, whatever our author may have
Our religion is not fatalism, but one which “ delivers out
done.

had

left

Evangelical,

of the

bondage

sons of

God

atonement.”

”
;

of corruption into the glorious liberty of the
not “ of despair,” but of “ joy in God through the
As to Dr. Swing claiming to retain the Evangel-

depends on how much he means by “ Evanwhether he means what has been held in common by

ical doctrines, that

gelical

the bodies forming the Evangelical Alliance, or w’hat has been
held by the sects known as Rationalistic. This, if not already
apparent, will become so, in some degree at least, as we pro-

How any man can truthfully call himself a Calvinist in
any known sense of that term, who rejects the class of articles
above caricatured and held up to scorn, is not for us to show.
At this point, it is necessary to test one of Prof. Swing’s
criteria of Christian doctrine. In a sermon on “ Christianity and
“If any
Dogma” in Truths of To-Day, from John vii. 17
man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine whether it
be of God, or whether I speak of myself.” These words of
“
those which men can subjecc to exChrist, he construes thus,
the doctrines
perience are the doctrines which bo of God.
of Christianity are those which may be tried by the human heart,”
p. 74. Does he mean the human heart regenerate, or unregenerate? However this may be, and irrespective of the truth or
falsity of the above criterion per se, it is not the true meaning of
the text which is interpreted to utter it. That simply avers that one
truly disposed and determined to do God’s will, shall, in respect to
any doctrine on which such obedience depends, be effectually
taught of God, so as to know by adequate evidence whether
Him or not. This evidence may be experiit be from
mental, intuitive, revealed,
or deducible by obvious and
necessary consequences from what is so.
But it is not
confined to experience.
Nay, it may^ not be itself capable

ceed.

:

.

.

.
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experience, while yet conditional to

of

right experience.

all

That Christ is both God and man in one person, may
be implied in and underlie all right experience, and yet itself

Hence another idea
be incapable of being so experienced.
which Prof. Swing intermixes with that just discussed, that “ this
text

.

.

.

submits to us a method of learning not only the truth

of propositions, but the relative value of propositions,” (p. 69)
This and every other method of underminfalls to the ground.

Word

God, as the standard
and of subjecting this
Word itself to the test of our subjective experience, which often
means only our preference, is a reversal of the true order, which
receives no countenance from this or other scriptures adduced
to sustain it.
Having tested this criterion, let us now note its
application by Prof. Swing, in order, as is so olteu his wont, to
ing the objective authority of the

of all truth,

and

of

test of all experience,

question or disparage, without directly denying cei’tain funda-

mental doctrines, frequently discredited by him, as not divine
mere human dogmas. He says

truths but

:

“ The Tiinity, as fonually stated, cannot he experienced. Man has not
the power to taste the threeness of one, nor the oneness of three, and see
that it is ‘ good.
Man cannot do his will here, and know of the doc’

’

‘

‘

whether it be of God.’ It is not conceivable that any one will pretend
to have experienced three persons as being one peraon, tlie same in substance, and at the same time equal.
This doctrine belongs, therefore, to a
simple religion of fact, and not to one of experience and hence, the distance between that idea and the idea of faith and penitence is the difference
between a fact and a pei-petual law. But while human experience cannot
approach the Tiinity, it can a2 )proach the divineness of Christ.
Hence, Christianity bears readily the idea of three ofiSces, and permits the
one God to ap^iear in Father, or in Son, or in Spirit,
luid if the
three offices of God, as Father and Kedecmer and Siiirit, aie made more
prominent than the idea that these thriio persons are one God, tlicn what
mankind will need most, and use most, will be the thi-ee influences, God as
Father, God as Sariour, God as Holy Spii’it, and what he may make secondt’ine

;

.

.

ary is the enigma of the three in one, for why
are not conaiiicuous in the inspired guide ?”

—

.

.

.

make iiromincnt things
'IVtiths

.

of To- Day,

pji.

that

78-9,

81.

To

“ Over the idea that two and two make
this he adds, p. 18
uo blood has been shed but over the insinuation that
three may bo one, or one throe, there has often been a demand
for external influence to brace up the frail logical faculty.”
Wo
:

four,

also find

;

it

stated iu the Sermons, (p. 34)

“
:

It is not the Trin-
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but the doctrine of God.

the eternal possession of the Holy Spirit that

human

It is not

may shape

the

but the fact of an ever-present Spirit.” In our
judgment, the above sounds very like Sabellianism, which affirms only one person in the Godhead, acting by a three-fold,
manifestation or office for, although somewhat confused, if not
soul,

;

—

1. That such three-fold office is all that
to
known
or recognized in the premises. 2.
important
bo
is
real
Trinity of persons is that of “ three
doctrine
of
a
That the
persons being one person,” or the “ threeness of one and oneness

contradictory,

it

asserts,

of three ” in the

same sense, which involves a contradiction that
does not belong to the true doctrine of the Trinity, which means
threeness as to persons and oneness as to substance. Such a
contradiction. Prof. Swing justly says, “ man has not the power
to taste, and human experience cannot approach,” and, we add,
But the scriptural church
the human mind cannot believe.
doctrine of the Trinity
is

may

as readily be believed as that

man

body and spirit, and one as to bis perBut neither Prof. Swing nor his hearers can believe

two-fold in his nature,

sonality.

that caricature of the Trinity which his representations imply,

up of the “ doctrine of God ” as in contrast to the Trinity, and of the “ divine
omnipresence” in oppo.sition to the “possession of the Holy
Spirit” as moulding human life and shaping the human soul,
could not be done by one who believes in the real Trinity of persons subsisting in the Godhead, or in the proper personality and
office-w’ork of the Holy Ghost.
4. He declares that “ this docand

all its

adversaries employ.

3.

The

setting

trine (of the Trinity) belongs to a religion of fact (whatever that

may

But surely, the Christian reSwing we understand to teach
the divinity of Christ. But we nowhere find him asserting the
distinct personality of the Holy Spirit.
The Trinity is seldom
handled in this way by those who do not make equal invasion
on the Atonement and Justification, the true doctrine of Faith
and Works. How is it in the present instance ?
Our first remark is that while the Truths of To-Day have
sermons devoted to the specific topics of Righteousness, Good
AV’orks, and Faith, we nowhere find Justification defined or represented as being wholly on account of the sufferings, obedibe) but not of experience.”

ligion is

one of experience.

Prof.

ence, or merits, or righteousness of Christ substituted for those

:

of the believer
behalf.

We

who

find

no

trusts in

Him, and accepted by God

explicit acceptance of vicarious

by Faith alone

of Justification

;

or the

;
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—

first

in bis

atonement

spark of evidence

how such faith is the spring of good works and holy
that he deems such a faith, as did the cavillers
but
much
living;
of old, hostile to a holy life.
But if we do not find these, we
that he sees

one sided exaggerations of them, put
abundantly blazoned and reprobated, as
prevalent doctrines of the past, which the church, under the influence of modern culture, is now sloughing off. Thus
find the caricatures or

forth

by some

ultraist,

—

“ There was once a sect and they have not all gone from tlie earth yet
called SoMdians, because they expected salvation, because they
This sect
believed Christ had bestowed or could bestow that great boon.
had condensed the whole Bible into a single sentence, and all conduct into
a mental operation called belief, and hence their chief virtue must have been
that of placid expectation.
I know of no method by which we can
make works necessary or essential in a kingdom of perfect redemption or
In their joy over the newly discovered salvaperfect forgiveness.
tion by the mediation of Christ, some of the divines around Luther, with
Luther himself, declared that no amount of sin would imperil the soul that
should po^ss this marvellous faith. Thus at one stroke tlie doctrine of regeneration, and repentance, and sanctification, and love to man are cut
down as cumberers of the ground. The Bible is reduced to one sentence.”

who were

...

...

— Truths,

&e., pp. 105-6-7.

The most

charitable explanation of such language is ignorance.
mild rebuke of the preachers who use it to repeat to them
the Apostle’s language, “ For when for the time yc ought to be
teachers, ye have need that one teach you again which be the
It is

first principles of the oracles of God, and are become such as
have need of milk and not of strong meat. For every one that
useth milk is unskillful in the word of righteousness, for ho is a
babe.” Heb. vi
It can hardly be necessary to com12, 13.
ment upon this and much more the like, sprinkled plentifully
through the book. Does Prof. S. really mean to say that Pres:

life, proceed upon tho
theory that, however the chief of sinners are warranted to come

byterian or Calvinistic theology, teaching,

to Christ for full pardon, they are also warranted to continue in

or commit uncleauness with greediness, because grace thus
abounds to the chief of sinners? Can we not bo saved by grace,
without “turning the grace of God into lasciviousuess?”
Whence this superlative error that, if we are justified by fuilh

sin,

—

;
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alono, “ regeueration, repentance, sanctification, love to

man

”

away? What conceptions of faith and regeneration
must he have, who supposes that the former can be divorced from
the latter, or from the other Christian virtues which it is represented as destroying? And what of the pretence that it condenses the gospel into a single sentence? Might he not as w'ell say
are swept

that centering Christianity in Christ condenses

word or sentence?

Surely, one

it

into a single

who reasons thus must be

ignorant of the very rudiments of the doctrine of evangelical holiness,

which has

its

we may be

der that

very root in freeing us from the curse in orfreed from the power and pollution of sin
;

that passing from the spirit of bondage which is nnto fear, to the

adoption and confiding

spirit of

filial

we may serve God

love,

without slavish fear in holiness and righteousness all the days of
our lives that having these promises men may cleanse themselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holi;

ness in the fear of God; that sin

may have no more dominion

over them, because they are not under
that so the faith which

dead,

may

work by

not be alone, but

may

love, purify the heart,

fastness resist
faith

alone

known

law- but under grace
but without works is

maintain good works, nay,

overcome

This

the devil.

justifies,

the only kind of justifying

is

But Prof. Swing is
it, and

to Scripture or our standards.

constantly setting up some

may

world, and in stead-

tlie

distortion or overstatement of

from the good works of which it is the only living root.
forward good works, personal righteousness
and Christian morality as if at the opposite pole, and wholly inconsistent with it, and belittles it accordingly, holding himself up
tearing

it

He constantly brings

in contrast as the special

good works and morality.

champion of personal righteousness,
We do not see evidence that he ac-

cepts or even understands the expiatory sacrifice of Christ or

its

tendency to promote holiness. He tells us “ There is nothing
society so much needs, not as divine righteousness, but human
:

righteousness.”

He

Truths,

“There

etc., p.

117.

one special multitude of intemperate men,
and a large multitude it is too, which sustains full membership
in an orthodox church, in a church that surpasses all others in
asserting the divinity of Christ and an expiatory atonement. No
church can equal it in delineating the pains of hell and the joys
of heaven, and yet with all these cardinal doctrines flaunted on its
says

;

is
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banners and intoned by all its priests, tbe most profoundly
orthodox church sends forth from its bosom, especially from its
Emerald Isle, a swarm of human beings almost wholly ruined by
poverty, ignorance and vice.” We think it will be news to most
that the Eomish Church is “ most profoundly orthodox,” or
that “ the divinitj' of Christ and expiatory atonement, the pains
of hell and the joys of heaven ” are set forth and applied by
that church in their true scriptural import, or so as to exert their
normal influence, as understood by Protestants. They are neutralized by a false doctrine of justification and the opus operatum
sacramentarian theory.
We cannot understand any object of
such representations except to slur orthodoxy and the special
orthodox doctrines, there mentioned.
Indeed, he tells us. Sermons (p. 102), “ Faith in Christ would
be a phrase still indefinite, for not only has faith many forms,
but many forms also attach to the person of Christ. He was a
sacrifice, but sacrifices have many significations.
He was an
example. He was a mediator. Pie was an unfolding of the
divine image. Faith in Christ is a phrase which is at once seen
to be made of words that are like bits of colored glass in the
kaleidoscope, forming many pictures, and all very beautiful.”
This leaves us quite in the dark as to what faith is, and what is
its object even when called the sacrifice of Christ.
In his sermon on Faith, where we of course look for well con“ It will be necessary for a saving
sidered statements, he says
doctrine, in order to merit such a name, that it shall possess some
power to lead the heart back to virtue, and it should do this by
some natural law, because a perpetual miracle may not be expected unless a constant force acting naturally is impossible
Eeligion impresses belief into its service, because belief is a permasilk

:

.

nent law of intellectual

life.

Faith

is this

.

.

perpetual natural force.”

This implies that there is no medium between a natural force
and a perpetual miracle, thus ignoring or repudiating supernatural grace altogether, and making saving faith the mere acting
of a “ natural force.”
He further says, “Faith is not imposed
upon the human family, as a condition of heaven, simply by the
decree of God, provided for Christianity alone, a despotic shibboleth separating souls diflering only in
ability to

dhe gate

pronounce consonants, but

it

(ho ability or non-

enters the Gospel through

of reason or universal law written

by the Creator

;

the
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law that belief shall be the basis of all religious or secular life.”
True, Gospel faith is no despotic shibboleth, but is it not a condition of acceptance with God, of a kind “ passed for Christianity alone,” and in its nature impossible in any other religion?
Again, “ Faith is the drift of one’s heart and mind in morals.”
“Faith is evidently the soul’s attachment to a Being.” “ Faith
is the moral drift of the heart.
It is an inner genius ever
growing, ever self-developing.
It is an impulse of the soul, combining the two elements of a firm belief and a deep attachmentIt is therefore both an intellectual act and a sentiment. Truths, pp.240-2. Faith comes into Christianity thus not by an exceptional
decree of God, but by the universal law of nature.” “ Salvation
by faith is not a creation or invention of the New Testament,
but is a law that has pushed its way up into the Testament
from the realm without.” (p. 246.) This excludes such faith as we

know

of exclusively

by supernatural

the inworking of supernatural grace.
Christ by this faith, which

is

revelation, or come to by
“ The soul attached to

both an intellect and a passion,,

his likeness, and step by step
draws near to that salvation found in perfect virtue.” p. 25. This is
the only function and object of faith in Christ set forth which we
detect
admiring and loving his personal character, to be assimilated to it, as in the case of attachment to any great and good
person. But of faith in the substituted righteousness and expiation of Christ, in his blood shed for the remission of sins, the
faith peculiar to Christianity, we find nothing.
The most we
find is that it goes beyond other Christian virtues “in reaching
beyond this life and revealing a world where there will be no
sin and no regrets.” p. 252.
“ There is no evading the significance of the fact that in all
the days and hours of Christ’s life upon the earth, the doctrine
of good works was the cardinal idea in every speech, and even
in the most solemn prayer of Gethsemane.
If what is
called in exact theology, ‘faith,’ is the sum and substance of salvation, it is almost wonderful that the great Captain of our salvais

gradually transformed

into

—

...

tion, instead of setting forth this idea in his earthly discourses,
in

almost every case gave the impulse and sanction of his career

to the doctrine of an upright

and

religious

life.

.

.

.

The

alarm expressed by many pulpits, that many are relying too
much on a life of morality, seems to jar at once with all the

—
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•words of our Saviour,

which we

and with the events

Sermons,

live.”

Very much more,

of the sad times in

p. 103.

of like purport

and

effect,

tracted from these volumes, fatally false, not so

might be ex-

much

in their

averments as in the necessary implications?
real and intended, which, taken together,
meaning
both
and the
they convey. The assertion, however, that “good works was
single categorical

the cardinal idea in every speech ” of Christ, to the exclusion of
faith as the sole

sense in which

and

it

is

all-sufficient condition of salvation in

every

so set forth by Paul, and by the Keformed

and Presbyterian symbols {i. e., not as separate from, but as
causative of works spiritually good,) is utterly false.
Who more
emphatically than Christ instructs and commands his ambassadors to teach, that whosoever believeth on him shall have everasting life, while he that believeth not is condemned already?
Further, the implication is, that those who follow this example
of making faith the condition of salvation, do so in such a manner as to disparage the necessity of good w-orks and morality.
Everybody knows that aside
Nothing could be more untrue.
of Antinomians, as exceptional as Prof. Swing- himself, all
such insist on the necessity of a faith that works and evinces
itself by its fruits of holy living, and denounce any other pretended faith as counterfeit and dead. Is it possible that anybody can dare to claim that he is a “ New School Presbyterian”
and preaches “ Evangelical Calvinism,” who scouts the practice
of -w'arning many that “ they are relying too much on a life of
morality,” as “ jarring with all the words of our Saviour ?” Is
it not notorious, conceded even by such giant skeptics as Hume,,
that the preaching so stigmatized has been most remarkable for
the high morality which thrives under it?
We once heard a
preacher to a small secession from a Calviuistic Congregational
Church, which they deemed too “blue” and too much'giveu to excitement and revivals, assure his hearers that “ no man was ever
damned for his morality,” But it was never suspected that his
bearers constituted the portion of the people of the town most
noted for morality.
The following, from his sermon on “ Variations of Moral Motives,” is a sample of passages implying that the punishment of
sin was formerly the great motive to a holy life, but is gradually
giving

way

to the love of Christ as the constraining motive, as

:
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the truth in these matters could from age to age be variable

either in

by

all

itself,

that

being felt and obeyed
There was something in the times

or in the necessity of

embrace

Christ.

“

its

of Calvin and Luther, and on to Jonathon Edwards, that ena-

bled the motive of punishment to be very influential for good.
It is certain that the terror of the Lord
wdelded a
mighty influence on the past centuries and the same impulse
to virtue will always be extant and active but to the millions
of a subsequent age a new impulse is liable to arise, and expi’essiug itself in the words, the love of Christ constraineth us,’
may, for a time, be a complete universe to the existing heartThe horizon is daily swept by new clouds.”
If the time is at hand when men do not need to feel that sin
will be punished and that eternally, unless cleansed away by
Christ’s blood, then the breach between us and the Lniversalists will soon be closed.
And if there has ever been a professed
Christianity in w’hich the love of Christ was not the supreme
constraining motive, it had a name to live and was dead.
The passage to which we now call the attention of our readers is a sajnple of his dealing with another subject
God’s
agency in the Kingdom of Providence and Grace by a somewhat similar “ permutation of combinations.” The fallacy of
most of it will appear, if we ask whether the brain of man is the
only place where miracles ever existed ? and whether any superstitions of the past overlaid upon some extravagant view of divine, diabolic, or other invisible agency, will compare with those
now embraced by millions, most of them quite as broad in their
theology as Prof. Swing, in connection with spirit-rappings and
”
other forms of “ seeking to the dead ?
A more important criticism will follow the quotation
.

.

’

‘

.

;

;

‘

—

—

“ In the age preceding oui- own, reason operated chiefly in the domain of
Not having foimd the modern great premise that the universe is pervaded by general law, but having adopted another major premise, that God and Satan came forward each day with new and independent events of good or evil, the reason of that period busied itself in finding
in what dream or in what occurrence these mysterious wonder-workers had
last appeared, and what lessons were to be drawn from the miracles of yesterday or last night.
The great universe of law had not yet arisen upon
their intellects or hearts.
Such became their habit of expecting the miraculous that all ordinary events disgusted them by their monotony, and left them
the marvellous.

longing for a daily invasion from lawless powers of the

air.

*

•

*

To

—
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overthrow this base of reasoning, that the world was ruled by two powers,
God and Satan, who invaded human life afresh each day with events without human cause, and substitute a platform of law, making the world intelligible and its causes and effects in a degree attainable or avoidable, was an
immense task, for society had, in all its long career, been inwoven with and
entangled among the mysteries of superstitious belief, and to escape the
habit was like asking a new eii|^to make an entirely new order of souls. But
vast as the task was, it was undertaken consciously and unconsciously, and
rear by year -vdsions and di-eams and mii-acles and -witchgs and goblins and

ghosts were expelled from the only

of

man .”— Truths

irlace where they ever existed
To-Day,
of
pp. 185-187.

What

and what

—the brain

is left

unsaid here, leaves out of sight

rany divine agency intermediate

between establishing uniform

is said,

laws of nature on the one hand, and miracles which suspend or
counteract such laws on the other. It leaves out of sight the
providential agency of God, whereby through these laws, by ad-

them alone he brings
which would not otherwise come to pass even
as man, through his own reason and free will, does, on a small
scale, harnessing the very lightning itself to do his bidding.
It
leaves out of view also his supernatural grace, which operates
with an efficacy far above the human faculties, yet congruously
und concurrently with them, so that above natural power, yet
without miracles, God renews the human soul, even “ according
to the working of his mighty power which he wrought in Christ
when he raised him from the dead.” This “ power ” of God
has not yet ceased to rule the world. He has not abdicated his
throne. If he has, w’hat becomes of faith and piety ? “ What
profit is it that we pray unto him ?”
Prof. Swing says, in vindication of his rendering aid in the erec-

j'ustmeuts of his own, and possibly through
to pass results

;

tion of a Unitarian chapel, that

we can more benefit all classes, by
men ” that “ the modern pulpit

showing good
must communicate its ideas along the chords of friendship that
the names of Channing, and Elliott, and Huntington, and Peabody, in the pulpits of that sect, and the Christ-lives of thousands
“

will

toward

in the congregations of that

all

;

denomination, utterly exclude from

my mind

and heart the most remote idea that in showing that
brotherhood any kindness, I am offering indirect approval to
persons outside of the Christian religion and hope.”
Truths, etc.,
j)p. 314, 315.

This evades the

real issue, w'hich respects not the

judgment of

—
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is none of our prerogative, nor doing good unto all
we have opportunity, which is a Christian duty but the

persons, wbicli

men

as

;

promotion or the discountenance of principles. A thousand influences outside of a sect, and its avowed principles, may bring
persons within its pale under the influence of truths, and agencies

human and

We leave

all

divine, quite antag^iistic to these principles!

judgment of persons, of whatever

searches the heart.
the Unitarian

The question

is

sect, to

Him

who'

w’hether the principles of

body are such that evangelical Christians

and'

good Presbyterians can properly aid in the propagation of them..
If the above argument of Prof. Swing is good for this, it is good
for a great deal more, taking the premises he elsewhere gives
He tells us “I doubt not that Queen Penelope of the darkus.
land, and the doubting Socrates, have found at heaven’s gate a
sweeter welcome song of aqgels than greeted the ear of Kussia’a
;

but false-lived queen.”

brilliant

“ even

if

Sermons,

p. 34.

Also that^

Stuart Mill stood nominally outside of the Christian re-

sense in which he stood, not by choice but
by necessity, within the boundaries of the New Testament.” Id.,
Even if this be so, would it be proper to give aid and
p. 118.
comfort to the promoters of Heathenism, Infidelity, or Atheism ?
ligion, yet there is a

To

aid in building heathen temples or infidel club-houses?

unless

tems.

we on the whole approve the propagation
Shall we help propagate Unitarianism ?

Not

of these sys-

We must bring this

painful survey to a close. Prof. Swing avers
was styled before the Union, “ a New School Presbyterian.”
Truths, efc.,p. 313. But as this occurs only in his formal
plea upon his trial, we charitably presume it to be by advice of
himself, what

—

counsel, like the plea of “ not guilty,” a technical

mode of putting

not within the platform of
liberty in doctrinal matters established by the reunited Church.
Certainly, nothing known to history as recognized New School

his prosecutor to the proof that he

is

Presbyterianism, or Old School Presbyterianism, or Presbyterian-

ism or Calvinism of any sort, answers at all to the portraiture and
the treatment given in these volumes of Christian doctrine,,
as respects the inspiration and authority of the Word of God, the
possible certainty and certain knowledge of religious and Christian truth, the whole department of the purposes and decrees of
God the Trinity, the respective offices of the Persons of the
Godhead, in our salvation, the vicarious sacrifice of Christ, the

—
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Spirit, the nature of

saving faith, of good

works, and the relation of both to justification, to say nothing of
what is hinted and what is omitted in regard to eschatology, or

ways of jostling all these subjects out of place by
and what is not said, what is suggested or intimated
without the responsibility of express affirmation. We have been
conversant with the controversies between the theologians
known as Old School and New School in both the Congregaeven the chiefest of them nay,
tional and Presbyterian bodies
we sat at the feet of Gamaliel. Dr. Nathaniel W. Tiiylor was
the only teacher in theology whose lectures we ever attended.
We have not the slightest hesitation in saying, that, had any one
imputed such views to him or to any of the recognized expounders
of any recognized form of New School Divinity, Congregational
or Presbyterian, he and they would have indignantly repelled it as
A calumny, and justly so. Prof. Swing’s peculiarities are outside
the points in controversy between the two schools.
And very decidedly are they outside of any theological platform or basis understood by either party to be included within
the manifold

what

is

said

—

the covenants of Reunion.

—

This admits of easy demonstration.

For the present it is sufficient to refer to the successive documents and discussions by which the mind of each church became known to the other, and sufficient mutual confidence was
brought about to induce reunion.

We

refer to the successive

on the doctrinal basis of the two churches, by Drs. Hodge
and H. IB. Smith, the Protest by Dr. Hodge, and its Answer by
Dr. Shedd in the O. S. School Assembly of 1868, to the discussions and resolutions of the celebrated Philadelphia Convention
as related to this subject, and, above all, to the manner in which
these were received and understood by all.
Says Dr. J. F.
“ Both of the admisStearns, {Am. Fres. Uevicw, July, 1869)
sions of Dr. Hodge, and the denials and assertions of Prof.
articles

:

—

Smith, tended to the same results the conviction of the substantial oneness of both bodies in receiving and adopting (the
italics are his) the ConfessiDu of Faith, in the true, honest,
liberal, common sense, and Presbyterian signification of those
words;” and this ao ho makes fully appear, was conceded on all
hands to bo “ the Calviuistic or Reformed sense.”

Not only want of time and space, but other considerations
prevent our touching th trial of Prof. Swing, of which we have
)
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had only fragmentary newspaper and hearsay
fine ourselves to the authentic record his

afford.

We now

reports.

We

express, therefore., no judgment about the

or the conduct of the various parties to

con-

own published volumes
it.

Indeed,

all

trial,

parties

concerned in it are of no further account to the church at large
than as they represent principles which are liable to be incorporated into her future life. And, in regard to these, we will only
say 1. That our church will not add a plank to her acknowledged doctrinal platform which will hold such theology as these
volumes promulgate, and that every attempt to wedge in such a
plank will be resisted to the last. 2. The same church is opposed to and will discountenance needless and litigious prosecutions, which are not necessary to preserve hei; fundamental

—

principles, or are persisted

beyond the necessity

in

of the case

And she will hold those
work where made necessary to a

for securing this indispensable result.

called in Providence to this

reasonable, but not an unreasonable, responsibility for any rashness or other

unwisdom of procedure which needlessly jeopards
As to the application of these principles

the cause of truth.

which, in the long run, cannot but prevail, it must, for the present, be left to the Christian conscience and judgment of the various persons

and courts called

to act in the premises.

Since the foregoing Avent to press, the following editorial leader has appeared in the New York Evangelist of July 2. It bears so many marks
of expressing the dehberate judgment of that important portion of the

Church whose oihnions

are likely to find responsible

we copy

pression in this way, that

and representative ex-

it entire.

THE CHICAGO

TRIAL.

“ During the j>rogress of the trial of Professor Swing by the Chicago Presbytery,
we abstained from much comment on the case, preferring to wait until the whole
matter was before the public. And now we see no occasion for entering into the
controversy, though it may be well to sum up the results so as, if possible, to allay
the unhappy strife.
There is no necessity for embroiling the whole Church with
what, in
1

We

some of

its

aspects,

suppose that there

is

is

local

and

personal.

a general acquiescence in the decision of the Pres-

Swing on the charges as presented. Many impartial
on reading the charges and the evidence, were
convinced from the first that this would probably be the result. For the PresbyTo eonvict a man
tery was sitting as a court, and was restricted to the evidence.
of heresy, and of ministerial unfaithfulness, ought to require uneqitivocal testimony. If such indubitable testimony be not alway.-* demanded there will be no end
of the stirring up of strife. The charges against Professor Swing were definite ;

bytery, acquitting Professor

persons, aloof from the excitement,

;
,
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The charges were very positive, the proof
was often inferential, and sometimes negative. For some of the specifications
there was hardly the form of proof
The verdict, not proven, was judicial and
justified.
A court is in a very different position from a private person, or a partisan
the evidence was essentially indefinite.

who
“• Often, at his very loose, decides
That which long process could not arbitrate.”

we

bound

add that the Presbytery,
and to a Christian
brother, would also havdToeen justified in reminding Prof. Swing that the attitude
of a Presbyterian minister towards “ the system of doctrine” which he has pledged
himself to maintain, ought to be clear and definite. Ambiguous and general phras2.

While holding this to be the

in the exercise of

eology

is

its

discretion,

not enough, especially

case,

and in

when

feel

to

faithfulness to itself

serious charges are publicly made,

and

opportunities given for reply in person.
3. It does not seem to us well advised on the part of the Presbytery to give its
seeming sanction to the position that the present case is a revival of the former Old
and New School controversy. Some of the same xioints may be remotely involved,
but the weight of the charges, the real elements of the controversy, are on quite

other lines, and involve other doctrines

—

as, for

examp)le, inspiration, the Trinitj%

We

do not think that Prof. Swing would have been brought
to trial had he simj^ly held to the Auburn Declaration had he held only the views
of Barnes, Richards, Duffield, and Beecher.
We have no fear that former Old
the incarnation,

etc.

;

School

men

of course

we

will

now bring formal accusations against men like these.
know how to meet them. But -we protest against

shall

old fight on the ground o'f this trial. There is no need of it.
4. It was equally inopportune to bring up, in connection with
the Revision of our Confession.

It

it,

If they do,

reviving the

the question of

could not have helped the accused very much,

was on trial under the Standards as they are. And we have but just reunited
on the basis of these Standards we are negotiating for union with other churches
on that same basis.
There is a time for everything and some things are

for be

;

;

untimely.
5. We earnestly hope that Professor PattPn, upon sober second thought, will
waive his formal right of appeal to the Synod. Nobody doubts his zeal or ability
He must, we think, have exonerated his own conscience. We do,
or orthodoxy.
not see that any real good can be effected by continuing the process, but rather
harm in many wa3's. Who would like to bo held responsible for plunging the

whole Presbyterian Church into a conflict, where old animosities may be quickened, and fresh dissensions engendered ? He has no sufficient reason for it_; nor
should we care to have the ecclesiastical x)olitics of Chicago dittused through our
whole Church. Providence seems to indicate what we ought chiefly to aim at viz.
that on the basis of our doctrinal and ecclesiastictd Standards, our reunited

Church should be thoroughly organized and go to work for its Master. If it can
be avoided, we ought not to be turned aside from this main object, especially
where we run the risk of reojrening and deeisening wounds that have been just
healed over.”

KEMAKK3 ON THE FOREGOINQ.
1. While a considerable portion of our church deem the substance of tho
whole or jjart of the charges brought by Prof. Patton against Prof. Swing
sufficiently proved by the evidence, yet, in view of the considerations x)rc-
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sented under the

first
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head above, we believe the great majority

body would not have complained
not sustained by the evidence

of

our

of a simple verdict that the charges were

provided the course indicated under the
2d head of this article, i, e., of censuring Prof. Swing’s modes of statement,
and cautioning him again.st their repetition, had been adopted by the
;

Presbytery.
2.

It is very clear

from what

is

said under heads 3d

and 4th

of this article,

that the attempt to legitimate Prof. Swing’s theological statements, or their

equivalent in the Presbyterian Church, either

by

identifying

them with

his-

New

Schoolism, or any fonn of doctrine whose toleration was provided for in the covenants of Reunion, or by that revision of the Standards

torical

which has been proposed

for such purposes,

must

fail.

It will not

be

ac-

quiesced in by the great body of the denomination.
3. As we apprehend the matter, it is not in the power of Prof. Patton, so
long as the verdict of the Presbytery remains unaltered, to prevent “ the ecclesiastical politics of Chicago,” as embodied in this case, from going up to
the higher courts, and so far forth more widely implicating the church.
For the record which the Presbytery has made, containing the objectionable

features above specified, must, unless corrected

by the Presbytery

itself,

go

before the Synod for reriew, while the Synod’s record in the premises must

go up to the General Assembly for inspection and revision.

It

is,

of course,

impossible that these principles should pass unchallenged in these bodies,
or

fail to

arouse the most strenuous efforts to procure their disavowal

highest court which takes action in relation to them.

by the

Unless, therefore,

the Presbytery change their record, we do not see that the option or the re
sponsibility rests with the prosecutor, of further agitating or not agitating

His only option thus far is a choice of methods, viz. whether in
judgment a formal appeal or simple review of the records
to be attended with the best results.

the case.

his conscientious
is Likely

:
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VIL— notes ON CURRENT

Art.

Scotch and American

TOPICS.

Theological

Seminaries.

A

LATE number of the British and Foreign Evangelical Review conan elaborate article on this subject, by Professor Milligan, D. D.,
one of the accomplished delegates from the Established Church of
He had before
Scotland to our General Assembly at Detroit, in 1872.
contributed a valuable article to the same periodical, on our American
Colleges.
These are the result of the investigations which he pursued
with great assiduity and success, on these matters, during his visit to
this country.
In the present article he first gives the leading features
and statistics of our American Theological Seminaries.
He passes
from these to the Divinity Halls of Scotland, and to those suggestions
concerning their defects, and the needful remedies, which such a survey
tains

of the training schools for the ministry in both countries naturally

broad and penetrating mind.
Some of his statements
improving ministerial education there, may be pondered with profit on this side of the water.

opens up

to his

and proposals

He

for

speaks of the religious care of the students in our principal col-

if it were in salutary contrast with the academic instiOld World, but as deserving special notice in its bearings on
the Christian life and culture of the students in our theological seminaries.
“ In that singularly diversified continent
a continent, too, without any

leges not only as

tutions of the

—

established church, so often regarded on this side of the Atlantic as the

sheet-anchor of
opinion

public

‘

all

stability— there

religious

is

more

one

at

imbuing college training with
This feeling might be expected
theological seminaries,

students

is

and

it

the
to

does

more

still

The

Christian

encouraged with the utmost care.”

We

of

faith.

in regard to the

In them the religious

nothing more excites the wonder of European
irreligious,

necessity

the
the

of

spirit

prevail

so.

no point on which

is

on

than

life

of the

have observed that

visitors, religious

and

than this feature of the great mass of our American colleges.

delegates to the late Evangelical Alliance, both from Britain and

the continent, were alike

numbers of the students

amazed and delighted as they found
in the colleges they visited

frequent voluntary attendance on prayer meetings.

Froude, skeptic that he
that of

all

is,

on

were

that large

in the habit of

And

the historian,

his visit to Princeton College, declared

objects of interest pointed out to

none so much interested him as the

him

in that seat of learning,

“ Philadelphia

34

room,” and the con-

)
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We

slant voluntary assembling of the students there for united prayer.
trust that this Christian

element

No

never be laid aside.

will

this distinction their glory

is

our American colleges
matter what else they gain, if they lose
in the training of

departed.

While we see much room for improvement in our theological education, and would constantly strive towards a higher ideal, yet we see no
reason to dissent from Dr. Milligan’s conclusion, rendered after careful
inquiry into the means and results of our ministerial training, as a whole,
notwithstanding any invidious or disparaging comparisons that may
have been made to its disadvantage; “ The effect may be easily anIn no church in the world is there a better and more
Christian or more active and zealous body of men than are the ministers of the Presbyterian Church in the United States.”
Let no man take

ticipated.

our crown.
Dr. Milligan lays great
Divinity course, which,

At

ourselves.

all

stress

if less

on

three glaring defects in the Scotch

conspicuous, are not wholly wanting,

events, they throw

light

among

on some points much contro-

verted here.
1.

The

period of theological study in Scotland

more broken than
in the one,

churches,

with us.

and four years

is, if

not too

ble the student to

do

is

much

“ Five months out of twelve,
in the other of these (the

brief, at least

and

shorter

for three years

Free and Established

too broken, a period of study, to ena-

justice to the difficult

and extensive subjects which

he ought to master before he leaves Divinity Hall, and enters upon that
life of ministerial action which generally leaves him little leisure for

Could the studies of winter be steadily prosecuted during
the evil might not be so great.
But that can seldom
Labors of other kinds then almost invariably occupy a stube done.
dent's thoughts ; so that the whole period of his preparation for the ministry is reduced to fifteen or twenty months, and these again divided into
further study.

the

summer months,

sections separated by intervals so long that

much

one of them must be forgotten before

resumed

We

ing.

are

much

it

is

of the

work done

longer than with us.

Instead of five months, seven or eight

these not being quite continuous, the longest recess enjoyed

much

It

is

;

and

too short

occupied.”

turns out that in order to remedy

provision must be
fessors,

is

temptation to labors foreign to those with which the college

(seminary) course
2.

any

have already seen that in the United States the periods of study

are usually assigned each year to college (seminary) attendance

to offer

in

in the section follow-

somewhat

made

for the

after the

majority of students,

it

this,

according to Dr. M.,

support of theological students and pro-

standards and methods in vogue here.

The

seems, require these long vacations to labor for
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can be aided by some fund like that provided by

our Board of Education to sustain a more continuous prosecution

The

studies.

hundred

professors also receive so small a stipend

—

dollars a year

—

need the long recess

that they

of their

sixteen to twenty

eke out their

to

In regard to the principle of beneficiary aid to
“ The
indigent candidates for the liiinistry, it is no novelty in Scotland.

support in other ways.

old Session Records of the

Church of Scotland

from the Session funds to candidates

wanted

is

not the introduction of a

and the

consolidation,

We commend
believe

nary ministry

men

among

never

will

from

all

sions
life

is

one already long in

on

it

is

existence.’’

who do

not

while

we

the other hand, that a merely eleemosy-

command

“We

the confidence of the countiy.

The

it

would be absurd

real way, too, to get

to speak of 'giving assist-

good men

to see that the profession itself, shall afford, in

which

What

,

ranks of society, and from those ranks, therefore,

whose case

others, in

ance from without.

.

candid consideration of those

quite agree with Prof. Milligan,

need

.

principle, but the extension, the

boards to aid ministerial education,

organized

in

new

better application of

this to the

all

are full of grants given

for the ministrj'.

opens up,

for all profes-

the situations of

encouragement to make men think of it.
amazing what difficulties will be surmounted,

sufficient

Let this be the case, and

it is

who would
and the hard
places, in our church, are nobly filled, alike by the sons of rank and
affluence, and by the sons of poverty who were aided by the Church so to
qualify themselves for their office as would otherwise have been impossiwhat

trials

endured, what unexpected help discovered by those

fain pass into

its

ranks.”

We

rejoice that the high places,

ble.

Closely connected with, and partly resulting from, the foregoing condi-

M. alleges that
make contributions

tion of the Scottish Divinity Schools, Prof.

ure on the part of their professors to

tliere is

a

fail-

to theological

literature, or to lift their students to a plane of knowledge and thinking
commensurate with the wants of the times. They have, as he claims,
made some creditable contributions to exegesis and preparation for ex-

pository preaching

little to theology, apologetic or systematic, at its points
of contact with forms of skeptical antagonism which are ingrained into

modern thought,
this failure is

;

especially in the

minds of the young.

ter than treatises

on

divinity.

traditional ruts, or

controversies,

and

He

its

modes of handling

presentation, run too

to sub-

much

in

great doctrines formed by the

in adaptation to the skeptical antagonisms, of a former

age, instead of those

mind.

cause of

Hence, the ministry, not merely as

stance of doctrine, but as to the forms of

mere

One

the necessity of working for their bread at what will pay bet-

which now possess and often master the youthful

holds, that from the theological seminaries as fountains,

and

;
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through the ministers they
as

lief,

is

it

we want

train as channels, the fallacies of present

growing in the minds of the young, should be exposed

unbethat

;

ministers mighty, indeed, in the Scriptures, but mighty, also, as

thinkers and reasoners,

and thinkers
but

[July,

—such

as can be

in the professor’s chair

know it as
know it as

:

formed only by robust reasoners

who

shall

know

not only

the truth,

related to present as well as past forms of opposition to

it

be able to “commend it to every man’s conscience in
’’
the sight of God; “ in meekness to instruct those that oppose themselves,
so

if

to

God

peradventure

will give

them repentance

to the

acknowledging of

the truth.’’

To do
try,

this,

they must be students and thinkers

then eminently in their preparation

;

if

such in the minis-

If these are unavailing without piety,

substitute for this.

out them

will

practical,

ad captandum

There is no
mere piety with-

for the ministiy'.

Much

less will any mere superficial hortatoiy^,
on which tco many candidates are tempted
We quite agree with Professor Milligan “ One flash of Christo rely.
tian insight, therefore, which shall so light up an old truth that it shall
commend itself to thoughtful men as new, and true to present needs,
would be in our day worth a mission church. One great work of Christian theology, true at once to God and man, would be worth a host of
laborers with all their journals and diaries, and pigeon-holes in the

not

suffice.

gifts,

:

church-offices of a metropolis,” valuable as these unquestionably are.

These views

find

abundant confirmation

in all the long

pastorates of leading churches in this country.

tained by mere showy or superficial' olf-hand
fruit

and

influential

They have not been susgifts.
They have been the

of abundant study, and penetrating thought, which have produced a

steady stream of sermons, not merely sound and evangelical,

aglow with “logic on

manded

fire,”

which have reached, and

the intellects, the consciences

the foundations for

all

this

and hearts of

stirred,

but

all

and com-

their hearers.

And

have been laid in the teaching and study in

our divinity schools.

The General Assembly.
The

great subject before the late Assembly, which occupied

expected

The

—

full

half the session, was the consolidation of the

conclusion

—as was
Boards.

reached, with a near approach to unanimity, was in

substantial accord with

the views expressed in our last number.

The

Assembly preserved all the separate collections as hitherto, being unwilling to leave any of the present causes, or the absolute amount
contributed to the benevolent work of the Church, to the hazards involved in lessening the number and the distinct objects of our several
collections.

To

prevent

friction,

the Sustentation cause

is

now placed
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under the Board of Home Missions, and that of the Freedmen is to be,
end of five years. Some minor details, such as having but one

at the

Treasurer for the Board of Education and for Ministerial Belief, styling

what has been called the Colporteur, the Missionary work of the Board
After the amount of discussion
of Publication, were also adopted.
which this subject has had for years, in and out of the Assembly,
and the degree of unanimity and cordiality with which the result was
reached, it strikes us that it may fairly and wisely be regarded
as settled for at least a considerable time to come. A sufficiency of criticism is needful and healthy nothing is so sacred as to be above it
But beyond a reasonable limit it becomes paralyzing. We know men of
They
great ability whose self-criticism is so severe as to disable them.

—

dare not attempt to reach their own ideal. Christian giving withers
under incessant criticism and censure of its methods as wasteful, and
Yet this should not shield abuses or faults from
its objects as useless.
exposure.
But after thorough search and adjudication by the Church,
relief before the people
it should be the effort of all to set in strong
the merits of these causes, rather than to constantly blazon their sup-

posed demerits.

Many

At the worst the former

vastly preponderate.

came before the Assembly, roost of
which were disposed of wisely, while some suffered for want of that adequate discussion, which the great number of them, the size of the
body, and the amount of time consumed with the subject of consolidation, rendered impracticable.
The result of all the agitation of the
other important subjects

limited term of service in the eldership

is,

that

an overture goes

Presbyteries for ratification, permitting churches that desire

membership

in

to

the

to elect

more than

elders for a term of service not less than three years, not

any one time, and these then to remain eligihigher courts. This so recognizes the perpetu-

one-third to go out of office
ble to

it,

at

of the office, along with the limitation of the term of service, that

ity

be more satisfactory than any other measure yet proposed,

will

it

to all parties

the church.

in

We

were sorry that the formula

for the

admission of church

bers was disposed of by indefinite postponement;
perfectly true, as Dr. Nelson said, that

is

all

churches would have equal

liberty to

if

it

adopted, or not adopted,

use or not use

this,

we think the adoption of
;
few amendments, woitld have promoted uniformity and
formula not anti-scriptural

mem-

because, although

yet

cr any other

it,

with

some

fitness in this

service among us ; at all events, would have facilitated the disuse
and disappearance of many heterogeneous and un-Presbyterian formulae that have crept in among us from other communions.
*

A

scene ever memorable and

“a

joy forever,”

was the formal and
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recognition by the Assembly

express

Brookes, of

St.

Louis, and

some

others,

[July,

paper framed by Dr.

of the

who had been

in the

Declara-

and Testimony Synod, of Missouri, while that body remained independent, but did not go with it to join the Southern Assembly.
The
speeches of Drs. Nelson, Musgrave, Brookes, and especially the mutual
greeting, on the stage, between the latter and Judge Drake, over the
chasm of past estrangement that had seemed incurable, afforded a rare
occasion of solemn gratitude and jubilation, in which we rejoice. We
trust it may open the way for correspondent results.
Yet, we must say,
that we should be sorry to think any adequate occasion had been given
in our Church to warrant a demand upon us, as a condition of entering

tion

our

fold, that

we

profess our belief in the plenary inspiration of the

—

unless some claims
made, but not sanctioned widely or authoritatively, might be
supposed to give color to it. Perhaps, however, where there have been
such abounding causes of prejudice and misapprehension, it may have
been proper to stretch beyond ordinary proprieties to obviate them.
But while we would meet all approaches of our alienated Southern
brethren in the most generous manner, without standing upon mere
punctilio of any sort, we doubt whether past experience establishes the
wisdom of initiating measures, like appointing committees to the South-

Scriptures, or our sincere adoption of our standards

recently

ern Assembly, or soliciting committees from that body,

aged thereunto by some indication that the measure

will

till first

encour-

be welcome to

them.

The

question of reducing the representation, in order to reduce the

Assembly is so urgent, that, notwithstanding the difficulties
which surround it, it was very properly devolved on a committee to diThis
gest a plan for this purpose and report to the next Assembly.
thing must be faced.
The rapid growth of our Church, the prospect
size of the

of sooner or later incorporating other Presbyterian bodies, render
absolutely impossible to long preserve

and
it

is

judicial body, or to find

for

a fortnight,

quite too unwieldy

derly.

unless

its

communities able and willing

some method

of

Noisy demonstrations reached such a

The Assembly

ition of all manifestations

of applause or censure.

But

it

itself at

would have been as easy

It

become even disorpitch that some of the
to

the pastors of the churches in the

protested against them.

for a time.

to entertain

reduction be found.

now, and sometimes tends

fathers in the body, as well as

it

character as a deliberative

city,

length voted a prohib-

This had some

effect

to stop the flow of the

Mis-

of some excellent but

irre-

sissippi, close by, as to repress the outbursts

pressible brethren.
All this leads, especially

when aggravated by want

of time, and by
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difficulty of

who

the multitude

man
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speak at the right time, among

crave a hearing, to frequent hurried and impetuous

which does not always express the deliberate judgment of the
Several members felt it so important, that no action changing
the hitherto accepted relation of women to speaking in promiscuous
meetings of both sexes should take place, without more thorough and
action,

body.

ripe discussion than

obtain the floor, to

was then and there

move

possible, that they sought

that the whole subject of

to

woman’s true place

conduct of public religious exercises, be referred to committee,
General Assembly. But the eflbrt was vain. We
believe this would have been a wise disposition of the subject.
The vote placing responsive services under the condemnation of the

in the

to report to the next

Assembly occurred

in

this wise.

It

was reported during the

last

Assembly, by the Committee on Church polity, after a
series of recommendations on other subjects, so clearly right, that they
carried the house unanimously without debate, as fast as the moderator

hours of the

This went through in the same manner, before

could take the vote.

those not in sympathy with

As

done.
jority,

fairly

aware of what had been

to judge, a large minority, if not a

would have opposed the resolution, had

Many

suddenly for thought.
in their

sort

were

it

we were able

far as

own

churches.

it

present said they had something of the

many who,

Others, including

our-

like

selves, are personally averse to the practice, nevertheless think

matter in which churches should be

molested in the use of
deprives them

of

the

it,

ma-

not shot by them too

by declarations adopted

claim

to

deference

it

a

;

or at least not

in a

manner which

left to their liberty

properly belongs

that

any deliberate declaration of the highest court of our church.
subject of a cheap religious paper to be issued by our Board
was disposed of, after discussion had exposed some of its formidable
difficulties, by proposing to the Board of Publication to make, if possito

The

ble,

such a modification of the Presbyterian at Work as

It is

doubtful whether

it

will

cellent paper of the qualities that

are requisite to

its

The Assembly

now adapt

it

to

its

special work,

and

success.

entered heartily into the proposal,

alized, of a pan-Presbyterian council of delegates

byterian churches in the world.
result in great

meet the want.

will

prove possible without depriving that ex-

now

likely to

from

all

be

re-

the Pres-

Such a convocation can hardly

fail to

advantage to the cause of religion generally, and of Pres-

byterianism particularly.

Many

other topics engaged the attention of the Assembly, which

•have no space to note.

we
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To OUR Contributors.

We

must ask them

be patient and thankful that they are freed from
We had expected to insert some articles
in this number which have been waiting their turn, but our space becomes unexpectedly occupied by matter that could not be postponed,
to

the perplexities of an editor.

or that got a prior insertion through a misunderstanding of our instructions

by the

printer.

It

constantly happens that the hastening or delay

of the publication of articles does not depend so
tents, as their capacity of

or the

Review.

once, lose

all

Some

their

much on

their con-

being postponed without injury to themselves

articles,

aroma and

of great importance

force

if

delayed.

The

if

published at

interest

and value

of others are not thus transient and special to the time and occasion..

Some
topics

of the highest intrinsic value can better be deferred, because the

they treat have either directly or indirectly

treated in our

own

or other familiar pages, or because

prior engagements to others.
jection of

We

many

less

means

to

recently

we are under

Like considerations determine the re-

articles, w'holly irrespective

can publish but a portion of what

mined

been

is

of their intrinsic merits.

offered.

This

is

often deter-

by the absolute ability of the articles, than what we judge to
be their fitness as to due variety, and adaptation to existing exigencies,
to meet the wants of our readers.
To decline an article is by no
undervalue

it.

—
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Art VIII.— contemporary LITERATURE.
Theology.

By James Freeman

(^ommon-Sense in Religions a Series of Essays.
Boston James R. Osgood & Co.

Clarke.

:

many of

is among the foremost of Boston
As might be expected, therefore, with him
the religion of common-sense is substantially what is known as Unitarianism,
with a decided repugnance to the doctrines known as orthodox or evangelical,
especially as these are deformed by some sly or glaring distortion or caricature.
The late Dr. Nathaniel Taylor gloried in founding the peculiarities

Dr. Clarke, as

our readers know,

Unitarian preachers and authors.

upon common-sense

of his theology

demerits,

— a theology which, whatever

its

merits or

leading features quite antipodal to Unitarianism, especially

in its

is

by Mr. Clarke. The Scotch philosophy, as systematized by Dr.
way of eminence, the philosophy of common-sense
yet, while it is for substance our own philosophy, we must admit that it
has been vehemently controverted by intellects the highest, and no way
From all which it appears that partideficient in this supreme endowment.
sans and sects are very apt to arrogate for their tenets the authority of primary
as set forth

Reid, claimed to be, by

axioms, intuitions, or the dicta of common-sense.

quod

Whence

Unaquceque gens, id legem

that no real headway is
any religion is according to
common-sense, till we have: i. An accurate and testing definition of this,
term 2. also of the several criteria which distinguish the real thing from
counterfeits of it
3. likewise of its proper sphere and authority in religion,
especially a religion divinely and infallibly revealed.
The author is at fault in all these respects. It often means, as Hamilton
has shown, either subjectively the faculty of knowing intuitive truths, or

naturcE putat,

didicit.

gained in supporting

the

pretension

follows

it

that

:

:

objectively the

and sagacity
est

sum

known

;

or, in

such truths to

degree of such sagacity without which one

second meaning
sions
to

of the truths as

in the application of

is

that which chiefly

comes

in discussion that

is

volume.

And

or, finally, that low-

The

But here, again,

it is

essential

the criteria of such truths should be

duly stated, vindicated, and applied in testing them.
in this

:

non compos mentis.

into consideration in such discus-

— the truths intuitively known by our race.

any certain progress

another view, practical tact

affairs

We

see nothing of this

then as to the proper province of common-sense in

are left wholly adrift, which readily
“ The Christian Church has usually
preferred the authority of Scripture to that of common-sense, and would
perhaps regard it as below its dignity to follow its Master on this too familiar

deciding questions of revealed religion,

appears in such deliverances as this

path.
But
and appeal

it

in

may be

we

:

permitted sometimes to lay aside our scholastic habits>

religion to the daily business of

mankind.

This

is

what we

^42
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shall attempt

here.” p.

Scriptures are the

Word

[July.

What confusion of thought is
God they utter immutable truth

13.

of

here!
is

;

How

it

If the

not the

can common-

common-sense, then,

to

receive

sense do otherwise than “prefer

its

authority, ” especially in those mysteries

dictate of

human

of revelation, which unaided

How

as such

it

?

reason or common-sense can never dis-

it as “ below her dignity
Master in this too familiar path,” or to speak of bowing to the
Scriptures as one with “scholastic habits,” or, as if by making the Bible our

cover?

to follow

absurd to think of the church regarding

its

supreme authority
gating from our

God, we were
own proper sphere

in the things pertaining to

own common-sense

in its

therefore dero-

!

is “ unable to believe any
and “ common-sense replies
they are not mysteries, they are absurdities.” Yet he tells us “that the soul
and body are united is a plain and intelligible proposition and we all believe
it.
How they are united is a mystery,” pp. 24,-5. But how is this more
“ intelligible,” than the terms of the proposition, that the one God subsists in

Dr. Clarke repudiates the Trinity, because he

propositions the terms of which are unintelligible,”

;

three Persons?

Are not the subject “One God,” and the predicate “sub? And do not the Scriptures asGod, the Son is God, the Holy Ghost

sisting in three persons,” severally intelligible
sert that
is

God

is

one

—that the Father

God, and do they not ascribe

manner both undeniable and

to

is

each of these the qualities of a person in a

intelligible

as the author says of soul and body.

How

?

There

is

they are united

is

a mystery,

no more absurdity or contra-

diction in the one case than the other.

The

author, however, while he readily admits the undeniable mysteries

in nature, not only rebels against those of revelation, but, with an antipathy
to

them

so irrational as to be almost absurd, avers that

never be the same as a concealed mystery. ”

“

“ a revealed truth can

When people

of revealed mysteries they speak of a contradiction in terms

of common-sense

is

this?

If

God

in nature

can reveal

of things each by itself intelligible, but in the
ble,

why

not in His word? If we

may know

mode

therefore speak
”
What sort

1

to us the co-existence

of their union unintelligi-

the fact, but not the manner, of the

union of soul and body by the light of nature,

why may we

not

know

the fact

of the union of three Persons in the one substance of the Godhead, of the

human natures in
human agency in conversion,

divine and

Person of Christ, of supernatural and

the one

how these are, by the light o^
Are not all the pleas to the contrary inconclusive and even
puerile ? Such revelations, however, weigh little with those who, like our
author, believe in no infallible revelation, in no inspiration of the Bible beyond
that which “ makes the man of genius, the man of science, the discoverer,
without knowing

revelation?

No

the statesman, the poet, the prophet.
in this

world without inspiration ”

;

or

great thing was ever accomplished

who deny

that true religion requires

“ any faith in an infallible Bible, in an infallible Christ,” p. 91.
While the author thus has his combativeness aroused against each and

all

of the articles usually recognized as distinctive of the orthodox or evangelical
system, and hurls at them the old missiles which only recoil upon himself, he
writes with far greater force

and with

his

wonted

felicity

when he comes

to the

—;
:
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His arguments against materialism,

defence of truth.

idealism,

monism,

pantheism, in favor of real substances and causes, created and uncreated,
and of man’s immortality, are well put and, notwithstanding his abhorrence
;

of Calvinism,

we think the

following testimony which he

is

constrained to

arguments against it, and all his caricatures of it
“ Calvinistic piety, which sees in God an infinite personal will, a sovereign
The religion of Calvin has done
ruler, certainly awakens reverence and zeal.
a great work in emancipating the soul from all other fear than the fear of God.
It has made martyrs and confessors of religious and civil freedom in all lands,’’
“ By their fruits shall ye know them.”
This will do.
p. 280.

bear quite outweighs

all

his

Blending Lights
Natural Science, Archceology, atid History, to the Bible.
By the Rev. William Fraser, LL.D., Paisley, Scotland. It is designed
to furnish inquiring young men with an antidote to errors not only widely
prevalent, but armed with somewhat of that undefined and factitious, yet
More effective that all intrinsic evidence
potent, influence known as fashion.
for them with multitudes of young sciolists, not to say scientists, is that which
enthrones so many unseemly and unhealthful follies in dress and manners

The

fir

Carters have given us an admirable volume,

the Relations of

the fear of being out of fashion.

This book excels

in the accurate

statement of the real issues between

gion and the Bible on the one hand, and skepticism planting

or pseudo-science on the other
false issues

and

;

itself

reli-

on science

and, moreover in the successful elimination of

irrevelant or inconclusive arguments.

To

find the real

and often sweeps away at a
stroke a vast parade of plausible and confusing arguments which, under all the
pomp and circumstance of pretended demonstration, are shown to prove
nothing better than ignoratio elenchi on the part of their propounders. This
invaluable work is done with signal success in this volume.
Hence its proofs
and reasonings are doubly convincing and impressive, because they are so

questionis

half the battle in any controversy,

is

entirely in point while they traverse the whole range of issues that are both
real

and important.

All truth, wherever found, whether in the domain of science or religion,
must be admitted upon adequate evidence, by all parties if found in the
domain of science it must none the less bind the assent of the Christian, and,
if found in the sphere of religion or made known by revelation, it must none
1.

;

the less bind the scientist.
disloyal to

it

elsewhere.

many

He cannot
No truth can

be loyal to truth

in

one sphere who

contradict any other truth.

The

is

atti-

and of some
“All
argument and all effort are forever at an end, unless truth, all truth, be precious, so precious that in the legitimate pursuit of it we may and ought to put
forth our utmost strength, and in defence of it, when found, incur the utmost
tude of so

religionists

in

scientists in ignoring religion or revealed truth,

disregarding truths of science,

is

quite indefensible.

hazard,” p. 13.
2.

As

there can be no real conflict between any truth of revelation

Sruth in science or philosophy, and as

all facts

and

and any

realities are truths, so there

544
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can be no

between these

conflict

facts.

The

[July,

can be only " between

conflict

the inferences of the philosopher and the interpretations of the theologian.’^

a great point gained

It is

if all

view, that the controversy

the

is

parties can

be made

to

keep

this distinctly in

not about things indubitably proved, but between

inferences from, or interpretations of those things, confidently put

fallible

in this

Between any two of these, conflict may arise, because both
is true and the other false.
Numerous instances are recited
volume in which human tools have been found imbedded in strata which,,

many

geologists confidently asserted, conclusively proved the existence of

by men.

forth

are false, or one

the pre-historic era, while in the end they turned out to be of

in

Any number

manufacture.

new and

finding a

many

of

of analogous cases of alleged geologic proof of

man

the pre-historic antiquity of

man

Roman-

have been similarly exploded by ultimately

right interpretation of the facts supposed to prove

it.

So-

forms of opposition to Scriptural tenets founded on similar misinter-

pretations of the facts alleged to sustain them.
3.

of

Hence

all

follows the impossibility of at once demonstrating the

harmony

the facts of religion and science, because there must often be long and

patient waiting for the true explanation which

evinces such harmony.

But

when such true explanation is reached, this harmony must and will appear,
and all apparent contradictions will disappear. Faith should not therefore
_

be shaken by any present seeming discrepancy between

facts in science

and

doctrines of revelation.
4.

This

is all

fore, natural
fect,

more

the

so as the natural sciences are incomplete and, there-

theology must have an imperfect foundation and be

itself

imper-

while, Christian revelation being complete, the supernatural theology

founded upon

must be much nearer perfection than the former.

it

Christian scientists should be slow to

admit alleged

Hence

scientific conclusions

and wait till they are thoroughly
and trying to torture the
“Christian apologists,” says Dr. Fraser very

hostile to received interpretations of Scripture,
sifted

and

tested before rejecting or accepting them,

Bible into accord with them.

“have

forcibly,

to

supposed

often egregiously erred, not only in accepting statements as

facts,

but in admitting the reasoning which has been eagerly

founded upon them, and

harmony with what

in

making a

fruitless

attempt to twist Scripture into
“Isolated or

science itself has afterwards disowned.”

unexplained facts have been too often dragged in to give testimony against

some

Scriptural statements,

and have been too easily held sufficient to push
its tru th, which history or science or

aside those accumulated evidences to

both had indisputably established.”
5. On the other hand, it is impossible so to separate science and religion
that either can ignore or treat as false what is proved true by or in the other
that we can allow that to pass for truth in science which contradicts what is

—

supported by the unquestioned testimony of
able to say,

is

in

one sense

true,

God

in His

Word.

It is

fashion-

was not given to teach
certain that what God there

that the Bible

It is no less
and that no genuine science can deny or refuse to recognize it,,
as Dr. Fraser well says, “although not given to teach physical science^

science,

affirms
for,

and

i.e.,

is

truth in scientific form.

true,

;
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the Bible cannot contradict either
•V.

We

facts or its

legitimate inferences,”

and

cannot contradict the Bible rightly interpreted.

V., these

cannot stop

to

treatment of

brilliant

its
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point out the methods of the author’s powerful

geology, archaeology,

chronology,

ethnology,

and
and

Darwinism, as related to the points of religious and Scriptural truth they are

employed

impugn.

to

He

clearly proves that

Darwin eliminates purpose and

design from the evolution of the universe he advocates, p. 89.
A very fundamental element in such a discussion is defining the proper distinction

between the natural and supernatural, and proving the possibility and
Some eminent writers, including Bushnell, the Duke of

reality of the latter.

who have confounded, in their efforts to clear, this disby the author, who makes important contributions

Argyll and others,

tinction, are duly criticised

to the true elucidation of

He

it.

matter and mind, however in

The

includes in nature

its

all

that

is

created, both

origin supernatural, because incapable of

that which is done by a power above
by immediate forth-putting of divine
energy, to bring to pass, what the substances, laws and forces, thus far
created are of themselves unequal to.
So the original creation of the physical
universe, the creation successively of the several grades of inorganic and
organic beings, which never pass into each other by any mode of self-evolu-

originating

itself.

supernatural

the natural as above defined,

tion,

i.

is

e.,

God’s providential superintendence of the universe, the Incarnation,

Resurrection and Ascension of the Son of God, miracles, inspiration and the
regeneration of the

We

know

human

of no better

soul, are supernatural.

vade-mecum

for

young and inquiring minds than

this.

Scribner,

Armstrong

&

Co. have brought out some highly important con-

which the press now teems, and
an overmatch for the boastful skepticism of
the day, as did the famous Christian defences of the past and early part of the
present century prove an antidote to the c’eism and infidelity then rampant.
One of these is The Superhutnan Origin of the Bible Inferred from Itself,
This is
by Henry Rogers, author of the celebrated Eclipse of Faith.
timely.
Beyond all doubt the most immediately conclusive evidence of the
divinity of the Bible is that which it so contains in itself as to enforce the conviction on all candid minds, that its authors “spake as never man spake.”
This divine imprint on its face puts all to whom it comes under instant obligations to receive and obey it on pain of perdition.
The author of this volume has skilfully detailed and graphically portrayed the manifold points in
which the Scriptures differ from all productions of merely human reason in
which human reason, left to itself, or making fictions of its own, whether selfdeceived or intending to deceive, would and must have written in a totally
different strain.
As the Bible therefore cannot be of man, it must be from
God.
tributions to that apologetic literature with

which

is

as surely proving itself

—

The same house

A

ha\ e also published

Modern Doubt and Christian Belief

Series of Apologetic Lectures Addressed to Earnest Seekers after Truth.
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By Theodore Christlieb, D.D. Translated, with the author’s sanction, chiefly
by the Rev. H. U. Weitbrecht, Ph. D., and edited by the Rev. T. L. KingsM.A.
The paper read by

bury,

the author on the subject treated in this volume before

New York

the Evangelical Alliance in

electrified

other did, and was universally conceded to be

admirable productions there delivered.

It

that vast assembly as

primus

inter pares of

presented as

much

all

no
the

of the very

quintessence of this grand volume as could be compressed within a twentieth
of the space, yet so, that with

with a constant

unlearned.

Its

who knew

the disadvantage of speaking out of his ver-

all

it was perfectly understood by and borne
through the heart of a vast assembly of the learned and
repetition in greater fulness was demanded and obtained.
It

nacular to those

not,

it

thrill

has been widely disseminated by the press throughout the land.

had the

foretaste thus furnished, will

fail

Few who

to obtain for themselves the full re-

past here offered in the complete unfolding of the whole issue between

Doubt and

There are few questions pertaining

Belief.

to

it

Modern

which the author

does not touch and with a master’s hand.

What

gives the

work

its

special value, as also

its

power and

fascination,

is

the marvellous combination of learning, logic, philosophy, clear and comprefire and eloquence, which at once seize the
upon them an overpowering flood of light, often
condensed into a focal brightness, in some proverb or aphorism which at once
ends all dispute by its own self-evidencing power. Examples of this kind

hensive insight, poetic beauty,
cardinal issues, and pour

display themselves almost

ad aperttiram

But what vastly heightens

this

effect,

libri.

and

is

always impdicated with

it,

is-

and moral
These appeals

that Christlieb constantly brings into play the practical, emotional

element of our nature,

in settling

the questions he handles.

own moral and religious feeling,
and convey them with redoubled power to

constantly welling up from the depths of his
interpenetrate

all

his arguments,

A

the minds he addresses.

great secret of his strength

is,

that while emi-

nently logical, he does not suffer his reasonings to degenerate into mere logical

fencing or dry and jejune contests of ingenuity, in word-fights or mere

sharpness of

which

is

He

wit.

so fitted to

pervades

make

its

way

all

with this

to the heart

moral and religious element,,
and conscience. What he says

of the moral element in miracles has a strong application to his

making all allowance for the
any direct work of God.
“ This confirms
tinguishing

to

difference between the highest

own book,

work of man and

us what we have already hinted to be the true dis-

mark of genuine

miracles frotn those which are either

fictitious-

and apocryphal, or demoniacal. The divine origin of any miracle is apparent, not so much from the extraordinary power manifested in it, as from its
moral and religious character, from the spiritual force and moral truth which
are reflected in it and promoted by it.
Truly divine miracles appeal not

—

merely

to

our logical faculty, but to our moral judgment, to our recognition

of the divine aid,

its

supra-mundane

character, to our transcendental

ledge, not to our physical acquaintance with the forces of nature.

know-

Therefore

—
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much more

intelligence to believe

has very rightly been said that

requires

it

miracles than understanding to deny them.

Miracles approve

(Schenkel.)

themselves to our moral sense of truth through their connection with the plan

and

of redemption

believing invocation of the

must serve

They are performed in confirmaThey must either be accomplished through the
name of God or of Christ (Acts iii. i 6 ), or they

their relation to Christ.

tion of a divine testimony.

awaken and confirm

to

true miracle, further, should either
^ruth, or

^n

it

Him

is

ii., xx.

ii.

or, finally,

31 ).

A

some saving

should contribute

the furtherance of God’s kingdom, and to the destruction of

to

When

the powers of darkness.
it

(John

disclosure as to

should tend to the deliverance of man,

some way

had, then

belief in

make a new

such a purpose and connection cannot be

not only our right, but our duty, to be distrustful and re.

served.” pp. 334 - 5

.

Solar Hieroglyphics j or the Emblematic Illustration of the Revealed Tripersonal Godhead which are Discernible in the Solar Light. With an Introduction

&

Co.,

is

by Rev.

Grier Ralston, D.D. Philadelphia: Smith, English
unknown author, which finds many illustra-

J.

a small volume by an

phenomena of solar light. This element in
been the favorite one for mediating the divine nature and perfections through the imagination to the mind of man.
Its brightness, purity,
etherial tenuity and celerity, all-pervasive and omnipresent power, have
made it preeminently fit thus to aid in representing God to man, and especially some mysterious divine properties that admit of no other material
symbols.
So the Bible declares God our “ sun,” the “ Father of Lights”
also the Son of God “ the brightness of his glory and the express image of his
person.” By the Holy Ghost he “ shines into our hearts.” So the Athanasian
creed expresses the filiation of the Son from the Father, as “ Light of Light,
tions of the Trinity in the various

all

ages, has

very

God

The

of very

Trinity in the

modern

God.”

peculiarity of this

Godhead

science, which,

if

suggestive and instructive.

—

volume is that it traces this analogy of the
more minutely through the discoveries of
not conclusive in any dogmatic sense, are at least
A good specimen, indeed— the key-note of the
little

to light

book is the following
“ The Godhead is a Tri-personal Unity, and the Light
immaterial and homogeneous, and thus essentially one
:

light includes a plurality of constituents, or,

three in constitution,
rous,
is

and the

its

calorific.

is

a Trinity.

in its nature.

in other words,

it is

Being

The

essentially

constituent principles being the actinic, the luminife-

And

in glorious manifestation the light

the created, constituted, and ordained

emblem

is

one, and

of the Tri-personal

God,”

P- 34-

Scientists are far

from being agreed that light

is

“immaterial.”

The author

book turns to account the beautiful descriptions of heaven
the Apocalypse, wherein the Lord is an everlasting Light, and the Lamb
the light and glory thereof.

in the after part of his
in
is

In a notice of a book on

the

Mcrccrsburg Theology by B.

S.

Schneck,

;
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in

our

last

number, we took from

it

the

[Julj,

following passage which

it

“ All the
benefits of Christ are received, not by faith, not through previous knowledge
of our misery, not in the way of repentance and faith, but through baptism,
and baptism exclusively.” It now appears from a statement of Dr. Schneck
which we find in the Reformed Church Messenger of May 6, 1874, that he
was mistaken, and on what he at the time supposed to be good, but now find
to be erroneous grounds, attributed it to a tract of which Dr. E. V. Gerhart was
the author.
We gladly insert the correction as requested, and rejoice to put
Dr. Gerhart right on the record when he tells us:
“Were I, in speaking of
the relation of baptism and faith, to employ the authentic formula, which the
author of the falsehood has seen fit to adopt, I would just reverse the members
of the proposition.
I would say
All the benefits of Christ are received,
that is, appropriated by us and thus made our own, not by baptism, not in the
way of any sacramental transaction, but by personal faith, and by the exercise
presented as a quotation from a tract in behalf of this Theology

:

—

‘

:

of personal faith exclusively.’”

ROBERT

S. Candlish, D.D.
With a Biographical
These discourses give a fair but inadequate
idea of what Dr. Candlish was in the pulpit.
They are excellent examples
of a high order of sacred eloquence, but they need the impassioned pYeacher
Those here selected are of a more practical
to realize their full effectiveness.
character than were many of his pulpit efforts and do not display his full
intellectual power.
But they will well repay a careful study.

Sermons by

Preface.

the late

R. Carter

&

Bros.

;

The Relations of the Kingdom to the World. By J. OSWALD DYKES, D.D.
& Bros. These admirable sermons are a sequel to the previous
volumes of the author on “ The Beatitudes,” and “ The Laws of the KingR. Carter

dom.”

They show

the

same high

such a distinguished position.

which have given Dr. Dykes
and compact. We renew
regretting that we have no space

qualities,

His style

is

our cordial recommendation of his works

;

finished

for a fuller notice.

•

The Mysteries of Christianity, being the Baird Lectures for 1 874. By T. J.
F. R. S. E. Wm. Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and LonFor sale in New York, by Scribner & Co. Dr. Crawford,
don, pp. 418.
Professor of Divinity in the University of Edinburgh, is widely known by his
This new volume
works on the Atonement, and on the Fatherhood.
exhibits the same characteristics, viz., clear and careful doctrinal statements,
calm and forcible reasoning, and concise yet complete exposition. He comes
to the point, and says just what is needful, better we think than any living
Scotch divine. And so he is exceedingly well prepared to discuss the mys-

Crawford, D.D.,

teries of

our

faith, in

a form adapted to

make a popular

yet strong impression,

especially in relation to the objections ordinarily urged against them.

The

examine the general subject of Mysteries, with discrimination and fulness; speaking, 1. of Doctrines which are mysterious from want
of internal evidence .2. from the transcendental nature of the subjects
first five

lectures

;

1874
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from the limited extent of their disclosures 4. from their apparent inconfrom the inadequacy of human language to
5
;

sistency with other doctrines

;

6. from the incapacity of fallen man to discern spiritual
Some particular doctrines are then stated and defended in six lecThe Trinity; the Union of Divine and Human Nature in the
viz.

express revealed truth

;

things.
tures,

:

Person of Christ
of

God

;

the

Atonement

the

;

Work of the Holy Ghost
The

(the last in two excellent lectures).

and

twelfth

the Purposes

;

sug-

last lecture

gests pertinent cautions against prying into things unrevealed.

We

wish that

we had space

to

quote Dr. Crawford’s statements on some of

these questions, but are obliged to content ourselves with a strong recom-

mendation of

this able

versies in this country

volume.
it

In the existing state of opinions

many minds.
those who seem to

be helpful to

will

rebuke the ignorance and sciolism of
found doctrines and mysteries of our

faith

It

may

and controalso serve to

think that the pro-

can be dismissed with a captious

sneer or an insolent misrepresentation.

and Dcvelopme 7it of C/irisliati Doctrine. The
Cunningham Lectures. By Robert Rainy, D.D., Prof,

Delivery
the

Church

Histor>’,

Welford

&

Co.,

New College,
New York. pp.

Edinburgh.
409.

&

T.

Fifth

Series of

of Divinity

T. Clark.

and

Scribner,

Dr. Rainy subjects the whole question

of the origin and growth of Christian Doctrine to a new, impartial and thorough

—probably the

most comprehensive of any survey yet attempted
In the midst of so many fixed and unfixed utterances on this weighty subject, from both the ultra-conservative and the radical
extremes, it is instructive to read so wise a survey of the principles and
by a competent teacher holding fast to all
difficulties of the subject
truth in the past, with no “anxious and fretful longing for originality,” yet
examination

in the Presbyterian

Church.

—

having also “ independence,
Lord.

for

we

are the ser\-ants of a living

and a present

Therefore, also, the attitude towards the Scriptures will be that of

“ For there is more in the Scriptures than
and expectancy.”
unfolded,
even as there is correction in the Scriptures, it
man’s teaching has
may be on points in which all schools have erred and failed.” (pp. 231-2.)

trust

The

.

course of discussion

doctrine,

and

its

.

is

.

as follows

:

Lecture

i.

is

preliminary, defining

organization in the Fathers, the Schoolmen and at the Refor-

mation period, and exhibiting the correct view of Development against the
Romish view (Dr. Newman, too) and the rationalistic. The second lecture
is

on the Delivery of Doctrine

Testament.

The

in the

Old Testament; the third on the New
Function of Christian Mind with
on the Development of Doctrine and

fourth discusses the

Reference to Doctrine.

The

Fifth

is

;

the sixth and last applies the whole subject to the question of Creeds, their
origin, value

The

and

revision.

last point, the possible revision of the Confession, is just

now

receiving

and Dr. Rainy examines it with care
and discrimination. He defends the necessity of creeds and of their being
But still he claims, that
applied to the office-bearers, so as to exclude heresy.
a good deal of attention in Scotland

;

as Protestants, holding to the Scriptures as the only rule of faith,

not the right only, but the duty of the Church,

35

“we

and every branch of

assert
it,

to
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hold confessions and subordinate standards subject to revision.

For as the
Church is before the confession.” (p. 274.)
He concedes, however, that “at present any proposal to
reconsider the Confession, would be felt in most of the Presbyterian churches
as a revolutionary proposal, opening the way to unimaginable possibilities.”
inspired teaching

before the Church, so the

is

“Such

But, he adds,

a feeling

not consistent with the true position in which

is

creeds ought to stand, nor with a right conception of the relation of the church
to

her doctrinal teaching generally.” (p. 277.) While fully conceding the
he says, “I am convinced that all the dangers and difficulties

difficulties,

are greatly exaggerated by the formation of a habit of church-life, to which
the idea of revision becomes so.nething strange,

monstrous, almost sacriconvinced that to familiarize our minds with the topic, is
the true way to diminish the dangers of it.” (p.285.)
This is a delicate and
legious.

I

am

wide-reaching subject, and demands a
give to

fuller

examination than we can now

it.

From
entitled

Human

the Scribners

we have received the new volume by Dr. Bushnell,
and Law, grounded in Principles, Interpreted by

Forgiveness
Analogies."

had been somewhat ‘emphatically, not to say ostentatiously, announced
in advance of its publication, that this volume was to present important modifications of the views previously set forth by the author on this subject.
These awakened dissatisfaction in the great mass of Christian people. There
was, therefore, a loud call for such modifications as would accord with the
accepted Protestant and Evangelical doctrine on this subject. Strong hopes
were excited that this reasonable expectation would be met. The modifications of his former views, however, we regret to say, seem to us unessential,
in reference to the main grievance, which respects Dr. Bushnell’s contemptuous rejection of the doctrine of pardon through the expiation, suffering and
death of Christ, substituted for the merited punishment of the sinner. A brief
ex-tract or two will force upon us the painful conviction that in regard to
this fundamental error in his former speculations on the Atonement and
Forgiveness, he now affords us no relief— a conclusion to which we are brought
with great reluctance and pain.
It

“And just

here

is

the sin of

all

our theologic endeavor in the past ages,

we invent so many ingredients
and no assignable meaning. \Vc

especially as regards this particular subject, that

that are verbals only, having

no

reality,

contrive a justice in God, which accepts the pains of innocence in place of the

pains of wrong, and which
trive

is,

in fact, the

ceptions

mocks the

idea.”

Page

We

con-

human

con-

very essence of injustice.

a forgiveness on the score of compensation, which to our
13.

“ Sin being a violation of the law of God, incurs, in that manner, a dread
of pain or punishment, and sacrifices, it is conceived, make satisfaction to God for the offence and consequent bad liability, obtaining, in that
liability

manner, a just

release.

Thus a

the suffering of pain as an

match

for the

evil that

is

evil,

due.

third party, Christ himself,

which

is

comes

in to offer

accepted as being a good enough

In this manner, he

makes amends

for the

.
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But the scheme if not imsin by evil paid for evil due, and that is expiation.
moral is fairly unmoral, as it ought to be under that word ; showing that God
accepts the pains of the good in payment for the pains of the bad, and is more
intent on getting his modicum of pains than he is on having proper justice

—

done taking clean away the word and fact of forgiveness.” Page 86.
“ I make this explicit renouncement of expiation with less satisfaction, that
so many disciples appear to be under a partly superstitious impression of its
immense practical value. They look upon it as the central truth about which

Page

genuinely Christian experience must revolve.”

“ Indeed,

90.

venture the assertion that the most intensely expiational

will

I

form of Christianity, instead of being most robust and steadfast, is poorest
most unrehable, most frequently immoral. And that for the

in the general,

almost necessary reason, that
mercial transaction

made up ?

all

Is

in

it

expects to have salvation by a coarse com-

the exchange of pains.

not the law quite satisfied

Are not the punishments
shall we do then but let

What

?

go concern, and plunge ourselves in the unanalyzed, unfiltered waters of
Salvation

“

We

?

”

Page 9 1

if anything could satisfy a law but simply and eternally to
keep it, that the law broken by transgression must be satisfied. Not satisfied
by obedience, it must be by punishment; not satisfied by the punishment of the
wrong-deer, it must be by the punishment of a substitute; not by the punishment of a substitute in legal measure, it must be by some governmental

assume, as

equivalent in the expression of suffering, that will
the law and keep
If all this is

and

Page

mend

the public honor of

94.

a repudiation of the expiatory sacrifice offered by the Incarnate

Son to the F ather

crucified

to that

good.”

it

for the sins of

men,

it

appears

to

be due in part

dramatic or Sabelhan view of the Trinity, advocated in his former

works, and revived in

this,

tinction of persons in the

which confounds or denies any such real

Godhead

as consists with

any such procedure.

dis-

He

says, pp. 87-8:

“ Christ obtains the forgiveness of sins for us by what he does before God,
Even so, by acting before God and yet not by acting
before God, and obtaining from God, as being strictly other.
That would be
acting in our behalf.

tritheism,
other.

one

and not

We

and

three are

;

trinity.

Trinity

makes him the same in substance, not
God, when we make God

entirely misconceive this acting before

Christ
still

another,

the one,

acting in

real

and the three-folding

otherhood
is

before

but a plural

in, so

him.

many

The
finite

forms, used representatively as personations of the Infinite One.”

The
which

question
all

but

is

not about the persons being the

tritheists or polytheists

maintain.

such a real distinction or threeness of persons

in

“same

in

substance,”

But it is whether there be
this one God, that the Father,

Son and Holy Ghost are respectively real persons, as capable as other persons
of being the sources and objects of persoiKd acts reciprocally as between each
other, and likewise in relation to created persons. And whether in their unity
of being, or sameness of substance, they do not, as persons, sustain a real
“ otherhood ”. to each other, so as to be capable of real personal acts with

——
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This we understand to be denied in the passage
be affirmed by the Word of God, the faith of His
Church, and implied in real vicarious atonement.
respect to each other

quoted above, and

Nelson

&

?

to

Phillips

have published two bright

little

volumes, replete with the

suggestions and exhortations which are fitted to promote the devoutest aspirations

and

strivings after holiness, with only the defect that they recognize

The first is
T. Crane, D.D.

holiness short of sinless perfection.

God's Children.

By

Rev.

J.

He

on the

no

Birthright of all
begins his discussion

entitled

:

which he proves to
be exceedingly vacillating and inconsistent. He accounts for this, by showing
that Wesley held that “ This infection of nature ^original sin) doth remain

by a

careful analysis of Wesley’s teachings

yea, in

them

Of course

that are regenerated.’’

much contended

doctrine of sinlessness, so

author cuts the knot without untying
this

it,

for

subject,

this is

by

incompatible with the

this great divine.

by denying that “ there

is ”

Our

proof that

“infection of nature remains in the regenerate,” the soul which

is

“born of God.” This does not satisfy us that John was mistaken when he
said, “if we say we have no sin we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not
in us.”

The other volume on the same subject is entitled Holiness to
By Rev. Lewis R. Dunn, and is even richer in its hortatory and

His position on sinless perfection, however,

matter than that just noticed.
is sufficiently clear,
all

sin

;

when he

merely the

not

the Lord,

devotional

says, in defining holiness:
wilful

violation of

the

—

“First,

it

excludes

law of

God, but also
unhallowed or profane.

and defilement all that is
moral wholeness, completeness, soundness, purity,
It relates also to both inward and outward states, embracing
consecration.
the moral condition of the heart and the character of life.” Aside of this
perfectionism, this little volume has much to commend it.
all

moral impurity

Secondly,

it

includes

The Carters bring out The Gospel and its Fruits, a Book for the Young.
By J. H. Wilson, M. A., Barclay Church, Edinburgh. It is made up of
the substance of sermons

adapted to advance them
all the elements of holy

to the

yonng people

in Christian

of his

charge, admirably

knowledge, principle and practice,

living. Ministers might well study them as good
samples of evangelical preaching to the young. We commend to the attention
of the admirers of some books we have noticed, which are in quite a contrary-

view, the chapter entitled, “Christ the Substitute.”

We

believe there

is

more of the “ power of God unto salvation,” for the present and future generations of men, young and old, in such teaching, than in any thousand
volumes on the

Way

of Salvation, which teach that “ for

sufferings of innocence in place
loss of all

God

to accept the

of those of guilt involves the confusion

or

moral distinctions.”

The Luminous Unity, or Letters addressed

to the

Rev. A. Guinzburg, a

rabbi of Boston, Mass., from the Rev. M. S. Miller, on the question, I.s
Unitarianism as opposed to Trinitarian’ sm a principle of Heathenism rather

than of specific Judaism

?

Philadelphia

:

J.

B. Lqjpincott

k

Co.

12mo,
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This volume has gi'own out of a discussion originally conducted in
It is written in an eminently

pp. 263.

the columns of The Israelite in Cincinnati.

friendly and courteous spirit, and with much vivacity and ability,

and evidences

Hebrew Scriptures but with rabinnical
show from the names of God employed by Moses

not only a ready familiarity with the
It

literature.

aims to

the Old Testament, as well as from other proofs, that a
pemons with unity of essence in the Divine Being is repeatedly
recognized or alluded to, and that the Christian docti'ine of the Trinity

and other

winter's of

distinction of

should, therefore, not be a stumbling-block to the Jew.
"While thoroughly
agreeing with Mr. Miller in his general conclusion, and hoping that this

volume may be of servuce, in stimulating or directing inquiries on the part
some of the children of Abi-aham, on whose hearts a veil still rests when

of

their own Scriptures are read, we must confess that many of his points,
however ingenious, seem to us too refined and abstract to be altogether convincing,
Yet it is jJossible that these very points may have more force and
value with that class of minds to which they are especially addressed, and
whose Talmudical training has given them a fancy for minute subtleties ;
and that a style of reasoning which to others appears overstrained may carry

conviction to them.

Biblical Literature.

The Biblical Museum

:

a Collection of Notes, E.xplanatory, Homiletic and

forming a complete commentary on the Scriptures. By James
COMPER Gray. 4 vols. Matthew to Philemon. New York; Randolph &
Co.
This compact commentary is designed especially for ministers, Bible
Illustrative,

Students,

and Sunday-school Teachers, to facilitate their preparations for
It is prepared on a simple and convenient plan, with
good judgment and devout reverence for God’s Word. Explanatory notes
give a concise view of the sense of the text.
Homiletic Notes suggest topics
for exhortation and discourse
Illustrative Notes contain facts and anecdotes;
and Marginal Notes contain the chronology, the contents. Scripture references
a;id various literary material.
Without any pretension to learning or original
investigation, it presents results in a handy and useful form.
their public labors.

;

Nelson & Phillips publish the Star of our Lord, or Christ Jesus, King
of all Worlds, both of Time or Space, with Thoughts on Inspiration, and
the Astronomic Doubt as to the Evidences of Christianity.
By Fuancis

Upham.
spiritual,

The book

and
around the Star of our Lord as
be consulted with interest and profit. Its value is

consists of a series of essays, always highly devout

but of various

ability,

which

circle

It may
much enhanced by a copious

their centre.

index at the close, enabling the reader to find
once whatever he cares to look for in these discussions, which are linked
together more by a thread of association of ideas than of logic.
Likewise,
at

Hand-Book of Bible Manners and Customs.
By Rev. James M. Freeman, A.M., illustrated by one hundred and sixty-eight engravings, which,
with the accompanying sketches, are well fitted to throw light upon a multitude of Scriptural words, phrases and statements, otherwise more or less
obscure and unmeaning to ordinary readers.
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From tb.c same house we also receive, On IIolj Ground, by Edwin
Holder, a graphic account of places and objects in Palestine, which the
author has personally inspected.
Scribner, Welford

&

Armstrong have imported

country, an edition of the Inlroduciion to

Gloag, D.D.,

well

known

practical, apologetic

and

the Clarks of Edinburgh,

tJic

“a

exegetical.

theological thought than

who has

It is

designed especially

Baur of Tubingen

— in Dr. Gloag's

exercised greater influence on

Introduction.

It is

thoroughly

begins with an extended introductory chapter in regard to Paul’s

authorship of the Epistles ascribed to him

and above
by

affected

all

modem

any recent writer, not excepting Strauss or Renan.”
fitted and much needed to supplement the short-

For this reason it is well
comings and correct the errors of Davidson’s
sound, scholarly, and judicious.
It

J.

This massive volume, just published by

afforded here at $5.25.

is

theologian

Paton

as the author of several important works, doctrinal,

as an antidote to the destructive criticism of

judgment,

special use in this

for

Pauline Epistles, by

;

life

and

their authenticity, style, matter,

the principles of their interpretation, particularly as this

their divine inspiration.

is

This important subject he treats with

great justness and force.
Irrespective of this, even if he were uninspired, the
competent interpreter must bring to his task candor and a reasonably sympathetic insight into the respective circumstances and states of mind of the
author and those addressed by him, and an honest effort to find the former
consistent with himself.

But the

other considerations which

may

inspiration of a sacred author brings in

not be overlooked, and which exegetes of the

lax and destructive kind contend ought to be ignored.

pend on what

is

meant by

inspiration,

which

it

pose thoroughly to discuss, or formally to define.

ing view of

it

as

is

These, of course, de-

outside the author’s pur-

But we think the

unquestionable and important as

it

is

follow-

temperate and

cautious.

“If this element of inspiration be admitted to

exist,

it

must, by logical neces-

modify our methods of interpretation.” We must bring to our exegesis
that faith which receives the writer’s statements as the word and testimony of
God, not to be explained away when we cannot understand or do not like
sity,

them, but as divine mysteries which, for the present, surpass our comprehension, and demand of us, not to reject them, but to bow before them, and

wonder and adore. So the Apostle, Rom. xi. 33-36. Those who deny the
supernatural and miraculous must always wrench out of all Scripture asserting
them some naturalistic make-shift.
“ Further, by inspiration, a unity is imparted, not only to all the writings
of Paul, but to the whole of the books of Scripture.
Therefore, all parts are
to be in mutual consistency, that which is obscure determined by what is plain,
and of two interpretations, ceteris paribus, that which is most in harmony with
the whole scope of Scripture is to be preferred.” It is vain to oppugn principles so obvious, or to attempt to evade their just consequences.

In respect to each particular Epistle, Dr. Gloag first points out its general
purpose and scope, as shown by its internal contents, in relation to the cir-
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cumstances and surroundings of the parties addressed. He then discusses the
cardinal terms, and difficult places, which shed light upon the meaning in
some instances not dwelling on those which, like Rom. v. 12-21, have been

—

the centre of endless discussions of which,
with their

own “ darkness made

Altogether

some

elucidate,

more darken

it

a help which the student of the Bible should have in

is

it

if

visible.”

his library.

The same house

have imported,

for use in this country, at $3.25, an
by the Clarks of Edinburgh, of The Pastoral
with Introduction, ExThe Greek Text and Translation
Ef>istles
By Patrick Fairbairn, D.D., whose
pository Notes, afid Dissertations.
previous works on “Typology of Scripture,” &c., will insure attention to any
new book from him. This volume is characterized by his wonted learning and
judgment, and pertains to a class of Pauline Epistles less frequently made the
subject of special commentary than others, while none are of greater importance to the minister or theological student. It is made up from the author’s
preparations for his classes when Professor of Pastoral Theology.
While
thoroughly critical and exegetical, like those of Ellicott and Alford, it is also
preeminently practical in consequence of the end the author had before him
in its preparation.
Hence it becomes a hand-book for young ministers, containing the divine exhibition of their office, and its clue exposition and application to their various occasions and exigencies.
We think there can be no better way of teaching Practical Theology, as
related to the ministers and office-bearers of the Christian Church, than in

edition

first

also

issued likewise

;

;

We

the proper use of the books of Scripture specially devoted to the subject.

observe that the author, commenting on 2 Tim.

5, hits

iv.

the true concep-

“ much the same as a preacher or missionary
of good tidings, without, as in the case of a pastor,

tion of the office of evangelist,

of the Cospel, a carrier

being fixed to any definite
as evangelists

(Ephesians

iv.

seem
1

1),

locality.

In the apostolic age, persons recognized

have occupied a position between apostles and pastors,
and to have stood in a certain relation to the former with

to

regard to the diffusion of the Gospel and the planting of churches.
respects,

therefore,

cognate to them.

they were
In

nearest

respect to dignity alone were

closely approaches the view presented
in India, in our April

An Appendix
ing of
tural

by the Rev.

some
office

they inferior.” This
H. Kellogg, missionary

number.

contains able discussions on

“husband and

Treatment of

S.

In

and had an

apostles,

to the

wife,”

Human

(i

Tim.

Slavery

(i

iii.

2,

Tim.

1

12;
vi.

Tim.
Tit.
i,

ii.

i.

6

— also on

6),

the

mean-

and on the Scrip-

10).

The Revelation of John. E.xpounded by John Peter Lange, 1). D., translated from the German by Evelina Moore, enlarged and edited by E. 11.
Craven, D.D., together with a double alphabetical index to all the ton
volumes of the New Testament by John H. Woods, A.M. 8vo, pp. 446 and
New York Scribner, Armstrong & Co. 1874.
45.
This learned and elaborate volume eompletes the series upon the New
Testament. Lange stoutly defends the genuineness of the Revelation as a
:

:
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production of the Apostle John, and adheres to the old traditional view of
composition in the reign of Domitian. His exposition is based upon
the manifestly correct assumption that this book is not continuous and conits

secutive throughout, as

some expositors have strangely taken for granted,
and structui’e but that it consists

plain contradiction to its whole plan
distinct

and clearly-sundered

:

sections, which,

m
of

instead of following each

other in order of time, are substantially contemporaneous, or rather parallel,

each ti'avcrsing afresh, though from its own point of view and with its own
specific design, the same grand period, stretching from the age of the apostles to the end of the world and the final consummation. This is less evident
in the epistles to the seven churches, though even here he finds the cndj)f
all things reached in iii. 20, 21.
It is aj)parent, however, that the seals,
the trumpets and the vials alike bring us at their close to the same xioint
all foes, and the triumph of the Kingdom of God.
probably be regarded as refining overmuch in his suggestion,,
striking as it is in some of its features, of a parallel between the seven 2iarts

the ultimate overthrow of

Lange

vill

which he divides the Book of Kevelation and the seven days of the
work of the new and siiiritual creation
being, as he conceives, conducted in stages which bear an analogy, each to
each, with those of the production of the material universe.
There is also
a needless straining after an absolute symmetry of arrangement, which is in
a most ingenious manner made to extend even into the minute subdivisions.
The seven sections emjihasize with ever-increasing power the final consummation, in which they all alike culminate, imtil in the last three this
constitutes their main substance, while the first four dwell more mion the
preparatory and preliminaiT stages. This suggests a division of the book
into two parts, viz.: 1. ch. i.-xi., embracing the seven churches, seven
seals, seven trumpets and seven thunders, which describe the coiuse of the
world to its end. 2. ch. xii.-xxii, the seven heads of Antichrist, seven
vials and the seventh day, which represent the course of the world in the
end or the development from the judgment of the world to its glorification.
into

creation, as recorded in Genesis, the

“ The seven churches, the jiictures of chui'ch history, ainiear as the dynamical forerunners of the liistoiw of the world. The history of the world
in its seven seals is the womb of those facts which jn-e-eminently irreach repentance, i. e., the seven trumpets. In the midst of the seven trumiists
the seven my.steiious thunders are heard

summer messengers

;

these are doubtless sjuing and

for the rejuvenation of the church.

But over against

the ever richer, jrurer and rijrer development of Chidstianity, and almost
outstrijrping

Beast with

it,

its

is

seen the parallel develojrment of anti-Christianity, the
These seven heads call forth the final judg-

seven heads.

ments, the judgments of hardening jiourcd forth from the vials of nuath.
These judgments are to be carefully distinguished from the trumiiets which
are summons to repentance.
The last judgment of wrath signalizes theturning point which brings with

it

the coming of the Lord

—the

seventh

day.”

Each of these seven

sections discloses

first

a picture in heaven, then

one
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an earth, and repeats within itself the same di\ision of the seven into four
and three, which characterizes the book as a whole. The first four churches
are supposed to represent the developing church ; viz. the active church,
the martyr church, the mixed church and the enthusiastic church while
in tlie last three are found set forth the fundamental forms or aspects of the
matured church, viz. the church cold in death the church warm with
Ufe ; the dying and lukewarm church. So the first four seals stand over
against the last three and so with the trumpets and the vials.
The additions by Dr. Craven are of considerable extent, consisting both
in a number of prolonged discussions of special points and in a multitude
These contribute not a little to the interest and value
of minor additions.
of the volume
particularly as the American editor represents a different
school of thought and intei’pretation from the German author.
The translation, which is the work of an accomplished young lady, is admirably executed and often singularly felicitous. Her success in dealing with a writer
so abstract and often abstruse as Lange, bears evidence both of great labor
and skill. Its chief fault is its exactness and the conscientious rigor with
which it adheres to the fonn of the original, even to the introduction of
novel and outlandish tenns, and where perspicuity would have been consulted by recasting the sentence and giving it a form more consonant with
:

;

:

;

;

;

the style of

Enghsh thought.

Hebrew Grammar with Progressive Exercises in Reading and Writing. By A. B. Davjldson, Profe.ssor of Hebrew, etc. in the
new College, Edinburgh. 8vo, pp. 166.
This serviceable manual is designed to meet the wants of beginners and
facihtate their progress in the study of Hebrew.
The author thus states the
Introductory

,

occasion of its preparation: “The practice, happily spreading, of the
Scotch churches to demand from their students a considerable knowledge of
Hebrew before they enter the Theological classes w'here the language is formally taught, made it very desirable to have some exercises provid :d, in
which the student could read a good deal of Hebrew, though not yet acquainted with those minute grammatical irregularities which would meet

him

at the first

page of the Bible

learners that have been

had

itself.

chiefly in view. ”

It

is

the wants of this class of

The example thus

set by the
Scotch might well be imitated by the American churches.
Years of study
are given to the Greek in the academy and the college
students are thus
prepared upon enieriug the Theological Seminary to engage at once in
study of the criticism and interpretation of the New Testament in the original.
;

If there were some similar requirement in regard to Hebrew it might be
hoped that a respectable standard of Old Testament studies could be
reached. But it is preposteroas to imagine that within the narrow limits of
the ordinary Seminary course, crowded, moreover, with other pressing and

important studies, it is possible for the majority of students to acquire more
than a very meagre and limited knowledge of tlie Hebrew, which they are
compelled to begin from its earliest rudiments. They cannot even advance
to such an acquaintance witli it as shall enable them to read the Hebrew
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Bible with ease and correctness mncli less can they have the opportunity
to apply it to the minute study and interpretation of any considerable part
of the Old Testament. And yet this forms a largo portion of that volume
;

of divine revelation from which the preacher

is

to

draw

his stores for the

weekly instruction and edification of his people. It is against it, too, that
many of the boldest and most virulent assaults of modern unbelief have
been directed, which require for their proper appreciation and successful
overthrow real scholarly attainments in this sacred and venerable tongue.
Ls it safe or wise to train our ministry under circumstances and methods,
which positively forbid thoroughness in a matter so vital and important ?

One

of two things would

consideration to which

seem

it is

to be necessary if this study is to receive the

entitled

;

Sem-

the standard of entrance to the

inary should be raised, or the Seminary com’se should be prolonged.
Scribner,

Welfcrd & Co. have

this

volume

for sale

;

the price

is

three

dollars.

Philosophy.
Armstrong & Co. we have also the welcome work, What is
by Dr. Charles Hodge, of Princeton, in which he places the
true answer to this question beyond all do ibt.
tf e has thus and well done
a much-needed work. Had this been earlier done and duly attended to, it
would have saved a vast amount of pointless, irrelevant and irritating logomachy, and prevented the painful and mischievous avowal of Darwinism, or
of a sort of evolution akin to it, on the part of many theistic and even Chris-

From

Scribner,

Darwinism

?

Hodge

tian scientists.

Dr.

of his adherents

and

is

proves incontestably, from the writings of Darwin,

his adversaries, that the distinctive feature of his

system

the evolution of the existing causes from and by a blind and unintelligent

and producing the various past and present orTo deny final causes
in view.
is to deny an intelligent cause of the universe.
It is atheism, and none the
less so, although Mr. Darwin is a theist in spite of the atheism of his system.
It is this attempt to show how the universe might develop itself from blind
force, to the exclusion of intelligence and design, that has given his system all
its significance, and has imparted to it such charms for pantheists, atheists,
and especially materialists, indeed, all who aspire to fashionable skepticism.
There is, indeed, a form of the evolution theory, which is not atheistic,
however it may be at war with Christianity and supernaturalism. It maintains that all higher forms of being and life are evolved successively from those
below, and all at last from some protoplasm, or world-force, which was originally endowed with germinant powers designed and empowered by God to
evolve themselves into all the actual forms of being, past, present and future.
This sort of evolutionism seems now to be epidemic, and to have touched

force, acting without design,

ders of beings and

phenomena without any end

—

even some Christian

scientists with its baneful contagion.

ally blazoning their belief in

ter for science to determine,

adopted ja/z/a Jida

et

evolution as a system

They

are continu-

such evolution, and telling us that this

and

salva ecclesia.

religion to let alone,

But

now controverted

the

this

cannot be.

and that

is
it

a mat-

may

be

Nobody means by

mere ongoing of life,or the propaga-

,
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by development from a germ. This was never contropressed and controverted under this name is that
which accounts for each higher grade of being by evolution from some lower,
and for the formation of distinct species from other species, without any intervention of supernatural power for the purpose, ending with the derivation of
man from the ape and starting with the world-force above named.
tion of a given species

The system now

verted.

Now this,

our mind,

to

the very idea of religion

is

inconsistent with the supernaturalism involved in

—of Providence, certainly of revelation, of redemption,
and of a proper Christian escha-

of the incarnation, of miracles, of regeneration,
tology.

If

toplasm,

it

allows that

it

God

in

some sense made the

first

world-stuff or pro-

removes him forever from the oversight and government of the

same.

Not only
any proper
established

proof that

system hostile to Christianity, but

this

is

proof or even pretense of

scientific

that

is

it

is

it

is

actual.

Is

it

kingdom which

is

wholly destitute of

is

that has been

no approach

to

any

not pitiful to see a figment so utterly baseless

paraded as the climacteric achievement of
that

There

possible or conceivable.

is

it

The most

it.

modem

science,

and

set against

an everlasting kingdom?

The Harpers have bre^^ht out The Doctrine of Evolution: its Data, its
its Speculations, and its Tkeistic Bearings, by Alexander Winchell,

Principles,

LL. D. Chancellor of Syracitse University, which
,

nme

to the

is

a good companion vol-

last.

The author

gives full weight in this

little

volume

to

all

evidence tending

to yield the least support to any form of the doctrine of the production of

He shows the falwhich conte}id that such evolution originates in or is carried forward by an unintelligent force, or that such a force by any conceivable process of “ natural selection,” can work up and work out the various
orders of living and intelligent beings, or leap over the cha.sm from organic
to the inorganic.
He proves, beyond doubt, that the production of species
by evolution, no loss than by immediate creation, requires a personal. Allwise and Almighty God.
He also argues that no alarm need be felt for religion, revelation, or Christianity, Should the evidence hereafter appear de-

the higher orders of being by evolution from a lower.
lacy of

all

theories

God carried forward the processes of creation by this instrumeneducing the higher forms from the lower i. e. using the latter
in the production of the former.
This may safely be conceded. Hut it is none the less tme that the Theistic theory of evolution held by some, %-iz
that God’s agency in the production and government of the imiverse is simply that of launching into being
cisive that
tality of

;

:

at the first a force or protopla.sm,
all

that has been,

turalism

— with

is,

free

or shall
will,

which per

se et propriis viribus evolves

be, is inconsistent with

morality, providence,

any proper supema-

minvcles,

inspiration, re-

demption, regeneration.

Prob lems of Life and ffind. Hy Georoe Henry Lewes. First Series.
The Foundations of a Creed. Vol. 1. Boston
J. R. Osgood & Co., 1874.
Mr. Lewes is making progress as a philosojdier. His History of Philosophy
;

;
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attempted to show that

all

that was valuable in philosophy was the positive

method and results. He began to write a psychology by studying animals
but soon came to the conclusion that he could best understand animal psychology by studying man first which was sensible. Then through a wide
range of research he came to another conclusion that ^vithout some rational
foundation to work upon, human psychology was an impossibility and so
we have this work, devoted to a discussion of metaphysics and the
metaphysical method in contrast with what he calls tJ^e scientific method.
Such ideas as force, cause, matter and mind must be examined and explained
— if we are to have the basis of a reasonable psychology. Metaphysics, he
;

—

;

—

avows, “shows symi^tomsof a reawakened

life. After along period of neglect
problems are once more reasserting
theii’ claims.”
Metaphysics cannot be “ stamped out of existence. ” It may,
however, be “transformed by reduction to the method of science.” And
that is his present object.
So, too, of religion, which, he says, must still
“continue to regulate the evolution of humanity.” “The internecine war
which has so long disturbed religion and obstructed science will give place
to a doctrine which will respect the claims of both, and satisfy the needs of

and contempt [by those

of his school] its

^

both.”

from the Mr. Lewes of a few' years back ;
but also
it approximates to the general position of Mr. Herbert Spencer
professes to do more than the latter for, he .says, he does not “agree that
jhilosophy gains any refuge from difficulties by invoking the Unknowable 1
though it may admit the existence of the Unknowable, this admission is
transcendental and leaves all the purposes of jJhilosophy unaffected. Deeply
as we feel the mystery of this universe and the limitation of our faculties,
the foundation of a creed can only rest upon the known and knowable.” That
is, Mr.
Lewes is in advance of Spencer by claiming that he really knows
something about what the former calls the Unknow'able yet how muchAll this is in a very differeni; tone

—

;

;

and' just what, he does not yet

In

fact, this

finite results.

tell us.

volume, so far as we can see, does not come to any very dehas a tentative, exploring air, as if the airthor were casting

It

bait for something which did not qirite rise to the surface. Just
metaphysics, (or meietnpirics, which he suggests as a substitrrte) can become trrre and valid by applying the inductive method to it, instead of the

orrt his

how

“ metairhysical,” we confess we cannot see and if the author tries it long
enough, he may come, perhaps, to the same conclusion. His present theory
gives us a bridge and not any ieira frma. No strictly metaphysical truth,
or definition thereof, can possibly be arrived at by the inductive method
from the very naalone.
All attempts of the sort are rrecessarily dehrsive
ture of the case
Calling “ metaphysical ” truths, meteinpirical applying
the “ accentific ” method so as to give us a glimpse of a part of i\\e- unknown
;

—

(implying that that

is

the whole of

not be obtained in this way.
likely will

way

he be

And

it)

are orrly attempts to obtain what can-

the longer Mr. Lewes writes, the more

to illustrate this fact.

This pretence of some entirely new

of getting at the forrndation of things is vain

and

irnsubstantial.

With

,

many
sics,
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acute suggestions, and

we cannot

much parade

of a

see as yet any definite results.

new method for metaphyBut the second volume may

disclose the discovery.

Nelson

&

Phillii)s

examination of the

which
the

publish The Philosophy of Herbert Spencer, being an
principles of his system by B. P. Bkowne, A. B.

first

consists of the substance of several articles

New Englander, and commanded an

which

first

appeared in

attention rarely awarded to the

He has made
philosopliical disquisitions or criticisms of so young a writer.
a volume valuable in itself, as an effective exposure of the fallacies of this
gi’eat expounder and defender of modem materialism.
Not only so it gives
promise of great eminence and usefulness in future contributions to philosophy.
:

The

Victoria Institute, or Philosophical Society of Great Britain, pub-

an able paper by Professor G. S.
on the Final Cause, or Principle of Cognition in Nature.
It is exceedingly well jiut.
His article in the April number of the New Englander, on Trendelenburg, is the most thorough account of the services and system of the Berlin philosopher which has yet
appeared in English.
lishes in its proceedings

(May

18, 1874)

Morris, of Michigan University,

History and Biography.
Prophetic Voices concerning America.
figure in our latest pclitical history.
favorites of all the gods, in

whom

Charles

He was one

concentre almost

some, healthy,

stainless, gifted, learned,

entered public

life

Sumner

the

is

noblest

of those remarkable persons,
all

human felicities. Handhome and abroad, he

appreciated at

without effort of his own, just in season to forward a grand

revolution in our history.

Though

that change was sure to

come without

him, his moral make-up was such that he would have died in the struggle to
it, if it had been fated not to be. It seems as if nature produced him contemporaneously with the necessity for his exertion a Titan from her depths

secure

—

formed for this very end. The force with which he moved (always with
“ big, manly voice,”) the faith he ever had in his cause, the reiteration
His
of his strokes till he attained his end, seemed like Napoleonic fate.

grand indifference

to every selfish

aim;

his devotion to public duty;

tenderness toward every form of unjust suffering in addition to
fitness,

whom

made him an

has given to

The

The time

ideal statesman.

pay to him and
Washington.

he lived

will

to Lincoln

will

all his

come when

his

other

the race for

such veneration as our race

book before us was the last effort of his mind would alone
some attention. But it is remarkable in itself. It is the anthology
of hopes and expectations indulged these two hundred years, interpreting and
forecasting God’s purposes respecting America.
Of course, in such a book,
Mr. Sumner could not help noticing Seneca’s remarkable prediction, brooded
over so much by Columbus or the words of Petrarch, or of Pulci, written
secure

fact that the
it

;

long before the discovery of .America

vague dreams, without

;

certain as

real vaticination.

But the

it

is

that

these were only

real interest of this

book.
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it

worthy of a statesman,

is
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the chain of confident anti-

cipations respecting the future of the English race in America, expressed

sagacious Europeans, ministers of
clearly foreseen, not so

they would do, as by

State.

The American

by

revolution was

much by Englishmen and Americans boasting what
that their own race was to fail and

Frenchmen who saw

Their vision, clarified by the study of the past, and
soil.
by intense obsen'ation of existing phenomena, saw the future in the present,
and confidently foretold it. The Marquis d’Argenson, who died in 1757,
vanish from this

“Anothe/ great event to
1745, said thus:
The English have in America domains great, strong, rich,
I say that some bright morning these dominations can

writing as early, probably, as

happen

is this.

well-regulated.

.

.

separate from England, rise and erect themselves into an independent re-

“ A day

public.”

will

city of California as

come when one

one goes

in

will

go

in

a populous and regulated

the stage coach of Meaux.”

Turgot, the finance minister of Louis XVI., when only twenty-three years

“ Colonies are like fruits,
an academic discourse in 1750, thus:
which hold to the tree only till their maturity; when sufficient to themselves
they do what Carthage did what America will do some day.” In 1767,
Choiseul, Minister of Foreign Affairs, under Louis XV., said with regard to
England and her colonies, “ Let her but attempt to establish taxes in them
old, wrote

—

and those countries will easily and fearlessly separate themselves from the
mother country.”
In like manner iAmnda, the clear-sighted Minister of Spain at the Court
of Louis XVI. deprecating the independence of America as fatal to his
ma.ster, who had contributed to secure it, after having reluctantly signed
“ This federal republic is
the treaty of 1783 wrote to his sovereign thus
bom a pigmy. A day will come when it will be a giant, even a colossus
formidable to these countries. The first movement of this power, when it
has arrived at its aggrandizement, will be to obtain possession of the FloriAfter having rendered comdas, in order to command the Gulf of Mexico.
merce with Mexico difficult for us, it will aspire to the conquest of that vast
Yoim majesty mu.st relieve yourself of all your possessions
empire.
on the continent of the two Americas, reserving only the islands of Cuba
,

,

•

•

:

•

and Porto Rico.”
Finally, Lucas Alaman, a Mexican statesmaig in the melancholy tones of
Cassandra, depicted in 1852 the dechne and disappearance of his owm race.
“ Mexico will be, without doubt, a land of prosperity, but not for the races
which now inhabit it. Even as the nation which built the edifices of Palenque was destroyed without its being known what it was, nor how it disappeared even as the Toltecs iierished by the hands of the barbarians from
the north, leaving nothing but the pyramids of Cholula and Teotihuacan
as the Mexicans fell beneath the power of the Spaniards- so Hkewise its
present inhabitants shall be mined, and the Mexican nation of oiu’ days
Stat magxi
shall have apiilied to it what a Latin poet said of Pompey
;

;

:

NOMDCIS UMBmV.”

The

Carters publish Period 0/ the Reformation, 1517 to 1648.

By

L'ji

wiG
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Edited by Wilhelm Oncken, Professor of History at the Univer-

Hausskr.

—

by Mrs. C. Sturge a very solid, instructive
and interesting volume, which analyzes the Reformation from fresh standAlso From the
points, but in a spirit at once sympathetic and evangelical.
Plow to the Pulpit. A Biographical sketch of Rev. John Spaulding, some
Likewise a Golden Sunset, or the
time devoted to the cause of Seamen.
Last Days of Hannah Broomfield, by the Rev. J. R. MacDuff, D.D. They
inrihcr sznd us Crossing the River, a characteristic sketch of a Christian’s
living and dying from the well-known author of the Memoir of Capt. Hedley

sity of

Giessen, and translated

Vicars.

& Phillips give us the Life of Rudolph Stier, from German
by John P. Lacroix. A racy volume, portraying the life and traits
of a scholar and divine, of great eminence and excellence, along with manifold singularities of character.
It also brings us into familiar and delightful
contact with such great theologians and scholars as De Wette, Knapp,
Gesenius, Wegscheider, Nitzsch, Seleussner,etc. Also
Life that Speake th.
Biography of Rev. George P. Wilson, by Daniel Clark Knowles.
Nelson

sources,

They also bring out Israel in Egypt: Egypt's Place among the
Ancient Monarchies. A handsome octavo, with more than 200 pictorial
illustrations, which are for the most part quite good, while the paper and
typography are equally so. The whole is well adapted to convey a just and
vivid impression of the life, manners, and social, religious and political condition of Ancient Egypt.
The same house

also

send us The Catacombs of Ro 7ne, and their Testimony
By the Rev. W. H. Withrow, M.A.,

relative to Primitive Christianity.

containing nearly 150 expressive pictures of the memorials of primitive Chris-

found

tianity still

in these

“dens and caves

Christians sought refuge from persecution.

and

and the general

interest alike for ministers

The Huguenots ;

or.

of the
It is

earth,”

where the early

a book of the highest value

reader.

Reformed French Church.

Their Principles De-

lineated ; their Character Illustrated ; their Sufferings and Successes
corded.
In three parts :
i.
The Huguenot in France, at home. 2.

Huguenot Dispersed
With an appendix.
West Va.

in Europe.

By

3.

re-

The

The Huguenot at home in America.
Romney,

William Henry Fooie, D.D.

has in previous volumes made valuable contributions to the
and especially the Presbyterian history of the great old States
of Virginia and North Carolina, and of places elsewhere interlinked with
Dr. Foote

ecclesiastical

these.

We

arc glad that, before his death, he devoted himself to this history

of the Huguenots, which not only gives the substance of the standard historical narratives

of this martyr people in their

own country and

their dispersion

HuHuguenot

thence, but traces especially the ecclesiastical and social progress of the

guenot refugees

element

and

to this country.

in this country,

state

has

and of

its

Some adequate account

of the

intermixture with other elements in church

long been a desideratum which

this

volume goes

far

to
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From Smith,

&

English

A

Life-Story.

By JOSEPH BA41KER.

of this book

is,

’Journey through the

check the spread of

received

Modern

of Doubt, and back again. A
author informs us that “ the object

Land

The

to explain a portion of

first,

we have

Co., Philadelphia,

:

Skepticism

[July

my own

history

;

and, secondly,

and promote the interests of Christianity.”
How far it answers the first end, we leave to the judgment of those who are
concerned to know. It is of little consequence to the jDublic. As to the
second and far more important object, it seems to us too diffuse, garrulous,
egotistic, full of trivialities, destitute of any proper representative character
or any adequate dealing with current forms of skepticism, to be of much sei"
vice.
He says of Baxter “I read him everlastingly.” If so, he appears
He
to have learned his prolixity, without the higher qualities of his style.
quotes John Foster’s description of a class of books, “which display no
power or preeminence of thought, no living vigor of expression. They are
flat and dry as a plain of sand.
They tease you with a thousandth repetition
of commonplaces, causing a feeling of unspeakable weariness.” Foster
assigns this as one cause of the aversion of men of taste and culture to religion.
We fear this book partakes too much of this character to overcome the
to

infidelity,

;

aversion of skeptics to Christianity.

The Presbyterian Church throughout the World from the Earliest
Present Times, in a Series of Biographies
York De Witt C. Lent &; Co.

and

to

the

New

Historical Sketches.

:

made up

of the memorial volume of the American Presbyterian
United States, published soon after the reunion, proceeded by
about a hundred pages in respect to Presbyterianism in other countries.

This

Church

is

in the

Thomas Guthrie,

Autobiography of
Vol.

I.

R. Carter

&

Bros.

With a

D.D., and Memoir, by his Sons.
Dr. Guthrie’s Autobiography

Portrait.

was unfinished.
It is supplemented by the careful diligence of his sons,
who fitly arrange the most of their materials under certain general heads, as
“ Early Life,” “ College Life,” “ Ragged Schools,” etc., which is preferable
to a

man

The

mere chronological 'order.

and power of the

character, influence

would, of course, secure attention to the records of his

deeply interesting in
early days, his

Scotch

life

in

itself,

and

will

be read with

education, his settlement, his
its

various

avidity.

religious

phases, are well executed.

life

The

;

but

it is

also

pictures of his

experience, and of

Dr. Guthrie draws

us to himself by a personal power in his memoir, as he did in his life.
He
was a magnetic character. His works are published by the Carters in nine

volumes.

General Literature.
Memorials of a Quiet Life. By Augustus J. C. Hare. American Edition, reprinted from the ninth English edition.
With an Introduction by
Bishop Huntington. New York lloutledge & Sons and A. D. F. Randolph.
With two portraits. S3, pp. 981. Of all the Memorials of recent years,
this one of the Hare family has made, perhaps, the deepest and most health:

;

ful impression.

It is a

complete picture of a quiet, refined, highly

culti-
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—

and deeply religious English family of the very best type, as they
by day, and year by year, in an old Enghsh homestead. The
It is a
seclusion seems almost entire, but the resources are inexhaustible.
study for jaded minds and weary hearts. The power and value of a
thoroughly Christian home, its fulness and grace, are charmingly and imconIf any of our readers have not yet seen it we caimot
sciously depicted.
wish them a greater pleasure of its kind than to be introduced to the intivated,

lived on day

macy

of such a household.

By

Stepping Heavenward." New
the author of
These are essentially poems of religious experience in all its varied moods, its struggles and aspirations, its fears and its
And they belong to that type of religious
liopes, also its rest and peace.
experience which tends to, and rests in, Christ— making Him the conscious
centre of its faith and love, as well as its great exam 2Jle. The poems all
bear internal evidence of springing directly from this Christian life in its
deepest and tenderest moods. They apjreal, too, as they also express, a
great variety of experience, centering in the one great theme.
And in
their external form and finish they show this changing play of moods and
Some are complete, as if born of one strong impulse, which they
feehngs.
completely embody others are less finished, though they may equally exjrress the feelings of the moment that produced them.
But they may all be
read, and read again, with great spiritual profit, many of them with high
spiritual sympathy and deUght.
Religious Poems.

York

Randolph & Co.

:

—

:

Hymns and Songs of Praise, for Public and Social Worship.
R. D. Hitchcock, L. Eddy, Philip Schapf. New York
A.

Edited by

D

.F. RanBooks for the Church there is no end they follow
in rapid succession
and each new one has some special attraction. The
present one is prepared with great knowledge, skill and care. The editors
thought at first that 600 to 800 hymns would be quite enough they give us
1,416, besides chants and doxologies,with full indexes, in a beautifully printed
volume of 597 pages. The musical editing is by J. K. Paine, U. C. Bumap,
and James Flint. Great labor has been expended u^ion procuring the best
text, especially by resorting to the original sources.
A middle course has
been adopted in respect to the restoration of the hymns to their original
forms an alteration being retained, and noticed, when it has become almost
:

dolph

&

Of

Co.

Hymn

;

;

;

—

universally accepted.

ancient and

modem,

The hymns
ivith

are from the greatest variety of sources,

some wi itten

exjiressly for this work.

The

au-

name, with the date of his birth and death, if known, aud the date
of each hymn (when possible) are given with each hymn.
This will be
found a great convenience, and it has cost no little trouble. The editors are
to be congratulated upon the eminent success of their work, which is sure
to find a high degree of iniblic favor.
thor’s

Northern California, Oregon, and the Sandwich Islands. By Charles
Nordhoff. Harper & Brothers. With numerous excellent Illustrations aud
a Mail.
is

Small

80 favorably

4to.
Mr. Nordhoft’s previous volume on California
pp. 256.
and widely known that the present work is sure of a cordial
36
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The author is an observant traveller and a skilful narrator. Eswho travel along our Western coast, and in the Hawaiian

pecislly for those

Archipelago, will his book be found of great
esting to aU

by giving

He

places visited.

just the information

is just to

But

utility.

it is

also inter-

one would hke to have of the

the labors of our missionaries in the Sand'^\'ich

—he says that the natives there “are the most generally educated people in the world.
scarcely a Hawaiian — man, wnman, or child — of
There
Islands

is

suitable age but can both read

and

wi-ite.”

The accounts

of

Mendocino,

its

coast and red-woods, and of the Farallon Islands, with their picturesque
scenery, are of special interest and novelty.

The appendix

contains a cu-

rious chapter, entitled “Contributions of a Venerable Savage to the Ancient

History of the Hawaiian Islands.”

Under the Trees. By S. Ieen.2u;s Prime. New York Harper & Bro,
In a characteristic note. Dr. Prime writes that “many of these miscellaneous letters and papers were «’ritten out of doors, and the writer yields to
:

the request of others in putting them into a book.

book they make

—sketches of

And

a

vei-y

pleasant

and people, at home and
abroad, in to'wns and woods, in the Adirondaoks and in Italy written in
various moods grave and gay, and yet always interesting and instinctive.
It will be a welcome book in travelling and at home, for young and old. And
“ My Mother and /” is the last addition made by
it is very well got up.
the Harpers to^their excellent edition of Miss Mulock’s popular tales.
all

sorts of places

—

—

The Heart oj Africa. Three Years’ Travels and Adventures in the Unexplored Eegions of Central Africa, from 1868 to 1871. By Dr. George
ScHWEiNFURTH. Translated by Ellen E. Frewer. With an Introduction by
W'inwood Eeade. 2 vols. 8vo. With maps and numerous illustrations, engraved by J. D. Cooper. Hai-per & Brothers. By these volumes Dr.
Schweinfurth has put himself into the front rank of African explorers—
penetrating into districts of Central Africa further than even Sir Samuel
Baker, nearly down to the equator. The author was bom in Eiga, 1836,
studied at Heidelberg and Berlin, became enamored of the botany of
and in 1868 organized
Africa, went thither in 1863 as far as to Khartoom
for the Eoyal Academy of Science the plan of a botanical journey, the reHe 'was aided by
sults of which are contained in these two noble volumes.
the Egyptian government, and had special facilities for exploration. He
passed through the countiy of the Niam-Niam, and made large explorations
a splendid and ferin the hitherto almost unknoasTi kingdom of «Monbuttc
tile region, with a population quite diflferent from the Abyssinians, degraded
Being a .superior draughtsman
profligate, and warlike, a race of cannibals.
;

—

he made sketches of the countiy, the people,
which are reproduced iu the excellent illustrations of
He also saw many of the Pygmies a d^warf race of Centhese volumes.
tral Africa, of whom Aristotle and Herodotus make mention, but of whose exThis question he seems to
istence as a tribe there has been much doubt.
have set at rest and he claims that they are the same with the Bushmen of
South Africa. They are a fierce and warlike little race some of them four
as well as a scientific botanist,

their implements, etc.,

—

;

—
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and ten

feet

with

him

inclies tall.

for several

He

did not see any of their
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women

;

one lad was

months.

The Harpers have brought out the work in the best style of typography,
maps, and pictorial illustrations. It will be read with avidity for Africa is
still the land of marvels and mysteries, attracting adventurers more even
than the North Pole. Manners, customs, and inhabitants are very well described.
Of the religion of the tribes little is said thougli the belief in a
Supreme Being seems to be prevalent. A good deal is added to our knowledge of the geography of tjie region, and some light is thrown upon the

—

;

puzzle of the Nile.

Miscellany.

The Gospel Self-supporting. By Rev. Alex. L. Hogshead, Abington,
with an Appendix, by Rev. John W. Pratt, D.D., Lexington, Va.

Va.

;

Wytheville

:

D. A.

The importance

St. Clair.

of the

treated

subject

in

volume, as well as

this

its

and deeply felt. Whoever should devise a solution of
the problem, that would command general acceptance, would win a place
among the illustrious reformers and builders of the Church. There is no
question that great wrong and sin in this matter now infest the church, working great present evils, and threatening serious mischief, unless they can be
exorcised.
It is and will be in constant unrest, till some method of deliverance
can be devised. No human wisdom can discover it. It must be God-sent is

difficulties,

it

come

at

are widely

all.

So Mr. Hogshead evidently thinks. He deems the tithe to be not merely a
Jewish and temporary, but a universal, divine ordinance, designed and adequate to meet the case.
Primarily it is, unlike so many of our present
contributions, an offering to God, enjoined by God, so a rendering of worship,
and not chiefly a gift to any of God’s creatures. But being thus given to God
in this measure, it perpetually fills and replenishes the Lord’s treasurj', thus
forming an_ adequate fund for the support of the Gospel, which will be ample
for the due support of his ministry, and for all the demands of Christian
evangelization and charity.
As we understand the author, he would have
these tithes gathered, not into
of the whole church,

exigencies
into effect

and

necessities.

many

the'

treasuries of particular congregations, but

and thence distributed

of the

related to this subject, far

question remains, has

to all in

principles of Christianity

more

perfectly than

God made

is

of being enforced accordingly
if it

and of natural

now done.

to their

all

of his

justice as

But, after

all,

the

New

Testament
people, and capable

the tithe so the rule of the

church, as to be universally binding on each and

But

due proportion

This doubtless would meet the case, and carry

This does not appear to us proved.
were conceded that the law of the New Testament requires each
?

to give one-tenth of his income,
to each one’s

is it

to

judgment and conscience

be a voluntary offering, or at least left
to determine the manner of carrying

and in this sense technically an imperfect obligation or is it to be enby church-courts, and in this sense a perfect obligation, because enforceable by these or other human tribunals ?
it

out,

forced

;
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Mr. Hogshead leaves us in no doubt of his sentiments on
“ One prominent cause of the prevailing delinquency

says;

that the neglect of this duty

is

He

this point.

in

not regarded and treated as a

the church

sin,

is

and there-

fore an offence to be reproved, and, if necessary, disciplined.
Oiir creeds,
church courts, and ministers utter no distinct voice on this question.” p. 62.
A formidable and insuperable difficulty lies in so determining what is a
tenth of any man’s income as to fix the precise sum, a failure to pay which

subjects one to ecclesiastical discipline.
gests that the deacons

“ assess

”

One

writer,

quoted by Mr. H., sug-

We should like to see the board

of deacons
competent for the task, or whose assessments for this purpose would
Those who favor this cannot have begun to see the
or ought to be borne.
difficulties it involves. The first questions to be settled are, what public expenses
did tithes cover ? Was it merely the support of religion, or did it include the
expense of civil government and public education, under the theocratic Jewish
that

it.

is

constitution

?

Then, what sort of income is meant ? Gross or net ? And how is either to
be computed ? Somewhere, we think, our author names the gross produce
In a simple state of society, when agriculture, or tilling and
of the year.
gathering the

fruits of

the earth,

is

the chief occupation, one-tenth of the

produce of a country is the definite proportion of the products of the labor
But in a highly artificial and developed society, in which
of the people.
nearly half the people are engaged in manufacturing and merchandise, it

what are the total losses
is often a far more complex and baffling question
and gains of a single year, or year by year ? There are men who have grown
enormously rich, by simply holding land once costing them or their fathers a
Yet until the time of
a few thousands, till it became worth as many millions.
final sale it yielded no income, and could be brought within no income taxnay, it only brought a burden of taxation which lessened both income and inSome have had their whol6 property in such forms, and incurred
come-tax.
debts to hold it. How would deacons proceed to assess it, though in reality
;

netting a higher profit than the business of others which yielded

thousands annually

Then, again,

in

its

clear

?

our highly complicated system of government, people

dwelling in one State, and belonging to churches there, often have the bulk

much

or

How

of their property in other States.

should the deacons assess

and the income of it ? Moreover, ought not the
property in any locality, if collected, to contribute
this

there

tithes of the products of
to

religious

institutions

?

These questions only suggest the nature of some of the difficulties of the
Yet this little volume has great value, not-

plan under consideration.
withstanding.

strong
till

relief,

It sets

the evils of our present system of church economies

and shows

that the church will never be at rest

on

i.
That men contribute to the cause of
means 2. That the fund so gathered be
the ministry and church evangelism, accord-

two principles are carried out;

religion in

some proportion

to their

portioned out for the support of

in

this subject

;

ing to the just needs, rather than the wealth, of the parties concerned.

;
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desire a clear understanding of the recent anti-papal legislation

by Romanists, and apparently repugnant to reand the rights of conscience in the view of others, will do well
to consult the speech of Dr. Joseph P. Thompson, formerly of Broadway
Tabernacle, New York, delivered at the meeting in St. James’s Hall, London,
on The Contest with Ultrainontanism in Germany. In a short compass
the true character of the laws passed by the Prussian Government against the
usurpations of the Papacy, assailing and threatening its own independence,
supremacy and safety, are justly set forth, and guarded against the misconstruction and misrepresentation they have so largely evoked.
of Prussia, so bitterly hated
ligious liberty

Manual of

the Constitution of the United States,

tion of

A merican

ship.

By Israel

&

Wilson, Hinkle

Youth in the

Designed for the Instrucand Rights of Citizen-

Ditties, Obligations,

Ward Andrews, D.D., President of Marietta College.
A valuable addition to our scanty supply

Co., Cincinnati.

of even tolerable text-books, for instruction on this subject, which

articles

it

so

imme-

mainly an exposition of the several
of our national Constitution, preceded by a brief exposition of civil

diately concerns

all

to understand.

It is

government in general, our owm system of national and State governments in
and ending with an appendix, consisting of various important political documents.
The analysis presented by the author is usually sound and
special,

judicial.

tional

We

are glad to see that in regard to the vexed questions of na-

and State sovereignty, he takes the only tenable ground

;

that political

sovereignty originally vests in the w'hole people collectively, and that from
this source

it

flows primarily to the national,

governments, as the instruments through which

and secondarily
it is

to

the State

exercised.

The Presbyterian Digest A Compend of the Acts and Deliverances of the
General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America.

Compiled by the order and authority of the General Assembly.
Witli full Syllabus and Alphabetical Index.

William E. Moore, D.D.
pp. 8vo.

Price,

By
718

$6.50.

This indispensable volume has been prepared
of years since the appearance of

tlie

witli great care.

Ihe

laji.se

Digests published by the two great

branches of the Presbyterian family, would have made desirable tliat which
their union has made needful the 2 >reparation of a new Digest.
The As-

—

sembly of 1871 inrited the Rev. Wm. E. Moore, D.D., now of Columbus,
Ohio, to imdertake the work, under the supervision of a special committee,

Edwin F. Hatfield, D.D., Alexander T. McGill, D.D., LL.D.,
M. Patterson, George Shai'swood, LL.D., and William
Strong, LL.D.
The jilau pursued has been to print entire “ The Book,’’ under its three

consisting of

Rev.

Robert

heads of ‘^Form of Government," ''Book of Discipline," waA "Directory
for Worship." Under each chajiter and section of these is given every deliverance or decision of the Assembly which serves to define or explain it.
As the same or kindred subjects are found under dilTorcut heads in “ The
Biiok,” a system of cross references directs the inquirer to the decision
sought or the subject illustrated. The greatest labor has been expendcil
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Assembly under their appropriate heads.
it would facilitate the use of the

here, in olatssifying the acts of the

Eepetitions have been freely made, where

Digest in actual practice. The decisions of each of the Supreme JudicatoOn
ries of the Church, from the beginning, in 1706, have been given.

comparing the decisions or deliverances of the two bodies during the sepawas found that in a very few cases Avere they opposed to each
In almost every case in which the two Assemblies have spoken upon
other.
the same subject, they have uttered substantially the same thing.
Even if not of “ any authority ” as binding law, most of these decisions
will be found of high value, as expressing the deliberate judgment of the
venerable bodies uttering them, upon points of constant recurrence.
Dr. Moore, in closing the Introduction, says
“ With great diffidence the compiler submits his work to the judgment
of the Church.
It has been a labor of love indeed, but yet a labor of no
common toil and perplexity. To decide under what head to place a given
deliverance cost often anxious thought.
Nor can he flatter himself that
his judgment will always meet the approval of those who pass upon his
work. Believing, however, that every decision and deliverance of the
Supreme Judicatories upon subjects of living interest will be found in the
Digest and under the general head to which each belongs, he submits it
with the hope that its method will tend to make the officers of our Churchcourts famihar with our incomparable Book, and with the prayer that its
matter may be found to have made that Book so plain as to lessen, if not

ration, it

:

remove,

totally

all. litigation.”

The Presbyterian Church

will recognize in this

Digest the intelligence as

well as the scrupulous fideUty to truth of its compiler.

The Syllabus

luminous.
betical

of Contents with

which

it

Its

arrangement

is

opens, and the Alpha-

Index with which it closes, greatly facilitate its use as a book of
Ministers and elders must, of course, have the work.

re-

ference.

On

Civil Liberty

and

Third Edition, revised.
J. B.

Lippincott

This

is

&

Co.

Self-Governme7tt.
By FnAiJCis Liebee, LL.D.
Edited by Theodore D. Woolset. Philadelphia

:

1874.

quite the most original and exhaustive work on civil government

It has
has had the great
advantage of the editorship and annotations of ex-President Woolsey, than
whom the country contains no more competent person for such a work. No

that has been produced, or
for

some time been out

more

suitable

is

accessible to students, in this countiy.

In

of print.

book can be found

its

re-publication

for study

of political science in our colleges

and out

it

and research by young students
of them.

The comments

of Dr.

more; enough
especially to show how the principles of the book were illustrated by and bore
the test of our great civil convulsion, which aflbrded one of those great occasions for develoiJing governmental tendencies under untried conditions that
scarcely occur once in a century. We are glad, also, that we have the promise of a new edition of Dr. Lieber’s Political Ethics, under Dr. Woolsey’s

Woolsey are

supervision.

sufficient to create,

We

but not to

liave often tried to

satisfy a thirst for

purchase a copy, but without success.
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The Presbyterian Board of Publication have brought out a concise and
pi^. 123), by Prof. Thos. Witherow, Londonderry, Ire-

useful tract (bound,

land, on the question, Which is the Apostolic Church ? somewhat altered for
American use. The argument for our polity is well and clearly put. Only,
Tischendorf should not be called a “ Russian critic.” The same Board publishes an excellent tale. The Parsonage hi the Harz, translated and adapted
from the German, by Mrs. Cornelia McPadden (pp. 288) also, Inlets and
Outlets ; Familiar Talks about the Five Senses, by Rev. C. A. Smith, D.D.
Work for all, and Ways of Working, by Rev.
(pp. 224), very well done
Heavenwhrd Bound; Words of Help for Young
Chas. P. Bush, D.D.
;

;

;

Christians,

by Ohve

A.

Wadsworth

Dodd & Mead publish

—a prize

new volume

book, pp. 215.

John

S. C. Abbott’s American PioDavid Crockett: His Life and Adventures, illustrated, pj). 350, whose wild and romantic career in our border semi-civilization still has its attractions.
They also bring out a neat edition of President
Hopkins’s able discom’ses on Prayer and the Prayer Gauge, in which Professor TyudaT is sharply criticised.

neers and Patriots,

The

excellent

viz.

a

of

:

sermon of Rev. Marvin R. Vincent, D.D., of

New

before the American Seamen’s Friends’ Society, has been issued, as
deserves to be, in a separate form.

It is

an

effective

York,
it

well

and beautiful plea

for

who go down to the sea in ships.
Annual Record of Science and Industry, for 1873. Edited by Spexcee F.
Baird, with the assistance of men of science. New York
Harpers. This

those

:

is

the third volume of a useful series in which scientific discoveries and facts

are reported
all

by competent hands, making use

of the best sources, including

the leading scientific journals of this country and Europe.

make the multitude

of facts easily accessible.

largest of the series, extending to over 700 pages.

compilation
all its

firr all

interested in the progress

An

analytical

and a full index
The present volume is the

table of contents gi'oups the facts in a careful arrangement

It is

which science

;

an indispensable
is

now making in

departments.

Catalogue of Plants, growing without cultivation in the State ofNew JerBy Oliveu R. Willis, Ph. D. New York Schermerhoru & Co.

sey, etc.

8vo.

:

pp. 71.

The 19//i Annual Report of the Board of
1872-3 makes a volume of over 400 pages. It
able superintendent, Mr.
in a

Wm.

T. Harris,

Louis Public Schools for
drawn up by the indefatig-

St.
is

who has organized

these schools

most thorough manner.

Scribner, Arm.strong

&

Co. have brought out a good, legible and fully

lustrated edition of Mrs. Oliphant’s

la.st

novel,

“Atlas Gates.”

il-

pp. 231.

Double column, royal 8vo.

The

Htirpers have published “ Armadale,”

by Wilkie Collins, in their exworks “Through Fire and through Water,”
“ Harry Heathcote, of Gangoil, a tale of Australian
Frederick Talbot
Bush Life,” by Anthony Trollope “John Worthington’s Name,” by Frank

cellent edition of his complete

;

;

;
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“A Fast Life on the Modern Highway,
pp. 197 well bound
being a Glance into the Railroad World from a New Point of View,” by
Joseph Taylor an amusing book of travel, with numerous well-executed
comic illustrations, pp. 220, 12mo.
Lee Benedict,

;

,

—

The Reef and other Parables, by Edwabd Henby Bickersteth, is issued
Carters, and has the well-known characteristics of the author for
mingled devoutness and vivacity.

by the

The same house also publish A Lawyer Abroad What to See and how to
By Henry Day, of the Bar of New York. Those who read these letters
;

See.

as they successively appeared in the

New York

Observer, during the author’s

tour through the Old World, will need no further introduction to them. Mr.

Day has utihzed his fine culture, Christian feeling, and practical sagacity, in
surveying and portraying many things with a freshness and penetration not
found in the descriptions of preceding

travellers.

Nelson & Phillips send us Sights and Ittsights, or Knowledge by Travel.
By Rev. Henry W. Warren. A production quite as graphic and free from the
stereotyped inanities and threadbare repetitions so common in books of
One evidence of this is, that the two books
ti’avel, as that of Mr. Day.
rarely signalize the same things, and never in the same manner.

Second Biennial Report of the Board of Commissioners of Public Charities
Illinois, compiled by the Rev. Fred. H. Wines, their Secretary, is of great interest and value, on account of the extent of its tabulated statistics in regard to Insanity, Idiocy, Blindness, and Deaf-Mutism,
and the soundness and breadth of the generalizations founded thereon.
of the State of

Clark

& Maynard

of

New York

fence of the Metric System, and

its

pubh.sh an elaborate pamphlet in declaims as an international standard of

Metrology, by James B. Thompson, LL.D., which is entitled to careful
study. A cosmopolitan standard of weights and measures, including money,
is, perhaps, the greatest economical desideratum.

The Band of the White Elephant: Sights and Scenes

in South-Eastern

Harper & Bros. The countries of Burma,
Siam, Cambodia, and Cochin-China are described in a very interesting
way in this attractive volume, which is abundantly supplied with excellent
maps, plans, and numerous illustrations. The author’s travels were in the
years 1871-2, and contain a variety of adventures as well as good accounts of
the habits, customs, observances and institutions of those regions so seldom
Asia.

By Frank Vincent,

Jun.

described.
or. Pastimes and Penalties, by Rev. H. R. Haweis, M.A., also pubby the Harpers, is one of the best recent books for children, written by
a scholar of literary culture, felicitous in style, and made still more attractive by fifty somewhat peculiar but 'characteristic illustrations.

Pet;

lished

Christ at the Door.

Co.

Christus

ad

By Susan Hays Ward.

Porta?n

is

poems, from a great variety of sources,
as

a living

Saviour,

ever

New York; Randolph

the central thought

standing

new and
at

the

old,

door.

of this collection

Sr

of

which present Christ

The

selections

are
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made from such writers as Lyte, Mrs. Steele, Zinzendorff, St. Bernard^
Doddridge, Miss Winkworth, Crashaw, Longfellow, and from Latin, Spanish

well

and German authors.
brought out

There are

also meditations in prose.

The volume

is

in attractive style.

James R. Osgood & Co., Boston, publish a beautiful volume, “Child Life,
by John G. Whittier. It is made up of a capital selection
of stories by such writers as Hawthorne, Grace Greenwood, Maria Child,
It
Bjornsen, Dickens, Hughes, Woolman and others, and finely illustrated.
is sure to be a favorite.
They also publish “Marjorie Daw and Other
People,” by Thos. Bailey Aldrich, which is also a charming tale for children
and grown people.
in Prose,” edited

Shepherd

&

Gill, of

Boston, have issued two bright books for children

:

“A

by George C. Lorimer; and “Little People of God,”
both of which are well illustrated and
edited by Mrs. George L. Austin
Night with

St. Nicholas,’’

;

brought out

in

an attractive

style.

Dr. Thomas H. Skinner, of Cincinnati, has recently published two able
sermons on the Relation of the State to Sects and to the Church.

The “Alumni Record

of the Wesleyan University,” Middletown, Conn.,

compiled by Orange Judd, pp. 308,

is

altogether the best and fullest

me-

morial of the kind.
Dr. Murray’s “ Memorial Discourse ” on Dr. Gardner Spring

and

felicitous tribute to the

who

stood so long in

addresses of Drs.

memory

the front rank of the

Book
They are,
in

of

ministry of this

Adams, Paxton, Tyng and Ormiston are

Dr. Jacobus, of the Allegheny Seminary,
the

Exodus

;

from Egypt

is

a fitting

of that remarkable preacher and pastor,

has brought out

to Sinai,”

city.

The

also appropriate.

“Notes on

comprising eighteen chapters.

of course, well adapted to the use of both teachers and pupils,
connection with the “ Bible Lessons,” and present in a compact form the

results of critical investigations.

Several notices of books, last received, have been, from want of space,,

postponed.

AND LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.
GERMANY.

Art. VIII.— theological
Theologische Studien

und Kritiken.

Parts

II.

and

III. 1874.

Delitzscn,

a

criti-

cism of the sources of the most ancient ecclesiastical notices of Simon Peter and

Simon Magus, following up the recent

investigations of Lipsius and others, in their

bearings on the early fables about Peter.
14-16.
birth

;

Seidemann and

Kiihler,

Interpretation of

Ktistlin continue the discussion

Romans

ii.

on the year of Luther’s

Schrader contributes notes on the Assyrian inscriptions.

In the third part

Kleinert has a learned essay on the theory of sacrifices; llollenberg examines the

book of Joshua

in its relation to

Deuteronomy

;

and Goebel discusses the group o

—

.
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parables in the sixteenth and seventeenth of Luke. There are also reviews of Frank

on Christian Certitude, by Gottschick of Weiss’s elaborate work on Mark, by
Savin; and of Gebhardt on the doctrinal ideas of the Apocalypse, in comparison
“ Our Work in Palestine” is favorawith John’s Gospels and Epistles, by Weiss.
bly noticed by Balmer.
;

Part

Zeitschrift f. d. historischc Thcologie, 1874.

of the Sources of the History of Gnosticism

;

Dr. A. Harnack, Criticism

II.

W. Germann,

Christianity at Soco-

K. F. Kohler, Contributions to the Biography of Rabanus Maurus. Part III.
Studies on “ Wiclif,” biographical, by R. Buddensieg ; Th. Kolde, Chancellor
Brueck and his Reformation Services ; Ed. Jacobs, a Letter of one present at the

tara

;

Leipsic Disputation, July 26, 1519
of Hesse.
Zeitschrift f. d.
litzsch,

;

a biographical sketch of Magister H. Braun,

und

Thcologie

lutherische

Kirche.

Part

Talmudic Studies, showing the Talmudic origin

“ being defiled”

I.,

1874.

I.

De-

P’r.

precept about

of the

John xviii. 28. 2. The symbolic
by Schnedermann. 3. Kolbe, Cyprian’s doctrine on the unity of the church a good account.
4. H. Nobbe, on the
Theologia Mystica of John Heinrich Ursinus, a Lutheran divine of the seventeenth
century, who wrote an interesting essay (little known) to reconcile a true mysticism
for the passover, referred to in

sense of olive trees and

in the Scriptures,

oil

—

with the Lutheran orthodoxy.
Part II.

I.

5.

Delitzsch on the

the heavenly hosts.

2.

E.

Elster

name “Lord

on Spinoza— rather a

of Hosts,” defending

Count Von Baudissin, contributions

slight sketch.

application to

its

to the history of the

Spanish Church. 3. Life and services of Amos Comenius by Liebusch. 4. E Iste
on Jacob Bohme, as one of the three sources of Modern Pantheism Spinoza,
treated of in Part I., being the first. 5. Harnack, onTatian’s Diatessar in the Muratorian Canon.
The article on Comenius gives a most interesting sketch of the
life and services of the last Bishop of the Bohemian Brethren (died 1671, at the age

—

of 77)

;

of his persecutions, banishment, and indefatigable labors.

Quarterly for Germatt

I.

and English

Jeremy Taylor’s Life and Writings.

—a

Theological luvestigations

Edited by Dr. M. Hirdenheim.

(^Vierteljahrsschrift, etc.)

2.

3.

Criticisms
I.

and

Criticism of Darwin’s Descent of

sharp review ascribing Darwin’s defects chiefly to a radical,

cal system.

and

Vol. V. Parts

E. Graf, the Liturgical Prayer for the

Dead and

false,
its

II.

Man

metaphysi-

Justification

and against Klieforth’s objections. 4. A translation of a part of
Joseph B. McCaul’s Paraphrastic Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, by
F. Hausig, of Berlin. 5. M. Heidenheim, Textual Criticisms on the Epistle to the
Romans. 6. Christology of the Samaritans. 7. The Recent Syriac Literature.
for the prayer,"

Year-Book of German
feuchter and

others.

Theology (ffahrbiicher,

I’art

I.,

1874.

i.

Dr. H.

etc.)

Edited by Dorner, Ehren-

Schultz, of Strasburg,

Christological Problem of Protestant Dogmatics at present

on the

— a thoughtful and

able

upon giving to the perfect humanity of Christ more emphasis than is often done. Those who cannot accept all the dogmatic statements
may yet be instructed by the learning and acuteness of the writer. 2. P. G. Bartels, General Superintendent in East Friesland, the Biblical Doctrine of Baptism
developed in opposition to the Baptists also an able though strongly ecclesiastical
discussion.
3. Kluge, Biblical Studies on the Parables of Christ, Eternal Life
and Conscience. Among the critical notices is one of Beecher’s Yale Lectures on

investigation, insisting

;

Preaching, by the veteran homiletical writer. Dr. Palmer,

by

the book.

He

who seems

thinks Mr. Beecher must be a Methodist in

spirit,

to be puzzled
though not in
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name

;

and says that a German

primeval forest

:

“ Before

reading him feels as

in

we could

if

575

he was in an American

tread in his footsteps \ve must deny our whole

and sever the historical threads of our church life.” He
by Mr. B.’s telling the students that of course they “ all
hope to do great things, and to preach great and brilliant sermons.” lie says a
German teacher of Homiletics would never say this to his students.
theological consciousness
is

especially scandalized

Journal of

Scientific Theology.

{Zeitsehrift f. wiss. Theol.)

Edited by Dr. A.

Seventeenth year, 1874. Part I. i. C. Holsten on 2 Cor.
xi. 4-6, in relation to the so-called Chrisc’s Party at Corinth, discussing the interThis article, of over fifty pages,
pretations of Beyschlag, Hilgenfeld, Klopper, etc.
Hilgenfeld of Jena.

is

devoted to showing that the recent

the subject
2.

Roman

and the

:

own

writer’s

critics

have not cleared up the difficulties of
it perhaps still more obscure.

investigations leave

Anti-Christianity at the time of John's revelation and of the Fifth Sybil-

Book, by Repetent Hildebrand of Marburg
Hilgenfeld on the Epistles of Ignatius and

line
3.

— an interesting sketch and criticism.
their latest defender,

i.

Theodore

e.,

in his “ Ignatius of Antioch,” 1873,

advocated the genuineness of seven
epistles of Ignatius and of one of Polycarp— a position which Hilgenfeld vigorously
contests.
4. \V. Grimm on Heraeclon’s alleged testimony to the martyrdom of the
Apostle John. 5. Herm. Rdnsch, Xenia Theologica. Second series.
Part II.

Zahn who,

by Otto PfleiA. Plilgenfeld, Paulinism and the latest Examination of it, viz.
a thorough critical discussion in the sense of the most advanced
school— taking Paulinism as a tendency, and referring it back to Paul's own experiI.

:

derer [1873]

—

—

—

ence of sin and redemption. 2. Dr. Lipsius on the Martyrdom of Polycarp which
he assigns to Feb. 28, A. D. 155 or 156 the data not determining the year. 3.
Hilgenfeld, remarks on the Muratorian Fragment— a re-examination of its bearings

—

on the canon of the

New

4. W. Grimm, on i Maccab.
Mommsen and Ritschl — defending the

Testament.

i6-2i, after the researches of

viii.

and xv.

trustworthi-

ness of the treaty between the Jews and Romans, B. C. 162, as given in chapter
viii.
4. Two newly discovered (at Greifswald) tracts of Augustine, now first

on the Persecutions of Saints by the Wicked, and on All the Virtues. The
full, but have no special value.
5. Herder as a Theologian, by
Gust. Frank. 6. C. Egli on the Going Forth of the Trees, in Judges, chapter ix.
9. Notes on the ^Ethiopian Book of Baruch, by Hugo Sachse.

printed,

tracts are given in

The Theological Quarterly
gen, Part

I.,

t^TIuologische Quartalschnft),

1874, opens with a valuable paper

Origin, being a study, on the Syriac apochryphal Acts of

of Hildesheim, containing the results of

Roman

on the Syriac

some curious

of Gothic

Thomas, by Karl Macke,

researches.

Prof. Dr.

pel examines the alleged contradictions and the different sources of the
Prof. Dr. Aberle describes with

Samuel.

Jerusalem, harmonizing the various data
Prof.

Hoffman, of Kiel, has collected

new

Him-

Books of

minute care the Last Journey of Jesus to
in the four Evangelists.

all

the

Greek documents on the Second
and a German version.

Council of Ephesus, A. D. 449, with Syriac translations

A

Tubin-

Catholic,

Hymns

—

has been started at Jena {jenaer Literaturzeitung), which
promises to be quite a rival to Zarncke’s Ccntralblatt, of Leipsic. It gives concise
literary Journal

accounts of the

latest

works

cisms by competent writers.

W,

in

all

departments of

literature, with

pertinent

criti-

Carl Ilase, the famous church historian, R. Holsten,

Bender, Paul Kriiger, Alfred Kirchhoff, Striimpcll, Schrader, Hildebrand, Carl

Curtius, K. Dilthey, Ernest Haeckel, arc

signed by the writer.

among

All the Faculties of the

the contributors.

Each

notice

University arc represented.

It

is

is

;
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Anton

edited by
price

is
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commission from the University.

Klette, with the aid of a

The

eight thalers yearly.

In a report on the

German

Universities, to the Imperial

Chamber

of Deputies,.

Dr. Virchow stated that the salaries of the Professors in Berlin, Halle and Greifswald averaged only 200 thalers and that, out of this, they were required to pay 60
;

Widows’ Fund. Of course their lecture fees are additional. At Kiinigsberg some new chairs have been established, averaging eight to nine hundred thalers, while the old ones are only half that sum. The salaries are to be
thalers to the

increased.

Professor

man, the

H. von

Holst, of the University of Strasbourg, has published, in Ger-

part of an elaborate history of the Cor^titution and

first

down

the United States, coming

Democracy of

to 1833, having the sub-title, “State Sovereignty

and Slavery.” It is said to contain a large mass of well digested materials, and to
be thoroughly done. It is noticed at length, and with high conjmendation, by
Friederich Kapp, in Sybel’s Historische Zeitschrift, part 2, 1872. The two parts of
this Zeitschrift for the present year contain also the following articles

:

A

notice of

edition of his “

True Word,” edited by Prof. Keim
Heller on the Origin of the so-called Spanish Era; O. Posse, Sagas of Thuringia;
M. Philipson,' Henry IV. of France and the Catholic Church John von Geissel,
Cardinal and late Archbishop of Cologne L. von Ranke, Memorial Address on
Maurer, Raumer, Liebig and Staelin R. Schraeder, the Law of Married Property,
etc., in Germany in the Middle Ages
Lohmeyer, Works Published upon the WestPrussia Centennial; Kluckhohn, the Deserts in Bavaria and Education; Von
Meerheimb, the Trial of Bazaine.

new

Celsus, on the basis of the

;

;

;

;

The

Society for the Circulation of Christian literature, Basle, offers a prize of

1,500 francs for the best Essay on the early Montanistic, Novatian and Donatistic

Movements, drawn from the best sources

—

to illustrate the conflicts through

which

Christianity passed.

HOLLAND.
The Hague
250

florins to

Society for the Defence of the Christian Faith has given a prize of

an essay on Socialism

;

and

it

proposes the following topics for prizes

during 1874-5
The Basis of the Right to Freedom of Conscience; The Right o
Confessionalism in the Dutch Reformed Church, as seen in its History ; The Influ:

ence of Christianity on the Condition of
likely to

be of Permanent Influence

?

Woman;

Papal

Is the

Infallibility

sophical Pessimism and the Current Ethical Systems
gin of

A

Man.

prize of 400 florins

is

;

;

Old Catholic Movement

Christian Missions

;

Philo,

Recent Theories on the Ori-

given to the best accepted essay on each sub-

ject.

The Theological Society of Haarlem proposes the following themes for prizes of
florins The Value of Statistics in Relation to Moral Facts The Proper Names
of the Old Testament in their Bearings upon the History of Religion among the Is-

400

:

;

raelites.

The Dutch

University course has been remodelled.

Instead of the Faculty c£

be a course of lectures on “ The Science of Religion,” comprising the following subjects
i. The History of Religion and Theology ; 2. History

Theology there

is

to

:

of Doctrines
of Religion,

;

3.

History and Interpretation of Sacred Books

The Faculty

of Philosophy comprises

:

i.

;

4.

The Philosophy

Philosophy and

its

History;

;

£.

Language and Literature

No

;

3.

History, Ethnology and Geography, with the his-

Professors’ fees are to be abolished,

tory of letters, art, etc.
paid.
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and

liberal salaries

special qualifications, except fitness for their chairs, are to be

imposed

on academic teachers.

FRANCE.
Revue Chretienue. Jan. to May, 1874. P. Bouffet gives a concise sketch upon
the Church and the Empire from Constantine to Hildebrand ; G. Godet describes
the state of the ecclesiastical question in Neuchatel E. Domergue contributes two
articles upon Prussia, one on Revolution and Religion, and the other on Civil Marriage
Ernest Naville, in two articles, examines the Influence of Systems of Philosophy the materialistic, the idealistic, and the spiritual an able survey of the field
the recent debates on Liberty of Worship, in the National Assembly, and the report
of the committee in favor of absolute freedom are given in full. Other articles are
on Lamartine’s Correspondence, and on the Ecclesiastical Question in Switzerland
The Influence of the Doctrine of Justification by Faith upon Character and Society
since the Sixteenth Century, by E. Sayons; L. Rey, the Present Crisis in the Reformed Church and its Solution ; M. Le Lievre, Bunyan and his Work. The Revue
Theolos^ique is hereafter to be edited at Montauban, by Profs. Sardinoux and Boni;

:

—

—

fas, at five francs

a year

;

it

;

needs, they say, 400 subscribers to support

it.

Revue des deux Maudes, Jan. to May. Among the most valuable articles of this
comprehensive review for the current year are Burnouf on the Recent Excavations
of Troy; St. Rend Taillandier, Frederick William IV., and Bunsen; G. Bousquet,
:

Journeys in the Interior of Japan; M. D. Rambaud, the Empress Catherine H. in
her Family, on the Basis of New Russian Documents; M. A. Geffroy, Autobiogra-

phy of Guicciardini M. P. Lanfrey, Ultramontane Politics Renan, the Religious
Crisis in Europe; M. Guizot, the Life and Works of M. Vitet
L. Simoniri, the
Red Man in America Desjardins, a full account of [Mariette’s Researches in
;

;

;

;

Egyptian Antiquities, especially

Church Orthodoxy, two

sian

and Transoxiana

;

in

Relation to Mythology); Leroy-Beaulieu, Rus-

articles

;

Blerzy,

England

in

Dastre, Alcoholism and Absinthism

;

India,

and Afghanistan

Rambaud,

the

Russians

at Sebastopol, from Russian sources; M. Henri Blaze de Bury, the Empress Livia
and the Daughter of Augustus, an admirable narrative Ed. de Pres.sens(q the Re;

ligious Policy of Switzerland in 1874;
in

De

Laveleye, Progress of Public Instruction

Russia; Simonin, the Silver Mines of Nevada; Albert Reville, the Albigenses,
Paul Janet, the Idea of Force and the Dynamic Philos-

or Origin of the Catharists

ophy,

A
rial

;

etc.

Russian writer, Jean Loutchiotzki, has published from the M.SS. of the ImpeLibrary a series of documents bearing upon the Massacre of St. Bartholomew.

They were
ciety,

to

first brought out in the Bulletin of the French Protestant Historical Soand have been issued separately by Sardoz and Fischbacker, Paris. They go

show

order for

was not long premeditated or fully prepared for, that the
was wrung from Charles IX. at the last moment, by his mother, who

that the massacre
it

herself did not finally decide ui)on

it

until the

eve of

its

execution.

Autobiography has been translated into French by M. E. Cazclles.
Among the new French books arc E. Chastel, Christianity in the Nineteenth Century
M. Croiset, the Moral Ideas in the Political Eloquence of Demosthenes F.
Godet, Biblical Studies, 2 vols., one on the Old Testament, and one on the New
a second edition of Hegel’s Logic, translated by Vera
Abb6 Michaud, the Contem.
Mill’s

:

;

;

:

;
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porary Agitation

in

the Churches; A. Roget, the Catholic Question in iTeneva,

1815 to 1873.

ENGLAND.
The Contemporary

Revietv, for the last quarter (re-issued

by Lippincott

&

Co),

usual variety of able essays and discussions, chiefly

upon the current
questions.
It is certainly impartial, in admitting writers of the most opposite
schools in philosophy, religion and politics.
Archbishop Manning and T. Fitzjames Stephen, Q. C., discuss Catholicism and Ultramontanism with a good deal of
skirmishing, each seeming unwilling to come to a very close fight.
Dr. H. C..
Bastian defends the most radical view of the Evolution Hypothesis, advocating
the mechanical origin of life. Sir Henry Thompson defends himself, on Cremation,
against his critics, on purely utilitarian grounds and shows how neatly and quickly
our bodies can be burnt up. Walter Bagehot discusses somewhat vaguely the
contains

its

;

The Right-Hon. W.

Metaphysical Basis of Toleration.
of

E. Gladstone continues
Reply of Achilles to the Envoy
Rev. H. R. Haweis contributes a touching memorial of Emanuel

Homeric Studies by an

his

Agamemnon.

Deutsch,
“

The

e.vcellent version of the

etc., etc.

Constitutional History of England,” by Prof.

Wm.

Stubbs, Oxford, issued

by the Clarendon Press, is highly praised, as filling a hiatus in the English literature.
The first volume comes down to 1215, the Magna Charta of John. It brings
together the scattered results of modern investigations as to the medieval growth
of English institutions.

Tht T/ieolo^icfll
London, April, 1874. i. Sebastian I'ranck, Mystic and
Reformer, A. D., 1528-1541. By J. Frederick Smith.
2. A Plea for Dualism as
a Necessity in Moral Theology.
By Ernest Myers. 3. Conway's Sacred Anthol-

By

ogy.
S.

J.

E. Carpenter.

A. Steinthal.

5.

4.

Report of Committee of Council on Education. By
By T. E.
Habit of Thought.

Materialism an Unscientific

Poynting.

Rev. T. P. Dale’s “ Commentary on Ecclesiastes (pp. 92), London, Rivington,
and Rev. C. Taylor’s “Dirge of Coheleth, in Ecclesiastes xii ” (pp. 80), Williams
& Norgate, are both praised as careful and scholarly works. Mr. Taylor combats
the view that the twelfth chapter contains “ an anatomy of the human frame.’’

The

“Minutes of the Westminster Assembly, from Nov. 18, 1644, to
They comprise the debates on
the Confession and Catechism, which are not found in Lightfoot’s “Journal” or
original

April 18, 1648,” are to be published immediately.
Gillespie’s “ Notes.’’
it is

The

original

is

in the

Williams Library,

in the

handwriting,

supposed, of Adoniram Byfield, one of the Scribes of the Assembly.

Dr. Stoughton's “ Church of the Revolution ’’ completes his work. The four
previous volumes are on the Church of the “ Commonwealth’’ and of the “ Revolution,” 2

Among

volumes each.

“ Comte’s System of SocioloH. Bridges, F. Harrison, E. S. Beesly, and
Richard Congreve; “The Autobiography of William Godwin;” Schliemann’s
“ Troy and its Remains;” a new edition of Wilkinson’s “Ancient Egyptians;”
two new vols. of Froude’s “Ireland;” Ernest de Bunsen, “Chronology of the
Bible; ’’ J. T. Dodd, “ Sayings Ascribed to our Lord by the Fathers and other Prim“ Dialogues of St. Gregory the Great,’’ edited by H. T. Coleridge ;
itive Writers
the recent English books announced are

gy,” 4 vols.,

to

’’’

;

be translated by

J.

:
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a

translation

from the Dutch of Kuenen’s “ Religion of Israel,”

579
vol.

L;

II.

B.

Swete, “Early History of the Doctrine of the Holy Spirit; ’’ T. B. Woodward on
“ Man regarded as Triune”; W. S. Jevons, “The Principles of Science.”

At
.Arts,

a recent meeting of the

London

Society for the Encouragement of the Fine

Dr. Leitner, the discoverer of the races and language of Dardistan, exhibited

a number of original specimens, architectural as well as statuary, which he had excavated in 1870 on the frontier of the Punjab, or since obtained from Swat and

other hitherto little known districts of the so-called “Neutral Zone” (which lies
between the English and the Russian boundaries in Asia), proving the existence of
a Greek school in Northern India and Central Asia, a school which exercised the
utmost influence on Buddhistic historical, social and religious representations, and

was possibly influenced by

it

These specimens, 184

in return.

number, of which

in

several are also Indo-Scythian, Bactrian, Ancient Hindu, and purely

were

Ferguson, D. C.

L., F. R. S.,

They

expressed at the meeting on the 26th

ult.,

James

these sculp-

and hitherto missing link between Indian and Western

tures supply the important
Art.

Buddhistic,

In the opinion of Mr.

period partly exhibited at Vienna.

for a brief

are contemporaneous with events which happened between 300 B. C.

and 800 A. D., but some of them are probably of a more ancient date. An inscription was found near the spot excavated by Dr. Leitner, of King Gondofares (80
A. D.), who is mentioned in the Golden Legends.

The second

part of the English Palteographical Society’s annual publication will

soon be published.

It

embraces matters extending,

ninth century, and contains,

in time,

from the sixth to the

among

other reproductions in permanent photography,
executed by the Autotype process, two very fine plates from the celebrated “ Codex Beza- ; ” two from the well known Cottonian Manuscript, Vespasian A. I., a
Latin psalter, with Anglo-Saxon gloss interlined; a plate from an early and pecu-

copy of the Latin Gospels in the possession of the Jesuit Fathers
further specimens of the gorgeous and elaborate ornamentation from the “ Durham Book; ” a magnificent page of bold writing from the volume preserved at Litchfield Cathedral by the Dean and Chapter, and known as
liarly beautiful

at

Stonyhurst College

the “ Gospels of St.

;

Chad;” and two charters from the unrivalled
Dean and Chapter of Canterbury

diploinata, in the possession of the
in the

803

;

:

collection of

of these, one,

Latin language, relates to a Synod held by Archbishop A'ithelheard in A. D.
the other, in Anglo-Saxon,

The Harleian
ume for 1875;

.Society,

is

says the

King Bercktwulf.

a territorial grant by

London Athencmm,

is

about to publish (as a vol-

Marriage, Baptismal and Burial Registers of Westminster Abbey,

edited and annotated by Col. Chester,

who has

generously presented to the Society

the materials which during ten years’ labor, and at great personal expense, he has
collected for their

illustration.

The

archives

value of these national

historical

which the Dean and Chapter freely placed in the hands of Col. Chester is well
known. Some years ago, a partial and unfortunately very inaccurate copy aijpeared
in

the late Mr. Nichols’s Collectanea 7 'opogmphiea.

the whole of these registers
trated by genealogical

and

and discoveries, we are

number of copies
Fraser's

will

down

and

among which

will

critical notes,

told, of historical interest

be printed, exclusively

Magazine for November has an
which does some degree of

Leslie Stephen,

Col. Chester's

to the present time,

for

will

article

justice

will

include
illus-

be found identifications

and importance.

members

work

be extensively

Only

a limited

of the Harleian Society.

on Jonathan Edwards by Mr.
to his

extraordinary subtlety.

o80
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slight justice to

history of

New

[Julj,

and to his real services in the
His vivid description of the pangs of the lost
but his profound views of the new spiritual life and

his intense spirituality,

England Theology.

are reproduced in great detail

;

the nature of virtue are either not comprehended or ignored.

Mr. A. Plummer, who translated Bollinger’s Fables of the Popes, has published
a translation of his Essay on the Prophecies of the Middle Ages ; this essay
was translated in the American edition of Bollinger’s work, and published more
than a year ago.

be published by Mr. Neubauer in the Greek of the
of the Talmud and other Jewish commentators,
the Arabic of Saadyah and others, the Chaldee of the Targum, a Persian translaIsaiah

13 to Ivi. is

lii.

to

Hebrew

Septuagint and Aquila, the

14th century, and

tion (Jewish) of the

a Tartaric version of the Karaites of the

Crimea, with English translations.

Fresh notices of Chaucer have been found in the Record Office, by Mr. Furnivall.
the 1st of March, 1360, Edward HI. gave ;,^'i6 towards the poet’s ransom, after
Soon after the death of Queen Philippa, which occurred
his capture in France.

On

on August 1 6th, 1369, the King ordered 3 ells of black cloth, for mourning, to be
In 1369, Chaucer
given to Chaucer, as one of his “ Esquires ’’ of less degree.
for his summer clothes. In 1372 and 1373, he received £z
received a grant of

Two wills of the years 1381 and
which Chaucer must have handled, as they are
per visum et testimonium
the returns of two subordinates, which were made
G. Aljredi Chauceri, Contra-rotulatores." It is thought that further search will bring
for his

summer and

1385, are

still

to light his

We

in the

winter apparel, for each year.

Record

own autograph

Office,

returns, as Controller of the

Customs.

understand that a unique work under the below comprehensive

illustrated in the highest style of the art of

title,

profusely

wood engraving, from original designs
now going through the press, and will

by the most eminent artists in America, is
be published early in the approaching autumn.
The Pennsylvania Railroad : Historical and Descriptive.

Embracing “ Its
and Connections, with Notices of Cities, Towns,
Villages, Statidns, Industries, and Objects of Interest on its Various Lines in PennOrigin, Construction, Condition,

sylvania and

The

New

Jersey.”

design of this

work

is

to faithfully portray the origin, progress,

and present

condition of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to give such information of a historical,
personal, and statistical character as will interest the traveller over

its lines,

and the

public generally.

The book

will

be printed in large, clear type, on

specimen of book-making
complished in America. It
will

will

probably equal

will

be sold

be given of the time of publication.

fine,

heavy paper, and as a

anything of the

kind ever ac-

at a very reasonable price.

Bue

notice

I

^

